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Abstract

Texturation of material interfaces provides a purely topological mechanism for altering or
controlling the way a given object interacts with a range of physical phenomena, defined
by the relative lengthscales of surface features to those of the relevant effects. For electro-
magnetic radiation, scattering and interference represent the two main points of leverage that
can be employed to alter its propagation behavior at an interface. Visible or near-infrared
light, of primary interest here, tends to possess wavelengths on the nanometer range, hence,
necessitating nanotexturation to exert control over its interaction with mater.

This work is primarily geared towards development of methods and techniques for the
creation of effective and affordable nanotextured surfaces exhibiting a range of optical function-
alities. It is divided into three parts, based on the class of materials onto which nanotexturing is
applied, and deals with solid-state semiconductors/dielectrics like silicon, polymers of natural
origin with the primary focus on silk, and plasmonic noble metals such as gold.

The problem of matching the impedances of radiation propagating in free space and within
high refractive index materials is of primary relevance to technological fields pertaining to
photovoltaics, photodetectors as well as solid state light sources. Increasing the efficiency
of such devices involves creating effective methods for suppressing reflectance-related loss.
Here, after overviewing the major ways for the realization of anti-reflectance, we focus on
black silicon, a specific type of stochastic nanotextured surface, created on different types of
substrate materials by way of a self-masking reactive ion etching process. The relationship
between topology and optical behavior of black silicon is investigated via experimental and
numerical experiments, and methods of extending its anti-reflectance towards the infrared
spectral region by changing the scale of structural features or by creating a hierarchical texture,
are proposed. Lastly, ways of inducing absorbance in the black silicon transparency region by
way of metal nanoparticle decoration and infrared absorber layer creation are sought out, and
new prototype photothermovoltaic as well as hybrid photovoltaic and thermoelectric full solar
spectrum energy harvesting devices are proposed.

Nanotexturation was first pioneered in the natural world, however, so it is unsurprising
that for most of the contemporary artificial functional interfaces an equivalent in both form
and function can be found among various organisms. Following a short summary of notable
examples of nanotexturing in the biosphere, an in-depth investigation of the behavior of
nanotextures overlaying the wings of cicadas, similar in appearance and behavior to the
aforementioned black silicon, is presented. Furthermore, biopolymers represent an important
class of materials in their own right, since they tend to be inherently compatible with human
physiology, hence, suitable to a wide range of important biomedical uses. Here the focus is
primarily on silk – a protein-based material with a range of exceptional properties. First, optical
and electromagnetic absorbance of natural silk fibers is probed throughout an unprecedentedly
wide spectral region, ranging from the ultraviolet down to terahertz frequencies. Also,
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preliminary results of silk film patterning by using laser as well as electron beams are reported,
and represent important steps towards the top-down creation of arbitrary planar biopolymer
textures.

Surface-augmented optical sensing is another set of applications where interface nanotex-
turing provides an important mechanism to attain optical energy confinement, particularly
when light is coupled into plasmon-polariton oscillations. The oldest and most well developed
is the surface-enhanced Raman scattering technique, which, nevertheless, struggles to be ac-
cepted as a full-fledged analytical method in large part due to a lack of effective, reproducible
and affordable plasmonic substrates. In this work, after an overview of key aspects of surface-
enhanced Raman scattering and plasmonics, new ever more straightforward, affordable and
scalable approaches for creating high-performance stochastic noble metal coated substrates
are proposed. First, close-packed gold nanopillar array substrates, prepared on a silicon
template reminiscent of the aforementioned cicada wing surfaces, are outlined and discussed
as potentially applicable to fields were good reproducibility is particularly important. Next,
highly enhancing electrochemically roughened copper(II) oxide template-based nanotextured
plasmonic surfaces are described and appear promising for sensing applications in the field.
Lastly, extremely simple and low-cost nanotexturing methods based on thermal rescaling of
commodity-grade pre-stretched plastic sheets are presented as a viable path to creating truly
disposable substrates for surface-enhanced Raman scattering in everyday sensing.
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the mid-IR range are unavailable due to numerical aperture limitations in the
Fourier transform IR imaging system used in this work. Sketches illustrate Si
wafer topologies corresponding to each of the panels. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53



1.38 FDTD simulated spectra of single interface (a) reflectance and (b) transmit-
tance of the basic micro-pyramid and black silicon textures, their hierarchical
composite, as well as flat Si for reference. Top panels illustrate the respective
3D renderings on which calculations were conducted. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55

1.39 Air mass 1.5 solar radiation energy spectrum, roughly approximated by a
5800 K temperature black body. Energy absorbed by a Si solar cell operating
at the detailed balance limit is highlighted in red. Remaining energy is lost
due to carrier thermalization and sub-band gap transmittance. . . . . . . . . . . . 57

1.40 Sketch illustrating the composition of the thermophotovoltaic converter device
with a black silicon based absorber used in this work. Heat from the absorber
is converted into electric power using a Seebeck element. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59

1.41 (a) Specular reflectance spectra of black silicon absorbers with and without
50 nm diameter Au nanoparticle coatings, as well as of flat Si and Ag mirror
reference surfaces. Depending on concentration Au nanoparticle distribution
can either be uniform, or aggregated into islands. (b) Nanoparticle decorated
absorber reflectance spectra normalized to the reflectance of plain black silicon.
Scanning electron microscope images illustrate aggregated (top) and optimal
(bottom) black silicon surface coverage by Au nanoparticles. . . . . . . . . . . . 60

1.42 Thermoelectric module voltage output when different absorbers are used as
the hot contact under (a) monochromatic 532 nm wavelength laser, and (b)
broadband metal halide lamp illumination. Note the different voltage axes
scales of the two panels. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61

1.43 Thermoelectric voltage output increase under (a) monochromatic 532 nm
wavelength laser, and (b) broadband metal halide lamp illumination, plot-
ted against density of gold deposited onto black silicon via colloidal Au
nanoparticles of different diameters. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62

1.44 FDTD simulations of broadband solar radiation interaction with plain and
50 nm diameter Au nanoparticle decorated black silicon absorber surfaces.
Top panels show the 3D renderings used in the calculation. Middle and
bottom row panels respectively show cross-section plots of absorbance rate
(logarithmic scale) and relative optical field intensity (linear scale), both
integrated over the 1.5 air mass solar spectrum. Equivalent results for a flat
silicon surface are given for reference. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63

1.45 FDTD simulated solar radiation absorption, calculated up to a 5 µm depth
under the surfaces of flat silicon, black silicon and 50 nm Au nanoparticle
decorated black silicon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64

1.46 Sketch illustrating the hybrid device which, by combining photovoltaic and
thermophotovoltaic electric energy generation, harnesses the entire breadth
of the solar radiation spectrum. Photovoltaic charge separation is done at a
p-n junction realized in a black silicon wafer, whereas radiation transmitted
through Si and patterned Ag electrodes is captured in a GeSn alloy absorber,
used as the hot contact for a thermoelectric Seebeck element. . . . . . . . . . . . 65



1.47 (a) Scanning electron microscopy image of a thin-film solar spectrum absorber
comprised of a 1 µm thick black silicon top layer and 4 µm of GeSn alloy
underneath, deposited onto flat Si. (b) Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
representation of image (a). Elemental composition along the layer thickness
is given in the inset. (c) Broadband specular reflectance spectra of black
silicon with a GeSn absorber layer, plain black silicon as well as flat Si wafer
for reference. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67

1.48 FDTD simulation results for the black silicon and GeSn alloy layered absorber
shown in Figure 1.47. Left panel depicts the simulated absorbance spectrum
of the composite absorber, with contributions due to 1 µm thickness black
silicon and 4 µm thickness Ge0.85Sn0.15 films plotted separately. Right panels
show spatial distributions of absorbance at three select wavelengths. . . . . . . . 68

1.49 FDTD simulation results for the hybrid photovoltaic/thermovoltaic solar cell
structure. Left panel shows the simulated absorbance spectrum of the hybrid
solar cell, with contributions due to the 500 µm thickness black silicon wafer
and a rear-side 4 µm thickness Ge0.85Sn0.15 absorber film plotted separately.
Right panels show spatial absorbance distributions of top black silicon layer
and bottom Ge0.85Sn0.15 at three select wavelengths. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69

1.50 Photovoltaic and thermoelectric output of the different hybrid solar cell seg-
ments. Separate current-voltage and power curves are given in the left panel
for equivalent photovoltaic cells with and without a deposited GeSn alloy
absorber. Right panel shows thermoelectric voltage output transients after
light is switched on and then off. Incident illumination irradiance is
Ee = 72.8 mW/cm2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70

2.1 Select examples of reflectance control mechanisms employed by biological
organisms. (a) Multilayer reflector on the exoskeleton of a Cicindela scutel-
laris beetle. Clockwise shown are: cross-section electron micrograph, optical
schematic, a sketch of exocuticular reflector physiology, and a normal inci-
dence reflectance spectrum. (b) Anti-reflective gradient effective refractive
index layer-endowed compound eyes of an Attacus atlas moth. Images on the
right side show the papilla array nanotexture. Spectra in the lower-left corner
show reflectances of the moth eyes as well as their poly(urethane) replicas.
(c) Anti-reflective grating-like light trapping structures on the wing scales of a
Trogonoptera brookiana butterfly. Scanning electron images of black scales
and their surface nanostructures are shown on the right. Lower-left depicts
a reflectance spectra comparison between black and green wing regions. (d)
Geometrical ray trapping texture of a rose petal surface. Top-down scanning
electron microscopy image and a 3D visualization of light propagation beneath
the microtexture are given on the right. Lower-left panel plots the diffuse
spectra of roses with colors represented by a corresponding curve. . . . . . . . . 75



2.2 Hierarchical anti-reflective velvet black scales of a Bitis rhinoceros snake.
Lower-left panels respectively provide a close-up photograph of scale patterns
and a cross-section optical microscopy image of their wrinkled surface topol-
ogy. Scanning electron microscopy images in the middle reveal the multiscale
cascading hierarchical micro/nano-texture, particularly prominent on black
scales. Plot on the right provides the reflectance spectra of scales with three
different colorations, as well as those of their 15 nm Au-Pd metal-coated
counterparts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77

2.3 Advanced photonic functions of biological surfaces. (a) Structural coloration
of Morpho didius butterfly wings with a partial photonic band gap. Close-up
optical image on the top left shows the iridescent coloration exhibited by
the wing pattern, comprised by two types of scales depicted below. Left
side of the panel provide scanning electron microscopy images of ground
scales, and reveal the grating-like ridges which, in turn, are comprised of
multiple stacked lamellae. Spectra on the lower-right plot the fraction of light
reflected, absorbed and transmitted by the wing. (b) Selective left circularly
polarized light reflectance of a Chrysina gloriosa beetle carapace. Optical
and scanning electron microscopy images of the exoskeleton surface show
that it is comprised as a mosaic of ∼ 10 µm diameter conical cells. Scanning
confocal fluorescence microscopy reveals the chirality exhibited by each
feature, analogous to that of a cholesteric liquid crystal the structure of which
is sketched in the top-right corner. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78

2.4 Water-manipulating surface texturing of plants. (a) Superhydrophobic and
self-cleaning surfaces of Nelumbo nucifera lotus leaves. Photographs on
the left show how water removes contaminant particles without wetting the
leaf, as well as a close-up view of a water droplet on the superhydrophobic
surface. Scanning electron images on the right depict the hierarchical tex-
ture, comprised of microscale cell papilla protrusions and an overlayer of
nanoscale wax tubules. (b) Superhydrophobic surfaces with hydrophilic pins
on a Salvinia molesta floating water fern. Scanning electron images on the
right show millimeter-scale whiskers, coated by water-replant wax crystals
everywhere except for the hydrophilic terminal end, that pin a water droplet.
The primary function of the surface is trapping and long-term retention of air
in case of water submergence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79

2.5 Bactericidal wing surfaces of a Diplacodes bipunctata dragonfly. Lower-left
optical profilometry image reveals the microscale topology of the wing, where
a higher-resolution rendering of the epicuticle is given as an inset. Scanning
electron microscopy images of the nanotexture at different magnifications are
provided in the upper-middle panels. Pathogen interaction with the surface
is outlined on the right by means of electron and confocal laser scanning
images. In the latter case dead cells appear red and living ones, if there were
any, would be green. Bactericidal efficiency histogram and superhydrophobic
behavior of dragonfly wings are shown in two lower middle panels. . . . . . . . . 80

2.6 Morphology of a cicada (Cyclochila australasiae) wing, shown in the left
panel photograph. Optical microscopy images of highlighted edge and vein
segments of the wing are shown in the two middle panels. Scanning electron
microscopy images of representative cross-sections of wing membrane as well
as that of a vein are depicted on the right. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83



2.7 Infrared spectroscopy of a cicada wing segment. Plot in top panel shows a
typical mid-IR spectrum of the wing membrane, where the most prominent
spectral signatures can be attributed to the presence of chitin polysaccha-
rides (molecular structure given as an inset) and cuticular waxes. Infrared
absorbance maps – respectively corresponding to the spectral intensity inte-
grated over the 3300 cm−1 to 2000 cm−1 range, amide I band at 1649 cm−1

and amide II band at 1544 cm−1 – are given in the three bottom panels. . . . . . 84
2.8 Non-contact measurements of lateral thermal diffusivity along cicada wing

surfaces. Thermal image acquired during pulsed laser excitation is shown
top-left. Fast Fourier transform amplitude and phase plots for the image,
which respectively reveal the thermal radiant exitance and diffusivity, are
shown on the right. Lower-left panel plots the fast Fourier transform phase
dependence on distance from the heating spot for both vein and membrane
surfaces, and its slope is related to thermal diffusivity α‖. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 86

2.9 Contact measurements of transverse thermal diffusivity across a cicada wing.
Sketch on the left illustrates the temperature wave measurement method. Right
panel shows a photograph of the wing with different measurement positions
highlighted in red. Average transverse thermal diffusivity of the membrane
was αm

⊥ = (0.71±0.15)×10−7 m2s−1 (points 1–6), and that for a vein was
αv
⊥ = (2.11±0.15)×10−7 m2s−1 (point 7). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87

2.10 Scanning electron microscopy images of nanotextured cicada and dragonfly
wing surfaces are shown in the top panels. Insets illustrate the visual appear-
ance of respective insect wings. The 1 µm scale bar is applicable to both
images. Plot at the bottom depicts the hemispherical transmittance spectra
of cicada and dragonfly wings at normal incidence in the visible wavelength
region. Transmittance through a 1 mm thickness slide glass is also displayed
for comparison. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88

2.11 Cicada wing FDTD optical simulation setup. (a) Top-down scanning electron
microscopy image of the nanotextured cicada wing surface. (b) Logarithmic
scale spatial frequency spectrum of a cicada wing pattern, obtained by per-
forming a 2D fast Fourier transform of the image in panel (a). (c) Isometric
view of the wing segment 3D model, constructed based on a scanning electron
microscopy image and used for FDTD simulations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89

2.12 FDTD simulated electric field intensity profiles for light of various wave-
lengths incident on a nanotextured cicada wing surface. Electric field intensity
as well as length scale bars are the same for all of the panels. . . . . . . . . . . . 90

2.13 FDTD simulated angle dependent variations of unpolarized visible light
reflectance spectra from (a) flat and (b) cicada nanopillar pattern covered
3×3 µm2 surface area segments. Insets illustrate the respective 3D surface
models employed in the calculations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91

2.14 A rudimentary humidity sensor based on color changing of a silk fibroin film.
Plots at the top show silk film reflectance spectra variations depending on their
thickness and ambient humidity. Layer thickness and refractive index depends
on the humidity of the surrounding atmosphere regardless of silk crystallinity,
as shown in the plot top-right. Pictures bottom-left depict reversible film
iridescence color changes due to water vapor exposure. Gold sputtering can
be used to modify the fibroin films to suppress humidity induced color changes,
as shown on the right. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 93



2.15 Silk photonic devices operating in the visible wavelength range. (a) Ink-
printed fibroin waveguides. Top-down images of the waveguides patterned
on a silica substrate are on the left, whereas a cross-section view is displayed
on the lower-right. (b) Functionalized silk diffraction grating sensors. Sketch
at the top illustrates the soft lithography fibroin templating process of a 2400
groove per millimeter grating, visualized close-up by way of atomic force
microscopy, along with a picture of a silk-imprinted white-light hologram.
Silk can be functionalized using bioactive molecules, as shown bottom-left.
Graph on lower-right plots the spectral response of a hemoglobin-doped
silk grating, pictured in the inset, in the presence as well as absence of
O2. (c) Silk inverse opal 3D photonic crystals. Image on the upper-left
shows the structural colors exhibited by different period photonic structures,
respectively visualized by scanning electron microscopy. A simplified sketch
of the fabrication process is on the right. Spectral response was shown to be
sensitive to the aqueous concentration of glucose. (d) Blue lasing in stilbene-
doped silk fibroin distributed feedback Bragg grating. Scanning electron
microscopy image of the grating, as well as its preparation and investigation
setup sketches, are given on the left. Spectral and excitation characteristics of
the resulting laser are plotted on the right. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95

2.16 Silk at or below the terahertz radiation frequency region. (a) Metallic antennas
on flexible silk for food quality control. Top panels depict split-ring resonators
(SSR) applied on an egg as well as associated terahertz reflectance spectra.
Middle panels show the spectrum of a silk-printed radio frequency antenna
applied onto a banana, as well as its resonance shift occurring over the course
of ripening. Antenna impedance phase angle spectral dependence for cheese
with and without bacterial contamination, and resonance shift of a microwave
resonator during milk spoilage are plotted bottom left and right respectively.
(b) Fibroin foam terahertz waveguides. Top of the panel depicts the 94% air
fraction silk foam, as well as close-up images of its microstructure. A cross-
section view of a 5 mm diameter waveguide and its simulated fundamental
HE11 mode intensity distributions at different frequencies are provided middle-
left. Plots at the bottom show experimental spectra of waveguide absorption
losses and modal effective refractive index. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97

2.17 Cross-polarized optical microscopy images of silk. Degummed silk fibers
spun by (a) B. mori and (b) A. pernyi moths. (c) Amorphous B. mori silk
fibroin, compressed in a KBr powder pellet. Regions rich with amorphous
fibroin are highlighted by yellow circles. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101

2.18 Photoluminescence excitation spectra of degummed (a) B. mori and (b) A.
pernyi silkworm-spun fibers. Arrows mark notable fluorescence bands ob-
served at 280 nm and 380 nm excitation. High intensity linear features,
numbered in panel (b), are diffraction related artifacts. Only the signatures
located between the 1st and 2nd order diffraction artifacts correspond to unique
spectroscopic information. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102

2.19 Absorbance of degummed B. mori and A. pernyi silk fibers in the UV-to-
near-IR wavelength region. Highlighted spectral features correspond to main
overtone vibrational modes. Inset shows a dark-field optical microscopy
image of A. pernyi silk fibers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103



2.20 Attenuated total reflectance-derived absorbance of degummed B. mori and
A. pernyi silk fibers, as well as that of amorphous B. mori fibroin, in the
mid-IR wavelength region. Main peaks in each spectrum are indicated by
color-matching dashed lines. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105

2.21 Mid-IR absorbance mapping of microtomed silk fiber cross-sections. Left-
most panels show a sketch of naming conventions as well as cross-polarized
optical microscopy images of transverse and longitudinal slices of silk fibers
embedded in epoxy. Middle panel depicts IR transmittance maps of transverse
silk fiber slices at wavenumbers associated with α-coil and β -sheet spectral
signatures. Rightmost panel shows IR attenuated total reflectance maps of
longitudinal silk fiber slices in wavelength regions related to different amide
bands. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108

2.22 Far-IR absorbance spectra of amorphous B. mori fibroin, degummed B. mori
and A. pernyi silk fibers, as well as that of corresponding sericin-rich cocoon
segments, shown in the inset photograph. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110

2.23 Temperature dependent variations between far-IR absorbance spectra of B.
mori and A. pernyi silk fibers, as well as that of amorphous B. mori fibroin. . . . 111

2.24 Annealing duration dependent variations between far-IR absorbance spectra of
B. mori and A. pernyi silk fibers, as well as that of amorphous B. mori fibroin.
Dashed red lines indicate the most notable spectral features. Annealing was
performed on a 250 ◦C temperature hot-plate under ambient atmosphere
conditions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112

2.25 Terahertz radiation absorbance spectra of B. mori and A. pernyi silk fibers,
acquired by means of the time-domain spectroscopy method. . . . . . . . . . . . 114

2.26 Sketch of a generic process for patterning silk fibroin thin-films. A planar
substrate is spin-coated with an≈ 5% aqueous regenerated silk fibroin solution
and then dried. Initial film operates as a negative tone resist. Positive tone
performance is obtained by rendering the film water-insoluble via dipping in a
1 : 1 ethanol and methanol mixture and annealing in water vapor. Patterning is
done using scanning laser or electron beams. Resist development is performed
in water. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116

2.27 Imaging of a 10 µm period grating, created on a silica cover slip by Ep = 20 nJ
pulse energy laser writing on a 250 nm thickness amorphous silk fibroin
film and subsequently developing in water. Leftmost wide-view image was
acquired using optical profilometry. Middle panel shows an electron mi-
croscopy image of the lines. Rightmost panel provides a close-up atomic
force microscopy 3D rendering of a line segment. Its bottom section gives a
cross-section plot of the ripple pattern, averaged over the marked region. . . . . . 117

2.28 (a) Fourier-transform infrared absorbance in the amide spectral region for fi-
broin films, from top-to-bottom, crystallized by dipping in an ethanol/methanol
mixture and annealing in water vapors, in a water-soluble as-spin-coated state,
after laser beam exposure, and laser-exposed after development in water.
Colors of spectral peak assignment wavenumbers correspond to specific sec-
ondary structures of silk. (b) Irradiation fluence dependence of the amide I
band intensity exhibited by the laser-exposed and water-developed fibroin
films. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 118



2.29 Optical profilometry images of 10 µm period gratings laser ablated into a crys-
tallized fibroin film coated on a silica cover slip. Top-down views and lateral
cross-section plots of surface height data immediately after laser processing
and after an additional water washing step are depicted in left and right panels
respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120

2.30 Mid-infrared absorbance spectroscopy and mapping of amorphous, crystal-
lized and electron beam exposed silk fibroin films. Left panels show ab-
sorbance maps at the 1619 cm−1 β -sheet related spectral signature respec-
tively for an electron beam exposed and subsequently water-developed 100 µm
period grating. Fourier-transform infrared spectra of amorphous regenerated
silk fibroin, β -sheet rich crystallized, and electron beam exposed crystalline
fibroin films. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122

2.31 Atomic force microscopy investigation of 2 µm period gratings, patterned on
positive tone silk fibroin-based resist films using electron beam lithography.
(a) Plot of electron dose dependent height decrease of the 100 nm initial
thickness crystalline fibroin film. Insets show cross-section height plots of
electron-exposed areas. (b) Atomic force microscopy height plot of a 1 µm
width electron beam exposed line after development in water. Images at
the top show renderings of corresponding surface segments, where electron
exposed areas are colored dark brown. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123

2.32 Atomic force microscopy of 2 µm period gratings, patterned on negative tone
amorphous silk fibroin-based resist films using electron beam lithography.
Top panels show isometric renderings of gratings after exposure and after
development in water. Irradiated areas appear compressed after exposure, but
remain as fibroin patterns on the substrate after development. Bottom plots
depict the electron dose dependencies of the patterned line heights before
and after development. Inset curves are the atomic force microscopy derived
height profiles of corresponding gratings. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124

3.1 Sketch outlining the main elements of SERS. A high polarizability structure,
in this case a dimer of plasmonic nanoparticles, acts as an antenna which
collects the energy of an incident optical field and confines it into a localized
high intensity mode, where certain surface-adsorbed analyte molecules are
situated. The plasmonic antenna also serves to enhance the Raman scattered
radiation. Schematic in the lower left of the figure provides a simplified
representation of (1) anti-Stokes, (2) Stokes, (3) resonant and (4) charge-
transfer surface-enhanced Raman scattering transitions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 129

3.2 Hypothetical example of the spectral dependence of SERS, represented as a
rough approximation of guanine molecules adsorbed on a Au nanoparticle
dimer suspended in water. A metal-analyte complex is presumed to be formed,
giving rise to both static chemical as well as charge-transfer enhancements.
Molecular electron systems are resonant at UV wavelengths. Electromagnetic
enhancement contribution is the dominant mechanism at visible wavelengths. . . 131

3.3 Imaginary (a) and real (b) parts of the complex relative permittivity of Ag,
Au, Cu and Al metals in the UV-to-near-IR spectral range. (c) Approximate
quality factor spectra for each of the metals, calculated using Equation 3.8 and
related to optical losses due to damping. Values in the shaded region above
quality factor 2 are indicative of possible utility to plasmonics. . . . . . . . . . . 136



3.4 (a) Hypothetical dispersion relationship ω(kx) of surface plasmon modes
supported at a lossless Drude metal/air interface. Dispersion relationships
for Ag and Au, which include damping losses, are given in panels (b) and
(c) respectively. Figures are adapted from the literature. Red-shaded areas
represent dispersion relationships of photons in air at all possible angles of
incidence. The gray-shaded area corresponds to dispersion relationships of
photons in a higher refractive index nd dielectric, used in Otto or Kretschmann
evanescent SPP coupling schemes, the latter of which is depicted in the inset. . . 138

3.5 Sketches of surface plasmon-polariton excitation methods: (a) evanescent
coupling from attenuated total reflectance in a prism, (b) k-vector matching
via a periodic surface grating, (c) coupling from the near field of an excited
defect, (d) scattering from random surface roughness. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 139

3.6 Examples of localized surface plasmon modes attainable for different particle
arrangements: (a) localized dipolar surface plasmon mode of a single spher-
ical nanoparticle, (b) gap-plasmon resonances of a nanopsphere dimer, (c)
lattice plasmons supported by a translationally symmetric array of coupled
nanoparticles, (d) Inhomogeneous stochastic localization pattern of plasmons
supported in a disordered nanoparticle cluster. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141

3.7 (a) Energy level diagram depicting the plasmonic hybridization of metal
nanospheres when a gap-separated dimer is formed, giving rise to bonding
|ω−〉 and anti-bonding |ω+〉 type new plasmonic states. (b) Optical behavior of
the low energy mode |ω−〉 of an Ag dimer, representing in-phase oscillations
of the constituent LSPs, contrasting the field intensity profiles and extinction
spectra for excitation electric field polarizations along and across the dimer
axis respectively. Changes in gap width give rise to extinction peak shifts. . . . . 142

3.8 Coupled LSP ensemble structures reported in literature. (a) Gold nanodisk
arrays patterned on a dielectric. A sketch and a scanning electron image
of structures, simulated extinction spectra of a D = 500 nm period array
with field intensity profiles for (1) localized and (2) delocalized grating plas-
mon modes, and experimental dispersion for p-polarized light. White lines
represent Rayleigh anomalies. (b) Gold nanosponge structure prepared by
dealloying. Top-down and cross-section scanning electron images, simulated
and experimental extinction spectra, and FDTD visualization of wavelength,
intensity and temporal decay of localized modes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 144

3.9 Sketch outlining the fabrication process of gold nanopillar arrays used in this
work. Reverse micelles are prepared out of amphiphilic polystyrene-block-
poly(2-vinylpyridine) copolymer in a nonpolar solvent and spin-coated onto a
thermally oxidized Si wafer. Micelle pattern is transferred down to the SiO2
hard mask using reactive ion etching in a C4F8/CH4 plasma. Subsequently,
etching of Si pillars was performed in a Cl2 plasma. A scanning electron image
of the resulting nanotexture is provided in the inset. To impart plasmonic
activity the substrate was sputtered with gold. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 148

3.10 Performance of gold nanopillar array SERS substrates. Leftmost panel shows
the side-view scanning electron microscopy images of nanopillars prepared
by sputtering different amounts of gold. Raman spectra of 1-naphthalene thiol
are given for substrates with different Au layer thicknesses. Top-right panel
provides an intensity dependence of the 1372 cm−1 peak on Au thickness.
Concentration dependence of the SERS signal is shown bottom-right. . . . . . . 149



3.11 FDTD simulations of Si nanopillar arrays coated with different amounts of
gold. The top row provides cross-section refractive index plots illustrating
the different assumed metal deposition profiles. Logarithmic scale near field
electric field intensity profiles for λ = 785 nm excitation in the x-z and x-z
planes are shown in the two lower rows. Scale bar corresponds to 100 nm. . . . . 151

3.12 (a) FDTD simulated spectral dependencies of electric field intensity at most
active hot-spot sites for different thickness gold coated nanopillar arrays.
The two verticals at λ = 785 nm and λ = 1027 nm respectively correspond
to the laser excitation and Stokes-shifted 3000 cm−1 C-H stretching mode
Raman peak wavelengths. Inset shows the charge distribution of the relevant
mode. (b) Simulated gold thickness dependence of local field enhancement
MLoc at excitation wavelength, radiative enhancement MRad at Stokes-shifted
wavelength, and enhancement factor EF = MLoc ·MRad. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 152

3.13 Fabrication process of a nanotextured CuO surface. (a) Sketch illustrating the
main steps in the procedure that uses mechanically polished copper foil as the
substrate. The metal is chemically cleaned in 5% sulfuric acid and oxidized
in an aqueous solution of NaOH (1.25 M) and K2S2O8 (66 mM) at a 65 ◦C
temperature for 5 minutes. Lastly, the foil is rinsed in water and dried. (b)
Scanning electron microscopy image of the resultant CuO surface. . . . . . . . . 155

3.14 X-ray photoelectron spectra of CuO chemically nanotextured layers. (a) Wide-
scan photoelectron binding energy spectrum of CuO. High resolution spectra
of main spectral peaks, marked with red boxes, are plotted in panels (b) for
Cu 2p, (c) for O 1s, (d) for C 1s, and (e) for Cu 3s as well as Cu 3p. Inset
shows a scanning electron microscopy image of the CuO surface. . . . . . . . . . 156

3.15 (a) Visible-to-mid-IR reflectance spectrum of a CuO nanotextured surface.
Red text indicates the atmospheric absorption artifacts related to the presence
of H2O and CO2. Inset depicts a scanning electron microscopy image of the
CuO surface. (b) Mid-IR reflectance map of an extended CuO surface area,
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Preface

Science and application of nanotextured surfaces

The unrelenting drive to probe and harness new physical phenomena is at the core of the
burgeoning field of nanotechnology. At the nanoscale, by convention understood to span
from 1 to 100 nanometers, materials can exhibit properties absent in either their bulk or
molecular counterparts. For instance, as dimensions of structural features approach the
characteristic wavelengths associated with electrons, quantum confinement related alterations
in the density of states and oscillator strengths induce new optoelectronic effects. Conversely,
when electromagnetic waves propagate through structures with sizes far below the wavelength,
effective medium approximations [1] can be employed to predicatively describe new materials
with tailored optical properties. Novel chemical phenomena can likewise be uncovered
at the nanoscale, such as catalytic action on nanoparticles of the usually chemically inert
gold [2]. Furthermore, the expansive specific surface area of nanoparticles and nanostructures
interfacing with reactants facilitates a significant increase in the rate of catalytic chemical
transitions [3].

Nanotextured surfaces are interface layers of bulk materials with nanoscale structures
formed or applied onto them. Such nanomaterials can endow surfaces with additional useful
properties like hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity, bactericidal and anti-biofouling activity, as well
as numerous modifications of optical response. While in the past few decades nanoscience has
experienced rapid growth, it is still eclipsed by the wealth of self-optimized solutions present
in nature, which had a head start amounting to hundreds of millions of years. Especially
for nanoscale modification of surfaces, examples from the the biological realm - such as the
bactericidal activity of insect wings [4], hydrophobicity of lotus leaves [5], structural colors of
the wings of butterflies [6] - offer guidance for creating their synthetic functional counterparts.

Interaction of matter and light offers a particularly broad field where nanotextured surfaces
as well as nanomaterials can be fruitfully harnessed. Observation of optical phenomena
relies on the interactions between electromagnetic oscillations and the multitude of charged
particles that comprise matter. At any heterogeneous interface between propagation media,
energy re-radiated as a result of collective charge oscillations, together with interference of
the superposing waves, underlie effects like reflectance and refractance. Therefore, provided
feature dimensions can be at or below the wavelength scale, nanostructured surfaces can be
used to control the coupling of light solely by changing interface topology. This effect is put
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to great use in creating anti-glare coatings for screens [7], enhancing radiance of light emitting
diodes [8], and anti-reflectance layers for solar cells [9]. However, man-made solutions have
been far preceded by developments in the natural domain, specifically, the subwavelength
conical structures on moth eyes [10], on which this phenomenon was first observed and
subsequently explained.

Biomimetics led to the discovery of numerous nature-inspired solutions and their realiza-
tion by means of inorganic materials. However, in light of recent trends in closer interfacing
between technology and the human body, organic nanomaterials become increasingly rel-
evant due to their inherent bio-compatibility and mechanical plasticity. Among them, silk
fibroin stands out as an especially prospective platform for creating sensor skins [11, 12] or
implantable neural interfaces [13, 14]. The complex hierarchical nanoscale structure of silk
underlies its extraordinary mechanical characteristics [15]. Similarly, the inherent complexity
of protein based polymeric materials defines their equally complex optical properties, with
spectral bands arising due to electronic transitions and intramolecular as well as collective
vibrational modes.

In addition to light-matter interactions resulting from polarizability of atoms and molecules,
coupling between electromagnetic waves and collective electron oscillations in conductors
gives rise to a different branch of optical phenomena, jointly referred under the blanket term of
plasmonics. When induced on nanoparticles or localized in nano-gaps, plasmonic oscillations
can confine optical energy in spatial dimensions well bellow the diffraction limit. This gives
rise to strong electromagnetic field enhancements that can be harnessed as transducers for
refractive index sensing, either in localized surface plasmon (LSP) [16] or surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) [17] geometries. For label-free spectroscopic chemical sensing methods,
where molecules themselves are the optical signal sources, nanotextured plasmonic substrates
enable low-threshold detection via surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [18, 19], or
surface-enhanced infrared absorption (SEIRA) [20, 21].

The unifying goal of surface nanotexturing in the context of light-matter interaction is to
shape the incoming electromagnetic wavefront towards specific desirable field distributions
and propagation behaviors. Of course, what is ultimately achievable, and what applications
can benefit, is dictated by the choice of substrate material (i.e. the nature of available
optical oscillators). Thus, for example, functions of nanotextures on optoelectronically active
semiconductor or passive dielectric layers will primarily involve shaping directional and
spectral properties of reflectance and transmittance at the interface. On the other hand,
whereas metals are opaque, their weakly bound electrons enable spatial confinement of optical
energy in plasmons, which can be further exaggerated on surface topologies with high density
of nanoscale gaps.

Regardless whether a solid state, soft-matter or plasmonic nanostructured surface platform
is chosen for a given type of photonic function, in most cases either usage or cost considerations
demand for fabrication methods capable of producing nanoscale features over macroscale
areas. In practice this entails employing processing methods which exhibit significant degrees
of parallelism. Mask projection or nanoimprint lithography, laser processing, physical vapor
deposition as well as plasma etching are all examples of such techniques. However, in many
cases, increases in manufacturing throughput come at a cost of loss in control over the shape
and position of individual nanostructures. Yet, for functional nanotextured surfaces to be
commercially viable, costly fabrication machinery should ideally be relinquished in favor
of more straightforward paths of chemical etching or self assembly, well trodden in the
biological realm. As in nature, such nanotextured optical surfaces will provide numerous
additive improvements to light harvesting, optical sensing and imaging.
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Outline of the thesis

This thesis describes the fabrication of nanotextured surfaces designed for photonic applica-
tions ranging from reflectance suppression to surface-enhanced sensing. Material platforms
with different structure and nanotexturing potential, such as crystalline silicon, plasmonic
metal particles and coatings as well as polymeric and bio-polymeric materials, were used.
The properties of resultant surfaces were appraised by means of optical characterization and
numerical simulations.

Dielectric 
nanotextures

Optical 
biomaterials

Plasmonic
sensing 
surfaces

Literature overview

Literature overview

Literature overview

Fabrication and properties of black silicon

Extending anti-reflectance to IR

Black silicon absorbance enhancement

Multifunctional nanotextured cicada wings

Optical properties of silk

Silk as a platform for microscale fabrication

SERS substrates for analytical sensing

Towards affordable SERS spectroscopy

Facile Raman enhancement platforms

Figure A: Schematic outline of this thesis. Sections detailing original research contributions
are highlighted in red.

The overarching structure of this thesis is summarized in Figure A. Individual chapters
will detail the research performed along the three main directions. While topically all of the
chapters are interlinked, each of them is structured to be self contained with separate intro-
ductory literature overview sections. Descriptions of relevant manufacturing, experimental
characterization and numerical simulation techniques and methods are given as needed. Work
described here is the result of several collaborative research initiatives and research projects.
In every case, collaborators on any given project are acknowledged in the introductory part of
the relevant section. Similarly, data and figures obtained without direct primary involvement
of the author are denoted as such in every respective caption. The contents of the thesis can be
summarized as follows:
• Chapter 1 – Dielectric nanotextures is devoted to various structures formed on sur-

faces in order to suppress their reflectance. After an overview of the conceptual
principles of anti-reflectance and the current state of the art, work on a class of such
surfaces covered with randomly arranged silicon needles is presented. The main focus
of this direction was extending the anti-reflectance and absorbance of black silicon
towards infrared wavelengths. In pursuit of this goal methods involving modification of
morphology, hierarchical nanotexturing as well as plasmonic nanoparticle augmentation
are investigated.
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• Chapter 2 – Optical biomaterials describes applications of nanotextured surfaces in
the biological realm as well as the recent progress on biocompatible, biodegradable
and flexible functional materials geared towards closer integration between technology
and the human body. Investigation of the influence of nanotexturing on the optical
transmittance and other properties of a cicada wing serves as a case in point of the
wealth of biomimetic solutions to technological challenges. However, the complex
chemical and structural composition of biological materials necessitates understanding
their effects on optical properties. To this end silk is studied as a particularly promising
material by spectroscopically methods. Finally, research on techniques for creating
nanoscale silk surface patterns is presented.

• Chapter 3 – Plasmonic sensing surfaces is focused on metal-coated substrates suit-
able for surface-enhanced Raman scattering sensing. Advances towards both single-
molecular sensitivity as well as affordable Raman sensing solutions will be summarized
in the introductory section. Work performed as part of this thesis centers mainly on
high enhancement factor random plasmonic surfaces geared towards cost-effectiveness.
Noble metal coated substrates based on chemically oxidized copper as well as thermally
shrunk plastic are discussed. The problem of reproducibility of SERS performance is
also tackled by means of area averaging.







1. Dielectric nanotextures

Effects of electromagnetic radiation are made apparent and purposeful through interactions
with various forms of matter. In general, the goal is to maximize the number of photons, hence
energy, harnessed for liberating charge carriers, generating excitons or phonons. However,
since materials are composed of charged particles that can be driven to oscillate by external
fields, reflectance, i.e. elastic re-radiation at the material interface, limits the efficiency at which
electromagnetic energy can be exploited. This effect is especially strong in materials with high
densities of quasi-free charge carriers, such as metals or plasmas. Yet, even in dielectrics and
semiconductors, where carriers are mostly in bound states, reflectance amounts to substantive
losses before any other dissipation mechanisms can come into effect. The first formal solution
to this problem is attributed to Lord Rayleigh, who showed how gradual transitions between
materials aid in suppressing reflectance [22], which led to a subsequent demonstration that,
counter-intuitively, tarnished glass exhibits an increased transmittance. Following these
findings, a multitude methods involving the coating and patterning of surfaces to suppress their
reflectivity have been developed. Currently, the anti-reflectance of dielectrics in general, and
semiconductors in particular is of immense technological relevance for applications at visible
and infrared wavelengths, such as solar cells, thermoelectric absorbers and photodetectors.
This increasing demand and rapid advances in nanotechnology stimulate a vigorous race for
novel methods of texturing surfaces to ever more efficiently capture and trap light.

This chapter focuses on nanostructured semiconductor surfaces tailored for suppressing
the reflectance of visible and infrared radiation. It begins with a brief overview of the
main concepts and mechanisms underlying anti-reflectance as well as a discussion of select
examples published in the literature. The original research contributions outlined herein
focus on black silicon - a particular variety of nanostructured surface exhibiting strong,
broadband, omnidirectional and polarization-agnostic anti-reflectance (pictured in the title
figure). Following a description of the fabrication method and properties of black silicon,
further work aiming to extend the anti-reflectance of black silicon to the infrared wavelength
region is presented. Three main strategies of achieving this, namely controlling the morphology
of the nanotextured surface, implementing hierarchical textures, and using augmentation with
plasmonic particles, are outlined.
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(f)(e)(d)

(c)(b)(a)

Figure 1.1: A sequence of sketches (a)-(f) depicting the formation of reflected and refracted
wave-fronts when a plane wave gets scattered by atoms across an interface.

1.1 Light control at dielectric interfaces

This section provides a general overview of the concepts and mechanisms of reflectance sup-
pression. For the sake of completeness it starts with a concise description of the phenomenon
of reflectance, which directly feeds into the formulation of key problems of anti-reflectance.
Two concepts ubiquitous in the fields of light capture and trapping, namely, the Effective
Medium Theory and the Lambertian limit as discussed by Yablonovitch will be described
in more detail. Finally, the major strategies for creating anti-reflective surfaces at optical
wavelengths will be discussed and notable examples will be provided.

1.1.1 Fundamentals of reflectance and its suppression

The optical phenomenon of reflectance arises as a result of the constructive interference
of wavelets emitted by oscillations of electric charges, driven by the incident optical field.
Since dielectrics and semiconductors are a tightly packed agglomerations of atoms (∼ 1010

per λ 3 cube), there is an overwhelming abundance of bound electrons capable of acting as
re-radiators of such spherical wavelets. Electromagnetic waves emitted from sources so close
together cannot reasonably be assumed to have uncorrelated phases, hence the aforementioned
interference becomes crucial. When light is propagating through an optically dense medium
the scattered wavelets experience destructive interference in all directions except forwards.
Therefore, the more homogeneous, dense and ordered a material is, the less lateral and
backwards scattering will be observed due to the more complete interference. This in turn
allows radiation in non-absorbing condensed matter to propagate forwards in accordance with
Fermat’s Principle with little to no attenuation.

An interface between two media, on the other hand, presents a sharp break in symmetry.
Wavelets emitted by atoms within a ∼ λ/2 distance from the interface have no destructive
counterparts and become free to interfere constructively to form a reflected wavefront, as
sketched in Figure 1.1 (a)-(f). The either specularly or diffusely reflected wave can carry away
an appreciable portion of energy, thereby presenting an impediment to the efficiency of many
optoelectronic device types. It is critical to stress that interference is the underlying cause of
reflectance, and therefore it is the central concept in most methods of attaining its suppression.

The amount of disturbance a given material presents to electromagnetic radiation propa-
gating through it is characterized by the refractive index n [23]. In classical electromagnetic
theory reflectance, i.e. the ratio between incident and reflected power, is expressed using the
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Figure 1.2: (a) Dependence of reflectance on incidence angle for s- and p-polarized light, as
well as their average Runpol = (Rs +Rp)/2, which represents the unpolarized case, calculated
according to Equations 1.1. Refractive indices are assumed to be ni = 1.0 and nt = 4.1, which
approximately correspond to values in air and Si for λ = 532 nm wavelength. (b) Dependence
of reflectance on refractive index at normal incidence. Brackets show typical refractive index
ranges for popular optoelectronic materials in the visible wavelength region.

familiar Fresnel equations [24]:
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)2

p
=
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)2
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)2

s
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)2

. (1.1)

Here Rp and Rs correspondingly represent reflectance of p- and s-polarized light (i.e. parallel
and perpendicular to the plane of incidence), E0r and E0i are the electric field amplitudes for
reflected and incident waves, whereas ni and nt are the respective refractive indices of the
media of incidence and from which the reflectance occurs. Of course, the angle of incidence
θi is related to the angle of refraction θt via Snell’s law sin(θt) = (ni/nt) · sin(θi). As a
consequence of the conservation of energy, the transmittances can be expressed as T = 1−R.
While the propagation direction of a reflected wavefront is set by constructive interference, its
amplitude is related to the angular dependence of power emitted by the induced dipoles.

Reflectance values calculated using the Fresnel equations and graphically depicted in
Figure 1.2 illustrate the main issues related to interaction of light with the interfacial layer of a
material. As mentioned previously, the most obvious result are the losses due to the failure
to couple electromagnetic energy into the material. As shown in Figure 1.2 (a), reflectance
related losses for silicon can amount up to ≈ 35% at visible wavelengths. According to the
normal incidence example given in Figure 1.2 (b), reflective losses scale with the refractive
index mismatch between the material and the surrounding medium. This dependence is
especially acute for optoelectronic materials, since their absorptive and dispersive properties
are related through the Kramers-Kronig relations, i.e. changes in absorbance will induce
variations in the real part of the refractive index, hence, can result in stronger reflections. Next,
reflectance is also dependent on the angle of incidence, and overall tends to escalate as it
increases. Lastly, polarization of light with respect to the plane of incidence significantly
affects reflectance at oblique angles. In particular, reflection of light polarized along the plane
of incidence is in stark contrast to its perpendicularly polarized counterpart, as in the former
case reflectance drops to zero at a particular θi, called the Brewster’s angle, due to the induced
dipole moments being oriented along the direction of specular reflectance.
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The aforementioned considerations give rise to a set of requirements that an anti-reflective
modification of an interface is expected to fulfill, which can be summarized as follows:
• Minimal reflectance. The most straightforward aspect is reducing the fraction of

reflected radiation, hence, maximizing the amount of energy coupled past the interface
into the bulk of the material. Hence, the efficiency of reflectance suppression is directly
related to the efficiency of solar energy harvesting devices and photodetectors.

• Broadband performance. While wavelength dependence of reflectance is not ex-
plicitly stated in the Fresnel equations, a certain amount of variability is introduced
due to the refractive index dispersion of a given material. More importantly, since
most anti-reflective layers operate based on interference or scattering, dimensions of
their structural components have to be comparable to the relevant wavelengths. Obvi-
ously this precludes creating anti-reflective coatings for arbitrarily broad bandwidths.
However, for many applications, such as those related to solar energy harvesting, anti-
reflective coatings are expected to be consistent whilst operating in a spectral range
spanning from UV to near-IR.

• Ominidirectional anti-reflectivity. As shown in Figure 1.2 (a), reflectance is heavily
dependent on the illumination angle and tends to increase dramatically at glancing
incidence. In most practical cases the angle of incidence for light can be arbitrary
with respect to the surface normal, therefore an anti-reflectance layer should ideally
suppress reflectance of beams incoming from the widest range directions. This is a
particular concern in creating anti-glare screens as well as in photovoltaics, where
solutions to orient panels to face the sun throughout the day come at a significant cost
of implementation and are a continuous drain of energy.

• Polarization insensitivity. Reflectance of light incoming at oblique angles of incidence
is strongly affected by polarization state. In particular, reflectance of the s-polarized
component is substantially more challenging to suppress. It is therefore desirable that
an anti-reflectance layer would efficiently couple light into the material regardless of
polarization state. Polarization independence is relevant for anti-glare applications
as well as in photovolataics, as atmosphere-scattered sunlight exhibits an appreciable
degree of polarization.

In addition to these purely optical considerations, anti-reflective layers should be mechani-
cally and chemically resilient, thermally compatible with the active substrate and exhibit good
adhesion. Furthermore, properties such as hydrophobicity, self cleaning and anti-biofouling
would likewise be beneficial. A realization of all this in a single nanostructured surface, along
with the ever-present demand for attainability using scalable and low cost fabrication methods,
is yet to be achieved.

A sketch of main principles employed for minimization of reflective losses is given in
Figure 1.3 [25]. Anti-reflective coatings represent the most technologically straightforward,
hence, widely used approach (Figure 1.3 (a)). It is based around introducing other interfaces
that produce additional phase-shifted reflections, which superimpose to interfere destructively.
Surface topology based methods (Figure 1.3 (b-c)) are morphologically more complex and
their effect on reflectance depends on the ratio between the dimensions of constituent structural
features and the wavelength of light. When structural features become significantly smaller
then the wavelength, light perceives them as an effective refractive index medium. Therefore,
by progressively changing the material fill-factor of an interfacial layer a gradual refractive
index transition which minimizes reflectance can be achieved (Figure 1.3 (b)). As feature
sizes approach the wavelength scale, light can be coupled into the substrate through forward-
scattering either into a well defined set of diffraction orders [26] (when structures are strictly
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Figure 1.3: Sketches of the primary surface modification methods used for reflectance sup-
pression. (a) Interference-based anti-reflection coating, (b) gradient effective refractive index
layer in the subwavelength regime, (c) resonant anti-reflection structures which preferentially
forward-scatter light into a certain set diffraction orders, (d) textured surface for light trapping,
operating in the geometrical optics regime.

periodic as in Figure 1.3 (c)), or into a more broad region of k-space [27] (when structures are
quasi-random). Lastly, principles of geometrical optics can be applied when feature sizes far
exceed the wavelength. In this case mitigation of reflectance is realized through maximizing
the number of external and internal reflections (Figure 1.3 (d)).

Of course, all of the aforementioned reflectance suppression methods are not mutually
exclusive. Practical anti-reflectance surfaces can simultaneously harness multiple reflectance
suppression mechanisms for maximum efficiency. For example, resonant anti-reflective
structures are often conical in order to capitalize on the gradient effective refractive index
effect [26]. Likewise, in all four of the aforementioned cases a functionally equivalent result
can be achieved either through the control of composition or topology of the surface layer. In
the next sections these main methods of achieving anti-reflectance along with representative
examples will be discussed in greater depth.

1.1.2 Anti-reflective interference coatings
Traditional layered anti-reflective coatings rely on inducing additional reflecting interfaces
and on precise control over the optical path of these reflected wavefronts so that they would
eliminate each other through destructive interference. While the realization of such coatings
does not necessitate nanotexturing, widespread use makes them a baseline against which more
complex surfaces are compared. The simplest example of an anti-reflective coating is a single
homogeneous layer of material with a refractive index representing a geometric mean of the
air and substrate values. Assuming that only a single reflection is produced at each interface
and that all other optical losses can be disregarded, Fresnel reflectance amplitudes from the
two interfaces in the simplest case of normal incidence (i.e. angles of incidence and refraction
θ = θ ′ = 0) can be expressed as:

r0,1 =
n1−n0

n1 +n0
, r1,s =

ns−n1

ns +n1
e−2iδ . (1.2)

where n0, n1 and ns denote the refractive indices of the different media as illustrated in Fig-
ure 1.4 (a), and δ = 2πdn1cosθ ′/λ represents the phase thickness. Assuming total destructive
interference between the reflected waves, i.e. that the amplitudes of both reflected waves
are equal and that they exhibit a π radian phase difference, two conditions for minimum
reflectance can be extracted [28]:

n1−n0

n1 +n0
=

ns−n1

ns +n1
−→ n1 =

√
n0ns; (1.3)
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Figure 1.4: (a) Sketch depicting the propagation of electromagnetic radiation through a single
homogeneous thin film deposited on a substrate. (b) Simplified illustration of light propagating
through a multilayer coating stack. Variability of refractance angles due to different refractive
indices is disregarded for simplicity.

4πn1d
λ

= π −→ d =
λ

4n1
. (1.4)

Equation 1.4 is the reason why such layers are colloquially called quarter-wavelength coatings,
although in general the coating can have thicknesses that are an odd multiple of λ/4 at the
cost of degraded performance due to a more complex angular and spectral response.

At oblique incidence angles the full complexity of Fourier equations has to be considered,
therefore anti-reflectance can be assured only for a single propagation direction and becomes
strongly polarization dependent. Furthermore, dispersion limits the bandwidth in which
conditions 1.3 and 1.4 are fulfilled. To compensate for these limitations more complex
multilayer stacks are used. The aforementioned mathematical model can be generalized for an
indefinite amount of layers, as sketched in Figure 1.4 (b). The total reflectance amplitude rtot

is expressed as the superposition of wavefronts reflected from all of the interfaces [28]:

rtot =
N

∑
j=1

n j−n j−1

n j +n j−1
e−2i∑

j
k=1 δk . (1.5)

Here n j and δ j represent the refractive index and phase thickness of each individual layer. Opti-
mal anti-reflectance can be attained by minimizing Equation 1.5 through iterative adjustments
to refractive indices and thicknesses of each layer.

Despite its simplicity, a single quarter-wavelength coatings can decrease the reflectance in
the visible spectral region from ≈ 35% down to ≈ 5% for Si [29], and from ≈ 4% down to
≈ 1% for SiO2 [30] over a moderate bandwidth, say, spanning the visible 400–700 nm range,
as can be seen in Figure 1.5. The materials relevant in the production of homogeneous quarter-
wavelength coatings of Si surfaces are SiOx (where 1.46 6 n 6 1.85 for 1 6 x 6 2), CeO2
(n≈ 2.2), ZnS (n≈ 2.3) and TiO2 (n≈ 2.65), just to name a few. Presently, plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor deposited Si3N4 is the most widely embraced material [31], in part due to
the broad tunability of its refractive index (1.9 6 n 6 2.7) throughout the region optimal for
Si [32], but also because such coatings are scratch-resistant and furthermore provide surface
passivation [33]. On the other hand, if substrate materials have low refractive indices to begin
with (as is the case with BK7 glass n≈ 1.51), according to Equation 1.3 the optical density of
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Figure 1.5: Wavelength dependent performance of different anti-reflection coatings. (a)
Reflectance of Si substrates with single layer quarter-wavelength, or double layer quarter-
quarter coatings. Si3N4 related data is plotted according to [31], all other data is based
on [29]. (b) Reflectance of silica glass substrates with different anti-reflectance coatings:
single layer quarter-wavelength MgF2, quarter-quarter MgF2/Al2O3 coating, three layer
0.25λ -MgF2/0.25λ -ZrO2/0.25λ -CeF3 coating [30].

an optimal anti-reflective coating material should be still lower (correspondingly n = 1.22).
Such suitable solid-state quarter-wavelength coating materials are not readily forthcoming,
with MgF2 and its n≈ 1.38 coming closest. However, high porosity columnar thin films of
SiO2 and TiO2 can be created through glancing angle physical vapor deposition, which can
have refractive indices as low as n = 1.05 [34, 35] at the cost of lower robustness.

One of the key drawbacks of single layer homogeneous anti-reflection coatings is a lack
of technological flexibility as a result of the limited number of adjustable design parameters.
Therefore, a natural extension of the method involves using additional layers. Double layer
coatings can be applied when superior suppression of reflectance is required at a particular
narrow wavelength range, or when a more broadband spectrum with two minima and a subdued
central maximum is sufficient, with some examples provided in Figure 1.5. When both layers
of such coatings have equal λ/4 optical thicknesses they are called quarter-quarter coatings,
or simply V-coatings due to their characteristic spectral reflectance signature. The trade-off
between minimization of reflectance and broadband performance is a recurring problem of
interference based anti-reflection solutions, which forces the use of an ever-larger number of
layers. Typically the properties of such multi-layer stacks can be modeled and optimized by
computational means trough minimization of Equation 1.5.

Thin-film interference based homogeneous anti-reflectance coatings are mechanically ro-
bust, conceptually and technologically straightforward to implement and can offer reflectance
suppression down to a few percent over a moderate bandwidth. Such properties make them
well suited for laser optics. On the other hand, anti-reflection coatings can have adhesion
issues and are liable to damage due to thermal expansion coefficient mismatch. However,
their main drawbacks are the degradation of performance as the incidence angle of deviates
from the value for which the coating was optimized, as well as the sensitivity to polarization
at oblique incidence angles. When omnidirectionality and polarization insensitivity are key
concerns in addition to high reflectance suppression, gradient refractive index layers offer a
superior alternative.
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Figure 1.6: Schematic illustration of possible methods to implement gradient refractive
index anti-reflective surfaces. The same linear gradient can be attained either by altering
material composition or through creating subwavelength features ranging from pores to either
periodically or stochastically arranged pillars.

1.1.3 Gradient refractive index layers

As was theoretically shown in the influential work by Lord Rayleigh in 1879, reflections
of vibrations are suppressed when transition between two media is sufficiently gradual [22].
In such a case no abrupt junction is present from which scattered wavelets can interfere
constructively, hence, no pronounced reflections are produced. This principle is valid not only
for optics, as discussed here, but is likewise applicable for acoustic and other types of waves.
Furthermore, as the wavefront propagates towards incrementally higher optical density regions
it is progressively refracted towards the surface normal, thereby yielding good anti-reflectance
at oblique incidence angles. Lastly, provided the refractive index transition from ambient n0 to
substrate ns values occurs over a length-span similar to the maximum wavelength, such layers
can provide optical impedance matching over an arbitrarily broad bandwidth.

The most obvious method of creating a gradient refractive index layer is either to prepare
an inhomogeneous film with gradually shifting composition, or to deposit a stack of thin-films,
each with stepwise incrementally smaller refractive indices, as illustrated in the first panel
of Figure 1.6. However, for optimum performance the layer refractive index in the vicinity
of the interface with air should be close to unity, which is not possible for available solid
state materials. Fortunately, gradual refractive index transitions from values close to ambient
to those of the substrate can be attained through changing the packing density of the film
through inducing porosity or nanotexturing on a subwavelength scale (as shown in panels 2–4
of Figure 1.6) [30].

When light interacts with subwavelength-scale topography of a surface it propagates as
if through a medium with properties averaged in some way between those of the mutually
interspersed phases. Mathematical models used to estimate such averages and to establish
relationships between microscopic properties (e.g. surface topology) and aggregate macro-
scopic ones (e.g. refractive index) are called Effective Medium theories [36]. Indeed, even
the concept of a dielectric constant, and by extension the refractive index, is the result of an
effective medium approximation - the Clausius–Mossotti relation, which ties the aforemen-
tioned electromagnetic properties to the individual atomic or molecular polarizibility values.
The two main effective medium approximations used for estimating the optical properties of a
mixture of phases are the Maxwell-Garnett model [37, 38], and the Bruggeman model [39].

The Maxwell-Garnett formula is obtained as an extension of the Clausius–Mossotti
relation, by assuming that the composite material is made up of spherical inclusions with
a refractive index of n1 embedded in a host matrix n0. Since at optical frequencies the
polarization of atoms is mainly electronic, the Clausius–Mossotti relationship can be expressed
through refractive indices (instead of the more common formulation using dielectric constants)
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as:

n2−n2
0

n2 +2n2
0
=

4π

3
Nα. (1.6)

Where α denotes the molecular polarizability and N is the number of molecules per unit
volume. The Maxwell-Garnett model assumes, that inclusions are spherical with a radius
a and a refractive index n1. Elementary electrostatics yields the polarizability of such an
inclusion [40]:

α =
n2

1−n2
0

n2
1 +2n2

0
a3. (1.7)

Then, upon substitution of Equation 1.7 into Equation 1.6 we obtain the Maxwell-Garnett
formula [36]:

n2−n2
0

n2 +2n2
0
= η1

n2
1−n2

0

n2
1 +2n2

0
, (1.8)

which relates the effective refractive index n of the composite material that consists of η1
volume fraction of spherical refractive index n1 inclusions in a surrounding matrix of n0.
Despite its convenience, the Maxwell-Garnett approximation has significant shortcomings
related to the asymmetric way the host and inclusion materials are treated. If Equation 1.8
were to be restated as giving the effective medium approximation for η0 = 1−η1 volume
fraction inclusions of n0 into a matrix of n1 the result would not be the same. This is because
validity of the spherical approximation hinges on a shell of the host material surrounding the
inclusion. This asymmetry is particularly strong when disparity between the refractive indexes
is large. Furthermore, when trying to generalize Equation 1.8 to account for inclusions of
more than one type (i.e. a η1 fraction of n1 material and a η2 fraction of n2 material in a host
matrix η0 = 1−η1−η2 with n0), the resultant effective refractive index n depends on the
refractive index of the matrix n0 even when it is completely replaced (η0 = 1−η1−η2 = 0).
Hence, the Maxwell-Garnett approximation holds only when the total volume fraction of
inclusions is small.

On the other hand, this is not the case with the Bruggeman approximation, as it can be
applied to arbitrary mixtures with no obvious contradictions. The assumptions in this method
have some similarities to the Maxwell-Garnett case - a set of N different inclusions, each
with their own volume fractions ηi and refractive indices ni, are embedded in an infinite
homogeneous medium n. However, the key hypothesis is that the Bruggeman effective
refractive index n should be such, that the total dipole moment of the system is zero, or, in
other words, the average flux deviations must be zero:

N

∑
i=1

ηi∆Φi = 0. (1.9)

Without retracing the relevant algebra [36], the Bruggeman effective medium formula is:

N

∑
i=1

ηi
n2

i −n2

n2
i +2n2 = 0. (1.10)

The inherent symmetry of the Bruggeman approach makes it very convenient in many practical
cases for approximating nanostructured gradient refractive index surfaces. However, as it
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Figure 1.7: (a) Different effective refractive index profile types as a function of the normalized
thickness of the impedance matching layer. (b) and (c) show reflectance at normal incidence
of a 1 µm thickness gradient effective refractive index layer, corresponding to linear, cubic
and quintic profiles depicted in panel (a), on crystalline silicon and silica glass respectively.
Calculations were performed according to Equation 1.5 over 500 layers. Wavelength dependent
refractive index values reported in the literature for Si [41] and SiO2 [42] were used.

disregards geometric considerations, in some cases care must be taken. For example, in
defiance of physical reality, insulating inclusions in a conductor would be treated the same,
hence produce the same effective permittivity, as conducting inclusions in an insulator.

Provided the structure is sufficiently subwavelength to justify using an effective medium
approximation, a nanotextured surface can be treated as a set of multiple layers, each with its
own effective refractive index deduced based on the volume fraction, as shown in Figure 1.6.
However, when optimizing the anti-reflectance of a gradient refractive index layer, the transi-
tion profile along the surface normal is of critical importance. The refractive index profile,
varying from an ambient value of n0 to substrate value ns, can be described as a polynomial
expansion to some specific order of a dimensionless thickness parameter t [43]:

Linear : n = n0 +(ns−n0)t,

Cubic : n = n0 +(ns−n0)(3t2−2t3), 0 6 t 6 1 (1.11)

Quintic : n = n0 +(ns−n0)(10t3−15t4 +6t5).

The effective refractive index profiles denoted by Equations 1.11 are illustrated in Figure 1.7 (a).
The optical transition from ambient to substrate medium should ideally be as continuous
and gradual as possible, with a linear relationship being a viable example. However, a cubic
profile preserves continuity of both the value as well as the first derivative of the effective
refractive index, and a quintic transition extends continuity to the second derivative. As shown
in Figures 1.7 (b) and (c), increasing the polynomial order results in improved anti-reflectance
at normal incidence, and this advantage tends to increase dramatically as the thickness of
transition layer is increased in relation to the maximum wavelength. On the other hand,
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Figure 1.8: Gradient effective refractive index nanostructured surfaces reported in literature.
(a) Graded index porous silicon created by electrochemical etching [45]. The refractive index
profile is presumed to be discontinuous at layer boundaries. Reflectance spectra are given
in the lower panel. (b) Silicon nanowire arrays with heights up to 5 µm fabricated using
metal-assisted etching at different AgNO3 catalyst precursor concentrations [46]. Refractive
index profile curves are color-matched to respective total reflectance spectra. (c) Modified
quintic effective refractive index profile coating on AlN prepared using sequential steps of
physical vapor deposition of TiO2 and SiO2 at different oblique angles [35]. Spectral and
angular dependencies of reflectance are in bottom panels.

further increasing the polynomial order can be detrimental, as it results in a sharper transition
at the midpoint of the layer [43]. Furthermore, simpler linear profiles tend to excel when
wavelengths are substantially larger than the thickness of the gradient index layer.

When light is incident at a normal to the surface, for acceptable reflectance suppres-
sion impedance matching layer thickness d should be above λu/2, where λu is the highest
wavelength of the target bandwidth, and when d� 2λu performance improvement becomes
marginal [44]. Conversely, if the aim is broadband anti-reflectance at glancing incidence
angles up to 89◦, very high thickness (d ∼ 50λu) layers of a particular extended quintic profile,
with a more gradual transition from the low-index interface, have been proposed [44].

Notable fabrication methods for gradient effective refractive index nanostructured surfaces
include physical vapor deposition, electrochemical or plasma etching, as well as lithographic
patterning. Low refractive index anti-reflecting metal-oxide layers can be also fabricated using
affordable and scalable sol-gel methods [47]. In this case the oxide film can be deposited using
simple spin or dip coating methods, and an effective refractive index gradient can be imparted
by a subsequent wet etching step [48]. Porous layers on silicon can be created through
electrochemical etching in an aqueous HF solution [49]. Size of the etched subwavelength
pores, hence the Si volume fraction and effective refractive index, can be controlled through
adjusting the etching current. An example of a resultant structure, its index profile and
reflectance spectra is given in Figure 1.8 (a). Since the etched layer amounts to a fairly small
thickness of d ∼ 100 nm, the reflectance is not particularly broadband, however, a moderate
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average reflectivity of 3.7 % over the solar spectrum has been achieved regardless [45].
One of the key drawbacks of thin gradient layers is that the effective refractive index

profiles are discontinuous at both the ambient and substrate interfaces. More gradual high
aspect-ratio structures can be achieved using metal-assisted chemical etching [50]. In this
case removal of material in HF proceeds through the catalytic action of surface-deposited
noble metal nanoparticles, with those composed of Ag or Au being the most widely used.
Metal ions galvanically displace silicon and induce local oxidation, and this newly created SiO
or SiO2 gets dissolved by HF. Gradually, metal particles sink down into Si creating an anti-
reflecting surface packed with large aspect ratio vertical nanowires up to 10 µm in height [51].
An example of such a nanotextured surface is given in Figure 1.8 (b), where changes in
the concentration of the catalyst precursor AgNO3 resulted in variations of the nanowire
height [46]. Due to the variability of vertical etch rates as a result of the stochastic distribution
of nanoparticle sizes the resultant effective refractive index profile for 5 µm wires becomes
similar to the modified quintic profile well suited for omnidirectional anti-reflectance [44].
Overall, higher nanowire heights correspond to lower reflectance, however, even fairly shallow
d ∼ 340 nm metal assisted etching derived porous Si surface after passivation was successfully
used to create an 18.2 % efficient solar cell [52].

In addition to the aforementioned subtractive fabrication methods, porous films can be
created using additive physical vapor deposition at oblique angles [53]. When a substrate
is oriented at an angle to the deposition source a shadowing effect is observed, whereby
deposition behind initially formed nuclei is blocked. This in turn means that material is
deposited not as a tightly packed film, but as a porous arrangement of inclined nanocolumns,
as shown in Figure 1.8 (c). The key advantage of this method is that it affords a significant
degree of control over the porosity, hence over effective refractive index of the resulting layers.
Solely by changing the substrate tilt angle the refractive index of TiO2 can be varied from 2.7
to 1.3, and that of SiO2 from 1.46 to 1.05 (which is the lowest achieved value to date) [35].
The porous film deposited on AlN (n = 2.05) and shown in Figure 1.8 (c) likewise was tailored
to have extended quintic profile and exhibits under 1 % reflectance over most of the visible
wavelength range.

In many cases it is desirable that the anti-reflectance surface would not merely be a
passive optical impedance matching layer, but would serve an optoelectronic function along
with the rest of the substrate. This is particularly relevant for solar energy harvesting and
photodetection. When the gradient effective refractive index layer is excessively porous the
large surface area can result in substantial recombination losses. Furthermore, the robustness
of such a layer often leaves much to be desired, as the delicate nanostructures can often
collapse even under the effects of capillary forces. Figure 1.9 gives examples of more resilient
nanotip structures on (a) silicon [54], and (b) fused silica [55], both fabricated using reactive
ion etching. The geometry of these structures is inspired by the nipple-array structures first
observed on the anti-reflective eyes of night-active moths [10]. Quasi-random silicon nanotips
depicted in Figure 1.9 (a) were prepared using spontaneous self-masked etching using an
electron cyclotron resonance plasma chamber with a silane (SiH4), methane (CH4), hydrogen
(H2) and argon (Ar) atmosphere. Total hemispherical reflectance was suppressed to values
below 1 % over the entire visible wavelength region, and, for the longer 5.5 µm and 16 µm
nanotip decorated substrates, throughout the near-infrared range [54]. Similarly, Figure 1.9 (b)
shows an ordered array of fused silica nanotips, patterned using interference lithography and
multi-step plasma etching in CHF3, O2 and HBr gasses [55]. This structure likewise exhibits
significant suppression of reflectance over a broad range of incidence angles. In addition,
nanotip array nanotextured surfaces exhibit other useful properties, such as hydrophobicity,
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Figure 1.9: Plasma etched nanotip based gradient effective refractive index nanostructured
surfaces reported in literature. (a) Scanning electron micrographs of silicon quasi-random
nanotip decorated surface, estimated effective refractive index profile, as well as hemispherical
reflectance spectra spanning ultraviolet to near-infrared regions for different spike heights [54].
(b) Lithographically defined fused silica nanotip decorated surface and its transmittance
spectra at different light incidence angles [55].

anti-fogging [55] as well bactericidal activity [56]. Since nanotip spacing can be of similar
order as the relevant wavelength, correlation length-dependent forward-scattering into the
substrate propagation modes provides an additional light-trapping contribution, which will be
discussed in more detail in the next section on resonant photon management approaches.

Gradient effective refractive index structures offer extremely high reflectance suppression,
are not particularly sensitive to polarization, and can be made both omnidirectional and
broadband. Furthermore, when graded layers are formed by etching the substrate, adhesion is
not a significant issue. On the other hand, high aspect ratio porous or nanotextured surfaces
can be quite fragile. Also, while impedance matching between air and substrate is an important
issue, often further control over the propagation of coupled light is required. For such tasks
deterministic scattering via grating or other resonant structures can be employed. However,
adiabatic light coupling is a general principle, therefore gradient effective refractive index
approaches for are often used to further augment other anti-reflectance methods.

1.1.4 Resonant anti-reflective structures

The anti-reflectance methods described up to this point rely on modifications of the surface
layer along the direction of its normal, all of which are not in an essential way dependent on
the lateral morphology used for their realization. This may be valid when both the size of
constituent components as well as length-scales of any translational order in their arrangements
are well below the wavelength of operation. Conversely, as the aforementioned parameters
start to approach and exceed the wavelengths of incoming light, new scattering and interference
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Figure 1.10: Numerically calculated absorbance (A = 100%−R−T ) spectra of different
thickness planar crystalline silicon slabs assuming normal incidence. The indirect band
gap of silicon gives rise to a small absorption coefficient throughout the visible spectrum,
hence, hence total absorbance is strongly dependent on optical path length. Calculations were
performed using silicon complex refractive index values reported in the literature [41].

effects come into play and in turn can be gainfully harnessed to control the propagation of
light at dielectric interfaces.

Provided there is sufficient mode overlap, the optical excitation of a Mie resonance will
result in preferential scattering into a high refractive index dielectric due to its higher local
density of optical states [57]. This is one example of light trapping structures which can poten-
tially exceed the ray optic limit, conceptually generalized in wave optics as the combination
of a medium with maximum attainable local density of optical states and an appropriately
matched incoupling mechanism [58]. Here the main focus will be on nanostructured surfaces,
such as gratings, photonic crystals as well as periodic or quasi-random scatterers, all of which
can offer anti-reflectance through efficient coupling of light [59].

In addition to providing a way to minimize inefficiencies related to reflective losses at
interfaces, resonant nanotextured surfaces can also be harnessed to exert control over the
refractive behavior of a dielectric boundary. An especially pertinent case for managing light
propagation beyond the initial coupling into the bulk semiconductor arose as a result of
the cost management related developments towards thin-film photovoltaics [60]. Beyond
minimizing the requisite quantities of absorber materials, demands on their purity can likewise
be relaxed in thin-film devices. This is because low recombination rates which give rise to
minority carrier diffusion lengths in excess of active layer thicknesses provide only marginal
performance benefits, hence materials remain viable at substantially higher dopant and defect
density levels than would be possible for bulk devices [61, 62]. On the other hand, while
carrier collection is more efficient at lower active layer thicknesses, photogeneration is rapidly
diminished, particularly in the spectral region just above the band gap energy, as can be seen
particularly for silicon in Figure 1.10. Therefore, various photon trapping schemes aimed at
maximizing the cumulative light-matter interaction are indispensable in ensuring adequate
efficiency of thin-film photovoltaic devices.

The most basic case in point of a resonant structure for efficient incoupling of light is
the anti-reflection grating [59]. For instance, a planar 2D grating, shown in Figure 1.11 (a),
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Figure 1.11: (a) Schematic representation of a hypothetical 2D grating with a period d.
(b) k-space plot showing the diffraction modes allowed according to Equation 1.12. The
reciprocal space radii r1 = 2πn1/λ and r2 = 2πn2/λ bound the possible propagating modes
in surrounding medium and the substrate respectively. Here it is assumed that d ≤ λ and that
the refractive indices n1 < n2.

exhibits periodicity which imposes interference-based constraints on possible directions for
propagation of electromagnetic radiation. This results in the suppression of all plane waves,
with the exception of those with wave vectors k that satisfy the familiar relationship:

k = k0 +Gm1,m2 = k0 +m1
2π

d
x+m2

2π

d
y, (1.12)

where k0 is the in-plane wave vector component of incident light, Gm1,m2 is the grating
vector for diffraction orders m1 and m2, and d represents the grating period (both dimensions
are assumed to have the same period for simplicity). The k vector values which satisfy
Equation 1.12 are depicted in Figure 1.11 (b), were allowed diffraction modes are shown as
red dots with equidistant 2π/d separation.

When grating periods are in the subwavelength region d� λ all of the diffraction orders
except the 0th are beyond the coupling range in both the substrate and the surrounding medium.
This means that the grating can no longer substantially change the propagation direction of
light and acts as an effective refractive index medium described in Section 1.1.3. On the other
hand, when grating structures and their arrangement periods are large, d > 100λ , the total
sum intensity of all he diffraction orders equals the transmittance and reflectance values given
by the Fresnel Equations 1.1. Therefore, while large scale grating structures are not inherently
anti-reflective, they can be used to redirect electromagnetic energy flow for light trapping
purposes.

Resonant anti-reflectance can be achieved in the Bragg regime approximately when
2π/λ ≤ 2π/d ≤ 2πn/λ , meaning that there is an asymmetry in accessible propagation modes
with the incident light having multiple modes to couple to in the substrate (i.e. those inside the
radius r2), however, only a single 0th order mode in the surrounding environment. Thereby
for a specific wavelength, angle of incidence and polarization state Fresnel reflections can be
made to vanish almost completely [26]. This wavelength, polarization and incidence angle
sensitivity represents the main drawback for such anti-reflective grating structures. However,
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Figure 1.12: Resonant light trapping anti-reflective surfaces reported in literature. (a) Teepee-
like photonic crystal absorber surface in Si [63]. Left panels show the scanning electron
microscopy images of the structure, along with the effective refractive index profile. Re-
flectance spectra are provided for both thick 500 µm wafers as well as thin film 10 µm Si
layers. Enhanced absorbance at the Si band gap edge is shown separately, and the cumulative
absorption enhancement is maintained over a wide range of incidence angles. (b) Mie resonator
array Si anti-reflecting surface [64]. Scanning electron images of the Si cylinder grating and a
similar structure with a Si3N4 coating are given in left top and bottom panels, respectively.
Scattering cross section spectral dependencies and field intensity profiles illustrate behavior of
individual Mie resonators. Reflectance spectra are given for structures with and without Si3N4
anti-reflectance coatings. Rightmost panels show angular dependence of specular reflectance
at λ = 632 nm wavelength.

their unique feature is that specific realizations of such gratings can be made to redirect
incident light into diffraction orders that lie outside the escape cone of the substrate, hence,
achieving light trapping of vital importance for thin-film solar cells among other applications.
Such periodic structures for light capture and confinement can be fabricated on both front and
back surfaces of a planar device for a substantial photogeneration rate enhancement [65, 66].

A highly refined photolithographic realization of an anti-reflective grating tailored for ultra-
thin Si solar absorber is the teepee-like photonic crystal [63], summarized in Figure 1.12 (a).
The structure was designed to maximize solar spectrum absorbance in thin Si films, and
particularly to provide a boost in the weakly absorbing λ = 800−1000 nm near-IR indirect
band gap edge, by making use of the parallel-to-interface refraction phenomenon exhibited
by the tailored photonic crystal for light trapping [67]. Parallel-to-interface refracted modes
propagate almost parallel to the substrate-air interface in a vortex-like fashion, giving rise to
anomalously long optical paths and propagation durations for 13 times enhanced absorbance
to occur. Furthermore, reflectance throughout the entire visible-to-near-IR spectral range was
suppressed down to an average ∼ 3.4% by means of the Gaussian-type gradient effective
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index profile of the wedge-like lattice as well as an ultra thin 60 nm SiO2 anti-reflectance
coating. Overall, the teepee-like photonic crystal structure achieves an average ∼ 94.7%
absorbance over an λ = 400−1000 nm wavelength and 0−60◦ incidence angle range in a
10 µm thickness silicon film [63].

Another related mechanism for enhancing light coupling makes use of optical resonances
supported by nanoscale dielectric particles, wires or voids with field distributions that extend
and overlap with guided modes in the bulk material [68]. Such structures can be readily
created in almost arbitrary arrangements by a variety of lithography methods. Hence, an anti-
reflective grating structure can be comprised of individual Mie resonators, thereby significantly
augmenting the number of states available for light coupling. This type of Mie resonator
array anti-reflective surface was created on crystalline Si [64] and is shown in Figure 1.12 (b).
Here the Mie resonators were 250 nm diameter and 150 nm height cylinders, which exhibit
scattering cross-sections more than 5 times in excess of their geometrical cross-sections. This
geometrical shape was chosen due to its lossy nature, meaning that electromagnetic energy can
be readily transferred into the substrate (i.e. is over-coupled), as is visible from the spectral
breadth of scattering cross-section peaks and from the field intensity profiles depicted in
Figure 1.12 (b). The reflectance spectra are dominated by the sharp dip at around λ = 500 nm,
a characteristic of the particle array spacing, which is attributed to a Wood’s anomaly due to
grating effects [69]. The Mie resonance related spectral features are likewise imprinted into the
reflectance spectra as dips in the λ = 700−800 nm range. Like most other high performance
reflectance suppression structures the Mie resonator array made use of a complimentary Si3N4
anti-reflectance coating to further reduce the visible wavelength reflectance from 7.5% of the
optimized nanoparticle array down to an average value of 1.3%. Furthermore, < 5% specular
reflectance values are maintained over a 0−60◦ incidence angle range. Overall, while this
specific example does not provide exceptional anti-reflectivity, it is highly integrated, robust
and compatible with a wide array of materials and device geometries in addition to being
scalable to large fabrication areas.

One of the main challenges in creating commercially viable high efficiency anti-reflective
surfaces are the associated fabrication costs, which can be substantial when well defined
resonant structures with rigorous translational symmetry need to be produced. Therefore,
there is substantial interest nanotextured surfaces which exhibit deterministic and high perfor-
mance anti-reflective and light trapping properties whilst either not requiring high precision
fabrication methods or being robust against manufacturing imperfections. Conventional un-
derstanding states that periodic photonic light trapping structures should outperform their
disordered counterparts, as they avoid deleterious scattering into lossy radiative modes. How-
ever, referring back to the simplest k-space example of a periodic 2D grating in Figure 1.11 (b)
it is evident that only a very limited set of optical states, confined by the two light lines, serve to
productively couple light into guided modes. Furthermore, their discrete nature underlies the
often problematic wavelength, polarization as well as incidence angle sensitivity of reflectance
suppression and light confinement. When a periodic structure posses a certain amount of
disorder the individual resonances become broader and less pronounced, hence the overall
performance turns more robust to properties of incident light at the cost of peak efficiency [70].
So, a small amount of disorder can be shown to slightly increase the local density of optical
states as well as the coupling rate. On the other hand care must be taken, since too much
disruption wipes out coherent modes and equalizes the rates of in- and out-coupling thereby
negating any light trapping effects.

Ideally, a broadband, omnidirectional and polarization agnostic light coupling and trapping
surface should posses a reasonably continuous Fourier spectrum which is matched to the avail-
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Figure 1.13: Quasi-random light coupling surfaces reported in literature [27, 71]. Left panels
show scanning electron microscopy images of the 100 nm depth binary grating structures
etched in Si along with their deterministic Fourier spectra. Unit cell of the structure is outlined
in red. Top right panel shows simulated integrated absorbance dependence on the Fourier
spectrum of the trapping surface. Bottom right panel shows comparison of experimentally
measured and numerically calculated absorbance of a quasi-randomly patterned 1 µm thickness
Si layer.

able guided modes corresponding to the wavelength in question. One class of nanotextured
structures that allow for precisely such control of their k-space spectra are thin-film quasi-
random coupling surfaces [27, 71], illustrated in Figure 1.13. Their patterns are devised by
running an automated binary search algorithm against a desired distribution of Fourier spectral
components and subsequently lithographically defined and reactive ion etched into thin-film
silicon. Such structures have periods extending over several multiples of the operating wave-
length, hence, allow for a broad range of deterministically placed Fourier components. Almost
arbitrary k-space distributions are possible as can be seen in the left panels of Figure 1.13.
However, for optical coupling and trapping spatial frequencies exhibited by the pattern should
in a broad sense fall within the previously mentioned light line bounds for each of the relevant
wavelengths:

2π

λ
≤ k‖ ≤

2πn
λ

, (1.13)

or, more precisely, they must match the guided modes supported by the thin-film slab waveg-
uide [71]. Broadening the spatial spectrum beyond the optimum can be detrimental, since
every additional Fourier component serves to slightly reduce the diffraction efficiency of all
the others, potentially resulting in an overall decrease in performance (as can be seen in the
top right panel in Figure 1.13). The design flexibility of this type of nanotextured surface
makes it relevant for a multitude of optical in- and out-coupling applications. Furthermore, it
is amenable for fabrication by means of nanoimprint lithography. Lastly it is an instructive
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model system for probing influence of structural randomness in photonic devices.
For example, different varieties of the bottom-up reactive ion etched nanotip-based gradient

effective index black silicon surfaces (one example is given in Figure 1.9 (a)) exhibit slightly
different light confinement properties, which in part can be explained by topology related
disparities in their Fourier spectra. This in turn is linked to the correlation length separating
individual structural features [72]. However, unlike in the nearly 2D case of quasi-random
coupling surfaces, analysis of mode coupling via 3D black silicon textures have to also take
into consideration different propagation lengths along the nanotips and the resulting variations
in scattering probability.

The light coupling and trapping methods that rely on resonant effects or mode engineering
tailored for thin-film applications are frequently benchmarked against well established, far less
technologically demanding, but often no less efficient random scattering textures. While such
statistical ray trapping structures are not suitable for applications involving thin-films, they
afford comparatively cost-effective reflectance suppression and light trapping performance
when applied onto wafer substrates above 50 µm thickness.

1.1.5 Textured ray trapping surfaces

All methods of reflectance suppression outlined hitherto rely on surface textures with features
that in size do not markedly exceed, and are often far below, the wavelength in at least one
dimension. As a result such surfaces require a wave-optics-based treatment to adequately
describe their operation. However, microscale textures operating well within the ray optics
regime can also be made to exhibit light trapping by harnessing Fresnel reflections instead
of suppressing them. This can be done through a combination of maximizing the number
of bounces a reflected incident light ray undergoes before escaping, and through forcing
refracted light to propagate at angles outside the loss cone of the material. While not the most
high performing of solutions, textured ray trapping surfaces can be fabricated with relative
ease, can be combined to boost performance of other anti-reflectance mechanisms, and, since
they are not reliant on wavelength-scale effects, are inherently broadband. Two major types
of ray trapping schemes, namely random statistical (Figure 1.14 (a)) and regular geometric
(Figure 1.14 (b)), are applicable to microtextured reflectance suppression surfaces, therefore,
warrant some discussion.

Statistical ray trapping represents an important principle, which is generally applicable
to all surfaces that exhibit some degree of randomness in the way they refract or scatter
light [73]. It relies on the density of states in a given optical medium being proportional to its
electric susceptibility, i.e. to n2, and some randomization mechanism to ensure their equal
occupancy. In this scheme, ideally, propagation of any ray coupled into the substrate should
immediately loose all correlation with its initial angle of external incidence. Therefore, a
Lambertian scattering surface is most well suited for statistical ray trapping. However, even
when the texture is relatively ordered and randomization does not occur at first refraction,
it can subsequently come into play during the multiple internal reflections or as a result of
averaging over both the surface area and the angle of incidence. So, in most realistic ray optics
situations there exists a strong bias towards angular randomization of light propagation [73].

The main result of statistical ray trapping [73] can be obtained considering a perfect
randomizing surface subjected to Iinc incident radiation power per unit area dA, directed at an
angle ϕ to its surface normal, as sketched in Figure 1.15. Conversely, it is assumed that this
randomizing surface produces a uniform and isotropic internal brightness per solid angle of B
within the substrate. Of course, at oblique incidence angles θ , internal intensity on the area
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Figure 1.14: Examples of light trapping methods in the ray optics limit. (a) A textured
surface which randomizes the propagation directions of refracted light. (b) A deterministically
patterned surface which traps light through maximizing the number of bounces rays undergo
during reflection and controlling propagation within the substrate to ensure total internal
reflection outside the escape cone. In both cases mirrored back-sides serves to double the
effective optical path.

element dA will be reduced to Bcosθ . Furthermore, bottom substrate surface is assumed to be
perfectly reflective, hence, ruling out transmittance losses through it and effectively doubling
the total internal intensity Iint expressed as:

Iint = 2×2π

∫
π/2

0
Bcosθsinθdθ = 2πB. (1.14)

Total internal reflection precludes the out-coupling of rays which fall outside the narrow
loss cone defined by the critical angle θc = arcsin(n−1), therefore only intensity Iesc, which
amounts to merely a fraction of the total Iint , can escape:

Iesc = 2π

∫
θc

0
Tesc(θ)Bcosθsinθdθ = Iint

T̄esc

n2 , (1.15)

where the angle-dependent out-coupling transmittance factor Tesc(θ) was substituted to the
weighted-average out-coupling transmittance factor T̄esc. Under equilibrium conditions this
escaping radiation must be continuously replenished by light incident on the substrate as a

B

Bcosθ

dA

θ

Loss cone

2θc

W

Reflectance, R

Iinc φ

Figure 1.15: Sketch outlining the notations used in the derivation of the Yablonovitch limit
of statistical ray optics [73, 74]. According to the principle of detailed balance out-coupled
radiation has to be replenished by in-coupled light.
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result of the principle of detailed balance:

Tinc(ϕ)Iinc = Iint
T̄esc

n2 −→ Iint = 2n2× Tinc(ϕ)

T̄esc
× Iinc. (1.16)

Here Tinc(ϕ) is the transmittance factor into the substrate, and in most cases time-reversal
symmetry ensures that Tinc(ϕ)/T̄esc ' 1, with the exception of certain angularly selective light
trapping geometries. Equation 1.16 illustrates the first key result of statistical ray optics - that,
in the presence of a perfect scattering surface and a lossless rear reflector, light intensity in
a substrate will be enhanced by a factor of 2n2. Conversely, in the worst case scenario of a
perfectly transmitting rear surface, the internal intensity enhancement factor would be reduced
to n2.

One further effect resulting from randomization of light propagation is the increase in the
average optical path. As can be seen in Figure 1.15, a ray propagating through the substrate
at an oblique angle θ would be expected to traverse a distance of W/cosθ , where W is the
average substrate thickness. Therefore, the average path length can be expressed as [74]:∫

π/2

0
(W/cosθ)cosθsinθdθ

/∫
π/2

0
cosθsinθdθ = 2W. (1.17)

Taken in aggregate the results of intensity and optical path enhancement give rise to an
overall absorbance enhancement ranging from 4n2 to 2n2 (with and without a rear reflector
respectively) in the presence of a random scattering texture. This enhancement is commonly
referred to as the Lambertian or Yablonovitch limit [73]. The result is valid when substrates
are fairly thick, preferably W � λ/2n, so that the optical mode density can be considered
continuous. Applicability of the concept becomes limited for thin-film structures that have
to be treated using wave optics. In such a case new methods of light confinement become
possible [75], as noted in Section 1.1.4.

Some of the earliest realizations of a randomizing textured surface operating in the ray
optics limit involved alkaline or acidic wet-etching of silicon [76]. Monocrystalline Si is etched
preferentially along the 〈100〉 orientation, leaving behind square-based pyramids roughly
10 µm in height, delimited by (111) crystallographic planes. Some of the more widely used
etching agents are KOH and NaOH [74, 77], and, in cases were metal contamination needs
to be avoided, tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) [78] with iso-2-propyl alcohol
added as a complexing agent in most cases. A typical random microscale pyramid textured Si
surface along with representative reflectance spectra is shown in Figure 1.16 (a). Reflectance
suppression exhibited by micro-pyramidal textures on silicon surfaces is fairly minor, as
reflectance values generally remain within the 10% to 20% range. However, the requisite SiN
passivation layer can provide an additional anti-reflectance mechanism, which yields below
3% averaged reflectance in the visible-to-near-IR spectral range through the use of two fairly
affordable and scalable techniques [78].

A slightly superior light trapping geometry is the inverted pyramid structure that can
be obtained by means of alkaline etching through a lithographically defined mask [79].
Likewise, random arrangements of inverted pyramids can be created using a maskless metal
assisted etching process [80], which was shown to have superior anti-reflectance to similar
arrangements of convex pyramids, as outlined in Figure 1.16 (b). Differences in light trapping
performance between different textures operating in the geometric optics limit have been
elucidated through ray tracing simulations [81]. Thereby it was shown that randomly arranged
pyramid textures tend to outperform their regular counterparts [74]. Since random textures can
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Figure 1.16: Textured ray trapping surfaces reported in literature [74, 78, 80, 81]. (a) Random
microscale pyramid texture prepared by means of wet chemical etching in an aqueous TMAH
solution with iso-2-propyl alcohol as a complexing agent [78]. Hemispherical reflectance
between 10% to 20% was achieved in the visible spectral region. (b) Random inverted
pyramid surface prepared by Cu nanoparticle-catalyzed etching in a HF/H2O2/H2O etching
bath [80]. Reflectance suppression of a concave pyramid texture was shown to surpass that of
a convex pyramid surface. (c) Proposed examples of deterministic light trapping geometries,
namely, perpendicular slats [74] and three perpendicular planes [81]. Simulated ray retention
histograms show the expected light trapping performance benchmarked against a random
pyramid texture and a Lambertian scatterer.

be treated as a weighted average of possible regular geometric layouts, their high performance
implies the existence of certain deterministic arrangements which are better still.

In contrast to random statistical surfaces, regular geometric ray trapping structures are
devised through rigorous ray tracing simulations which seek to maximize the optical path
within a substrate. Two examples are the "perpendicular slat", and the "three perpendicular
plane" arrangements sketched in Figure 1.16 (c), along with histograms of the percentage of
incident rays remaining trapped as the number of passes through substrates increase [74, 81].
The perpendicular slat geometry relies on the double bounce of light on the top surface to cut
down on losses upon initial reflection [74]. Furthermore, the orthogonal internal reflection
at the opposite grating helps prevent rays from escaping the substrate after the first internal
reflection through a slat face opposite to the one light was coupled through, which is so
detrimental to the performance of pyramidal textures.

The three perpendicular plane geometry is a further improvement as it ensures three light
bonces at the front surface. Furthermore, the planes are positioned favorably for total internal
reflection to occur and only requires the texturing of a single substrate face. While light
trapping performance of regular geometric textures can, for several initial passes, exceed the
Yablonovitch limit, fabrication difficulties and costs prevented their wider adoption. Particu-
larly, since much more simple pyramid-based structures when combined with a Lambertian
back-reflector can match or even exceed their performance [81].

Although geometrical ray trapping methods can offer only modest reflectance suppression
in the 10% range and the difficulty of their fabrication can vary widely, they are inherently
broadband and readily compatible with other aforementioned anti-reflectance methods.
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1.2 Fabrication and properties of black silicon

The term black silicon encompasses a wide range of different nanoscale surface textures that
all share a dark appearance owing to their exceptional anti-reflectance exhibited throughout
the visible spectral range [82]. In addition to the evident photon harvesting enhancement
applications in solar cells [9, 52, 72] and photodetectors [83, 84], black silicon finds wide-
ranging uses in fields as disparate as photoelectrochemical water splitting [85], surface-
enhanced spectroscopy [86, 87], lithium-ion battery anodes [88], drug delivery [89–91], water
repelling [92] and bactericidal surfaces [56], as well as biocompatible functional materials for
implants [93]. Fabrication methods for black silicon are also numerous, with electrochemical
etching [45, 94], metal-assisted chemical etching [50, 95], reactive ion etching [54, 96–98]
and laser nanostructuring [99, 100] being the most prevalent examples, most of which possess
a high degree of affordability, process parallelism and scalability.

This work is aimed at both experimental and numerical investigation of photonic effects
exhibited by black silicon, and in particular how nanoscale morphology relates to light-matter
interaction and anti-reflectance. Methods of controlling the reflectance suppression bandwidth
are given particular attention. Reactive ion etching was used for preparing the black silicon
surfaces for the vast majority of experiments described herein. Similarly, finite-difference time-
domain simulations were the primary method of probing the relationship between geometrical
properties and optical performance. As an initial point of reference, a description of the
fabrication protocol, characterization results and numerical simulation findings of basic planar
black silicon is outlined next.

Si wafer b-Si

1. RIE in SF6/O2 plasma 2. Strip mask residue in 
5% sulfuric acid

3. Rinse in IPA and blow-
dry with N2

(a)

(b) (c)

500 nm 500 nm 

Self-assembled mask

Figure 1.17: Fabrication process of black silicon used in this work. (a) Sketch outlining
the main fabrication steps, namely, reactive ion etching in a SF6/O2 gas mixture plasma and
chemical cleaning in dilute sulfuric acid to strip residues of the self-organized mask. Isometric
view scanning electron microscopy images of (b) black silicon spikes immediately after 15
minutes of reactive ion etching and (c) final result after chemical cleaning and removal of the
residual mask.
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1.2.1 Reactive ion etching of silicon

Creation of black silicon during reactive ion etching is a spontaneous mask-free process
which, despite being random, produces arrays of densely packed subwavelength scale spikes
with a high degree of uniformity and reproducibility. This method has numerous advantages,
such as etching not being dependent on the crystallographic orientation or doping of the
substrate, morphology of the resultant surface being controllable through adjustments to
process parameters, as well as its inherent compatibility with conventional micro-fabrication
methods. Reactive ion etching is predominantly used for directional lithographic pattern
transfer in microelectronic and micro-photonic fabrication, where black silicon (also called
"grass") appears as a result of sub-optimal process conditions [97]. Chef drawbacks of this
nanotexturing method are its limited scalability due to the need to use vacuum equipment, as
well as substantial surface damage of the substrate as a result of ion bombardment, which
often necessitates remedial etching or annealing steps [82].

In this back silicon fabrication process, reactive gasses are activated in a low pressure radio
frequency plasma chamber, impinge onto a Si substrate end erode it, creating both volatile
and nonvolatile reaction products. Explicitly, nanoscale spikes are created at conditions
where a particular balance between chemical etching/physical sputtering and passivation via
nonvolatile reaction products is maintained. Various different process conditions, applied
using disparate halide-based plasma gas chemistry compositions, have been demonstrated
to yield black silicon textured surfaces [82]. In large part this is due to differences between
etching setups, like the types of electrode configurations and reactor geometries used. This
particular work employed a SAMCO RIE-101iPH inductively coupled plasma reactive ion
etching tool. The simple two step process is schematically outlined in Figure 1.17 (a). A
gas mixture of SF2/O2 was injected at corresponding flow rates of 35/45 SCCM resulting in
a reaction chamber pressure of 1 Pa. Inductively coupled plasma power was maintained at
150 W and the reactive ion etching bias power was set at 15 W.

Figure 1.17 (b) depicts a scanning electron microscopy image of the resultant black
silicon surface immediately following the reactive ion plasma treatment. The nanoscale
tips of individual pillars are decorated by plumes of residual self-masking material, which
underlies their spontaneous formation. Plasma agitation causes the cracking of SF6 and
O2 gas molecules and the creation of F− and O− radicals [97]. These, in turn, chemically
react with silicon, where F− gives rise to etching by creating volatile SiF4, and O− engages
in a competing reaction that creates the nonvolatile, hence, passivating silicon-oxyfluoride
(SiFy+xO−→ SiOxFy). On the other hand, the protective SiOxFy is concurrently removed
either chemically, through reactions with SFx which give rise to the volatile SOxFy, or through
physical ion sputtering. The passivation layer is rapidly stripped from horizontal trench
regions by direct ion bombardment, however on the pillar sidewalls it remains in large part
protected from such erosion. The etch recipe used in this work allows the desorbed nonvolatile
reaction products to precipitate from the gas phase onto residual islands of native SiO2 or
contaminant particulates incident from the reactor chamber, thereby spontaneously forming
the aforementioned micromasking layer. This is indicative of the heating up of the Si substrate,
as SiOxFy is known to desorb at elevated temperatures. The plume-like islands serve as a
continually replenishing protective mask, forcing the reactive ion flux to etch interconnected
trenches around them which give rise to spike-like features associated with black silicon [72].

Flowing the reactive ion treatment residual mask material was removed by wet-etching in
a 5% aqueous sulfuric acid solution for 5 minutes. As can be seen in Figure 1.17 (c), exposure
to diluted mineral acid fully removes the micromasking layer and has a negligible effect on
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Figure 1.18: Cross-section view of flexible black silicon prepared by reactive ion etching a
thin-film of Si is shown in the left panel. Silicon was deposited on a heat resistant kapton
film using magnetron sputtering. Right panels show closeup scanning electron microscopy
images of the black silicon immediately following dry etching as well as the final nanotextured
surface after an acid cleaning step.

the morphology of the spikes. Furthermore, the entire cleaning process can be expedited by
agitating the etching solution in an ultrasonic bath. Following the acid etch, nanotextured
black silicon wafers are rinsed first in deionized water and then in iso-2-propyl alcohol. Lastly,
the wafers are blow-dried using nitrogen gas. Overall, the present fabrication process was
extraordinarily reproducible, however, considerations such as batch-to-batch variability can
pose quite severe process optimization challenges when different reactive ion etching tools
with correspondingly disparate etching recipes are employed [101].

As mentioned previously, reactive ion etching of black silicon has the advantage of
performing equivalently for all crystallographic orientations of the substrate. This is equally
applicable to the fabrication protocol used in this work. More importantly, it can be used to
process amorphous silicon films, as shown in Figure 1.18. Here, 2 µm-thick layer of silicon
was first deposited on flexible kapton films using radio frequency magnetron sputtering. Since
kapton possesses strong heat and chemical resistance it can easily withstand both, reactive ion
etching and the subsequent acid cleaning. The resultant flexible black silicon film exhibited a
similar morphology to what was obtained for a crystalline substrate. Such composite materials
can be used to create thin absorbers that can conformally overlay complex curved geometry
surfaces.

In summary, creation of black silicon occurs when competing processes of etching by
F− are balanced by O− radical induced passivation. Aspect ratio of resultant spikes can
be slightly adjusted by varying the SF6/O2 ratio. A relative increase in the SF6 flow rate
enhances the chemical aspect of the process, decreases effects of passivation, and makes
the etch profile more isotropic. Conversely, more O2 increases the rate of passivation which
blocks the chemical etching mechanism. Furthermore, oxygen at the same time enhances the
DC self-bias of the substrate, which in turn provides stronger acceleration for incoming ions
thereby making the etching more physical, hence, anisotropic [97]. Therefore, an increase
in oxygen flow rate is generally associated with an aspect ratio increase of the black silicon
spikes, whereas SF6 can have the opposite effect of under-etching the masking microstructures
and making the texture more sparse and shallow. Apart from that, the main adjustable process
parameter is etching time, which alters the scale of the nanotexture without changing the
aspect ratio of individual spikes, as will be discussed in Section 1.3.
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Figure 1.19: Wide-scan X-ray photoelectron spectra of black silicon surfaces prepared on
p-type and n-type Si substrates. Etching process related oxygen and fluorine peaks are
particularly prominent. Inset shows a scanning electron image of black silicon, tilted at a 45◦

angle.

1.2.2 Black silicon surface characterization

Probing the properties of fabricated black silicon involves determining the resultant chemical
surface composition, investigating the anti-reflectance exhibited by the nanotexture, as well as
visualizing its morphology and analyzing how it relates to overall performance.

Surface chemical characterization was performed using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
at the Soft X-ray Spectroscopy beamline at the Australian synchrotron. The resultant photoelec-
tron spectra for black silicon surfaces prepared on both boron-doped as well as phosphorus-
doped silicon substrates are depicted in Figure 1.19. The main spectral components are
associated with fluorine, oxygen and silicon, as well as a small contribution from adventitious
carbon. The O 1s peak is centered at a binding energy of 532.5 eV, which is typically assigned
to the Si–O2 bond. Fluorine 1s peak is located at a binding energy of 688 eV, which was
previously reported to be associated with the presence of SiOxFy depositions [102]. Lastly, the
two Si 2p peaks can be assigned to Si–Si (99 eV) and Si–O/Si–F (103 eV) bonds. Despite the
use of SF6 no sulfur related spectral signatures have been detected. Hence, it can be concluded
that, apart from a layer of native oxide, the black silicon surface has some residual SiOxFy

compounds overlaying its texture. These compounds could potentially be removed by using
more aggressive wet etch cleaning solutions.

Hemispherical UV-to-near-IR reflectance spectra of black silicon were measured using a
LAMBDA 1050 spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer Inc.) equipped with a 150 mm integrating
sphere attachment. Light is incident at an 8◦ angle to the sample surface normal, therefore
specular reflectance could be excluded at will through a appropriately aligned port. Thereby
specular and diffuse contributions to the total reflectance could be estimated separately.
Figure 1.20 depicts the reflectance spectra of 500 microm-thick black silicon wafer, fabricated
over 15 minutes of reactive ion etching, as well as that of an equivalent flat single side polished
silicon wafer for reference.

As was the case for a silicon-air interface mentioned in Section 1.1.1, reflectance of
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Figure 1.20: Reflectance spectra of Si wafers with and without a black silicon surface layer
reactive ion etched for 15 minutes (200 nm average height of nanospikes). Total hemispherical
and specular reflectance spectra are plotted separately. The shaded region corresponds to the
intensity fraction reflected diffusely.

visible light from a single side polished Si wafer falls within the 35–55% range. At near-
IR, where photon energy starts to fall short of the indirect band gap of silicon, reflectance
is further increased by an additional 10% due to the diffuse reflectance contribution from
the opposing wafer face. Nanotextured black silicon, on the other hand, exhibits a total
hemispherical reflectance of 0.5–2% throughout the visible range. Most of the reflectance at
visible wavelengths is diffuse in nature, since the specular portion is diminished particularly
strongly by the anti-reflective texture and becomes almost undetectable at the onset of near-IR.
Further towards the infrared spectral domain specular reflectance starts to gradually increase
in a linear manner. This is similar to the anti-reflectance performance deterioration of gradient
effective refractive index layers, discussed in Section 1.1.3, observed when wavelengths start
to markedly exceed the film thickness in Figure 1.7 (b). The black silicon reflectance spectrum
provided in Figure 1.20 corresponds to a texture where average spike height is around 200 nm,
therefore it is unsurprising that performance would gradually diminish at near-IR. Of further
note is that at wavelengths where Si becomes transparent, black silicon exhibits a sharp and
broadband increase of diffuse reflectance from the unpolished back-surface, apparent in the
flat wafer spectrum. However, there is an overall decrease in reflected radiation. Therefore,
the nanotextured surface, in addition to reflectance suppression, exhibits a light trapping
mechanism.

The tapered and densely packed black silicon spikes create a gradient effective refractive
index layer and underlie much of the observed anti-reflectance. However, in addition to the
shape of individual structures, their arrangement likewise plays an important role in reflectance
suppression. A top-down view scanning electron microscopy image of black silicon is shown
in Figure 1.21 (a). The spatial arrangement of spikes has a distinct affinity with the binary
quasi-random light coupling surfaces [27, 71] described in Section 1.1.4 and depicted in
Figure 1.13. The topology of a black silicon surface is aperiodic, however, the self-organized
mechanism of its creation ensures that the distribution of relevant spatial parameters is narrow
enough to correspond to a sufficiently well defined scattering behavior. On the other hand, the
morphological variance, hence the span of available spatial frequencies, is sufficiently large,
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Figure 1.21: 2D spatial component analysis of black silicon with 200 nm average spike
height. (a) Top-down scanning electron microscopy image of the nanoscale spike array. (b)
Logarithmic scale spatial frequency spectrum of black silicon, obtained by performing a 2D
fast Fourier transform of the image in panel (a). The rightmost panel shows a 1D cross-section
of the Fourier spectrum.

so that broadband diffraction into quasi-guided modes is possible. Of course, a large number
of spatial frequencies split the overall diffraction efficiency between themselves, therefore, for
quasi-random light trapping structures there exists a trade-off between coupling efficiency and
bandwidth.

The fast Fourier transform plot of a 200 nm spike-height black silicon surface image along
with its horizontal cross-section is given in Figure 1.21 (b). The spatial frequencies form a
prominently ring-like Fourier spectrum. These frequencies act as grating vectors mediating
the coupling of light form air into the substrate. Therefore, according to Equation 1.13, to be
effective at optoelectronically relevant Si absorbance wavelengths, the spatial Fourier spectrum
of black silicon should roughly span from 5 µm−1 to 55 µm−1 [71]. Black silicon with 200 nm
spike height exhibits strongest Fourier components in the range 4 µm−1 to 25 µm−1 and the
peak spatial frequency is at 9 µm−1. Incidentally, this range of spatial components are well
matched to the red part of the visible spectrum, where the indirect band gap absorption in
Si becomes weak. This also correlates with the strong suppression of specular reflectance at
λ ∼ 780 nm observed in Figure 1.20.

1.2.3 Numerical simulation for black silicon photonics

Farfield optical characterization nanotextures yields their cumulative properties most relevant
for practical applicability. On the other hand, insights for predictive design of surface mor-
phology obtained by such means can be sparse, especially when potentially relevant effects of
the fabrication methods used, i.e. surface damage or chemical contamination, are not known.
Numerical simulations represent an important complimentary method for investigating the
performance and behavior of nanotextured surfaces arising solely as a result of their morphol-
ogy. Furthermore, simulations can yield information on light-mater interactions at nanoscale
structural features that is not readily obtainable by direct experimental methods.

In this work black silicon photonic properties were investigated using a commercially
available finite-difference time-domain solver for Maxwell’s equations "FDTD Solutions"
(Lumerical Solutions Inc). This method is rigorous, inherently broadband and compatible with
complex 3D topologies, therefore it is particularly well suited for simulating optical behavior
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Figure 1.22: Isometric view comparisons between scanning electron microscopy images (top)
and digital 3D models (bottom) of black silicon. Left and right panels respectively show
results for black silicon with 250 nm and 500 nm average height spikes.

nanotextured surfaces. On the other hand, FDTD techniques are computationally demanding
and were run on the SwinSTAR supercomputer at Swinburne University of Technology.

The first prerequisite for conducting numerical investigation of black silicon involved
establishing an adequate 3D model of its surface geometry. The spikes which constitute a
black silicon layer are prominently irregular in size, shape as well as arrangement. As a result
such a surface cannot be easily modeled using a predefined set of rules and assumptions.
Therefore, direct reconstruction from top-down scanning electron microscopy image data
was used as the best method to create high-fidelity digital representations of 4×4 µm2 black
silicon surface area segments.

Isometric view comparisons between scanning electron micrographs and digital recon-
structions of black silicon are shown in Figure 1.22. Here, high resolution top-down images
acquired using a back-scattered electron detector were processed using a custom Matlab script.
The grey-scale image pixel values approximately correspond to topological feature height,
therefore, by rescaling those values to experimentally obtained spike heights a good first
approximation of the texture can be obtained. Next step involves fine-tuning the tapered shape
of spikes to be in close accordance with what was observed by electron microscopy. This was
done by iteratively selecting and applying a set of Gaussian image filters.

As mentioned previously, due to the nanoscale dimensions of the black silicon spikes,
a fairly fine discretization mesh has to be employed, with individual Yee cells being below
λmin/(10 ·n) in size, where λmin is the smallest wavelength used in a simulation. Furthermore,
since black silicon is inherently disordered and irregular, a rather large surface area, at the
very least bigger than the longest wavelength λmin, needs to be modeled to get adequately rep-
resentative behavior of a nanotexture. In the following simulations either periodic or perfectly
matched layer boundary conditions and a broadband linearly polarized plane wave excitation
source was used. Refractive index values for Si were obtained from the literature [103].
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Figure 1.23: FDTD simulated electric field intensity profiles of λ = 808 nm light incident
on black silicon surfaces with 250 nm and 500 nm average height spikes as well as on a flat
silicon substrate for reference. Electric field intensity scale bar is the same for all of the panels.

A unique advantage afforded by solving Maxwell’s equations using finite-difference time-
domain methods is that electromagnetic fields can be visualized at each cell of a simulation.
As a result nanoscale near field effects can be elucidated in ways that experimental methods
are not easily capable of. Figure 1.23 gives examples of light-matter interaction with two
different black silicon textures (introduced in Figure 1.22) as well as a flat Si substrate for
reference. Here, simulation results corresponding to a λ = 808 nm excitation wavelength
are shown, which corresponds to intermediate absorption in Si and therefore allows better
visualization of in-coupled radiation.

The most noticeable effect that black silicon spikes exert on a plane wavefront is lo-
calization of electric field in trenches between the subwavelength features. Stronger light
confinement is observed for the topology comprised of 250 nm spikes due to the presence
of smaller and more numerous gaps. Electric field intensity enhancements up to a factor of
4 at the most active sites are predicted. These leaky Mie-like resonances are directly linked
to the scattering behavior of the surface, with smaller inter-spike spacings providing larger
k-vectors for coupling light into the substrate. Scattering behavior becomes evident when
considering the intensity distribution of electromagnetic radiation propagating within the
underlying Si substrate. In particular, light in-coupled via the 250 nm height nanotexture
tends to propagate at higher angles with respect to the surface normal than its 500 nm height
counterpart. Such behavior is, therefore, indicative of better light trapping performance, as
it is closer to the Lambertian ideal. Lastly, the diminished overall intensity of electric fields
present in the ambient medium above black silicon, as compared to flat Si, is characteristic
of an anti-reflective surface and distortion of the coherent wavefront means that there is a
substantive contribution of diffuse reflectance.

In the next section work on black silicon is presented in which near field localization of
light in the immediate vicinity of the texture is used to enhance the laser trapping efficiency of
microscale polystyrene beads. Numerical simulations in finite-difference time-domain proved
particularly expedient in this case for identifying the operative mechanism underlying the
phenomenon.
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1.2.4 Optical trapping enhancement on black silicon

As was demonstrated in the pioneering works on optical manipulation [104, 105], tightly
focused light beams can be used to establish gradient force traps for dielectric particles ranging
in size from tens-of-microns down to the nanoscale. Such optical traps [106] have since been
used to capture and manipulate objects as diverse as neutral atoms [107], cells [108], viruses
and bacteria [109], metal nanoparticles [110] and quantum dots [111] just to name a select
few [112].

In simple terms, optical trapping proceeds when a particle is polarized in an inhomoge-
neous electric field and experiences a force along the field gradient, which is of a magnitude
sufficient to counterbalance the radiation pressure due to light scattering as well as fluctuations
due to stochastic Brownian motion. However, since polarizability of a particle scales with its
volume according to the Clausius-Mossotti relationship given in Equation 1.8, trapping of
subwavelength particles can require prohibitively high beam intensities to establish a potential
well deep enough to overwhelm disruptive Brownian motion. Furthermore, smaller particles
experience diminished viscous drag that would otherwise assist in damping stochastic pertur-
bations. Yet, most of the trapping objects relevant to nanotechnology fall squarely into this
subwavelength range, therefore, numerous techniques have been devised to enhance trapping
performance well below the diffraction limit [112].

One of the more prominent approaches involves the use of either lithographically de-
fined [114–116] or quasi-random [117, 118] nanostructured plasmonic optical trapping sub-
strates to concentrate incoming light into evanescent optical hot spots, unbeholden to conven-
tional diffraction limitations. Nanoscale plasmonic modes enhance local field intensities and
the associated gradients by up to 3 orders of magnitude, thereby allowing trapping to proceed
at substantially lower incident laser intensities [116]. In addition, plasmonic structures can be
engineered in a way that exploits their interaction with the trapping particle so as to create
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Figure 1.24: Fluorescence imaging micrographs of d = 500 nm diameter polystyrene beads,
trapped on black silicon using continuous wave λ = 808 nm laser spot, outlined by the dashed
line. The three lower panels illustrate the gradual accumulation of beads in the trapping region.
Inset shows a cross section sketch of the trapping process [113]. Optical trapping experiments
were performed at Osaka City University by the research group under supervision of Prof.
Yasuyuki Tsuboi.
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Figure 1.25: Laser intensity dependent trapping visualized via fluorescence imaging micro-
graphs of d = 500 nm diameter polystyrene beads dispersed in water and trapped on black
silicon using continuous wave λ = 808 nm laser spot, outlined by the dashed line [113].
Optical trapping experiments were performed at Osaka City University by the research group
under supervision of Prof. Yasuyuki Tsuboi.

a real-time force feedback counteracting Brownian perturbations, known as self-induced
back-action (SIBA) [119, 120].

In this work, conducted in collaboration with the research group headed by Prof. Yasuyuki
Tsuboi at Osaka City University, black silicon was demonstrated to operate as an efficient
metal-free optical trapping substrate [113]. The key advantage of this non-plasmonic approach
is that it avoids most of the local heat generation issues that arise as a result of optical damping
in metals [121]. While generally increases in temperature as a result of plasmonic effects are
modest, they can give rise to significant thermal gradients on the order of ∇T ≈ 1 Kµm−1 [113].
Such thermal variance results in thermophoresis as well as convective flows that complicate
the behavior of particles and reduce the trap stiffness so that it is effective only in a narrow
range of incident laser intensities. A further advantage of metal-free black silicon is that
its self-organized fabrication procedure is much simpler and scalable than the lithographic
techniques required for the preparation of most plasmonic optical trapping surfaces.

Micrographs in Figure 1.24 outline the optical trapping temporal evolution of fluorescent
d = 500 nm diameter polystyrene beads on 250 nm average spike height black silicon. The
beads were suspended in an aqueous medium and, in this case, a continuous wave λ = 808 nm
laser intensity of 320 kWcm−2 was maintained throughout the experiment. This value is
significantly below the estimated intensity threshold of I > 1000 kWcm−2 for conventional
optical trapping of particles at that size range [122]. As can be seen in the bottom panels
of Figure 1.24, there is a steady increase in the number of polystyrene beads as they are
sequentially captured on the laser illuminated 2D surface region 3 µm in diameter. After
the laser was switched off the beads were released from the trap and rapidly dispersed by
Brownian motion. When black silicon was substituted by either flat polished silicon or a silica
glass substrate no appreciable optical trapping was observed at equivalent laser intensities.

Illumination intensity dependence of d = 500 nm diameter polystyrene bead trapping
behavior on black silicon is illustrated in Figure 1.25. First beads are captured at the intensity
threshold value of 30 kWcm−2. As laser fluence is raised up to 740 kWcm−2 (which was the
maximum output for the laser source used) the number of trapped polystyrene beads likewise
increased, which indicates a deepening of the trapping potential. In this sense operation of the
black silicon trapping surface is in sharp contrast to that exhibited by plasmonic structures,
such as gold nanopyramidal-dimer arrays [122]. There, trapping intensity threshold values
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Figure 1.26: FDTD simulation results illustrating optical field intensity profiles around
different diameter dielectric particles situated on black silicon surfaces with average spike
heights of 250 nm and 500 nm, as well as flat polished silicon for reference. Top panels show
3D renderings of the simulation geometries used.
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were significantly lower, at around I = 1 kWcm−2, however, trap stability is already lost at
I ≥ 5 kWcm−2 as a result of thermal effects such as Marangoni convection and thermophoresis.
Therefore, optical trapping substrates based on nanotextured black silicon surfaces fulfill a
unique complimentary role in facilitating particle capture and binding at high irradiation
powers with negligible thermal disturbance effects.

Further insights into the operational principle of optical trapping enhancement on black
silicon can be gleamed from FDTD simulations. Figure 1.26 shows optical field intensity
profile simulation results of a dielectric particle situated on black silicon surfaces with average
spike heights of 250 nm and 500 nm, as well as flat polished silicon for reference. Substrate
interactions with three different diameter particles, namely 250 nm, 500 nm and 1 µm, were
tested. Ambient refractive index was chosen to match that of water (n = 1.33) and the
simulation region was terminated using perfectly matched layer boundary conditions. Plane
wave λ = 808 nm illumination in accordance with the experimental setup was assumed. This
highly simplified simulation neglects to account for focusing, as well as nonlinear effects and
the influence of aberrations - all of which can have a substantial influence on experimental
trapping behavior. Despite this, numerical results uncover important qualitative features of
light interaction with dielectric beads on black silicon.

The most obvious finding observable in Figure 1.26 is that the electric field intensity
localized in the trenches between black silicon spikes (shown in Figure 1.23) is locally
augmented by the prescience of a dielectric bead. Such pockets of enhanced intensity optical
fields provide the gradient forces necessary to stably pin particles to black silicon surfaces. This
interplay between the particle and the substrate is analogous to SIBA trapping enhancement
observed on certain plasmonic structures [123]. Local field enhancement at the point-of-
contact between black silicon and a particle becomes especially pronounced for larger beads
that operate in the ray-optics regime and act as microscale ball lenses, as can be seen for the
1 µm diameter particle case. Nonetheless, the effect is appreciable even for beads 250 nm
in diameter, well below the near-IR wavelength scale used for optical trapping. The field
intensity enhancements on black silicon predicted by simulations generally do not exceed a
factor of 10, roughly one or two orders of magnitude lower than would be typically observed
in proximity of plasmonic structures [116], which accounts for the higher trapping threshold
fluence observed experimentally.

Anti-reflectance of black silicon is likewise clearly demonstrated by way of light forward-
scattered into the bulk material in Figure 1.26, especially in contrast to the flat polished
silicon substrate case. Lower reflectance would be expected to contribute to a reduction of
detrimental radiation pressure from the back-scattered wavefront. Overall, a fine texture of
250 nm average height silicon spikes appears to yield higher intensity hot-spots than the more
coarse 500 nm height counterpart due to tighter electromagnetic confinement in smaller gaps.
Of course, the contribution to trapping enhancement may not be entirely optical in nature, as,
in addition to gradient field forces, pining of particles on the black silicon spikes may also
contribute to damping of Brownian perturbations.

The aforementioned finding that trapping on black silicon proceeds regardless if a particle
is subwavelength on the scale of individual spikes or if it is substantially larger presents an
intriguing peculiarity. As can be seen in the d = 250 nm and d = 500 nm diameter sections
of Figure 1.26, small particles are incapable of appreciably distorting the incident wavefront,
hence, have to rely on mutual polarization effects in the proximity of Si spikes to produce
enhanced optical field regions. Conversely, larger d = 1 µm beads introduce an additional
focused light component that further boosts optical field intensity at the particle/black silicon
interface.
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Figure 1.27: FDTD simulation results of a d = 1 µm diameter dielectric bead suspended in
different configurations over flat polished as well as black silicon substrates under λ = 808 nm
plane wave illumination. From left to right: bead in immediate contact with flat Si, bead
suspended 140 nm above flat Si and at the same position in contact with 250 nm average
height black silicon, bead suspended 390 nm above flat Si and at the same position in contact
with 500 nm average height black silicon.

Simulation results outlined in Figure 1.27 aim to illustrate the optical field enhancement
contribution arising as a consequence of focusing by the dielectric bead with dimensions at the
onset of the geometrical optics regime. It is evident that in this case black silicon spikes act as
a spacer of intermediate effective refractive index in which a high intensity focal spot, external
to both the particle and the substrate, can be established. This high field intensity region
polarizes both the substrate and the particle, thereby providing the gradient force necessary
to induce trapping with properties akin to SIBA. Furthermore, black silicon aids in coupling
light into the bulk substrate thereby substantially reducing repulsive radiation pressure due to
reflected waves.

A standout property of black silicon when used as a surface for optical capture and
manipulation of particles is the extraordinary stiffness of the attainable trapping potentials.
Comparison between trapping behavior of fluorescent d = 500 nm polystyrene beads on a
plasmonic gold nanopyramidal-dimer array substrate [122] and on 250 nm average height
black silicon is given in Figure 1.28. As mentioned previously, plasmonic optical traps operate
at low threshold laser fluences, however are also highly susceptible to heating related effects
due to the lossy nature of metals at optical frequencies. Therefore, it is not surprising that
substantial fluctuations of captured polystyrene beads are visible in the leftmost panel of
Figure 1.28. This is indicative of the trapping force being able to override Brownian motion
by only a slight margin. It was demonstrated that an irradiation fluence of I = 5 kWcm−2 on
a plasmonic optical trapping substrate can produce local temperature increases on the order
of 10 K, which gives rise to enormous temperature gradients [124]. As a result the binding
electromagnetic gradient force is to a substantial extent canceled out, and even completely
overridden at higher laser intensities, by the repulsive thermophoretic force.

Metal-free nanotextured black silicon requires approximately one order of magnitude
higher irradiation powers to accomplish trapping than is typically necessary for metallic
substrates due to lower attainable electromagnetic enhancement values close to dielectric
structures. However, unlike its plasmonic counterpart, black silicon is not prone to heating
when illuminated with λ = 808 nm radiation not strongly absorbed in Si. The estimated local
temperature change ∆T , hence the thermal gradient ∇T , was approximately zero up to an
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Figure 1.28: Trajectories of d = 500 nm diameter fluorescent polystyrene beads captured on
a plasmonic substrate [122] as well as black silicon at laser fluence values corresponding
to 2D (I = 1 kWcm−2) and 1D (I = 1 kWcm−2) trapping [113]. Positions were recorded at
33 ms increments. Micrographs in lower panels show the initial and final configurations of
polystyrene beads for each experiment. Optical trapping work was performed at Osaka City
University by the research group under supervision of Prof. Yasuyuki Tsuboi.

irradiation fluence of I = 740 kWcm−2 [113]. Therefore, as is evident from Figure 1.28, optical
binding on black silicon is free from detrimental thermal effects and only becomes tighter with
increasing irradiation fluence. 2D trapping of particles on black silicon at I = 320 kWcm−2

irradiation fluence is noticeably tighter than that observed on a gold nanopyramidal-dimer
array substrate. Furthermore, as fluence further is scaled up to I = 640 kWcm−2, polystyrene
particles are effectively immobilized resulting in a 1D trapping situation.

To summarize in brief, black silicon substrates provide a new method for enhancing
optical trapping through multiple light scattering and SIBA-like effects in an operation regime
complimentary to most plasmonic approaches. While it exhibits weaker optical field gradients
than metal based structures, black silicon is inherently broadband, performs tighter trapping
due to absence of detrimental thermal gradients, and binding potentials scale up to high
incident intensities thereby allowing switching between 2D and 1D trapping modes. In
addition, single-step self-organized fabrication of black silicon is substantially more scalable
and affordable than the vast majority of plasmonic substrates. Hence, black silicon is a
promising platform for probing nonlinear effects in optical trapping.

Unlike in most solar energy harvesting applications, this new way of utilizing black
silicon in optical trapping relies on operational wavelengths being close to or within the
transparency window of Si. As in this case, numerous problems in sensing, broadband
reflectance suppression and black body emission can benefit from nanotextures compatible
with longer wavelength radiation. Therefore, the next section describes work aimed at
extending the anti-reflective behavior of black silicon to the infrared spectral range.
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1.3 Extending anti-reflectance to IR

The infrared spectral range is of extensive utility in fields as wide ranging as biomedical sens-
ing, manufacturing process control, consumer grade optoelectronics, optical communications,
astronomy, as well as numerous applications in defense [125]. As shown in Figure 1.10 silicon
exhibits a modest degree of indirect band gap absorbance at the onset of near-IR, typically
defined as spanning the 750 nm to 1.4 µm wavelength range. This IR spectral segment, in
addition to a multitude of more esoteric uses, is widely exploited in optical communications,
image intensifiers, and light detection and ranging (LIDAR) [126]. LIDAR in particular is
experiencing burgeoning growth with the advent of machine vision, where boosting pho-
ton detection efficiency by way of reflectance suppression and light trapping translates in
both more rapid and longer range mapping at the same eye-safe levels of IR laser radiation
intensity [127].

At the lower frequency short-wavelength IR and mid-IR ranges, silicon exhibits only minor
doping-dependent free carrier absorbance [128], hence, can only function as a passive optical
element. Nevertheless, numerous free-space applications for these types of radiation exist and
can benefit from minimizing reflective losses. For instance, short-wavelength IR is used for
covert illumination and night vision purposes, whereas mid-IR coincides with the atmospheric
window for remote sensing the vibrational spectra of various molecular species [129] and also
where most thermally guided infrared homing solutions operate.

In this section work which aims to extend the anti-reflectance of black silicon towards
the infrared spectral range is presented. First, the effects of the scale of nanotextured surface
morphology on the optical behavior of black silicon are investigated. Further enhancements in
anti-reflective bandwidth were attained using a two-step hierarchical texturing processes, and
the resulting black silicon was investigated both experimentally and numerically.

1.3.1 Relationship between morphology and optical properties of black silicon

In addition to anti-reflectance, surface morphology of black silicon gives rise to a multitude
of disparate properties, such as hydrophobicity [130, 131] and bactericidal behavior [56],
absent in plain crystalline Si, thus hinting at their topology-related origin. Hence, considerable
effort has been put in optimizing the black silicon morphology for applications that diverge
widely from aforementioned radiation harvesting enhancement primarily discussed here.
Works on tailoring black silicon for uses in microfluidic systems [132], surface-enhanced
Raman scattering [133] and mass spectroscopy [134] substrates represent only a few notable
examples.

Investigations into the influence black silicon morphology exerts over its optical prop-
erties such as solar energy harvesting efficiency have been far more numerous, however,
mainly focused on the crystalline Si absorbance region [72, 135, 136]. Texturing of silicon
performed by different methods, like laser nanostructuring, electrochemical etching or reac-
tive ion etching, can yield drastically distinct morphologies whilst exhibiting similar optical
performance [82]. This in turn makes any general conclusions about mechanisms underlying
black silicon anti-reflectance somewhat tenuous. Even when only considering reactive ion
etching, the fabrication method used in this work, strong variations in resultant surfaces can
be obtained when disparate process gas mixtures, pressures, substrate temperatures [135],
plasma source powers, and also when different reactor models are used.

In this work, conducted in collaboration with the research group headed by Prof. Junko
Morikawa at Tokyo Institute of Technology, the effect of Si texture scale on black silicon
optical properties was investigated [137]. For this a reactive ion etching regime was set up
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so that larger silicon spikes could be created as the process duration was increased whilst
preserving the self-affinity of all the resultant surfaces, i.e. maintaining approximately the same
fill factor and aspect ratio values between different samples. As a result reflectance suppression
and light trapping effects related to both texture depth and inter-spike spacing (often referred
to as correlation length) could be probed. This investigation was an experimental extension of
numerical work reported in the literature [135]. Thereby it was determined that the biggest
influence of correlation length on black silicon reflectance is exerted at the near-to-mid-IR
spectral bands.

Black silicon samples used in this work were prepared on single side polished (100)
crystallographic orientation Si wafers using the reactive ion etching process described in
Section 1.2.1. Select scanning electron microscope images of the resultant surface textures are
displayed in Figure 1.29 (a). Since the etching was set up to operate in a stable over-passivation
regime, with an abundant volume of spontaneous mask material (illustrated in Figure 1.17),
only the process duration had to be changed to obtain structures at different scales. Initially,
height of silicon spikes increases approximately linearly with etch time, as depth of trenches
between the features became deeper and wider. The texture likewise turned appropriately
sparser due to spontaneous removal of weakly adhering segments of the masking material.
However, as can be inferred from Figure 1.29 (b), for etching durations in excess of 90 minutes
the process becomes self-limiting. This is due to etching rates for trenches above 1.2 µm in
depth being lower than erosion rates for the mask. Thereby a stable equilibrium is reached
as a constant spike-height texture is transferred ever deeper into the wafer. After reactive
ion etching residual mask material is stripped in a 5% aqueous sulfuric acid solution and
blow-dried using nitrogen gas.
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Figure 1.29: Black silicon surface textures prepared at varying size-scales. (a) Side-view
scanning electron micrographs of black silicon after different reactive ion etch durations. Scale
bar is the same for all images. (b) The average height of black silicon spikes plotted against
the reactive ion etching duration.
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Figure 1.30: Total hemispherical UV-to-near-IR (a) transmittance and (b) reflectance spectra
of black silicon with different texture scales, here distinguished by the average height of spikes.
Samples were prepared on single side polished Si wafers, whose transmittance and reflectance
spectra are also shown for reference.

Initial optical characterization of the different texture scale black silicon substrates was
performed in a 150 mm integrating sphere using a LAMBDA 1050 UV/Vis/NIR spectrometer
(Perkin-Elmer Inc.). In this hemispherical setup the total reflectance and transmittance values,
encompassing both coherent and scattered radiation, can be determined. Transmittance spectra
of black silicon samples with average spike heights ranging from 200 nm to 800 nm exhibit
the same general behavior and are shown in Figure 1.30 (a). The 500 µm-thick substrate
is opaque to radiation with energy in excess of the indirect band gap of Si, therefore no
transmittance is observed up to λ ≈ 1000 nm. In the near-IR, however, transmittance reaches
30% for untextured Si and above 40% for black silicon. Furthermore, surfaces textured with
larger spikes tend to transmit a slightly higher fraction of energy than the 200 nm average
height black silicon sample, especially at longer wavelengths.

Total hemispherical reflectance spectra of all black silicon samples under consideration
are displayed in Figure 1.30 (b) and show that surface texturing reduces reflectance to levels
below 1 % throughout the Si absorbance region. The 600 nm average spike height sample
exhibited strongest and most consistent anti-reflectance among them. At wavelengths above
λ ≈ 1000 nm reflectance from the opposite unpolished wafer surface comes into play, hence,
only a moderate 20% reduction in reflected radiation compared to untextured Si is observed.
Again, the 200 nm average height black silicon sample provides the weakest reflectance
suppression at near-IR among the textured surfaces, and approaches the value of flat Si
when wavelengths are increased further. As the average spike height is increased reflectance
suppression at near-IR tends to reach a limit of around 30%. Lastly, the simultaneous redshifts
in both reflectance and transmittance spectral edges for black silicon with deeper texturing
hint at an absorbance enhancing light trapping contribution.

Further information on the nature of light interaction with black silicon can be gleaned from
the spectral dependence of specular and diffuse reflectance contributions, plotted separately
in Figure 1.31. The diffusely reflected radiation portion could be measured by placing
samples with their surface normal at a slight 8◦ angle to the incident light. In this geometry
the specularly reflected part could be allowed to leave the integration sphere through an
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Figure 1.31: (a) Specular and (b) diffuse reflectance spectra of black silicon with different
texture scales, here distinguished by the average height of spikes. Samples were prepared on
single side polished Si wafers, whose specular and diffuse reflectance spectra are also shown
for reference. Arrows denote local minima of specular reflectance. Both types of reflectance
for each surface combine to yield the total hemispherical reflectance shown in Figure 1.30 (b).

appropriately placed exit port. On the other hand, specular reflectance could subsequently
be estimated from the total hemispherical reflectance by subtracting the scattered portion.
Adequacy of the method was verified by conducting said measurements on a flat single side
polished silicon wafer. As can be seen from the corresponding curves in Figure 1.31, specular
reflectance from the polished front-side of the wafer could be separated from the diffuse part
scattered by the microtextured rear-side.

Differences in anti-reflectance of black silicon with different texture scales become par-
ticularly apparent when considering specularly reflected radiation at the near-IR, shown in
Figure 1.31 (a). The fine 200 nm average height texture exhibits acceptable performance in
the visible light region, however, anti-reflectance degrades rapidly for radiation with higher
wavelengths. This is expected to occur in large part due to the thickness of the gradient
effective refractive index layer, established by this black silicon sample, being insufficient
to provide efficient impedance matching for IR radiation. Specular reflectance is gradually
eliminated when the average size of texture features is increased. Conversely, as the near-IR
specular reflectance decreases, the diffuse portion asymptotically climbs to a limit just above
30%. However, this is not related to higher scattering in the black silicon texture. Rather, the
presence of a limit hints at this being merely the result of a larger part of the incident energy
reaching the back surface to experience Fresnel-type reflection.

Reflectance at near-IR could not resolve differences in performance between black silicon
textures with 600 nm and 800 nm average spike heights. Therefore, measurements at mid-
IR wavelengths became necessary and were conducted using a Spectrum Spotlight 300
Fourier transform IR imaging spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer Inc.). The system uses a NA = 0.5
Cassegrain-type magnifying mirror system with an 17◦ to 30◦ off-axis acceptance angle
range, therefore, only specular reflectance could be measured. Yet, despite using different
spectrometers and acquisition methods, remarkable consistency between mid-IR reflectance
in Figure 1.32 and near-IR results in Figure 1.31 (a) was maintained at the switch-over
wavelength of λ = 2500 nm.
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Figure 1.32: Infrared specular reflectance spectra of black silicon with different texture scales,
here distinguished by the average height of spikes [137]. An IR reflectance spectrum of single
side polished Si wafer is shown for reference. Ambient air transmittance is shown at the top
of the plot to illustrate absorbance features responsible for the noise. Mid-IR spectroscopy
experiments were performed at Tokyo Institute of Technology by the research group under
supervision of Prof. Junko Morikawa.

Mid-IR specular reflectance curves of black silicon with different texture scales, shown in
Figure 1.32 illustrate, how black silicon reflectance can be tuned form ∼ 35%, typical for flat
Si, down to 4% throughout the near and short-wavelength IR spectral regions. Therefore, the
nanotextures investigated in this work can be tailored to provide anti-reflectance at atmospheric
infrared transmittance windows up to λ ≈ 5 µm, relevant for remote spectroscopic sensing.
However, towards long-wavelength IR region specular reflectance suppression loses its efficacy
even for the largest scale black silicon textures due to insufficient depth of the gradient effective
index layer. Even larger scale or, preferably, higher aspect ratio silicon texturing would be
necessary for uses at these low optical frequencies. Fabrication of high aspect ratio black
silicon has been demonstrated using electron cyclotron resonance plasma sources [54] as well
as cryogenic substrate cooling [135].

Evidently the gradient effective refractive index layer established by silicon spikes rep-
resents the primary anti-reflectance mechanism in all black silicon samples discussed here.
However, the presence of local minima in the specular reflectance spectra of Figure 1.31 (a)
that scale with the sizes of structural components indicate the prescience of an additional
effect. An obvious candidate to account for this contribution would be scattering by quasi-
random Mie-like subwavelength resonators [64] (akin to those shown in Figure 1.12 (b)), since
the spikes constituting black silicon fall within the scaled wavelength (∼ λ/nSi) size range.
Furthermore, top-down views of black silicon surfaces, shown in top panels of Figure 1.33,
also share similarities with the deterministic spatial spectrum light coupling structures [27]
depicted in Figure 1.13. Indeed, the spatial spectra of black silicon, shown in the bottom
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Figure 1.33: 2D spatial component analysis of black silicon with with different texture
scales. Upper row panels show the top-down scanning electron microscopy images of the
corresponding surfaces. Middle row panels show the logarithmic scale spatial frequency
spectra of black silicon, obtained by performing a 2D fast Fourier transform of respective
images. The bottom row panels show horizontal cross-sections of the Fourier spectra.

panel rows of Figure 1.33, closely resemble that of the aforementioned coupling surfaces. For
larger scale textures intensity of the ring-like Fourier spectrum shrinks toward lower spatial
frequencies. This would result in better k-vector matching at IR wavelengths, as was observed
experimentally. Of course, black silicon is ultimately a 3D surface, and the qualitative nature
of such 2D image analysis is incapable of producing a quantitative match with experimental
results. However, this example is instructive how correlation length between texture features
can be used to further boost reflectance suppression and induce light trapping through large
angle scattering in a particular spectral region.

In summary, this work showed how the scale of a black silicon surface texture relates
to its reflectance, which mechanisms dominate, and how alterations of morphology can be
utilized to improve radiation coupling efficiency at infrared wavelengths. Larger texture
scales would be expected to perform better at IR at the cost of lower efficiency at visible
wavelengths. Conversely, higher aspect ratio structural features would provide more broadband
anti-reflectance without this trade-off, however, such surfaces are not as robust and require
more demanding fabrication methods. Therefore, next sections describe efforts to further
extend reflectance suppression bandwidth by developing hierarchical micro/nano-textures,
realized by combining two simple texturing steps.
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1.3.2 Hierarchically nanostructured optical surfaces

The task of ensuring truly broadband reflectance suppression, spanning throughout the visible
as well as most of the infrared spectral region, limits the use of certain radiation coupling
techniques. Out of the four main approaches for establishing anti-reflectance illustrated in
Figure 1.3 the two resonant methods, namely anti-reflective coatings and gratings, can at
best be used as auxiliary mechanisms due to being effective in only a limited wavelength
range. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section 1.1.5, textured light trapping surfaces provide
only moderate reduction in wasted optical energy, since they rely on coupling light over a
limited number of inherently lossy Fresnel reflections. Hence, gradient effective refractive
index layers comprised of fine texturing over a long optical path theoretically would seem to
be the best candidate to realize high efficiency broadband anti-reflectance.

In practice, however, gradient effective refractive index textured surfaces have numerous
drawbacks. First of all, fine textures give rise to large surface areas, which in turn mean
excessive rates of carrier recombination at defect states, and therefore have limited suitability
for optoelectronic uses [72]. Next, high aspect ratio structural features tend to lack the
robustness necessary for practical applications. Lastly, their preparation often requires high
performance fabrication tools [54] and specialized processes [138].

An alternative approach to address the conflicting demands placed on broadband anti-
reflective surfaces involves hierarchical superimposition of disparate yet complimentary light
coupling surfaces at different scale sizes [139, 140]. The individual constituents of such
compound textures can either become active at different spectral regions or cumulatively
augment each other. Of course, the most refined realizations of cascading nanotextures can be
encountered in the biological realm, where due to inherent robustness they often don externally
facing surfaces. More notable examples are anti-reflective moth eyes [10], velvet black snake
scales [141], and hydrophobic lotus leaves [5], which have inspired a great number of artifi-
cial biomimetic counterparts [7, 142]. The simplest and most scalable techniques to create
hierarchical surface textures involve combining wet etching, plasma etching, nanoimprint
lithography or laser processing, and have been demonstrated on polymers [7], semiconduc-
tors [143, 144] and metals [145]. The chief advantage of this approach, namely the ability to
independently tailor the processes at each fabrication stage for optimal combined performance,
is yet to be utilized to its fullest extent however.

In this work, conducted in collaboration with the research group headed by Assoc. Prof.
Yoshiaki Nishijima at Yokohama National University, hierarchical anti-reflective Si surfaces
created by combining wet etched micro-pyramid texturing with a black silicon superstructure
were investigated [146]. The main focus of this study was to increase the reflectance sup-
pression bandwidth without compromising the overall performance. Furthermore, textures
with a wavelength-scale black silicon superstructure were benchmarked against those with
extremely high aspect ratio Si nanowires, which approximate a high optical thickness gradient
effective refractive index layer. Reflectance suppression was similar in both cases [146],
therefore to maintain continuity only black silicon related work will be discussed in detail here.
Experimental results bolstered by numerical simulations showed that hierarchical surface
texturing can reduce broadband specular reflectance by up to two orders of magnitude whilst
completely altering the method of light trapping within the substrate.

Fabrication of hierarchical anti-reflective surfaces used in this work is relatively straight-
forward and merely requires the sequential application of the respective techniques for creating
individual basic textures. In this case it involves combining alkaline wet etching of micro-
pyramids with subsequent dry etching of black silicon. A simplified sketch and scanning
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Figure 1.34: Fabrication process of a hierarchical anti-reflective surface with a black silicon
superstructure. (a) Sketch outlining the main fabrication steps which involve wet etching in a
0.5 M NaOH solution to establish the microscale texture and subsequent reactive ion etching
to create nanoscale spikes as outlined in Figure 1.17. Scanning electron microscopy images of
(b) wet etched Si micro-pyramids and (c) final hierarchical texture with superimposed black
silicon.

electron microscopy images illustrating the process are given in Figure 1.34, where differ-
ences between the scale of the two constituent textures become apparent. Fabrication of
micro-pyramid coated substrates was done by immersing 3′′ diameter (100) crystallographic
orientation Si wafers in a commercially available NaOH based etching solution Pure Etch
T501S (Hayashi Pure Chemical Ind Ltd.), which was diluted down to a concentration of
0.5 M (12% by weight). Etching was conducted over a duration anywhere from 10 minutes
up to 72 hours, depending on the desired scale of pyramids. Shorter processes at an elevated
temperature of 80 ◦C yielded a random arrangement of pyramids ranging from 2 µm to 10 µm
in height, whereas longer more gradual etches at room temperature produced substantially
larger 10 µm to 40 µm height variance surface features.

Nanoscale black silicon texturing was conducted using the reactive ion etching process
described in Section 1.2.1 without any noteworthy modifications. Therefore, black silicon
average spike heights can also be controlled by changing the treatment duration, as shown
in Figure 1.35. Hierarchical textures of silicon spikes ranging anywhere from 200 nm to
1.2 µm in height, overlaying randomly arranged pyramids up to 20 µm in height could be
obtained. However, an important consideration when creating the superstructure is that
excessive reactive ion etching durations tend to erode the finer microscale pyramid features,
planarizing significant parts of the surface and thereby detrimentally affecting reflectance
suppression in the infrared spectral region. For this reason the underlying micro-texture should
be sufficiently pronounced, preferably comprised of 10 µm average height pyramids, to allow
for consumption of an approximately 3 µm thickness Si layer without marked topological
deterioration.
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Figure 1.35: Hierarchical surface textures of different size scale black silicon etched into
micro-pyramids. (a) Isometric-view scanning electron micrographs of micro-pyramids as
created by wet etching, and (b) cascading micro/nano-textures after different reactive ion etch
durations along with insets showing close-up view of nanoscale features. The 3 µm scale bar
is applicable to all 4 main images. Scale bars in the insets correspond to 500 nm. (c) The
average height of black silicon spikes etched into pyramids plotted against the reactive ion
etching duration.

The general reflectance behavior of each constituent texture can be inferred from the size
scale of its features. Microscale pyramids, for instance, are large enough to fall squarely in
the geometric optics operational regime, therefore, should provide modest anti-reflectance
over a broad spectral range. Black silicon morphology, on the other hand, is within the wave
optics range for visible and near-IR, and is subwavelength at radiation frequencies below that.
Optical thickness of the effective refractive index gradient established by the nanoscale spikes
is likewise only sufficient for coupling radiation with wavelengths below mid-IR. As a result a
sharp drop-off in black silicon anti-reflectance can be expected for lower frequency radiation.

The specular reflectance spectra for the basic textures, shown in Figure 1.36, appear
to coincide with these predictions. In the Si absorbance wavelength range black silicon
exhibits severely diminished reflectance, consistently below 1%. As expected, micro pyramids
reflect around 5% of incoming radiation, hence, performance is fairly unremarkable as far as
reflectance minimum values are concerned. On the other hand, in the infrared region, where Si
is transparent, anti-reflectance of micro-pyramid decorated surfaces is much more consistent
and extends to the lowest optical frequencies. Conversely, reflectance suppression of black
silicon rapidly degrades towards the infrared range due to factors outlined in Section 1.3.1.
Specular reflectance of the hierarchical composite structure appears to largely combine the
advantages of both individual methods, i.e. exhibits the strong anti-reflectance typical for black
silicon in the Si absorbance region whilst simultaneously suppressing reflectance throughout
the infrared spectral range down to several percent, almost an order of magnitude below that
of the micro-pyramid texture alone.

The spectra shown in Figure 1.36 account only for radiation reflected in a narrow cone
around the angle of reflection, therefore, approximately represent specular reflectance. How-
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Figure 1.36: Single-etch-step and dual-scale textured silicon anti-reflective surfaces: alkaline
wet etched micro-pyramids, reactive ion etched black silicon, and their hierarchical composite.
Top panels show side view scanning electron microscopy images of the textures. Scale bar
for each image represents 1 µm. Lower panels show the visible-to-far-IR specular reflectance
spectra for each of the surface textures [146]. Infrared spectroscopy experiments were
performed at Yokohama National University by the research group under supervision of Assoc.
Prof. Yoshiaki Nishijima.

ever, owing to discontinuities in surface morphology a considerable portion of radiation
can also be scattered out of the collection optics acceptance range. This energy would be
reflected diffusely and is not accounted for in Figure 1.36. The same considerations hold if
transmittance was to be measured. Directly transmitted light rays will propagate according to
the law of refraction, whereas diffusely transmitted, i.e. scattered, light can exit the sample at
a wide range of angles within the loss cone. Therefore, to more fully characterize light inter-
action with the different textured surfaces it becomes necessary to investigate their scattering
behavior.

To this end spectroscopic measurements were conducted with the goal of determining
how intensity of incoming radiation is distributed among various mechanisms of reflectance,
transmittance and extinction. Results of these experiments for the constituent micro-pyramid,
black silicon and their hierarchical composite surfaces, as well as for polished Si for reference,
are depicted in Figure 1.37. Each of the panels is separated into two parts, namely the UV-to-
near-IR and mid-IR regions, due to the different setups used for acquisition of spectra. On
the higher frequency end, reflectance and transmittance spectra of textured silicon wafers
were acquired using a 150 mm integrating sphere mounted in a LAMBDA 1050 UV/Vis/NIR
spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer Inc.). The detectors could register hemispherically scattered
radiation with wavelengths ranging from 250 nm to 2.5 µm. The specular portions of UV-to-
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near-IR reflectance were separated via an exit port. Direct transmittance was measured using
NA = 0.3 collection optics, however this results in a narrow angle scattered portion of light
being misinterpreted as direct transmittance, therefore in the legend of Figure 1.37 the more
adequate term "narrow angle reflectance/transmittance" is used. On the other hand, mid-IR
spectroscopic measurements from λ = 2500 nm onward were performed using a FT-IR-4000
Fourier transform IR NA = 0.5 imaging system (JASCO Inc.) without an integrating sphere
attachment. Therefore, scattered radiation could not be detected at longer wavelengths and is
not shown.

At wavelengths below λ = 1.1 µm Si is opaque, hence, extinction is overwhelmingly
due to strong absorbance therein. So, if a beam is somehow coupled into the substrate its
energy will be taken up by the electron system of Si and thereby extinguished. In this spectral
range, comparison between panels (a) and (b) of Figure 1.37, which respectively correspond
to a single side polished Si wafer and a wafer with both sides covered by micro-pyramids, is
particularly illustrative of the scattering-related effects brought on by microtexturing. For a flat
Si surface the main source of optical loss is due to the initial specular reflectance at the front
face, and only at the onset of the Si transparency window an additional diffuse reflectance
component from the rough rear-side appears. On the other hand, the micro-pyramid textured
surface is highly disruptive to the incident wavefront and as a result reflectance is almost
entirely diffuse. Therefore, when scattering is taken into consideration, such microscale
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Figure 1.37: Experimentally measured spectra of intensity fractions corresponding to ra-
diation reflected and transmitted either specularly of diffusely by Si wafers with different
textures [146]. The residual portion marked in red represents the intensity fraction that is
either absorbed or scattered outside of the detection optics acceptance range. Diffusely re-
flected and transmitted intensity portions in the mid-IR range are unavailable due to numerical
aperture limitations in the Fourier transform IR imaging system used in this work. Sketches
illustrate Si wafer topologies corresponding to each of the panels. Infrared spectroscopy part
of experimental work was performed at Yokohama National University by the research group
under supervision of Assoc. Prof. Yoshiaki Nishijima.
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surface topologies reduce reflectance related losses only by a factor of two. Transmittance of
the two samples, given in Figure 1.37 (a) and (b) at IR wavelengths, follows the same pattern
observed for reflectance, i.e. for a polished wafer it is mainly direct, whereas in the double
side microtextured case it is for the most part diffuse. The substantially lower scattering
observed in samples with single-side micro-texturing is because the loss cone, strictly tied
to the surface normal, can take a wide range of orientations when both sides of a Si surface
are randomly faceted. In this way such a double-side textured surface is reminiscent of a
Lambertian reflector, as was discussed in Section 1.1.5.

The phenomena underlying the exceptionally low reflectance off a single-etch-step black
silicon wafer were described in Section 1.3.1 and for conciseness will not be reiterated in
detail here. In the most general terms, low reflectance at visible wavelengths is a result of the
gradient effective refractive index effect, and is additionally extended towards near-IR due to
resonant quasi-random forward-scattering [27, 71]. However, mid-IR wavelengths are well
beyond the size-scale of the nanotexture and reflectance suppression rapidly deteriorates. As
is evident in Figure 1.37 (c), virtually all reflectance in the visible-to-near-IR range is diffuse,
therefore, includes a minuscule contribution from the front-side nanotexture and a much more
substantial portion back-scatted at the rough rear-side in the transparency band of Si. On the
other hand, reflectance of the micro-pyramid/black silicon hierarchical composite, shown in
Figure 1.37 (d), shares properties with each of its constituents. Anti-reflectance at the visible
range matches that of flat black silicon, whereas at near-IR significant back-scattering, akin to
that observed for micro-pyramids, is present. Compared to black silicon, diffuse reflectance at
near-IR is almost doubled and the intensity part associated with extinction is decreased by a
factor of three. This indicates that the guided mode light trapping mechanism exhibited by flat
black silicon in hierarchical textures is substituted for statistical ray trapping.

The mostly direct near-IR transmittance of black silicon becomes diffuse when texturing
is hierarchical, likely due to the same statistical mechanism underlying the behavior of double-
side micro-textured surfaces. Of further note is that total transmittance of hierarchically
textured surfaces is higher than merely micro-textured ones, as can be seen in panels (b) and
(d) of Figure 1.37. This indicates that while micro-textured and hierarchical surfaces have
similar values of total reflectance at near-IR, anti-reflectance at the front-surface is superior at
the latter.

Experimental reflectance and transmittance spectroscopy results hint at the strong anti-
reflectance of hierarchically textured black silicon/micro-pyramid surfaces. However, at
wavelengths where Si is transparent it was not possible to separate the diffuse reflectance
contributions of the two opposing wafer surfaces. This, in principle, could be deduced
experimentally by preparing and investigating textured samples with flat, scattering and
mirrored rear-sides. Nevertheless, numerical simulations can also help in elucidating this
point, with the added benefit of the results being strictly topology related and unaffected by
structural changes in materials induced by different fabrication techniques. For these reasons
FDTD simulations were performed on representative segments of textured surfaces to isolate
their single-interface reflectance and transmittance behavior.

Optical simulations on large fully 3D segments of each texture spanning over 10×7 µm2

areas were performed using the "FDTD Solutions" software package (Lumerical Solutions
Inc). The extent of simulated volume, combined with the need not to compromise resolution
of nanoscale features, necessitated enormous computational power. Therefore, calculations
were performed on the swinSTAR supercomputer at Swinburne University of Technology. A
model of a micro-pyramid textured surface was rendered by scripted semi-random placement
of pyramids on a predefined plane. Parameters of the individual pyramids were determined by
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Figure 1.38: FDTD simulated spectra of single interface (a) reflectance and (b) transmittance of
the basic micro-pyramid and black silicon textures, their hierarchical composite, as well as flat
Si for reference. Top panels illustrate the respective 3D renderings on which calculations were
conducted. Simulations were performed using the swinSTAR supercomputer at Swinburne
University of Technology.

scanning electron microscopy inspection of NaOH-etched Si surfaces, and only their height
was allowed to change during the generation process, assuming a normal distribution. Black
silicon nanotextured surface model was created directly from a scanning electron microscopy
image, according to the procedure described in Section 1.2.3, and additively superimposed
onto either a flat plane or the micro-pyramid texture. Images of the 3D models used in
FDTD simulations are depicted in the top panels of Figure 1.38. The simulation volume was
terminated using perfectly matched boundary conditions and a broadband linearly polarized
plane wave source was used for excitation. Simulations were performed for two orthogonal
light polarizations and the results were subsequently averaged to obtain the unpolarized
response. Transmittance spectra were acquired at a 2.5 µm depth beneath the surface texture
and subsequently recalculated using the Beer-Lambert law to add an additional 500 µm optical
path through a Si wafer [41].

Simulated reflectance and transmittance spectra, shown in Figure 1.38 panels (a) and (b)
respectively, fall broadly in line with experimental observations for black silicon. However,
simulations coincide only with the specular intensity portions of the experimental results,
especially when microtexturing is involved. As a result of this one major discrepancy anti-
reflectance of the micro-pyramid and hierarchical surfaces is is overestimated. Furthermore,
their transmittance is likewise much lower than expected. So, it can be deduced that the
calculated reflectance is low not due to efficient light coupling, but because of obtuse scat-
tering in parallel to the surface, hence, outside of the detection region. Therefore, while the
attainable simulation volume was insufficient for achieving parity with experiment, numerical
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findings corroborate the significance of in plane scattering effects in both micro-textured and
hierarchical anti-reflective surfaces.

This work demonstrates how superimposition of different surface textures results in cu-
mulative optical behavior. Here hierarchical application of anti-reflective black silicon onto
a statistical ray trapping micro-pyramid texture almost completely suppressed the originally
diffuse reflectance at the Si absorbance range. This additional anti-reflectance did not affect
the Lambertian scattering properties of the alkaline-etched surface. It implies that such a
composite texture would increase the mean average path of rays coupled into the substrate,
as well as boast superior bandwidth and ominidirectionality compared to flat black silicon.
However, drawbacks such as loss of ability to couple guided modes also have to be consid-
ered. Furthermore, etching hierarchical textures up to 20 µm in height necessitates chemical
consumption of a substantial volume of material. As a result such textures would not be
compatible with most thin-film solar cell technologies, however, can be applicable a coupling
surface for harnessing radiation at the infrared.

While the hierarchical nanotextured surfaces described here exhibit excellent anti-reflectance
at infrared wavelengths, radiation is eventually scattered out of the material as silicon is trans-
parent in this range. This ties into a general problem that the ability to couple optical energy
into a surface is moot if there exists no viable mechanism for its uptake and gainful exploita-
tion. So, the next section describes methods of imparting absorbance to black silicon based
substrates in order to harness infrared energy.
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1.4 Black silicon absorbance enhancement

Multi-crystalline and mono-crystalline silicon based photovoltaic devices presently represent
an overwhelming market share among all direct solar energy harvesting solutions [147].
This is hardly surprising, considering that silicon is second only to gallium arsenide in
terms of single-junction solar cell efficiency, all the while benefiting from decreased costs
associated with having well established manufacturing processes and an abundant supply of
raw materials. Current state of the art realizations of single-junction silicon solar cells exhibit
a photoconversion efficiency in excess of 26% [148]. However, this is relatively close to
the fundamental detailed balance limit [149] which for Si equals approximately 32%, and
would remain below 34% even in the hypothetical case of an optimal 1.34 eV band gap
semiconductor single-junction cell.

Implications of such a limit for an ideal Si-based solar cell are illustrated in Figure 1.39,
where a standard air mass 1.5 solar irradiance spectrum [150] is separated into portions
accessible for standard photovoltaic conversion and those which cannot be gainfully harnessed.
Thermal losses at the short wavelength edge arise due to thermalization of the excess kinetic
energy imparted to an electron by photons above the band gap, whereas infrared transmittance
losses represent radiation incapable of initiating interband transitions in Si. In order to further
improve solar energy harvesting efficiency numerous approaches to increase the absorption
and effective usage of solar energy [151], such as multijunction, up- and down-conversion
cells as well as concentrator-based setups, are being vigorously pursued.

A different semiconductor based method for generating electrical power, with an effi-
ciency at least in theory capped at the much more lenient Carnot thermodynamic limit, is
thermoelectric conversion. It relies on the Seebeck effect at the junction of oppositely doped
semiconductor materials across which a thermal gradient is established. However, said ther-
moelectric materials must simultaneously exhibit high electric conductivity σ , low thermal
conductivity κ and a high Seebeck coefficient S, which together with the operating temperature
T denote the figure of merit parameter ZT = (S2σ/κ)T [152]. Presently bismuth chalcogenide
ceramics, such as Bi2Te3 and Bi2Se3 based systems, represent some of the higher performing
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Figure 1.39: Air mass 1.5 solar radiation energy spectrum [150], approximated by a 5800 K
temperature black body. Energy absorbed by a Si solar cell operating at the detailed balance
limit is highlighted in red. Remaining energy is lost due to carrier thermalization and sub-band
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thermoelectric materials under ambient conditions, with a a figure of merit up to ZT ≈ 1.4
at room temperature [152]. Advances in material engineering resulted in figure of merit
values reaching and even exceeding ZT ≈ 2, albeit at temperatures in excess of 700 K [153].
However, materials with ZT ≥ 4 are necessary for thermoelectric generation efficiency to
approach that attainable by photovoltaic solar cells, whereas edging towards the Carnot limit
would require a ZT close to infinity. Present thermophotovoltaic conversion efficiencies are at
or below 10% as a result, hence, cannot directly compete with photovoltaics [151, 154, 155].

Despite the aforementioned issues thermoelectric converters have certain noteworthy
advantages. First of all, unlike other energy conversion systems, thermoelectric devices tend
to preserve efficiency when scaled down therefore are well suited for miniaturization. Also,
thermoelectric devices effectively can be considered as heat engine without moving parts and
exhibit remarkable reliability as a result. It is not surprising, therefore, that thermoelectric
generators were used to power the Viking and Pioneer deep space missions [156]. More
recently thermoelectric converters have found prominent use in the reclamation of energy
dissipated by industrial processes and vehicles, where up to 60% of primary energy is given
off as waste heat [157].

The present section describes work related to thermoelectric solar energy harvesting using
black silicon as an absorber platform. Methods of inducing the absorption of sub-band gap
photons in black silicon are given particular attention. Two prototype device realizations are
discussed, namely, a purely thermoelectric solar radiation harvester, and a hybrid device which
aims to combine photovoltaic generation in a Si solar cell with simultaneous thermoelectric
conversion of infrared radiation as well as waste heat.

1.4.1 Plasmonic nanoparticle augmented black silicon absorber

In the preceding Section 1.3 it was shown how nanotexturing can facilitate anti-reflectance
over bandwidths well in excess of the absorbance wavelength range of silicon. Therefore,
the problem of coupling radiation past the material interface in such a case ceases to be
primary and methods of taking up the energy have to be sought out. Moderate augmentations
of infrared absorbance in silicon have been demonstrated either through increasing the free
carrier absorption through heavy doping [158], or through introduction of deep energy levels
associated with sulfur impurity defects [159, 160]. However, such silicon modifications
have limited applicability since they strongly and for the most part detrimentally impact the
electronic properties of the semiconductor.

A different method for both enhancing radiation coupling and absorbance, which does not
rely on direct modifications of the active material, involves the use of plasmonic nanoparticles.
The localized surface plasmon-polariton response is inherently broadband and can be widely
tuned by changing their shape and size. When placed in the immediate vicinity of a high
refractive index dielectric substrate resonant metal nanoparticles tend to preferentially scatter
radiation into the material. Furthermore, hot-spots of highly concentrated optical field are
established and aid in increasing local rates of absorbance [161]. These mechanisms have
been successfully employed in enhancing the short-circuit current performance of certain
moderate conversion efficiency thin film solar cells [162, 163]. However, due to the lossy
nature of metals at optical frequencies a substantial portion of energy is dissipated as heat
by the localized surface plasmon excitations, hence, in cells aiming for a high efficiency,
nanoscale metal textures are mainly used as back-reflectors [164–166]. On the other hand,
unlike in the photovoltaic case, heat produced by optically excited nanoparticles would not be
a detriment in a system that generates power thermoelectrically.
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Figure 1.40: Sketch illustrating the composition of the thermophotovoltaic converter device
with a black silicon based absorber used in this work [167]. Heat from the absorber is converted
into electric power using a Seebeck element. Device was assembled at Yokohama National
University by the research group under supervision of Assoc. Prof. Yoshiaki Nishijima.

In this work, conducted in collaboration with the research group headed by Assoc. Prof.
Yoshiaki Nishijima at Yokohama National University, black silicon is used as a solar absorber
platform for a Seebeck effect-based thermoelectric solar energy harvester [167]. Gold nanopar-
ticles were deposited onto black silicon to further enhance solar-to-thermal energy conversion
yield and increase the device efficiency. Furthermore, finite-difference time-domain simula-
tions were conducted in order to elucidate the effect of plasmonic excitations on light-mater
interaction and localization at the nanotextured absorber surface.

A schematic of the prototype thermophotovoltaic converter device is provided in Fig-
ure 1.40. Here electromotive force, denoted as ∆UT E , is generated by a commercially available
Bi-Te based thermoelectric module TEP1-1264-1.5 (Thermonamic Electronics Corp., Ltd.)
with a maximum heat-to-electrical power conversion efficiency of 6% [167]. A transverse
thermal gradient was established by using an illuminated black silicon based solar absorber at
the hot side, and attaching either a Peltier element or a metal heat sink at the cold side of the
device. Photoexcitation of the absorber is transformed into heat through various thermalization
processes which is in turn conducted towards the Seebeck element. Thermally conductive
contacts for both sides of the module were ensured through the application of vacuum grease
X-23-7877 (Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd.). The optional Peltier element between the cold
side of the thermoelectric module and the heat sink is used for experimental measurements
of the thermal gradient during calibration. By using a second Peltier element in place of the
absorber a thermoelectric conversion coefficient value of 28 mVK−1 was determined. Two
test illumination source types were used - monochromatic 532 nm wavelength laser light, as
well as a broadband metal halide lamp, which roughly approximates the solar power spectrum
at the visible range [167].

Solar radiation absorbers were fabricated by nanotexturing 500 µm thickness p-type Si
wafer surfaces by means of the reactive ion etching process described in Section 1.2.1. Black
silicon with 250 nm average height spikes was obtained after 15 minutes of treatment. Further
plasmonic absorbance enhancement effects were investigated by drop casting various concen-
trations of iso-2-propyl alcohol dispersions of different commercially available colloidal gold
nanoparticle solutions (Tanaka Co. Ltd) onto black silicon. Average nanoparticle diameters
ranged from 15 nm, for which absorption is expected to be the dominant light extinction
contribution, up to 100 nm where scattering component is more strongly pronounced.
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Figure 1.41: (a) Specular reflectance spectra of black silicon absorbers with and without
50 nm diameter Au nanoparticle coatings, as well as of flat Si and Ag mirror reference
surfaces. Depending on concentration Au nanoparticle distribution can either be uniform, or
aggregated into islands. (b) Nanoparticle decorated absorber reflectance spectra normalized to
the reflectance of plain black silicon [167]. Scanning electron microscope images illustrate
aggregated (top) and optimal (bottom) black silicon surface coverage by Au nanoparticles.
Reflectance measurements were performed at Yokohama National University by the research
group under supervision of Assoc. Prof. Yoshiaki Nishijima.

Specular reflectance spectra of the black silicon derived absorbers, along with flat and 2 µm
thickness Ag film coated Si reference surfaces, are given in Figure 1.41 (a). The silver film
is, obviously, highly reflective, with up to 98% of incident energy redirected to the detector,
and in this work it represents the non-absorbing case. On the other hand a flat polished
silicon wafer exhibits the expected ∼ 35% Fresnel reflectance and exemplifies the baseline
non-textured air-Si interface. In line with results given in prior sections, nanotextured black
silicon is highly anti-reflective, hence specularly reflected energy amounts to no more than 1%
throughout the visible spectral region. However, with the application of 50 nm diameter Au
nanoparticles the observed reflectance is slightly increased, which can be attributed to Mie
scattering as a result of the plasmonic excitations.

Figure 1.41 (a) also shows the reflectance of two distinct gold nanoparticle decorated
black silicon absorbers, prepared using different concentration colloidal particle suspensions.
Scanning electron microscopy inspection of the resultant surfaces, illustrated on the left side
of Figure 1.41 (b), show that applying particle suspensions with concentrations close to the
optimal surface coverage 7.2×108 particles/cm−2 produces a uniform distribution, whereas
densities in excess of that result in agglomerated gold micro-island formation. These in
turn give rise to additional reflectance which can be expected to negatively affect absorber
performance. The plasmonic mechanisms underlying nanoparticle contribution to the overall
optical behavior of the composite absorbers become apparent when their reflectance spectra
are normalized to that of plain black silicon, with the result shown in Figure 1.41 (b). The
black silicon-normalized reflectance spectra are reminiscent of the extinction exhibited by
spherical gold nanoparticles, however, show substantial redshifts from the∼ 530 nm resonance
position expected when their diameters are 50 nm. Such a resonance shift can be attributed
to hybridized collective resonant modes of nanoparticle assemblies [168] or to mirror charge
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Figure 1.42: Thermoelectric module voltage output when different absorbers are used as
the hot contact under (a) monochromatic 532 nm wavelength laser, and (b) broadband metal
halide lamp illumination [167]. Note the different voltage axes scales of the two panels. Ther-
moelectric power generation experiments were performed at Yokohama National University
by the research group under supervision of Assoc. Prof. Yoshiaki Nishijima.

interactions due to high refractive index silicon proximity [169]. The latter mechanism in
particular is in good accordance with the observation that uniform nanoparticle coverage
results in a somewhat stronger redshift, since interaction with the silicon substrate would be
more pronounced is such a case.

Thermophotovoltaic response of the prototype device equipped with different absorbers
and under different illumination conditions is illustrated in Figure 1.42. The overall trend in
voltage response is the same for 532 nm wavelength laser as well as for broadband metal halide
illumination, shown in panels (a) and (b) respectively, just with a different overall magnitude
of the effect owing to variance in source powers. Regardless of the choice of absorber a linear
relationship between incident luminous power and thermogeneration voltage is observed,
however, the conversion efficiency slope is predictably absorber-dependent. Evidently the
highly reflective silver mirror surface prevents substantial buildup of a heat gradient, estimated
to be below 0.2 K in this case, and results in low thermoelectric conversion efficiency. Silicon,
on the other hand, is expected to absorb around 65% of visible wavelength radiation, and
provides a decent baseline efficacy.

Anti-reflective black silicon nanotexturing results in an increase of the thermoelectric
output voltage by roughly 50%, all of which can be accounted for by the almost total elimina-
tion of reflection losses at the silicon-air interface. Application of a uniform Au nanoparticle
coating gives rise to voltage output increase by up to an additional 50%, on top of the prior
gains due to reflectance suppression of black silicon. While the absolute increase of output
voltage due to Au nanoparticle augmentation was similar regardless if absorbers were exposed
a lamp or a laser, the relative increase in the broadband case is half of that observed for
monochromatic illumination. This likely relates to the limited bandwidth of plasmonic effects
being better matched to the 532 nm wavelength.

More detailed results of plasmonic thermoelectric conversion efficiency enhancement
dependence on the size and density of Au nanoparticles overlaying the black silicon texture is
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Figure 1.43: Thermoelectric voltage output increase under (a) monochromatic 532 nm wave-
length laser, and (b) broadband metal halide lamp illumination, plotted against density of gold
deposited onto black silicon via colloidal Au nanoparticles of different diameters [167]. Ther-
moelectric power generation experiments were performed at Yokohama National University
by the research group under supervision of Assoc. Prof. Yoshiaki Nishijima.

illustrated in Figure 1.43. Here, increases in thermoelectric voltage output above the value
obtained using a plain black silicon absorber are plotted against the estimated volume of gold
overlaying the surface. In the case of monochromatic 532 nm laser illumination, shown in
Figure 1.43 (a), a sharp critical thermoelectric voltage dependence on gold density is observed
regardless of the nanoparticle diameter. The initial rise in voltage output with increased
particle concentrations can be attributed to enhanced plasmonic absorbance. On the other
hand, the subsequent drop-off can be explained as resulting from the redshift of plasmonic
peak out of the 532 nm laser wavelength due to particle aggregation, and in part by an overall
increase in diffuse reflectance. Best thermophotovoltaic conversion results are observed when
30 nm diameter gold nanoparticles are used, likely due to their localized surface plasmon
resonances having the best overlap with the laser wavelength.

Plasmonic enhancement of thermoelectric conversion efficiency under metal halide lamp
illumination, shown in Figure 1.43 (b), exhibits a more complex dependence on both particle
size and gold coverage. First of all, either insufficient or excessive amounts of gold result in
negligible and even negative changes in output voltage. Next, when illumination is broadband
50 nm diameter nanoparticles offer the highest enhancement, likely due to the plasmonic peak
shifting towards the near-infrared, as shown in Figure 1.41 (b), where optical absorbance
in silicon starts to diminish. Lastly, the acute gold density dependence observed for each
nanoparticle size under monochromatic illumination is substantially less pronounced in the
broadband case.

While experimental results clearly show improvements in plasmonically enhanced ab-
sorber performance, any understanding as to the underlying optical effects operating at the
nanoscale can be only conjectured from them. Numerical simulations can help in remedying
this gap in knowledge by providing somewhat indirect, however, very intuitive visualiza-
tions of light-matter interaction with the various nanotextures. To this end calculations were
performed on the swinSTAR supercomputer at Swinburne University of Technology using
the "FDTD Solutions" software package (Lumerical Solutions Inc). 3D renderings of the
basic ∼ 250 nm average spike height black silicon texture were prepared based on scanning
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electron microscopy images using methods described in Section 1.2.3. Stochastic 50 nm
diameter gold nanoparticle application onto black silicon was simulated through their random
initial placement, followed by a scripted dynamical overlap detection mechanism. A plane
wave broadband visible-to-near-IR wavelength source was used for excitation of the 1.5 µm2

surface area segment. The simulation area was laterally terminated using periodic boundary
conditions and transversely by perfectly matched layers. Calculations were performed for two
orthogonal polarizations of incident radiation, and their results were subsequently averaged
and normalized to the 1.5 air mass solar radiation spectrum [150].

Visualizations of the black silicon surfaces with and without nanoparticle decoration are
provided in Figure 1.44, along with FDTD simulation results of absorbance rates and electric
field intensity distributions. Solar radiation absorbance rates are substantially increased above
that of a flat wafer by black silicon nanotexturing, with roughly 80% of visible wavelength
photons absorbed in the spiky upper layer. Also, light is scattered by the irregular surface
and forms up to 4 times increased field intensity pockets in between nanotexture features.
In the plasmonically augmented case metallic nanoparticles exhibit an up to two orders of
magnitude higher absorbance per unit volume than that of silicon, and, furthermore, create
absorbance hot-spots at their point of contact with the semiconductor. This can be traced back
to the strong electric field enhancement in the vicinity of Au due to excitation of localized
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Figure 1.44: FDTD simulations of broadband solar radiation interaction with plain and 50 nm
diameter Au nanoparticle decorated black silicon absorber surfaces. Top panels show the
3D renderings used in the calculation. Middle and bottom row panels respectively show
cross-section plots of absorbance rate (logarithmic scale) and relative optical field intensity
(linear scale), both integrated over the 1.5 air mass solar spectrum. Equivalent results for a
flat silicon surface are given for reference. Simulations were performed using the swinSTAR
supercomputer at Swinburne University of Technology.
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Figure 1.45: FDTD simulated solar radiation absorption, calculated up to a 5 µm depth under
the surfaces of flat silicon, black silicon and 50 nm Au nanoparticle decorated black silicon.
Simulations were performed using the swinSTAR supercomputer at Swinburne University of
Technology.

surface plasmons, visible in the lower left panel of Figure 1.44.
Calculated visible wavelength absorbance spectra obtained by spatial integration over the

simulation volume, given in Figure 1.45, illustrate the additive nature of nanotexturing and
plasmonic augmentation to the overall increase in luminous energy uptake. Here the unex-
pected absorption drop-off at longer wavelengths is a result of the limited integration depth,
extending only 5 µm below the surface. Evidently, semiconductor nanotexturing provides
an improvement through broadband light coupling into silicon, whereas gold nanoparticles
absorb and dissipate optical energy as heat at the expected ∼ 530 nm wavelength as well as
at near-IR, where Si absorption is weak. Therefore, it can be deduced that application of
plasmonic nanoparticles can be expected to increase the amount of heat generated, provided
that metal coverage is low enough as to not substantially interfere with reflectance suppression.
Of course, such purely photonic simulations cannot provide information on heat generation
and flow underlying thermoelectric energy conversion, however, such results can be used as
stationary initial conditions for follow-up heat transport simulations.

To summarize, this work shows how black silicon can be applied as an affordable high
efficiency absorber to uses in thermoelectric power conversion. Since in this case heat
generation is of primary concern, absorption enhancement methods such as nanoparticle
coating, which would be untenable in photovoltaic situations, can be readily harnessed and
yielded an up to 50% improvement in output voltage. While the efficiency of the prototype
device shown here is below 2%, further improvements could be obtained to gainfully convert up
to 6% of incident luminous energy by using solar concentrator schemes to increase the overall
operating temperature, and encapsulation in a vacuum to prevent convective losses [155].
Ultimately, however, regardless of absorber efficacy, performance of such a device will be
limited for the foreseeable future by the lack of high figure of merit thermoelectric materials.
Therefore, presently thermoelectric conversion can, at best, be used to compliment other more
productive solar energy harvesting approaches.
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1.4.2 Hybrid photo-voltaic/thermal conversion cell
Presently, the vast majority of photovoltaic methods of solar-to-electric energy conversion rely
on the optical absorbance of silicon. It generally exhibits acceptable rates of photon uptake
in the visible optical region, and remains reasonably adequate well into the near-IR, even if
considerable optical thicknesses are needed to compensate for its indirect band gap at that
range. However, as was shown in Figure 1.39, the fraction of luminous power converted to
electric energy sharply drops to either side of the 1.12 eV (λ ≈ 1100 nm) band gap due to
either thermalization or transmittance losses. Yet, while no single semiconductor material can
effectively harness the broadband solar spectrum, conventional detailed balance limitations
can be sidestepped by spectrally selective combination of different conversion materials and
systems.

Multijunction solar cells, composed through sequential stacking of different semiconduc-
tor p-n junctions by band gap, represent some of the earliest and currently most successful
attempts at efficiency enhancement [151]. Still, using presently available materials and practi-
cable numbers of junctions a substantial energy loss is incurred through device heating and
residual infrared wavelength transmittance. The mostly thermal nature of the two aforemen-
tioned effects implies that a thermoelectric approach for converting this wasted energy into
electric power would be the obvious choice. Hence, it is unsurprising that in recent years
several attempts in augmenting energy output of dye sensitized [170, 171] or perovskite solar
cells [172] using infrared absorbers and thermoelectric converters have been reported.

In this work, conducted in collaboration with the research group headed by Assoc. Prof.
Yoshiaki Nishijima at Yokohama National University, a prototype hybrid photovoltaic and ther-
moelectric device, capable of utilizing the entire solar spectrum, was created and tested [173].
A black silicon based solar cell was used as the first stage solar-to-electrical power converter.
Any residual transmitted infrared radiation was taken up by a GeSn alloy rear-side absorber
and converted into thermal energy which, along with waste heat from the silicon solar cell,
was used to drive a Seebeck element. Absorbance behavior of the constituent device layers
was illustrated by means of finite-difference time-domain simulations.

b-Si p-n junction 

SiO2 spacer
GeSn absorber

Peltier element
Heat sink

ΔUTE

ΔUPV

Seebeck element

Ag contacts

Figure 1.46: Sketch illustrating the hybrid device which, by combining photovoltaic and
thermophotovoltaic electric energy generation, harnesses the entire breadth of the solar
radiation spectrum [173]. Photovoltaic charge separation is done at a p-n junction realized in
a black silicon wafer, whereas radiation transmitted through Si and patterned Ag electrodes
is captured in a GeSn alloy absorber, used as the hot contact for a thermoelectric Seebeck
element. Device was assembled at Yokohama National University by the research group under
supervision of Assoc. Prof. Yoshiaki Nishijima.
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The hybrid solar radiation energy harvesting device prototype is schematically illustrated
in Figure 1.46. A simple realization of a black silicon solar cell comprises the upper section
of the device and is directly exposed to incident radiation. Anti-reflective nanotexturing
of a p-type silicon wafer top surface was performed using the reactive ion etching process
described in Section 1.2.1. The p-n junction for photogenerated charge separation was formed
using a dopant diffusion process. To that end a phosphorus based doping agent EPLUS SC-909
(Tokyo Ohka Kogyo Co., Ltd.) was spin-coated onto the intrinsically boron-doped black
silicon surface at 3500 rpm for 20 seconds. Diffusion was conducted by way of a two-step
annealing process - initially 60 s at 200 ◦C followed by a longer 10 minute duration heat
treatment at a 950 ◦C temperature. After the anneal, oxidized surface layers were stripped
by etching in a 1% aqueous HF solution for 15 minutes and patterned Ag electrodes were
thermally evaporated on both sides of the wafer.

Subsequent fabrication steps involved creation of an infrared radiation absorption module
on the photovoltaic cell rear-side to capture any luminous energy transmitted through Si and
convert it into heat. Leakage current related deterioration of solar cell electrical properties
due to absorber deposition was avoided by overlaying rear-side patterned Ag contacts with an
insulating 100 nm thickness SiO2 layer. A GeSn alloy, with an approximately 4:1 atomic ratio
composition, was chosen as the infrared absorber material [174]. The 4 µm thickness GeSn
film was coated onto the SiO2 spacer layer by thermal evaporation of a germanium and tin
mixture placed in the same crucible source. Resultant hybrid structure was mounted onto a Bi-
Te based commercially available Seebeck element TEP1-1264-1.5 (Thermonamic Electronics
Corp., Ltd.), same type that was used in creating the device described in Section 1.4.1.
Thermal contact with the GeSn alloy film was mediated using vacuum grease X-23-7877
(Shin-Etsu Chemical Co., Ltd.). Thermal energy due to infrared radiation absorbed in GeSn,
as well as waste heat from the photovoltaic cell itself, is converted into electrical power by the
thermoelectric module, thereby boosting the total efficiency of the system. Lastly, the optional
Peltier element, sandwiched between the cold contact of the Seebeck element and a metal heat
sink, was used for temperature stabilization during characterization measurements.

Initial characterization of the composite full solar spectrum absorber was conducted on
its simplified realization, fabricated on a flat crystalline Si surface by evaporating a 4 µm
thick GeSn film which was subsequently overlaid with a 1 µm layer of silicon via magnetron
sputtering. The deposited top amorphous silicon layer was then nanotextured using reactive
ion etching to obtain a gradient effective refractive index anti-reflective surface. An isometric
scanning electron image of the resultant absorber stack is shown in Figure 1.47 (a), whereas the
atomic composition of layers has been evaluated using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) and is visualized in Figure 1.47 (b). Evidently, despite part of the Si material being
consumed during reactive ion texturing, the top layer is comprised of silicon, geared towards
visible-to-near-IR radiation coupling and absorption.

Conversely, the underlying GeSn alloy was chosen due to its silicon-complimentary near-
to-mid-IR absorbance properties. Constituent components Ge and Sn exhibit band gaps of
0.67 eV and 0 eV respectively, whereas their solid solution Ge0.85Sn0.15 is intermediate, with
a band gap somewhere between 0.2 eV and 0.4 eV [174]. EDS data shows that alloy film
composition shifts from an initial Ge0.65Sn0.35 to Ge0.93Sn0.07 throughout the layer thickness.
This results from the rapid evaporation of Sn, which has both a lower melting point and
a lower vapor pressure than Ge for a given temperature, and its gradual removal from the
predominantly Ge containing crucible over the course of the deposition. Hence, the GeSn
absorber is expected to exhibit a progressively decreasing band gap, which aids in creating
more evenly distributed absorbance induced heating throughout the film volume, thereby
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Figure 1.47: (a) Scanning electron microscopy image of a thin-film solar spectrum absorber
comprised of a 1 µm thick black silicon top layer and 4 µm of GeSn alloy underneath,
deposited onto flat Si [173]. (b) Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy representation of image
(a). Elemental composition along the layer thickness is given in the inset. (c) Broadband
specular reflectance spectra of black silicon with a GeSn absorber layer, plain black silicon as
well as flat Si wafer for reference. All characterization was performed at Yokohama National
University by the research group under supervision of Assoc. Prof. Yoshiaki Nishijima.

helping avoid heat leakage to overlaying silicon.
Specular reflectance spectra of the black silicon and GeSn alloy composite absorber is

given in Figure 1.47 (c), along with that of typical plain black silicon and a flat Si wafer
for reference. Predictably, addition of a narrow band gap absorber results in a substantial
decrease in reflected infrared radiation, achieved without compromising anti-reflectance at
visible wavelengths. Indeed, visible wavelength reflectance suppression of the composite
absorber remains equivalent to that of a black silicon wafer surface. The peculiar reflectance
oscillations exhibited by the composite absorber at infrared wavelengths are most likely due
to multiple reflections from air/Si and Si/GeSn interfaces. Therefore, it can be concluded that
optical losses stem mainly from infrared radiation which falls within the Si band gap and fails
to couple into the GeSn film, where it could potentially be absorbed.

Further investigation on how the constituent black silicon and GaSn alloy layers contribute
to the overall absorber optical behavior was conducted by means of FDTD simulations. For this
purpose the swinSTAR supercomputer was used to run calculations in a commercially available
"FDTD Solutions" software environment (Lumerical Solutions Inc). Surface topology of the
black silicon nanotexture was again rendered according the method described in Section 1.2.3,
and complex permitivity values reported in the literature were used in defining silicon [41]
and GeSn alloy [174] optical properties. For simplicity, composition of the infrared absorber
film was considered uniform and defined as Ge0.85Sn0.15 throughout, based on the average
determined by EDS in Figure 1.47 (b). The simulation region spanned an 2.5×2.5 µm2 area
segment and in the lateral directions was truncated assuming periodic repetition, whereas
longitudinally it was terminated using perfectly matched layer boundary conditions. A linearly
polarized plane wave broadband light source was used to probe the absorber segments.
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Figure 1.48: FDTD simulation results for the black silicon and GeSn alloy layered absorber
shown in Figure 1.47. Left panel depicts the simulated absorbance spectrum of the com-
posite absorber, with contributions due to 1 µm thickness black silicon and 4 µm thickness
Ge0.85Sn0.15 films plotted separately. Right panels show spatial distributions of absorbance at
three select wavelengths. Simulations were performed using the swinSTAR supercomputer at
Swinburne University of Technology.

Figure 1.48 depicts the FDTD simulation results of optical absorbance in a thin-film
black silicon with a GeSn underlayer, defined according to electron microscopy images in
Figure 1.47. As can be seen in the left panel, visible wavelength absorbance occurs in silicon,
whereas the vast majority of infrared radiation gets taken up by the GeSn alloy. Overall
the simulated absorbance spectral dependence closely matches the experimental reflectance
shown in Figure 1.47 (c), and even exhibits the same interference derived oscillations. Thereby
numerical investigation corroborates that optical losses are for the most part due to reflectance
at the Si/GeSn interface.

Spatial distribution of absorbance rates throughout the thickness of the black silicon/GeSn
alloy stack are shown in the right panel of Figure 1.48 for 500 nm, 800 nm and 2000 nm
wavelengths. Evidently, the 1 µm thickness top black silicon layer is mostly adequate in
absorbing visible wavelength radiation, as is exemplified by the λ = 500 nm plot. Similarly,
near-IR photons, with energies well below the band gap of Si, are absorbed by the 4 µm GeSn
film, so that barely any radiation with wavelengths at or below λ = 2000 nm gets transmitted
to the underlying Si wafer. However, at the onset of near-IR where photon energy is still
sufficient for induction of interband transitions in Si, most radiation is transmitted through
the thin top black silicon layer and absorbed in GeSn, as illustrated by the intermediate
λ = 800 nm plot. So, in a solar power harvesting device this energy would be converted to
electrical power not photovoltaically, but by means of the much less efficient thermoelectric
process, driven by heat generated via electron thermalization. Therefore, to obtain higher
solar-to-electrical power conversion efficiencies, the simplified stack design in Figures 1.47
and 1.48 has to be modified so that absorbance in silicon is maximized.

In the absence of selective light trapping mechanisms capable of confining radiation with
wavelengths below λ ∼ 1100 nm in Si, the most straightforward way of maximizing the solar
energy fraction available for photovoltaic conversion is by increasing the optical thickness
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Figure 1.49: FDTD simulation results for the hybrid photovoltaic/thermovoltaic solar cell
structure. Left panel shows the simulated absorbance spectrum of the hybrid solar cell,
with contributions due to the 500 µm thickness black silicon wafer and a rear-side 4 µm
thickness Ge0.85Sn0.15 absorber film plotted separately. Right panels show spatial absorbance
distributions of top black silicon layer and bottom Ge0.85Sn0.15 at three select wavelengths.
Simulations were performed using the swinSTAR supercomputer at Swinburne University of
Technology.

of silicon. As was previously shown in Figure 1.10, an at least 100 µm optical path length is
needed to take up most of the near-IR photons capable of inducing phonon-assisted band gap
transitions in silicon. In light of this it becomes obvious why the hybrid photo-voltaic/thermal
conversion cell prototype, sketched in Figure 1.46 and described in prior paragraphs, was
created using a 500 µm thickness silicon wafer.

Photonic FDTD simulation results for the black silicon and GeSn alloy absorber stack used
for creating the hybrid photo-voltaic/thermal solar cell are shown in Figure 1.46. In this case
simulations were conducted separately for the two opposing black silicon and GeSn surface
segments, and an estimation of their mutual interaction through the 500 µm wafer was obtained
by applying the Beer-Lambert law. As can be seen from the absorbance spectrum in the left
panel of Figure 1.46, a substantially larger fraction of the incident energy is taken up by silicon
compared to the case in Figure 1.48. On the other hand, the overall simulated reflectance at
infrared wavelengths noticeably increased, likely due to the presence of interfaces with a low
refractive index SiO2 electric insulation spacer, sandwiched between silicon and GeSn. The
free spectral range of reflectance oscillations is likewise consistent with multiple reflections in
the 100 nm thickness SiO2 film. Spatial distributions of absorbed optical power, given in the
right panel of Figure 1.49, illustrate how photon uptake shifts from the black silicon surface
for λ = 500 nm wavelengths, to being distributed over bulk Si when λ = 800 nm. Finally,
only radiation that falls within the band gap of Si reaches and is absorbed by the GeSn layer.

Figure 1.50 summarizes experimental performance results of the prototype hybrid solar
energy harvesting device when it is exposed to Ee = 72.8 mW/cm2 total irradiance of com-
bined halogen and metal halide light source illumination, which loosely approximates the solar
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Figure 1.50: Photovoltaic and thermoelectric output of the different hybrid solar cell seg-
ments [173]. Separate current-voltage and power curves are given in the left panel for
equivalent photovoltaic cells with and without a deposited GeSn alloy absorber. Right panel
shows thermoelectric voltage output transients after light is switched on and then off. Incident
illumination irradiance is Ee = 72.8 mW/cm2. The hybrid solar cell device was assembled an
characterized at Yokohama National University by the research group under supervision of
Assoc. Prof. Yoshiaki Nishijima.

spectrum [173]. Photovoltaic and thermoelectric sections are able to work separately and, as
can be seen from the current-voltage and power curves, the 100 nm thickness SiO2 insulator
spacer is adequate for preventing the GeSn alloy infrared absorber film from interfering with
silicon solar cell operation. Under the aforementioned irradiance conditions the photovolataic
section yielded an open circuit voltage of UOC = 0.46 V, a short circuit current density of
ISC = 11.06 mA/cm2 and a maximum power Pmax = 1.72 mW/cm2, which corresponds to a
fill factor FF = 0.34, hence, an admittedly very modest photovoltaic conversion efficiency
of 2.4%. Also, thermoelectric conversion gave rise to an additional UT E = 10.6 mV voltage,
a current density of IT E = 12.2 mA/cm2 and a maximum power Pmax = 0.129 mW/cm2,
thereby augmenting the overall conversion efficiency of the device by a further 0.2%.

This first proof-of-concept demonstration was only able to achieve a total optical-to-
electrical power conversion efficiency of 2.6%, however, through further optimization of
dopant diffusion protocols and by passivating the anti-reflective nanotexture substantial im-
provements would surely be achieved. Furthermore, operation under concentrated illumination
would benefit from thermal energy recovery to a much larger extent, and the Seebeck element
could potentially contribute to junction cooling. The key finding in this work, however, is
that infrared radiation transmitted through silicon can be harvested without compromising
photovoltaic generation efficiency. Gains due to thermal energy uptake reported here are
small due to the presently limited effectiveness of available thermoelectric materials. Still,
harvesting the infrared part of the solar spectrum and recovery of waste heat would prove
worthwhile if better thermoelectrical conversion methods were to emerge.







2. Optical biomaterials

The practically inexhaustible variety of forms and functions exhibited in the biological realm
has been a longstanding source of inspiration for human technological achievement, and is
presently termed biomimetics [175]. Natural biodiversity becomes even more fascinating
considering that it is all, for the most part, comprised of a very limited range of amino
acids and monosaccharide units. Indeed, much like phenotypes of biological systems are
subject to natural selection, so too must the presently ubiquitous biochemical machinery have
been selected as the most adaptable, energetically affordable and versatile, since it evidently
out-competed all of its alternatives.

It is unsurprising then, that emulation of DNA and protein based self-assembly fabrication
methods is of immense interest as both a fundamental problem and a challenge to create
technology that blends seamlessly with human physiology. While full bottom-up nanoscale
control is still out of reach, use of present top down fabrication techniques is necessitated by
an immediate demand for flexible and biocompatible biomedical diagnostic devices. For such
applications photonic approaches, due to their high-sensitivity, low-power consumption and
unintrusiveness, are particularly well suited. Similarly, the search for a favorable biopolymer
platform has found much merit in silk fibroin [176], which, in addition to optical transparency,
exhibits mechanical properties and water solubility that can be manipulated via their secondary
protein structure. Of course, control over light propagation often calls for subwavelength-
scale precision in defining functional components, which only a select few techniques, laser
processing and electron beam lithography being among them, can provide.

This chapter focuses on the optical properties biopolymer materials, the natural nanotex-
tures they comprise, as well as methods of applying them in the technological domain for
creation of functional photonic structures. It begins with a brief outline illustrating select
examples of evolutionarily optimized nanotexturing, which leads into a detailed description
of original research performed on structural and optical characterization of multifunctional
cicada wings. Further on, a concise description on the use of biopolymers for photonic device
fabrication is provided, with a particular emphasis on silk fibroin protein-based platforms.
Subsequent original research centers on the broadband electromagnetic radiation response of
natural silk fibers (pictured in the title figure with a hole shot through it by a laser), as well as
on nanopatterning silk biopolymer films using laser and electron beam lithographies.
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2.1 Applications of nanotextures in nature

Genesis of the Earth’s biosphere has been traced back 4.28 billion years, and is now understood
as having arisen virtually instantaneously after the planet was formed 4.54 billion years
ago [177]. Over the vast geological timescales since its humble beginnings, life has flourished
through ruthless competition for maximum fitness at every level – from single biomolecules,
cells, organisms and up to entire ecosystems – which gave rise to the presently ubiquitous
state of the biological realm. The complexity of processes underlying life and that of the
emergent organisms themselves is so great, however, that only in the last decades have human
tools and methods achieved the sophistication required to investigate them at a fundamental
level. Resultant findings revealed not only curious realizations of phenotypic adaptation in
specific organisms, but also convergently evolved recurring design approaches from disparate
lineages, hinting at optimal solutions to certain functional requirements or, at the very least,
shared developmental constraints [178].

Even when vast swaths of important discoveries in the fields of biochemistry and phar-
macology are disregarded, the amount of intriguing findings relating to biomimetics is still
remarkable [179]. For instance, materials science has only recently been able to devise a
spinning process that produces protein fibers approaching the strength of spider dragline silk,
which, despite being a polypeptide, exhibits mechanical properties rivaling that of toughest
synthetic fibers [180]. Resilin is another protein-based biopolymer, similar and often supe-
rior to high resilience rubber compounds, that, due to its low stiffness and high strain, can
reversibly stretch to three times its original length and thus store tensile energy instrumental
in enabling flight and jumping capabilities of insects [181]. Similarly, the methods by which
marine sponges mineralize complex rigid silica glass architectures at ambient temperatures
using organic filament templates [182], or how cephalopods can rapidly and extensively
manipulate their skin papilla to form millimeter-scale 3D shapes and textures for the purposes
of camouflage [183] are presently under intense investigation. Engineering-focused fields
have also found much to imitate in the natural world, such as how the aligned microscale riblet
structures covering the skin of sharks, known to reduce drag in the turbulent-flow regime [184],
have inspired coatings and fabrics that improve aerodynamic or hydrodynamic performance
of aircraft and Olympic swimmers, respectively. Another example is how development of
hook and loop fasteners, better known under the brand name "Velcro", has been sparked by
the microscopic hook system that burdock plant seeds use to attach themselves to animal
fur for dispersal. Furthermore, reversible dry adhesion exhibited by the leg attachment pads
of insects and certain lizards, such as geckos [185, 186], allow for locomotion over vertical
surfaces, and has been subject to numerous attempts at imitation.

From a nanotechnology point of view, the amount of functional texturing adaptations of
biological surfaces, of primary interest here, is likewise so vast and varied that any attempt at a
comprehensive overview would end up being anything but concise. In general, nanotextures in
nature fulfill a broad range of specific purposes and their combinations which include: optical
functions like anti-reflectance, crypsis, signaling, thermoregulation; mechanical roles such
as attaining specific tribological performance or exerting control over wettability by water
and oil; as well as providing anti-biofouling or bactericidal activity. One way to illustrate
the remarkable degree of functional optimization attainable by evolutionary processes is to
note that each of the anti-reflectance mechanisms, discussed in Section 1.1 of the preceding
chapter, can be found in the natural world, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Multilayer stacks are among the most prevalent of photonic structures employed by various
organisms, however, due to their light incidence angle-dependent performance, are rarely used
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as a main mechanism for reflectance suppression. Instead, they are most often utilized to
enhance the efficacy of other anti-reflectance mechanisms, to attain optical contrast filtering
as exhibited by the eyes of a horsefly [193], as well as to produce iridescent colors [194],
presumably, for camouflage or sexual signaling purposes. When it comes to the latter pair of
functions, exoskeletons of Coleoptera beetles offer a particularly wide range of multilayer
reflector application examples [187], one of which is summarized in Figure 2.1 (a). Here, the
striking coloration of the Cicindela scutellaris insect carapace is achieved by light interference
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Figure 2.1: Select examples of reflectance control mechanisms employed by biological
organisms. (a) Multilayer reflector on the exoskeleton of a Cicindela scutellaris beetle [187].
Clockwise shown are: cross-section electron micrograph, optical schematic, a sketch of
exocuticular reflector physiology, and a normal incidence reflectance spectrum [188]. (b) Anti-
reflective gradient effective refractive index layer-endowed compound eyes of an Attacus atlas
moth [189]. Images on the right side show the papilla array nanotexture. Spectra in the lower-
left corner show reflectances of the moth eyes as well as their poly(urethane) replicas. (c) Anti-
reflective grating-like light trapping structures on the wing scales of a Trogonoptera brookiana
butterfly [190]. Scanning electron images of black scales and their surface nanostructures
are shown on the right. Lower-left depicts a reflectance spectra comparison between black
and green wing regions. (d) Geometrical ray trapping texture of a rose petal surface [191].
Top-down scanning electron microscopy image and a 3D visualization of light propagation
beneath the microtexture are given on the right. Lower-left panel plots the diffuse spectra of
roses with colors represented by a corresponding curve [192].
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from parallel alternating refractive index layers of non-chitinous epicuticle laminated with
ultra-thin layers of melanin, and spectrally manifests as a prominent reflectance peak in a
viewing angle determined wavelength region.

However, when maximal anti-reflectance of natural surfaces is the primary concern,
gradient effective refractive index layer nanotextures tend to be preferable, with the most well
known example being the eyes of night-active moths [189], illustrated in Figure 2.1 (b). As
revealed by scanning electron microscopy imaging, each of the microscale ommatidia making
up the compound eye of the insect is covered by a closely-packed array of subwavelength
scale tapered pillars, which collectively serve to couple incident light into the vision organ.
This fulfills a dual purpose of increasing the photosensitivity in a dim environment as well as
drastically suppressing reflections that could render the insect visible to potential predators [10].
A different method, geared towards augmenting the fraction of light absorbed by pigmentation,
is exploited by certain species of butterfly, where deep black coloration of wing surfaces is
attained by way of a light trapping mechanism akin to that of anti-reflective gratings [190, 195].
Figure 2.1 (c) shows scanning electron microscopy images of scales covering the black regions
of a Trogonoptera brookiana butterfly wing and their submicron scale surface texture features,
which share more than a passing resemblance to anti-reflective photonic structures depicted in
Figure 1.12 (a) and discussed in Section 1.1.4. Reflectance below 3% throughout the visible
wavelength region is in part related to absorption by melanin pigments, however, immersion in
index matching bromophorm fluid and the resultant elimination of nanostructure related effects
reveals, that up to 40% of the nearly total extinction is attributable to light trapping [196]. The
primary purpose of deep black sections of wing surfaces is likely to enhance the perceived
brilliance of adjacent brightly colored patches, and a similar strategy is employed not only by
different butterflies, but also by certain bird of paradise species [197].

Lastly, the diffuse reflectance produced by microscale texturation of geometric ray trapping
surfaces is made extensive use of in the realm of flowering plants. This mechanism is
exemplified by rose petals, depicted in Figure 2.1 (d), where convexly shaped epidermal cells
not only aid in reducing the overall surface reflectance and increasing the saturation of pigment
absorbance-derived colors, but also ensure a high degree of omnidirectionality in both the
uptake and scattering of incident radiation. This, in turn, helps to produce a uniform color
perception regardless of variations in viewing angles.

Illumination and viewing direction independent optical appearance is particularly critical
for patterns employed for camouflage by way of cryptic coloration. While diffuse scattering
of bright colors is relatively straightforward to achieve by way of a microscale rough surface
and appropriate pigmentation, creation of an omnidirectional deep black perception demands
an additional optical impedance matching mechanism. Hence, it is unsurprising that even
hierarchically nanostructured optical surfaces, discussed in Section 1.3.2, are well represented
in the biological realm. Figure 2.2 illustrates the background matching exhibited by a Bitis
rhinoceros snake, which serves to obscure the animal from both its prey and predators. This
pattern is created as a mosaic of variable color scales, differentiated by both pigment content as
well as their surface texture. Black scales have particularly pronounced microscale protrusions
up to 30 µm in height, which are, in turn, decorated by a fine layer of 600 nm height nanoscale
ridges [141] that establish a gradual effective refractive index transition. Conversely, pale
scales have a rather subdued microtexture, in which protrusions rarely possess heights above
10 µm, and barely show any significant nanoscale roughness. Reflectance spectra of the
different coloration scales quantitatively highlight the clear disparity between their optical
behavior, as black areas on average absorb close to 90% of visible radiation, whereas for those
with a pale appearance this number is only around 75%. In addition, application of a 15 nm
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Figure 2.2: Hierarchical anti-reflective velvet black scales of a Bitis rhinoceros snake [141].
Lower-left panels respectively provide a close-up photograph of scale patterns and a cross-
section optical microscopy image of their wrinkled surface topology. Scanning electron
microscopy images in the middle reveal the multiscale cascading hierarchical micro/nano-
texture, particularly prominent on black scales. Plot on the right provides the reflectance
spectra of scales with three different colorations, as well as those of their 15 nm Au-Pd
metal-coated counterparts.

thickness Au-Pd alloy layer results in further exaggeration of this disparity, thereby illustrating
the nanotexturation induced differences in optical performance.

Among the relatively ubiquitous general reflectance modification nanotexturing strategies
employed by a multitude of plants and animals there is a select subset that have developed
exceptionally elaborate and advanced optical behaviors. Structural coloration, exhibited by
some insects and bird feathers, is, perhaps, the most well known example of sophisticated
manipulation of light. It harnesses complex ordered subwavelength structures to induce
interference effects that give rise to a partial photonic band gap for radiation at specific
frequencies and propagation directions. As photons with wavelengths that fall within the
band gap have no modes available for coupling within the photonic structure, they are re-
radiated back into free space, resulting in a very intense and well spectrally defined iridescent
reflectance. This purely physical mechanism is far superior to pigment-derived coloration
as far as brightness and visibility, especially in low-light conditions, is concerned, and is
highly beneficial for the sexual signaling purposes of an animal. Notable examples of photonic
crystal-like structure realizations in nature are the iridescent feathers of a peacock [201], as
well as the diamond lattice opal arrangements that give the weevil beetle its striking and nearly
viewing angle independent coloration [202].

However, the photonics employed by butterflies to endow their wings with highly varied
iridescent coloration patterns [203] has been subject to particularly numerous studies [198,
204] and attempts at imitation [199]. Figure 2.3 (a) depicts the visual appearance, composition
and nanoscale morphology of Morpho didius butterfly wings. Much like in the case outlined in
Figure 2.1 (c), the wing is covered by two types of microstructure layers – almost transparent
cover scales and iridescent cyan-blue ground scales, the latter of which are dominant in
establishing the structural color of the surface. Close-up scanning electron microscopy images
reveal the presence of a submicron period grating pattern of ridges extending lengthwise along
the scale, where, furthermore, each ridge is comprised of a nanoscale stack of lamellae. Hence,
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the surface of every scale effectively behaves as a superposition of a grating and a multilayer
reflector, which concurrently enforce interference conditions for incident light that give rise
to a partial photonic band gap responsible for structural coloration of the wing, that, for the
specific 3D geometry exhibited by Morpho didius, manifests as a distinct spectral reflectance
peak in the blue wavelength region.

A different example of an intricate optical response is provided by the Chrysina gloriosa
beetle [200] shown in Figure 2.3 (b), which selectively reflects left circularly polarized
green light, however, appears dark brown when observed in only right circularly polarized
illumination. The surface of its exoskeleton is decorated by a mosaic of mainly hexagonal
cusps, each of which appears to have a chiral molecular structure akin to the long-range order
exhibited by certain cholesteric liquid crystals and illustrated in the upper-right corner of
the figure. The main purpose of such polarization-specific reflectance is likely to draw the
attention of members of the same species, as scarabs as well as other insects have been shown
to posses the ability to detect polarized light at different wavelength ranges, whilst avoiding
notice by predators [187].
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Figure 2.3: Advanced photonic functions in biological surfaces. (a) Structural coloration
of Morpho didius butterfly wings with a partial photonic band gap [198, 199]. Close-up
optical image on the top left shows the iridescent coloration exhibited by the wing pattern,
comprised by two types of scales depicted below. Left side of the panel provide scanning
electron microscopy images of ground scales, and reveal the grating-like ridges which, in turn,
are comprised of multiple stacked lamellae. Spectra on the lower-right plot the fraction of
light reflected, absorbed and transmitted by the wing. (b) Selective left circularly polarized
light reflectance of a Chrysina gloriosa beetle carapace [200]. Optical and scanning electron
microscopy images of the exoskeleton surface show that it is comprised as a mosaic of
∼ 10 µm diameter conical cells. Scanning confocal fluorescence microscopy reveals the
chirality exhibited by each feature, analogous to that of a cholesteric liquid crystal the structure
of which is sketched in the top-right corner.
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Figure 2.4: Water-manipulating surface texturing of plants. (a) Superhydrophobic and self-
cleaning surfaces of Nelumbo nucifera lotus leaves [205]. Photographs on the left show how
water removes contaminant particles without wetting the leaf, as well as a close-up view of a
water droplet on the superhydrophobic surface. Scanning electron images on the right depict
the hierarchical texture, comprised of microscale cell papilla protrusions and an overlayer of
nanoscale wax tubules. (b) Superhydrophobic surfaces with hydrophilic pins on a Salvinia
molesta floating water fern [206]. Scanning electron images on the right show millimeter-scale
whiskers, coated by water-replant wax crystals everywhere except for the hydrophilic terminal
end, that pin a water droplet. The primary function of the surface is trapping and long-term
retention of air in case of water submergence.

Generally, functional behavior of surface textures is predicated on their constituent struc-
tural features having dimensions on a scale particularly suited to either individually or col-
lectively interact with some physical phenomenon. In the case of nano/micro-textures their
components tend to exhibit sizes close to those of relevant radiation wavelengths, hence, well
suited to produce scattering and interference underlying many different optical phenomena.
However, there is a wide range of other effects that depend on the presence of similar textural
features, among the most important of which in nature is control over how a surface interacts
with water, since at microscopic sizes and below surface tension forces start to exceed those
exerted by gravity. Specifically, hydrophobicity in the Cassie–Baxter state [207] hinges on
liquid-air interface tension bridging asperities between texture features, thus making wetting
down the rest of the substrate energetically unfavorable. This keeps a droplet suspended
and mobile above a surface and enables important functions such as self-cleaning. However,
the liquid-air interface holding water above the rough solid can be maintained only up to a
pressure that is inversely proportional to the characteristic size of structural features [208].

The quintessential example of a natural hydrophobic self-cleaning interface – and one
which inspired a great multitude of artificial coatings, textiles and surfaces – is the lotus
leaf [205] depicted in Figure 2.4 (a). Scanning electron micrographs of the leaf reveal a
composite texture, made up of microscale convex epidermal cell protrusions that are thoroughly
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Figure 2.5: Bactericidal wing surfaces of a Diplacodes bipunctata dragonfly [56]. Lower-left
optical profilometry image reveals the microscale topology of the wing, where a higher-
resolution rendering of the epicuticle is given as an inset. Scanning electron microscopy
images of the nanotexture at different magnifications are provided in the upper-middle panels.
Pathogen interaction with the surface is outlined on the right by means of electron and confocal
laser scanning images. In the latter case dead cells appear red and living ones, if there were
any, would be green. Bactericidal efficiency histogram and superhydrophobic behavior of
dragonfly wings are shown in two lower middle panels.

decorated by an inherently water repellent mesh of nanoscale tubular wax crystallites. The
resulting hierarchical roughness is able to maximize the water-air interface all the while
keeping solid-water interaction at a minimum, which gives rise to the superhydrophobicity
of lotus leaves, as characterized by their 160◦ water contact angle and a 4◦ hysteresis [205].
Furthermore, nanoscale roughness limits the adhesion strength of contaminant particles on the
plants surface, and the weak van der Waals forces responsible for their surface attachment
are easily overwhelmed by capillary force interaction between a particle and a rolling water
droplet. This imbalance of interaction strengths underlies the self-cleaning behavior, illustrated
by the effortless removal of dirt by water in Figure 2.4 (a), that Nelumbo nucifera lotus is
particularly well known for.

A different ingenious example of how plants leverage water surface tension forces to
their own benefit is given by the floating water fern Salvinia molesta [206], depicted in
Figure 2.4 (b). Its surface is covered by complex multicellular whiskers approximately 2 mm
in length, each of which is terminated by four connected hairs which give rise to an egg-beater-
like structure. Most of the plant’s surface is covered by water repellent wax crystals similar
to those observed on a lotus leaf, however, quite unlike in the lotus case, the very tip of the
whisker is made up of four dead cells that are quite hydrophillic, hence, easily wetted by water,
as shown in the middle-left photograph of Figure 2.4 (b). The primary function of high water
affinity patches is to pin and stabilize the liquid-air interface, which is then kept suspended on
the long whisker structures and wielded as a barrier that prevents further wetting of the plant,
thereby ensuring the retention of survival-critical air for an extended period of time even in
case of total submergence and perturbation by turbulent flows.

Anti-biofouling behavior, i.e. the ability to prevent accumulation of microorganisms
on a wetted surface, is an advantageous feature of numerous nanotextured surfaces and
tends to be related to their hydrophobicity and general self-cleaning functionalities. Certain
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natural interfaces endowed with closely-spaced high-aspect-ratio protrusions can, however,
go one step further by being lethal to a wide range of pathogens. One example of just such
a bactericidal surface, summarized in Figure 2.5, is the wing of a Diplacodes bipunctata
dragonfly. The nanotexture, comprised of semi-stochastically arranged 240 nm average height
pillars spaced approximately 200 nm apart, was demonstrated to be disruptive to membranes
of prokaryotes such as Gram-negative P. aeruginosa, Gram-positive S. aureus, as well as
to both the vegetative cells and spores of B. subtilis, leading to their mechanical rupture.
Such a passive defense mechanism against infestation by pathogens can be assumed to be
of substantial importance to the dragonfly, as its wide-spanning non-foldable wings are too
large to be cleaned manually by the insect. It is noteworthy that the effect appears to be
purely mechanical, as similar feature morphology black silicon wafers exhibited comparable
bactericidal activity, and even drastic changes to surface chemistry performed by sputtering
gold did not inhibit cell death [56].

All the examples outlined in this section offer only a brief and incomplete overview of the
vast rage of morphological and functional diversity possessed by nanotextures in the biological
realm. Furthermore, while here only the principal known purpose of each realization was
highlighted, in many cases evolutionary pressures result in a given surface exhibiting a com-
bination of behaviors. For instance, the hydrodynamic drag-reducing skin of a shark is also
anti-biofouling [209], structurally colored butterfly wings [210] as well as diffusely reflecting
rose petals [211] can be superhydrophobic, and bactericidal dragonfly wings are simultane-
ously anti-reflective [212], just to name a few examples. Such multipurpose realizations are
undoubtedly expedient for an organism, however, can be difficult to untangle in biomimetics,
as it is not evident how much one property of a nanotexture has been compromised from its
potential optimal realization by adaptations to different selection pressures. To illustrate this
point it is worthwhile to have an in depth look at the breadth of characteristics that a single
nanotextured bio-surface can exhibit.
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2.2 Multifunctional nanotextured cicada wings

As mentioned in the prior section, rarely, if ever, are natural nanotextures restricted to fulfilling
a singular function. Selection pressures acting on an organism will, at a bare minimum, tend
to ensure that in addition to their primary purpose functional surfaces will possess additional
mechanisms of preserving their own integrity, for example, by way of removing pathogens
and contaminants.

Nanotexture patterns overlaying the wings of insects in the cicadoidea family provide
an example particularly multifaceted in its functionality, and one that has provided much
inspiration for biomimetic design approaches [56, 213, 214]. Among the most prominent
properties exhibited by such surfaces is their superhydrophobicity, critical in maintaining flight
capability upon contact with water [215]. This is achieved by leveraging texturation as well as
due to the presence of a water-repellent wax coating [216]. Hydrophobicity, in turn, enables
the self-cleaning of wing surfaces, which is instrumental in maintaining all other functionalities
provided by the nanotexture through removal of various contaminant particles and substances.
Methods of self-cleaning include the familiar lotus effect, which involves impacting or rolling
water droplets [5], as well as the self-propelled jumping condensate mechanism, that harnesses
atmospheric humidity [217]. Such passive ways of ridding surfaces of excess water and
contaminants are especially important for larger cicada species, which have extremities too
short to extend over the entirety of their wings. Furthermore, cicada wing nanotextures exhibit
a high level of bactericidal activity by way of mechanical rupturing of cell membranes on
nanopillar features, particularly effective against Gram-negative bacteria [4, 218]. Lastly, but
no less notably, cicada wings are anti-reflective [219], since the tightly-packed subwavelength
conical bumps establish a gradient effective index layer akin to that overlaying the eyes of
night-active moths [10].

In this work, conducted in collaboration with with the research group headed by Prof.
Junko Morikawa at Tokyo Institute of Technology, nanotextured cicada wings were probed for
their heat and light transmission properties [220]. The macroscale and microscale morphology
of the forewings are described first, followed by spectroscopic characterization of their
chemical makeup. Next, contact as well as non-contact thermal diffusivity measurement
schemes are employed to deduce both the lateral and transverse heat transport behavior
at various positions on the wing. Lastly, reflectance suppression behavior by the surface
nanotexture is investigated by means of FDTD simulations and the most important operative
mechanisms are discussed.

2.2.1 Morphology and structural properties

Despite drawing considerable interest due to its unique nanotexturation, cicada wings first
and foremost are highly specialized and sophisticated flight organs. As a result they have to
be sufficiently robust to support loads far in excess of the animal’s bodyweight, whilst being
lightweight and resilient themselves. These requirements necessitate the incorporation of
chitin, which is polysaccharide-based high molecular weight biopolymer with a high degree
of crystallinity owing to the prevalence of hydrogen bonding.

The left side of Figure 2.6 depicts a photograph of a Cyclochila australasiae forewing,
comprised of a transparent membrane suspended on and supported by an interlinked system
of veins. In addition to mechanical support, major veins are connected to the open circulatory
system of an insect and contain hemolymph fluid, trachea tubes as well as nerve strands. Cicada
wings are notably large, which makes them practicable for use as nanotexture replication
templates [214], as well as easy to handle during other types of experimental work. However,
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Figure 2.6: Morphology of a cicada (Cyclochila australasiae) wing, shown in the left panel
photograph [220]. Optical microscopy images of highlighted edge and vein segments of
the wing are shown in the two middle panels. Scanning electron microscopy images of
representative cross-sections of wing membrane as well as that of a vein are depicted on the
right.

most of the interesting complexity is uncovered only in higher magnification optical or
scanning electron microscopy images. For instance, approximately 4 µm diameter single
socketed hairs protrude at somewhat irregular positions along the vein and are used by the
insect as mechanoreceptors [221]. Cross-section images acquired using scanning electron
microscopy and shown on the right side of Figure 2.6 reveal, that both sides of the wing
membrane are coated by pillar-like protrusions, quasi-regularly arranged with an average
spacing of p = 170±15 nm. As can be seen in the high magnification inset image, individual
pillars have a rounded-tip cone shape, their average height is h = 240±30 nm, whereas the
diameters at tip and base are respectively rt = 70±10 nm and rb = 200±20 nm.

The wing surface is comprised of upper and lower cuticle layers, which are tightly joined
in the membrane regions, however, remain separate wherever veins are situated. As a result
membrane thickness can range between 4 µm and 6 µm, whereas vein cross-sectional diameters
are in the 60–150 µm range. Furthermore, the vein enveloping cuticle is notably thicker and
exhibits a color akin to that of the insect’s exoskeleton. This is attributable to sclerotization by
which chitin is hardened into a rigid cross-linked biocomposite material.

Variations in the structural composition of a cicada wing can be readily discerned via mid-
infrared absorbance mapping, which enables spatially resolved fingerprinting of compounds by
their various molecular bond vibrations. Spectral acquisitions were performed in transmission
mode using a Spectrum Spotlight 300 Fourier transform IR imaging spectrometer (Perkin-
Elmer Inc.), equipped with a 6.25 µm pixel size linear mercury cadmium telluride detector
array. The mid-infrared absorbance spectral plot of a cicada wing, given at the top of
Figure 2.7, exhibits signatures broadly consistent with those reported in the literature as
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characteristic of α-chitin [222]. The most prominent high frequency features in the 3600 cm−1

to 3000 cm−1 amide A band range are attributable to stretching vibrations of OH and NH
groups at approximately 3479 cm−1 and 3290 cm−1 wavenumbers respectively. However, the
overlapping peaks possess a complex broadened shape, owing to the variety of possible bond
arrangements in the elaborate macromolecular network.

The next two pairs of spectral peaks around 2900 cm−1 are related to symmetric as well as
antisymmetric C–H stretching in CH3 and CH2 groups. The CH2 associated features, namely
νas

CH2
at 2920 cm−1 and νs

CH2
at 2850 cm−1, have considerably higher intensities relative to

their CH3 counterparts than would be expected for pure α-chitin. This additional absorbance
contribution has been attributed to long-chain hydrocarbons comprising a thin-film lipid-based
waxy surface coating, which is important in rendering cicada wings hydrophobic [216].

Most descriptive parts of the cicada wing mid-IR absorbance spectrum are situated at
wavenumbers above 1750 cm−1, where the prominent amide bands provide information
on the secondary structure of proteins and polypeptides. For example, the C=O stretching
vibration related amide I peak, centered at 1649 cm−1, is actually comprised of two signatures
discernible at 1657 cm−1 and 1635 cm−1, which arise due to differences in hydrogen bond
configuration. In α-chitin the higher energy 1657 cm−1 mode corresponds to the conventional
C=O· · ·H–N hydrogen bonding, whereas in the 1635 cm−1 case an additional bond with the
–CH2OH side chain group is established [222]. Such interchain bonds are instrumental in
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Figure 2.7: Infrared spectroscopy of a cicada wing segment [220]. Plot in top panel shows a
typical mid-IR spectrum of the wing membrane, where the most prominent spectral signatures
can be attributed to the presence of chitin polysaccharides (molecular structure given as
an inset) and cuticular waxes. Infrared absorbance maps – respectively corresponding to
the spectral intensity integrated over the 3300 cm−1 to 2000 cm−1 range, amide I band at
1649 cm−1 and amide II band at 1544 cm−1 – are given in the three bottom panels. Mid-IR
spectroscopy experiments were performed at Tokyo Institute of Technology by the research
group under supervision of Prof. Junko Morikawa.
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endowing chitin with its chemical and mechanical stability. Coupled C–N stretching and N–H
bending vibrations, manifesting as the amide II band at 1544 cm−1, is also notably strong,
however, its constituent components are not as readily distinguishable.

Spatial infrared absorbance mapping images, shown in the bottom panels of Figure 2.7, il-
lustrate the intensity distributions of the aforementioned most prominent spectral features over
an extended wing surface area. The leftmost absorbance map was obtained by integrating over
the 3300 cm−1 to 2000 cm−1 wavenumber range wherein the wing is relatively transparent. It
primarily provides information about the sample thickness and allows for a clear distinction
between the thin membrane and vein regions, where cuticle is particularly bulky. However,
even within the vein some transmittance variability exists, as the tubular central cavity of
the vein gives rise to considerably less absorbance than the side walls. The main structural
difference between membrane and vein cuticle compositions is revealed by comparing the
absorbance maps corresponding to amide I and amide II signatures. Respectively, here the
C=O stretching vibration attributed 1649 cm−1 mode intensity is uniform over the wing
segment, whereas the C-N and N-H related feature is notably more prevalent in the vein region.
This disparity is the result of the chemical agents, such as arterenone, used by the insect to
induce cross-linking and hardening of chitin by way of sclerotization [223].

The CH2 and CH3 group bending vibration mode related peaks for a cicada wing, respec-
tively at 1452 cm−1 and 1385 cm−1, are considerably broadened and blueshifted compared to
those observed in pure chitin [224]. This is likely due to infrared absorbance contributions
from the wax coating overlaying the surface. Other strong spectral features include the N–H
bending related peak at 1236 cm−1, the antisymmetric ring-confined C–O–C bond stretching
mode at 1162 cm−1, as well as the C–O stretch vibration at 1078 cm−1. Overall, infrared
spectral characterization shows that the α-chitin comprising cicada wing membranes derives
its robustness in large part from the hydrogen bonding performed by the side-chains of the
polysaccharide based polymer.

Numerous different biopolymer materials with outstanding mechanical strength and
elasticity share structural similarities with chitin in that they are organized as a mesh of
crystallized regions interlinked by amorphous polymer chains, as is the case for fibroin
comprising silk. For dragline silk of spiders in particular this composite makeup had been
reported as giving rise to a controversially high thermal conductivity of the strands, on par
with that of metals [225]. For fibroin-based materials these results were subsequently shown to
be overestimated by approximately two orders of magnitude [226, 227], and this work yields
further verification by probing the thermal diffusivity of chitin, which shares similarities to
the structure of silk, however is comprised of different biopolymers. Furthermore, insects in
the cicadoidea family are known to perform both passive [228] as well as active evaporative
cooling by consuming sap and secreting water [229], which in turn indicates that these animals
are subject to thermal management related selection pressures.

In this work thermal diffusivity of a cicada wing was measured by means of complimentary
contact as well as non-contact methods, that, respectively, yield information on heat transfer
across the membrane thickness and along its surface. Lateral thermal diffusivity α‖ was
measured using a temperature wave method, in which localized sample heating is induced
remotely via continuous wave λ = 630 nm laser illumination [230]. Conversely, a bolometric
thermal camera enabled the spatially resolved imaging of over the 7 to 14 µm wavelength
thermal radiation emitted by the sample as heat spreads from the laser spot. An example
of a thermal image acquired during laser illumination is depicted in the top-left panel of
Figure 2.8, were the beam is focused on one of the veins comprising the wing support frame.
Evidently, temperature of the thin membrane becomes noticeably elevated once stationary
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state is reached, however, veins themselves remain considerably cooler owing to the high
thermal conduction afforded by their considerable bulk volume and interconnectedness.

The temporal component, necessary to deduce the characteristic parameters of a transient
process that is heat transport, is introduced by pulsed modulation of the laser beam at some
low frequency which the thermal imaging camera can readily follow. Bolometer camera
images are then analyzed by performing a fast Fourier transform operation, and the resultant
plots of amplitude and phase distribution are shown on the right side of Figure 2.8, where red
cross hairs correspond to the laser heating spot. Fourier transform amplitude image provides
a contour plot proportional to the radiant exitance of the wing surface, defined according to
the Stefan–Boltzmann law of gray body emission j = εσT 4. However, radiant exitance j
does not allow for unambiguous determination of surface temperature T , as, in addition to the
Stefan–Boltzmann constant σ , it also depends on emissivity ε , which, in turn, is contingent
on a multitude of factors that include surface texture. The Fourier transform phase plot, on the
other hand, is related solely to temporal lag in response to laser modulation, hence is directly
tied to thermal diffusivity α‖ as ∆θ(x)/∆x =

√
ω/2α‖+ c [230], where x is the coordinate,

θ(x) in the phase, ω is the cyclic frequency of modulation, and c is a measurement setup
dependent constant.
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Figure 2.8: Non-contact measurements of lateral thermal diffusivity along cicada wing
surfaces [220]. Thermal image acquired during pulsed laser excitation is shown top-left. Fast
Fourier transform amplitude and phase plots for the image, which respectively reveal the
thermal radiant exitance and diffusivity, are shown on the right. Lower-left panel plots the
fast Fourier transform phase dependence on distance from the heating spot for both vein and
membrane surfaces, and its slope is related to thermal diffusivity α‖. Measurements of thermal
diffusivity were performed at Tokyo Institute of Technology by the research group under
supervision of Prof. Junko Morikawa.
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Figure 2.9: Contact measurements of transverse thermal diffusivity across a cicada wing [220].
Sketch on the left illustrates the temperature wave measurement method. Right panel shows
a photograph of the wing with different measurement positions highlighted in red. Average
transverse thermal diffusivity of the membrane was αm

⊥ = (0.71±0.15)×10−7 m2s−1 (points
1–6), and that for a vein was αv

⊥ = (2.11±0.15)×10−7 m2s−1 (point 7). Measurements of
thermal diffusivity were performed at Tokyo Institute of Technology by the research group
under supervision of Prof. Junko Morikawa.

As can be deduced from fast Fourier component image plots, the isothermal regions on
the vein are considerably more widely spaced than those on the thin nanotextured membrane,
which is indicative of much more rapid heat transport. Indeed, phase gradient plots of
thermal waves measured on membrane and vein surfaces, depicted in the lower-left part
of Figure 2.8, yield the corresponding thermal diffusivity parameters αm

‖ = (3.6± 0.2)×
10−7 m2s−1 and αv

‖ = (6.7±0.2)×10−7 m2s−1. These values are considerably lower than
the thermal diffusivity of air, which is αm

‖ = (3.6±0.2)×105 m2s−1, hence, a competing heat
transport channel along the nanotextured wing interface via air becomes viable. Therefore,
thermal diffusivity values determined by means of non-contact thermal wave methods can be
substantially higher that what is inherently exhibited by the biopolymer.

A much more direct, contact-based thermal wave analysis method [231], sketched on the
left side of Figure 2.9, enables the determination of transverse thermal diffusivity α⊥ across
the wing thickness, that is related to innate properties of the cuticle. To this end a measurement
system, comprised of a 250×150 µm2 surface area resistive heater, a counterposing thermistor
as well as a function synthesizer for modulation and a lock-in amplifier for signal detection
(ai-Phase Co., Ltd.), was employed. Oscillating output of the heater gives rise to wavelike heat
flow, hence temperature, within the sample bulk, which is then picked up by the synchronized
thermistor. Thermal diffusivity can then be recovered from both the thermal wave attenuation
as well as the phase lag. Furthermore, an inductive coil can be used for simultaneous
determination of the sample thickness, which for cicada wing membranes corresponded to
5±1 µm, in good agreement with values obtained by scanning electron microscopy.

Transverse thermal diffusivity values attained by the contact-based thermal wave analysis
method were αm

⊥ = (0.71±0.15)×10−7 m2s−1 for the wing membrane and αv
⊥ = (2.11±

0.15)× 10−7 m2s−1 for the supporting veins. In both cases transverse thermal diffusivity
values were several times lower than in the lateral case. This discrepancy is in large part
explained by elimination of the air contribution to heat transport, however, can also in part be
attributed to heterogeneities in the interface between the two cuticle layers comprising the
membrane. Here the measurements were performed at multiple locations of the wing and
acquisitions were repeated several times at each site to enable adequate averaging of results.
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This procedure proved to be necessary, since differences in the volume of air trapped within
the nanotexture as well as in the amount of wax coating for each of the opposing surfaces can
give rise to disparate probe contact conditions.

When taken together thermal transport measurement results indicate that chitin-based
biopolymers exhibit thermal diffusivity values in line with those of silk fibroin [226] as well
as of synthetic polymer materials [231]. Therefore, these findings contribute to clarifying
controversial reports of extraordinarily rapid thermal transport in biopolymers. Similarly,
while cicadas employ strategies for thermal management and may passively use the nan-
otextured high surface area of their wings to give off heat into its environment, neither the
morphology nor the structural composition of these flying organs appear to be endowed with
special temperature control capabilities in the same way that they are geared for reflectance
suppression.

2.2.2 Anti-reflective optical behavior

Wing nanotexturation is a mainstay property exhibited by a wide range of different insect
species such as dragonflies, moths, flies and butterflies among many others [232], which,
much like for the aforementioned cicada, appear to be geared towards attaining hydrophobicity
along with some type of optical reflectance modification behavior. However, even when
functionalities seem to converge nanotextures can posses notably different morphologies.
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Figure 2.10: Scanning electron microscopy images of nanotextured cicada and dragonfly wing
surfaces are shown in the top panels. Insets illustrate the visual appearance of respective
insect wings. The 1 µm scale bar is applicable to both images. Plot at the bottom depicts the
hemispherical transmittance spectra of cicada and dragonfly wings at normal incidence in
the visible wavelength region. Transmittance through a 1 mm thickness slide glass is also
displayed for comparison.
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A case-in-point example of such a situation is given in Figure 2.10, where isometric
scanning electron microscopy images of dragonfly and cicada wing membranes are contrasted.
Evidently the nanotexturing approaches employed by the two insects are clearly distinct, since
in the cicada case the surface is comprised of a somewhat regular pattern of conical pillars,
whereas dragonfly wings are covered by a much more random mesh of delicate wire-like
features. Yet, despite these obvious differences in topology, both surfaces have been shown to
be hydrophobic as well as highly bactericidal [218, 233]. Furthermore, the total hemispherical
transmittance behavior of both of these membranes in the visible wavelength range is roughly
equivalent, as can be observed in the bottom plot of Figure 2.10.

In both cases, despite veination rendering notable fractions of surface areas opaque, cicada
and dragonfly wings end up transmitting between 80% and 90% of incident visible wavelength
light. This is in large part the result of anti-reflectance afforded by subwavelength features
comprising their surface topology. Evidently, nanotextures employed by the insects possess a
gradual transition of material density from air to the bulk cuticle, which is known to produce
an effective refractive index gradient, as discussed in Section 1.1.3. Dragonfly wings achieve
this by a randomly meshing nanoscale fibers, thereby giving rise to a morphology akin to that
of chemically etched porous silicon [45]. Cicada wings, on the other hand, exhibit a notable
degree of order, and mirror the appearance of subwavelength anti-reflective gratings [26] as
well as, to a slightly lesser extent, black silicon surfaces, described in Sections 1.1.4 and 1.2.1
respectively.

One intriguing difference between transmittances of the two insect wings is the notable
dip situated around the λ ≈ 670 nm spectral region exhibited only in the cicada case. Sim-
ilar behavior was observed for different texture scale black silicon samples, described in
Section 1.3.1, where it was attributed to quasi-deterministic forward-scattering of light into
substrate-guided modes as the spatial frequency spectrum of the texture gets imprinted into
the incident optical field. Figure 2.11 (a) shows a top-down scanning electron microscopy
image of a cicada wing, where each conical component appears as a bright dot. It is clear that,
while rigorous translation symmetry is not maintained, the nanotexture exhibits a degree of
short-range order substantial enough to act as a disordered two-dimensional grating. The fast
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Figure 2.11: Cicada wing FDTD optical simulation setup. (a) Top-down scanning electron
microscopy image of the nanotextured cicada wing surface. (b) Logarithmic scale spatial
frequency spectrum of a cicada wing pattern, obtained by performing a 2D fast Fourier
transform of the image in panel (a). (c) Isometric view of the wing segment 3D model,
constructed based on a scanning electron microscopy image and used for FDTD simulations.
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Figure 2.12: FDTD simulated electric field intensity profiles for light of various wavelengths
incident on a nanotextured cicada wing surface. Electric field intensity as well as length scale
bars are the same for all of the panels.

Fourier transform plot of the corresponding image is depicted in Figure 2.11 (b), where the
principal spatial frequency components are distributed in a well defined ring that is characteris-
tic of a 166 nm pillar spacing. Ring-like 2D surface Fourier component spectra are indicative
of correlations between nearest-neighbor feature placement in the absence of any long-range
order, as is also the case for similarly anti-reflective glasswing butterfly wings [234], as well
as for black silicon illustrated in Figure 1.33 of Section 1.3.1. Therefore, it is feasible to infer
that the dip observed in transmittance of cicada wings is due to light diffracted by nanopillar
features into the total internal reflection angle range of the 5 µm thickness membrane bulk,
since similar behavior was observed for polymer replicas of such nanotextured surfaces [214].

Further investigation of light interaction with cicada wing nanotextures was conducted via
finite-difference time-domain simulations. Here, numerical work was performed using the
commercially available Maxwell’s equation solver "FDTD Solutions" (Lumerical Solutions
Inc.), largely in accordance with the process previously described in Section 1.2.3. Initial
preparation involved the definition of a realistic 3D model of the wing surface based on its
scanning electron microscopy images. First, positions of nanopillars irregularly arranged
on a wing segment were extracted from the aforementioned micrographs. At each of these
coordinates a pillar with randomized parameters, following normal distributions likewise
deduced from imaging results, was generated. The resultant 3D rendering of a double-sided
cicada wing membrane segment is shown in Figure 2.11 (c). It was assumed that the refractive
index of constituent materials is uniform throughout the structure and equal to n = 1.55,
which is in good agreement with values reported for chitin and keratin [235]. Furthermore,
dispersion effects as well as absorbance losses were considered negligible.

Calculations were performed on 3×3 µm2 area segments of both the cicada wing model as
well as of an equivalent flat surface for reference. Simulation region was laterally terminated
using Bloch periodic boundary conditions, whereas surface-parallel limits were established by
way of perfectly matched layer absorbers. Solar illumination conditions were approximated by
conducting all simulations in compliments of two, with orthogonal polarizations of incident
broadband plane-wave light, which when averaged yield the unpolarized response. Similarly,
to account for the wide range of illumination configurations an insect is bound to experience
in nature, the angle of incidence was varied from 0◦ to 75◦ with respect to the membrane
surface normal in one hundred increments.

Figure 2.12 visualizes the interaction between optical fields of different wavelengths and
the nanopillar-covered wing membrane topology. Again, notable similarities with near-field
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Figure 2.13: FDTD simulated angle dependent variations of unpolarized visible light re-
flectance spectra from (a) flat and (b) cicada nanopillar pattern covered 3× 3 µm2 surface
area segments. Insets illustrate the respective 3D surface models employed in the calculations.
Simulations were performed using the swinSTAR supercomputer at Swinburne University of
Technology.

behavior of black silicon surfaces, illustrated by FDTD simulated electric field intensity
profiles in Figure 1.23, can be observed. Here, electromagnetic energy is also localized in the
gaps between the pillars, although attainable intensity values are lower due to smaller refractive
index values of biopolymer materials. However, the dielectric nanofeatures are polarized
by the incident fields and support Mie-like modes, which are expected to aid in coupling
light into the underlying substrate bulk. This effect is clearly visible in the λ = 400 nm case,
wherein coupled light is deflected substantially from the surface normal, and appears more
subdued at higher wavelengths. Lastly, some distortion in the wavefront of initially plane
wave illumination is discernible, which indicates some back-scattering contribution due to
the disordered surface texture. On the whole, however, the fraction of light reflected from the
pillar-covered surface is dramatically reduced.

The omnidirectionality of cicada wing reflectance suppression was probed by running
angle of incidence dependent reflectance simulation sweeps on the model texture, as well
as on a planar interface for comparison. However, FDTD broadband spectral calculations
using light injected at an angle within periodically bounded simulation regions can be prob-
lematic, since the propagation vector becomes frequency dependent [236]. Here this issue
was circumvented by interpolating the results from one hundred broadband simulations onto a
common wavelength and plane wave source angle grid. The resulting 2D plots of reflectance
dependence on wavelength and incidence angle of light are given in Figure 2.13 for (a) flat
interface and (b) cicada wing texture respectively. Clearly, surface texturation diminishes the
amount of reflected light by at least one order of magnitude throughout most of the visible
spectral region at moderately oblique angles of incidence. Even at large incidence angles,
where Fresnel reflectance is particularly strong, the amount of light not coupled into the
substrate is reduced by at least a factor of four. These results demonstrate the broadband and
omnidirectional efficacy of the gradient effective refractive index layer established by conical
subwavelength pillars overlaying cicada wing membranes. Hence, such a surface is likely an
integral component in optical camouflage strategies employed by the insect.
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The aforementioned similarities between cicada wing nanotextures and black silicon,
described in Section 1.2.1, is in large part due to equivalent methods of optical impedance
matching in both of these surfaces. The chief operative mechanisms of cicada wings and black
silicon rely on the gradient refractive index as well as on anti-reflective grating effects working
in unison. Choice of substrate material in this case makes light coupling efficiency into high
refractive index Si considerably more challenging than into a less optically dense biopolymer.
Overall, the sharp spikes separated by narrow trenches at the base comprising black silicon
provide a more gradual effective refractive index transition from air to substrate than the
somewhat rounded pillars comprising a cicada wing surface, rendering black silicon superior
based on this primary aspect. On the other hand, the higher local order exhibited by the
cicada wing texture results in a narrower range of spatial frequency components, which would
translate to a higher efficiency and more spectrally localized subwavelength grating reflectance
suppression mechanism than in the quasi-random broadband black silicon case. Overall, black
silicon appears to possess the superior anti-reflectance topology, however, cicada wing surfaces
have many additional beneficial factors such as flexibility, hydrophobicity and robustness.

In summary, cicada wing membranes are complex evolutionarily optimized flight organ
tissues as well as, owing to their anti-reflective nanotextures, photonic devices of notable
efficiency. In addition, their surfaces perform other important functionalities, ranging from
liquid repellence and self-cleaning to bactericidal activity. While the chitin comprising it
does not possess any extraordinary thermal management capability, being more in line with
other biopolymers and plastics, it is nevertheless robust, flexible, biocompatible and optically
transparent, which all are properties in high demand for applications related to ever increasing
integration between technology and the human body.
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2.3 Key advances in biopolymer based photonics

Human healthcare is among the most powerful drivers of technological advancement, to
which physical sciences have been able to contribute heavily by devising new functional
materials and harnessing various physical phenomena for therapeutic or sensing purposes. In
particular, probing the complex variety of biochemical processes in living organisms with
high sensitivity and specificity is a critical prerequisite for the timeliness and adequacy of
any medical intervention. These demands, in turn, have given rise to a push for ever more
close interfacing of medical devices and human physiology, with the ultimate goal being
implantable biosensors capable of providing real time diagnostic information.

However, any object to be introduced into the human body has to fulfill a stringent set of
biocompatibility demands [237], meaning that materials should not induce inflammation or a
foreign body response, and cannot contain residues of cytotoxic compounds. Furthermore,
a device should be mechanically robust, however, sufficiently flexible and stretchable so
that natural movements can be accommodated. In addition, controllable biodegradability
is likewise a desirable trait, as it allows to forgo follow-up procedures to retrieve a device
once it has outlived its usefulness. Examples of implantable materials include select synthetic
polymers [238], such as poly(lactic acid) and poly(ethylene-glycol) or hydrogels akin to
poly(vinyl-alcohol), each of which have hydrolytically degradable chemical bonds in their
macromolecular backbone.

On the other hand, naturally-sourced biomaterials like chitin-derived chitosan amino-
polysaccharide [240] and silk fibroin protein [241] are degraded metabolically, by way of
lysozyme and proteolytic enzymes respectively [238]. As such biopolymers are made up of
constituents ubiquitous in the human body, they are generally not subject to adverse immune
system responses. Hence, biological materials have found frequent use as platforms for
fabricating various field effect transistor-based [242, 243] or electrochemical [244] biosensors,
implantable transient devices [245] and electronic skin surfaces [11]. While in electronic
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Figure 2.14: A rudimentary humidity sensor based on color changing of a silk fibroin
film [239]. Plots at the top show silk film reflectance spectra variations depending on their
thickness and ambient humidity. Layer thickness and refractive index depends on the humidity
of the surrounding atmosphere regardless of silk crystallinity, as shown in the plot top-right.
Pictures bottom-left depict reversible film iridescence color changes due to water vapor expo-
sure. Gold sputtering can be used to modify the fibroin films to suppress humidity induced
color changes, as shown on the right.
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sensors insulating biopolymers tend to fulfill the role of a biocompatible and biodegradable
passive substrate, biomedical optics [246] relies on their transparency as well as surface
smoothness to avoid excessive optical losses, and makes full use of their notably high n > 1.44
refractive index values throughout the visible-to-near-IR wavelength range [247, 248], that
enable light guiding in most human tissues.

While chitin is ubiquitous in nature – integral in producing many of the photonic structures
described in Section 2.1, and is the major constituent of the cicada wing described previously
– its technologically relevant deacetylated derivative chitosan, frequently used for scaffolds in
tissue engineering [249] and electronic sensor substrates [250], is somewhat less popular for
fabrication of biopolymer optics. Protein-based silk fibroin, on the other hand, is among the
most widely used, as, in addition to all the aforementioned positive features, this biopolymer
excels over available alternatives largely due to its excellent elasticity and all-water process-
ing [176]. The simplest silk-based photonic device can be prepared by merely spin-coating its
aqueous solution onto a planar substrate to form a submicron fibroin film, that can act as a
basic interferometer where signal readout is performed with the naked eye based on iridescent
colors observed under white light illumination. In damp environments silk fibroin tends to be
infiltrated by water and undergo substantial yet reversible swelling, which, in turn, changes
the color appearance of the film that acts as a rudimentary humidity sensor that can also be
employed as an anti-counterfeit measure [239], shown in Figure 2.14.

Much more elaborate optical behaviors can be realized on a silk fibroin platform by
performing microscale or nanoscale structuring, as illustrated by examples given in Figure 2.15.
For instance, silk fibroin waveguides for transmitting visible or near-IR radiation can be created
by way of printing of a 28% aqueous regenerated silk fibroin solution onto a planar silica
substrate by extruding through a 5 µm diameter tapered microcapillary nozzle into a methanol-
rich coagulation reservoir, wherein silk undergoes crystallization [251]. Representative
pictures of resultant structures are provided in Figure 2.15 (a), where top-down images reveal
the uniformity and smooth side-wall surface of the waveguides, whereas the cleaved cross-
section view shows the trapezoid transverse profile formed due to the silk solution wetting
the substrate. For λ = 633 nm light the refractive index of printed silk was determined to
be around n = 1.54, i.e. slightly above that of the borosilicate glass substrate, which was
sufficient to guide this light with propagation losses of around 0.25 dBcm−1 [251].

Silk fibroin has also been demonstrated as amenable to creation of photonic structures with
subwavelength feature sizes by using soft lithography methods, such as the one summarized
in Figure 2.15 (b). In this case a regenerated fibroin solution was spread over a polydimethyl-
siloxane mold of various holographic or diffraction gratings with groove densities ranging
from 600 to 3600 per millimeter [176, 252]. The film is then left to dry for solvent removal,
upon which the fibroin layer is separated from the mold and hardened in water vapor for
up to 36 hours. Similar methods have been shown to yield a variety of structures, ranging
from microscale 2D microprism array reflectors [255] to nanoscale planar diffractive patterns
containing features as small as 100 nm with 30 nm separation [256]. What promotes such
structures from being generic refractive index sensors [257] to full fledged biochemical detec-
tion devices, however, is the ability of silk fibroin to accommodate biological dopants such
as enzymes and proteins in a state that maintains their functionality [258]. In Figure 2.15 (b)
the spectral response of a silk grating transducer is modified by hemoglobin inclusion, which
in turn undergoes a reversible change, observable in its absorbance spectrum, depending on
whether it is immersed in an oxygenated or a deoxygenated solution [252]. Furthermore,
viability other active molecules, such as horseradish peroxidase enzyme for peroxide detection,
or an organic pH indicator phenol red has also been demonstrated [252].
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A somewhat related silk templating method can also be employed to create more elaborate
3D inverse opal photonic crystals, illustrated in Figure 2.15 (c). In this case the master is
comprised of an opal structure, made up of monodisperse polymethylmetacrilate nanospheres
self-assembled on a silicon wafer surface [253]. The air gaps in this photonic crystal where
then infiltrated with a 8% by weight optical grade solution of regenerated silk fibroin. Once
dry the resultant film was detached from the Si wafer and immersed in acetone to dissolve the
template nanospheres. What remains is a fcc fibroin scaffold lattice that exhibits structural
coloration as a result of its partial photonic band gap, evident in the image given top-left in
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Figure 2.15: Silk photonic devices operating in the visible wavelength range. (a) Ink-printed
fibroin waveguides [251]. Top-down images of the waveguides patterned on a silica substrate
are on the left, whereas a cross-section view is displayed on the lower-right. (b) Functionalized
silk diffraction grating sensors [176]. Sketch at the top illustrates the soft lithography fibroin
templating process of a 2400 groove per millimeter grating, visualized close-up by way of
atomic force microscopy, along with a picture of a silk-imprinted white-light hologram. Silk
can be functionalized using bioactive molecules, as shown bottom-left. Graph on lower-right
plots the spectral response of a hemoglobin-doped silk grating, pictured in the inset, in the
presence as well as absence of O2 [252]. (c) Silk inverse opal 3D photonic crystals [253].
Image on the upper-left shows the structural colors exhibited by different period photonic
structures, respectively visualized by scanning electron microscopy. A simplified sketch of
the fabrication process is on the right. Spectral response was shown to be sensitive to the
aqueous concentration of glucose. (d) Blue lasing in stilbene-doped silk fibroin distributed
feedback Bragg grating [254]. Scanning electron microscopy image of the grating, as well as
its preparation and investigation setup sketches, are given on the left. Spectral and excitation
characteristics of the resulting laser are plotted on the right.
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Figure 2.15 (c). Not constrained exclusively to silk, this technique has been used to produce
similar structures in a chitosan biopolymer as well [259]. The spectral response of a silk
inverse opal can be controlled by using different diameter polymethylmetacrilate spheres
during fabrication, but also by subsequent exposure to water vapor or UV radiation, which
compresses the lattice blueshifting its spectral response, or by infiltrating its cavities with
an appropriate refractive index solvent, resulting in a redshift [260]. Much like in the case
of a grating, silk inverse opal photonic crystals can be used for refractive index sensing, as
demonstrated by way of optical glucose detection demonstrated in Figure 2.15 (c), or, when
doped with strongly absorbing gold nanoparticles, can also be employed as a biodegradable
optical implant for photothermal therapy applications [253].

Furthermore, silk fibroin, much like certain other biomaterials, is not restricted for use in
production of passive optical components either, as it has been demonstrated under suitable
dye doping and optical pumping to act as an optical gain medium [254, 261, 262]. One of
the realizations of lasing, using a stilbene azo-dye doped silk one-dimensional distributed
feedback Bragg grating platform, is summarized in Figure 2.15 (d). Here, again, a templating
approach was used, in which second order Bragg gratings with periods in the vicinity of
270 nm were etched into a silica film that acted as a master onto which the doped regenerated
silk fibroin solution was subsequently spin coated [254]. When excited by a λ = 355 nm laser,
the silk-embedded dye molecules start to exhibit stimulated emission once pumping power
exceeds the fairly low threshold of 45 kWcm−2, and produce a sharp spectral peak at around
430 nm, set by the refractive index-adjusted Bragg grating periodicity.

While the aforementioned biocompatible silk-based photonic device examples were de-
signed to operate mainly at visible wavelengths, notable complementary data, particularly
relevant for biochemical sensing related applications, can be gleamed at other spectral regions.
The terahertz range is particularly rich in biomedical information, as many of the DNA and
protein intra/intermolecular vibration modes have energies which correspond to those electro-
magnetic frequencies [265, 266]. Recent advances in submillimeter wavelength metamaterials
have attained substantial enhancements in both local terahertz field intensity as well as spatial
selectivity [267, 268], hence, biocompatible realizations of equivalent devices will be needed
to fully utilize the unique biosensing properties of this spectral region in vivo.

This motivation has led to the first large-area realization of planar split-ring resonator array
terahertz frequency range metamaterials on a free-standing flexible fibroin substrate [269].
The microscale metal structures were created by physical vapor deposition of gold through a
shadow mask pattern, thereby avoiding any use of potentially toxic photoresists or solvent
chemicals. The top section of Figure 2.16 (a) provides an optical image of such a biocompatible
metamaterial that, unlike its solid-state counterparts, can be conformally applied to any number
of curved surfaces. In the present example various types of metal antenna structures on silk
have been used as sensors for the quality control of food [263]. As the impedance of an
antenna is dependent on the dielectric environment, any resonance response will be affected
by factors such as moisture, gas emission, and salt content of various perishable goods in its
immediate vicinity. Substantial terahertz spectroscopic signal enhancement can be observed
when metamaterial antennas are applied onto the surface of an egg, however, the same principle
is applicable at other electromagnetic radiation wavelengths, such as the microwave or radio
frequency ranges. Figure 2.16 (a) gives further examples of how silk-patterned planar gold
antennas, akin to radio-frequency identification tags, can be used to monitor the ripening
process of fruit or bacterial fouling of cheese products. Also, spoilage of milk was observable
using a 1.5 GHz resonant antenna, which operates in the minimum electromagnetic energy
absorbance region for the product. In all these cases silk fulfills the role of a flexible, adhesive,
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biodegradable, biocompatible and edible substrate. Furthermore, fibroin biopolymers, despite
being polypeptides with a complex range of secondary structures, appear to be reasonably
well suited due to their semi-transparency in the 0.15-to-1.5 THz frequency range [269].

However, submillimeter wavelength radiation absorbance losses in silk are approximately
30 times above those in polyethylene [270], commonly used for producing terahertz radiation
guiding fibers. One way of producing a medium suitable for transmitting radiation over
extended distances in biocompatible, yet somewhat dissipative, fibroin is to create a foam-like
porous material, in which most of the submillimeter radiation propagates in a highly transmit-
tive dry gas. Such a silk foam waveguide [264] was prepared and characterized as part of the
work summarized in Figure 2.16 (b). Here, the foam waveguide was created by pouring an
8% aqueous solution of fibroin into a 5 mm diameter mold vessel and subsequently removing
all water by way of lyophilisation. Optical images and scanning electron micrographs of the
resulting material reveal that it is constituted as a radial arrangement of microscale thickness
fibroin flakes, where air makes up approximately 94% of the foam volume. Terahertz radiation
propagation trough silk foam structures was investigated using time-domain spectroscopy over
a series of cutback measurement iterations [270] and yielded a bulk refractive index value
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Figure 2.16: Silk at or below the terahertz radiation frequency region. (a) Metallic antennas
on flexible silk for food quality control [263]. Top panels depict split-ring resonators (SSR)
applied on an egg as well as associated terahertz reflectance spectra. Middle panels show
the spectrum of a silk-printed radio frequency antenna applied onto a banana, as well as
its resonance shift occurring over the course of ripening. Antenna impedance phase angle
spectral dependence for cheese with and without bacterial contamination, and resonance shift
of a microwave resonator during milk spoilage are plotted bottom left and right respectively.
(b) Fibroin foam terahertz waveguides [264]. Top of the panel depicts the 94% air fraction
silk foam, as well as close-up images of its microstructure. A cross-section view of a 5 mm
diameter waveguide and its simulated fundamental HE11 mode intensity distributions at
different frequencies are provided middle-left. Plots at the bottom show experimental spectra
of waveguide absorption losses and modal effective refractive index.
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of nfoam ≈ 1.0594 and an extinction coefficient which scales quadratically with frequency
as αfoam[dBcm−1]≈ 0.78+36.9 · (ν [THz]). Hence, foam fibers attain an approximately one
order of magnitude reduction in absorbance compared to bulk silk, and can exhibit propagation
loss as low as 3.5 dBcm−1 in the 0.2-to-0.5 THz electromagnetic radiation frequency region.

Biologically derived polymers such as the chitosan and cellulose polysaccharides, as well
as proteins like silk are generally robust, flexible, biocompatible and biodegradable insulating
dielectrics. However, as illustrated by the wealth of different functionalities described here,
silk fibroin tends to stand out as a platform for a wide range of photonic applications. The
main advantages of silk are its high optical transparency and, more importantly, high water
solubility in its regenerated amorphous state, which makes fibroin inherently compatible with
a multitude of established nanofabrication approaches. Similarly, this protein can exhibit a
number of different secondary structures with diverging physical properties, which endows it
with considerable versatility, but makes it a complex material to understand and control. Yet,
the technologically relevant intricacies of fibroin behavior can be illustrated and untangled
most readily by investigating its primary evolutionarily derived state – the natural silk fiber.
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2.4 Optical properties of silk

Silks are a class of fibrous protein-based biopolymers independently yet convergently evolved
by the larvae of certain insects such as moths, as well as by arthropods, most notably spi-
ders [271, 272]. Structures constructed from these materials fulfill critical functions related to
prey capture, protection, reproduction and dispersal among may others, therefore it is within
expectation that silk, as result of being subjected to stringent natural selection pressures,
possesses extraordinary tensile strength and elasticity on par with that of the most robust
of artificial fibers [273–275]. Furthermore, as a result of the high degree of crystallinity
and hydrophobicity exhibited by much of the protein, natural silks possess notable chemical
stability, as they are insoluble in water, most organic solvents, as well as dilute alkali and
acidic solutions [276].

Initial adoption of silk for human use was related to its optical transparency which,
when coupled with the triangular prism-like cross-section profiles as well as the smooth
surfaces of individual fibers spun by the domesticated Bombyx mori silkworm, results in
the lustrous appearance of fabrics they comprise. Furthermore, silk does not illicit a strong
immunological response from the human body, and was therefore frequently used for wound
sutures and dressings [277]. It is unsurprising then, that even the most contemporary complex
biotechnological applications of fibroin-based polymers [278] hinge on those very same
favorable optical characteristics [176, 252] as well as on their biocompatibility [279, 280] and
controllable biodegradability [241].

The aforementioned exceptional properties of silk become all the more remarkable con-
sidering that it is predominantly constituted of only several different non-vital amino acids –
mostly glycine, alanine and serine – arranged in recurrent motifs that comprise macromolecu-
lar fibroin protein constructions of up to 350 kD in total mean molecular weight. Furthermore,
its synthesis in the familiar fibrillar form is conducted under ambient physiological conditions
and using aqueous non-toxic chemistry, which, despite appearing facile in natural organisms,
has proved challenging to replicate artificially [180]. Most of the mechanical and chemical
resilience of silk fibers is a result of the hierarchical supramolecular structure of the biopoly-
mer, stabilized via extensive hydrogen bonding that gives rise to complex secondary protein
structures. In particular, rigid β -sheet nanoscrystals, interlinked by extensible semiamorphous
random coil regions, form a sophisticated network for efficient load distribution [281], which,
despite relying on one of the weakest molecular bond types, yields tensile fiber strengths close
to those of steel. So, while the extraordinary technological versatility of fibroin allows for it to
be prepared for human uses as hydrogels, planar films, conformal coatings as well as porous
or solid 3D matrices [282], the natural fiber state of this biopolymer is particularly relevant,
since it possesses the full evolutionarily self-optimized complexity that needs to be unraveled
to emulate the control over composite material properties demonstrated in nature.

To this end spectroscopic methods are among the most sensitive for probing various
possible dipolar excitations inherent to a complex molecular network. These include electronic
transitions between different molecular orbitals at UV or visible frequencies, vibrations of
specific bonding configurations in the infrared, as well as collective oscillations of large
supramolecular elements observable towards the submillimeter wavelength range. Indeed, all
this spectral information should be viewed as complimentary in deducing the properties of
molecular composites. For example, different forms of silk, despite having virtually identical
amino acid compositions, can possess radically disparate secondary molecular structure
derived properties, such as water solubility or mechanical strength. Conversely, broadband
spectroscopic characterization reveals the possible utility as well as limitations of a composite
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material in a given radiation wavelength region, thereby identifying key parameters relevant
for their diverse possible photonic applications.

In this work, conducted in collaboration with with the group headed by Prof. Junko
Morikawa at Tokyo Institute of Technology, researchers overseen by Assoc. Prof. Jingliang
Li at Deakin University, as well as with the team supervised by Assoc. Prof. Jeffrey Davis
at Swinburne University of Technology, electromagnetic radiation absorbance properties of
natural silk fibers were probed over an unprecedentedly broad span of wavelengths, ranging
from ultraviolet all the way to the terahertz region [283]. First, electronic excitations of the
fibroin amino acid constituents are investigated by means of photoluminescence as well as vis-
ible wavelength spectroscopies. The infrared spectral region, in turn, yields the fingerprinting
information related to bond vibrations, and also offers insight relating to their conformations
in the complex macromolecular network that is silk. Furthermore, diffraction-limited imaging
at mid-infrared wavelengths allows for resolutions sufficient for spatially mapping the struc-
ture of a single microscale silk fiber [284]. Lastly, terahertz frequency radiation absorbance
spectroscopy methods are shown to uncover long-range collective vibrational motion related
spectral peaks. Sensitivity to subtle conformational variations in silk was tested by performing
all measurements on natural fibers spun by domesticated Bombyx mori and wild Antheraea
pernyi silkworms, and, wherever informative, by giving equivalent spectroscopic information
for water-soluble reconstituted fibroin devoid of an appreciable presence of β -sheet secondary
structures.

2.4.1 Ultraviolet-to-near-infrared range
Silk fiber samples spectroscopically investigated here primarily come from two organisms
– the domesticated mulberry silkmoth Bombyx mori, and the wild Chinese tussah silkmoth
Antheraea pernyi. For at least five millenia the familiar B. mori species has been selectively
bred for the transparency and texture of the threads they spin, hence, it is the chief source
of commercial silk fabric available worldwide. Likewise, the optical clarity of domesticated
silkworm sourced biopolymers make them particularly applicable for use in photonics. On
the other hand, A. pernyi silkworms exist in the wild and, unlike their human dependent
counterparts, survive the most extreme temperature variations among all silkmoth pulpa [285].
While historically the degree of A. pernyi cultivation in the textile industry was much more
limited, this silk has recently attracted considerable attention due to its similarity in protein
structure to the much more mechanically robust spider dragline fibers [286], as well as due to
its facilitation of cell adhesion [287].

B. mori cocoons used for sample preparation originate from a silkworm rearing house
in the Jiangsu province of China. On the other hand, wild A. pernyi silkworm cocoons were
obtained from Liaoning province of China. Natural silk threads are comprised of two fibroin-
based fibers encased in a glue-like protective sericin coating. In totality a silkworm cocoon
is comprised of roughly 20− 30% sericin and 70− 80% fibroin proteins, along with trace
amounts of carbohydrates and waxes [288]. While sericin has numerous uses of its own [289],
it has to be washed out to unravel fibroin based fibers from the cocoons. This procedure,
called degumming, was done by immersing raw cocoons in a 0.5% aqueous Na2CO3 solution
heated to a 98◦C temperature. The process was repeated three times, with each stage having
a duration of 60 and 30 minutes for A. pernyi and B. mori cocoons respectively [290, 291].
Lastly, the degummed silk fibers were thoroughly rinsed in 60 ◦C temperature deionised water
and dried in air.
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Figure 2.17: Cross-polarized optical microscopy images of silk [283]. Degummed silk fibers
spun by (a) B. mori and (b) A. pernyi moths. (c) Amorphous B. mori silk fibroin, compressed
in a KBr powder pellet. Regions rich with amorphous fibroin are highlighted by yellow
circles. Images were acquired at Tokyo Institute of Technology by the research group under
supervision of Prof. Junko Morikawa.

Cross-polarized optical microscopy images of the resultant birefringent fibers are provided
in Figure 2.17, where panel (a) shows B. mori and (b) depicts A. pernyi cocoon-extracted
strands. Morphologically B. mori silk is comprised of fine 10 µm diameter fibers, substantially
thinner than in the A. pernyi case were 50 µm widths are quite common. Shapes of these
two types of fibers differ notably as well, since B. mori derived strands have rounded-tip
triangle shaped cross-sections, whereas those spun by A. pernyi larva exhibit an elongated
wedge-like appearance [292]. Of primary interest here, however, are the structural differences
in the composition of silk created by the two different species of organism. In both cases the
biopolymer materials are made up of the same amino acids, such as the main constituents
alanine (Ala) and glycine (Gly) as well as some contributions from serine (Ser) and tyrosine
(Tyr). However, the relative quantity of the main ingredients is different for the two fibroin
types, as B. mori case can be considered glycine rich, with an Ala/Gly molar percentage
ratio of 30%/43%, while in A. pernyi silk alanine is more prevalent at 49%/28% [293].
Furthermore, the primary structures of the two fibroin protein compounds are also fairly
distinct. In particular, B. mori β -sheets are in large part made up of repetitive alternating
(Gly-Ala)n motifs [294], whereas in A. pernyi case those two amino acids are mostly kept in
separate large poly-alanine blocks and glycine rich regions [293, 295] in a way that mirrors
spider dragline silks [286].

Amino acids constituting silk fibroin exhibit strong electronic absorbance in the ultraviolet
wavelength region, and in this work have been probed by means of photoluminescence
excitation spectroscopy. Measurements were conducted by placing a small number of fibers
in a quartz cuvette, which was then mounted into a LS-55 fluorescence spectrometer (Perkin-
Elmer Inc.). The photoluminescence excitation spectra, shown as 2D plots Figure 2.18,
were obtained by sequentially acquiring spectra of emitted light whilst exposing the fibers
to monochromatic incident radiation with gradually shifting wavelengths. The prominent
straight bright lines, numbered in Figure 2.18 (b), are diffraction artifacts and provide no
spectroscopic information. Similarly, the emission bands observable between higher order
diffraction signatures are merely replicas of the true fluorescence bands situated between the
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Figure 2.18: Photoluminescence excitation spectra of degummed (a) B. mori and (b) A. pernyi
silkworm-spun fibers. Arrows mark notable fluorescence bands observed at 280 nm and
380 nm excitation. High intensity linear features, numbered in panel (b), are diffraction
related artifacts. Only the signatures located between the 1st and 2nd order diffraction artifacts
correspond to unique spectroscopic information.

1st and 2nd order diffraction artifacts. The difference in emission band intensities between B.
mori and A. pernyi fibers is mainly due to disparities in sampled volumes.

The primary building blocks of fibroin – alanine, glycine and serine – absorb in the
ultraviolet spectral region at wavelengths below 210 nm [296], which was just out of reach
for full acquisition by the present experimental apparatus. However, strong fluorescence
signatures, emitting at roughly 340 nm and observable at the very onset of the excitation axis
for both B. mori and A. pernyi fibroin samples, can be tentatively assigned to these amino acids.
Still, even with full spectral information of UV absorbance at wavelengths below 200 nm, due
to the immense variety and abundance of peptide bonds in biopolymers as well as overlapping
absorption of other materials, analytical work conducted in this spectral region is wrought
with considerable challenges.

On the other hand, protein absorbance at mid-UV frequencies is typically related to the
presence of aromatic amino acids such as tyrosine, phenylalanine, tryptophan and histidine,
hence can be understood much more readily. The most prominent fluorescence bands exhibited
by B. mori as well as A. pernyi silks are induced by 230 nm and 280 nm excitation wavelengths,
and manifest as emission situated at 340 nm. In the particular case of fibroin these signatures
are assignable to π −→ π∗ transitions in tyrosine [297, 298], which makes up approximately
5% of domestic and 4% of wild silk molar composition [293]. Weak fluorescence signatures
observable in the 215-to-235 nm excitation wavelength region can be attributed to sericin
residues [299].

The single major qualitative difference between the photoluminescence excitation spectra
of B. mori and A. pernyi fibroins is the additional broad indistinct fluorescence band at
approximately 450 nm, induced by 380 nm radiation, which is observable for wild silks but
is absent for domesticated ones. Similar spectral signatures at ∼ 345 nm have been reported
for sericin solutions extracted from A. pernyi silks, where sericin samples obtained from
strands spun by different silkworm species exhibited notable variations in their UV spectral
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Figure 2.19: Absorbance of degummed B. mori and A. pernyi silk fibers in the UV-to-near-IR
wavelength region. Highlighted spectral features correspond to main overtone vibrational
modes. Inset shows a dark-field optical microscopy image of A. pernyi silk fibers.

responses [297]. Furthermore, visible brown pigmentation of certain wild silks has also been
hypothesized as resulting from 460 nm wavelength absorbing chromophores created through
UV photo-oxidation of tyrosine, which may play a part in UV protection provided by a silk
cocoon to the insect in its vulnerable pupal stage [297].

Fibroin biopolymers possess a low molar absorptivity throughout the visible spectral
region and at the onset of the near-IR, as photon energies there are too low to induce electronic
transitions in the constituent peptides, however, above those necessary to be in resonance with
molecular bond vibrations. Spectral characterization of B. mori and A. pernyi silk fibers at
these wavelengths was performed using a LAMBDA 1050 spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer
Inc.), equipped with a 150 mm diameter integrating sphere attachment which allowed to
minimize the influence of elastic scattering in the stochastic fiber mesh. Absorbance spectra
were deduced from full hemispherical transmittance and reflectance measurement results and
are depicted in Figure 2.19.

The near ultraviolet portion of silk spectral response captures the tail-end of peptide
absorbance, which for B. mori silk all but vanishes at the onset of the visible wavelength
region. In the A. pernyi case, on the other hand, this decrease is much more gradual, extending
all the way to the red portion of the visible spectral range and resulting in the silk having
a yellowish tint. Fibroin can be ruled out as the source of this coloration, since both types
of fibers are made up of the same amino acids. In addition to the previously mentioned
photodecomposition related tanning mechanism, the most likely explanation for the coloration
of wild silk is that fibers are coated with carotenoid-containing excretory liquids of the
silkworm during spinning [300, 301]. These pigments cannot be synthesized by animals and
must originate from plants the larva consume. Furthermore, diet-derived chromophores tend to
be localized in the outer sericin layer [302], which explains the aforementioned spectroscopic
variability of sericin originating from different silkworm species [297], as they tend to feed on
different plants.
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When external sources of pigmentation are accounted for fibroin based biopolymers are
virtually transparent, and most of the optical losses exhibited by B. mori silk in the 400 nm to
1800 nm wavelength region are a result of scattering that the integration sphere setup fails to
capture. Hence, it is unsurprising that natural spider dragline silk strands have been shown
to act as reasonably efficient optical fibers with an attenuation coefficient of 10.4 dBcm−1

for 800 nm radiation [303]. Similar results, only with with slightly higher propagation losses
of 28 dBcm−1, have also been demonstrated for B. mori silk strands [304]. However, as
mentioned in Section 2.3, regenerated silk fibroin can be used to make planar optical fibers
which, as a result of single-mode operation optimized geometry and avoidance of scattering
defects commonly present on natural fibers, exhibit optical losses below 0.1 dBcm−1, in line
with those typical for polymethylmetacrilate waveguides [251].

In the short-wavelength infrared spectral range above 1400 nm first vibrational peaks begin
to appear, and are related to high energy combination overtone modes of the various peptide
chemical bonds [305]. To keep with the usual conventions of vibrational spectroscopy the
peak assignments discussed further on will be done in wavenumber units of spatial frequency
ν̃ , related to the wavelength as ν̃

[
cm−1

]
= 107/λ [nm]. The indistinct complex arrangement

of features up until 5200 cm−1 is generally attributable to the first and second overtones of
various hydrogen bond vibrations, which, while lacking in specificity, illustrates the complex
variety exhibited by the secondary structure of fibroin in natural silk fibers.

Covalent bond related vibrational peaks are much more pronounced and readily distin-
guishable however, and are highlighted by red lines in Figure 2.19. The first prominent spectral
signature, situated at 5167 cm−1, is reported as arising due to the combined stretching and
bending vibrations of O–H bonds [305]. The wavenumber region spanning roughly from
4900 cm−1 to 4500 cm−1 is associated with combined vibrations of the different amide bands
discussed further on in Section 2.4.2, such as Amide A and Amide II at 4855 cm−1 related
to random coil as well as α-helix secondary structures [305, 306], Amide B and Amide II at
4605 cm−1, and Amide A and Amide III at 4525 cm−1 which pertains to both the strength and
prevalence of hydrogen bonds as well as to the amount of β -sheets in a biopolymer [306]. The
latter mode is particularly informative as it exhibits the one evident difference in relative peak
intensity between the absorbance spectra of B. mori and A. pernyi silks. It is more pronounced
in the domesticated silk sample, which corroborates its higher β -sheet content.

The remaining simultaneous excitation modes are related to various motions of aliphatic
C–H bonds, starting with a group of four possible νCH/δCH vibration symmetry combina-
tions, where 4425 cm−1 corresponds to an antisymmetric/antisymmetric, 4348 cm−1 to a
symmetric/antisymmetric, 4303 cm−1 to an antisymmetric/symmetric, and 4250 cm−1 to a
symmetric/symmetric configuration [305]. Similarly, the next pair of peaks at 4170 cm−1 and
4050 cm−1 are attributable to a combination of C–H bond stretching and rocking motions
in their respective antisymmetric νas

CH/rCH and symmetric νs
CH/rCH varieties. Lastly, the

bands at 4105 cm−1 and 4010 cm−1 are, correspondingly, assigned to skeletal C–H vibration
combinations with νas

CH and νs
CH [305].

The main advantage of silk fibroin in the visible and near-IR spectral ranges is the
distinct lack of spectroscopically observable activity at those wavelengths. Therefore, such
biopolymers can be readily used as biocompatible, conformable and robust passive dielectric
media for numerous photonic devices and applications. Short-wavelength IR radiation, on
the other hand, can induce a multitude of complex molecular vibration combinations or
overtones in the peptide network. Therefore, photonic utility of silk at these wavelengths
appears unlikely. Furthermore, while this segment of the infrared spectrum can provide a lot
of information about the secondary structure of protein-based materials, combination spectral
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peaks generally have lower intensities than their fundamental counterparts and a diminished
specificity, hence, short-wavelength IR spectroscopy is rarely used for characterization of silk.
On the other hand, the mid-IR region hosts many of the prominent fundamental vibrational
bands of fibroin as well as other amino acid based materials and is for that reason discussed in
the next section.

2.4.2 Silk at mid-infrared
Among all the spectral regions used to probe fibroin as well as other protein based materials,
mid-IR, spanning form 4000 cm−1 to 400 cm−1 (or 2.5 µm to 25 µm in wavelength units) is
arguably the most expedient and definitely the most widely used. This is unsurprising given
the multitude of fundamental vibrational bands resonant at these radiation frequencies and
the wealth of information about silks that can be deduced from them, which includes the
secondary structure and the crystallinity degree of their constituent proteins [307, 308] as
well as the presence of non-organic compounds like water [309] or calcium oxalate [310].
Furthermore, mid-infrared spectroscopy was shown to be capable of sufficient specificity to
discriminate and classify silk samples based on evolutionary relatedness of silkworm species
they were derived from [311].

The infrared radiation absorbance spectral measurements were performed using a Fourier-
transform IR spectrometer ALPHA (Bruker Corp.), operated in an attenuated total reflectance
configuration through a diamond widow. In this case optical excitation is evanescent, hence,
requires little in terms of sample preparation and is particularly convenient when dealing with
rough and deformable solids such as natural silk fibers. On the other hand, evanescent infrared
radiation can only penetrate less than a few micrometers into the sample, so only the surface
region of a fiber can be effectively sampled.
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Figure 2.20: Attenuated total reflectance-derived absorbance of degummed B. mori and A.
pernyi silk fibers, as well as that of amorphous B. mori fibroin, in the mid-IR wavelength
region [283]. Main peaks in each spectrum are indicated by color-matching dashed lines.
Mid-IR spectroscopy experiments were performed at Tokyo Institute of Technology by the
research group under supervision of Prof. Junko Morikawa.
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Figure 2.20 depicts the mid-infrared attenuated total reflectance-derived absorbance spec-
tra of natural fibroin-based biopolymers in the form of B. mori and A. pernyi silk fibers, which
were stripped of their sericin coatings by means of a degumming process described in Sec-
tion 2.4.1. In addition, spectra of β -sheet rich, high-crystallinity, hence water insoluble, fibers
are compared to those of mostly amorphous and water soluble regenerated silk fibroin, which
in large part exhibits a random coil secondary structure. Amorphous regenerated silk fibroin
used here was extracted from degummed B. mori silk fibers by dissolving them in a 65 ◦C
temperature ternary 1:8:2 molar ratio mixture of CaCl2, water and ethanol. Salt-containing
solvent systems are known to disrupt the hydrogen bonds that maintain the secondary struc-
tures of fibroin, particularly the β -sheets crucial for stabilization of silk, without inducing
chemical degradation of the protein [312]. The solution was subsequently dialysed against
ultra-pure water using 14 kDa molecular weight cut-off cellulose tubing (Sigma-Aldrich Inc.)
at room temperature for 4 days. The last step of the procedure involved the regeneration of
silk fibroin by lyophilizing the dialysed solution [313]. Amorphous fibroin samples were
prepared for spectroscopic investigation by pulverizing and mixing them with KBr powder,
and subsequently pressing it into a 100 µm thickness IR transparent pellet, the surface of
which is depicted in the cross-polarized optical microscopy image of Figure 2.17 (c).

The highest wavenumber mid-IR absorbance peaks prominent in all the spectra of Fig-
ure 2.20 and centered around 3300 cm−1 are attributable to the amide A band, which mainly
corresponds to N–H vibrations. This mode, due to being confined exclusively in the NH
group, is not particularly sensitive to the conformation of the peptide backbone, however,
its spectral position is highly dependent on hydrogen bonding [314]. Here the first major
difference between crystalline silk and amorphous regenerated fibroin mid-IR absorbance
becomes evident, as the amide A bands of fibers exhibit sharp peaks attributable to the β -sheet
structure. Conversely, amorphous fibroin has a much broader spectral signature, indicative
of stochastic hydrogen bonding in the random coil network. The amide B band at around
3100 cm−1 is much weaker than its higher energy counterpart and is typically understood
as either a Fermi resonance between the fundamental N-H vibrations and the first amide II
band overtone [314] or as arising due to intramolecularly hydrogen bonded NH groups [315].
The group of mid-IR vibrational modes in the 3000 cm−1 to 2800 cm−1 wavenumber range is
attributable to C–H bond vibrations. Here a striking difference between domestic and wild
silk samples is that in both natural as well as regenerated B. mori fibroin only the νas

CH3
at

2961 cm−1 and νs
CH3

at 2874 cm−1 vibrations are pronounced. Natural A. pernyi silk fibers,
on the other hand, have noticeable νas

CH2
at 2920 cm−1 and νs

CH2
at 2850 cm−1 modes as well,

which is likely due to the presence of chromophores that give the silk its yellow appearance.

Below 1700 cm−1 wavenumbers the highest intensity peaks in the spectra of silk fibroin
biopolymers are the three amide bands, highlighted in Figure 2.20, where each of them has
a complex spectral composition due to conformational variations of the protein [316]. For
instance, the amide I signature is attributable to C=O stretching with minor contributions
from the out-of-phase C–N stretch, the C–C–N deformation and the N-H in-plane bending
vibrations [314]. Generally hydrogen bonding, in which C=O groups readily partake, lowers
the frequency of stretching vibrations, therefore, amide peaks of β -sheet rich crystalline fibers
are redshifted with respect to their amorphous fibroin counterpart. Specifically, amide I band
spectral peaks appearing at 1648 cm−1 are associated with the presence of irregular random
coil and extended chain structures, whereas 1625 cm−1 is attributed to β -sheets [316]. Other
notable but less prominent features are turns and bends of the peptide backbone at 1699 cm−1,
α-helix in the 1664–1658 cm−1 range, and β -turns in the 1654–1647 cm−1 region [317].
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The amide II band mainly results from out-of-phase combined N–H bending and C–N
stretching vibrations, with additional minor contributions from C–C and N–C stretching [314].
It is likewise strongly affected by the secondary structure of the protein, and is not particularly
sensitive to side-chain conformation. The major constituents of the Amide II band of silk
fibroin are the random coil associated feature at 1546 cm−1 and β -sheet related 1508 cm−1

shoulder, visible in the fiber samples from A. pernyi, but particularly strongly represented in
the B. mori derived crystalline silk.

Next assembly of peaks approximately in the 1500–1440 cm−1 wavenumber range are
associated with antisymmetric C–H bending vibrations of CH3 groups in various conformation
state polypeptides [318]. While the line at 1456 cm−1 is related to generic δ as

CH3
vibrations in

alanine and valine, the shoulder at 1443 cm−1 corresponds to these same vibrations in β -sheets
of both poly-alanine (Ala)n and Ala-Glyn [311]. Its intensity is related to the β -sheet content
of a biopolymer and, evidently, the degree of crystallinity is highest in B. mori silks, followed
by A. pernyi fibers, and lowest in regenerated fibroin. Similarly, the symmetric counterparts of
the aforementioned polypeptide C–H bending vibrations are located in the 1420–1300 cm−1

region [318], the most interesting of which is the one at 1340 cm−1, attributable to α-helical
structures [316] strongly represented in B. mori regenerated fibroin spectra.

Origins of the amide III band, ranging from 1300 cm−1 to 1200 cm−1 wavenumber
values, are similar to those of the aforementioned amide II signature, the main difference
being that N–H bending and C–N stretching vibrations are combined in-phase with each
other [314]. However, interpretation of this spectral region is complicated by its dependence
on arrangements of both the peptide backbone and its side chains. The band is constituted
by signatures related to all the typical secondary structures of silk fibroin [319], such as
β -turns at 1308 cm−1, α-helix at 1268 cm−1, random coils at 1240 cm−1, and β -sheets at
1219 cm−1 [311]. Amorphous regenerated silk fibroin is particularly spectrally dissimilar to
the crystalline fiber samples in this region, as its amide III band is broad and indistinct in a
way that is expected for disordered polymer networks. Furthermore, B. mori silk fibers, again,
appear to have a notably more significant β -sheet contribution to its spectral response than in
the case of wild silk.

The first peak just beyond the amide III band, centered around 1165 cm−1, is related
to νNCα

vibrations (where Cα is the carbon atom to which the side chain is attached), and
commonly observed in spectra of all silks. However, this line tends to be broader for silks
sourced from domesticated silkworm varieties, and even more so for amorphous regenerated
fibroin, indicating a larger variety of conformations [311]. Further on, the νCC skeletal
vibration region is where large differences between spectra of different primary structure
fibroin samples start to appear [311], as it is sensitive to interruptions of the usual Ala and
Gly based patterns by different amino acids. For the samples under investigation here this
range hosts two notable peaks, namely the β -sheet related band at 1070 cm−1 and the α-coil
and metastable β -turn associated signature at 1052 cm−1 [316]. Lastly, the tail end of mid-
IR spectral region enables the distinction between (Ala-Gly)n recurring sequence based B.
mori, and (Ala)n heavy A. pernyi fibroin secondary structures. For example, the feature at
1014 cm−1 corresponds to random coil (Ala-Gly) sequences with frequent interruptions by
tyrosine or valine [316], and, unsurprisingly, it is primarily observable in the spectrum of
amorphous regenerated B. mori silk fibroin. Furthermore, differences in the primary structure
of β -sheets also become spectrally distinguishable in this wavenumber range, where a doublet
at 998 cm−1 and 975 cm−1 corresponds to (Ala-Gly)n, and a single peak at 961 cm−1 is
attributable to (Ala)n amino acid compositions [311, 316].

Despite the obvious convenience of attenuated total reflectance measurements, evanescent
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excitation extends only over the surface layers of a microscale natural silk fiber. Furthermore,
similar spectroscopic investigation performed in transmittance mode yielded broader amide
bands, indicating some variance in fibroin conformations throughout the filament volume
resulting from the drawing process [284]. This, in turn, raises the question of how secondary
structures associated with silk are distributed within a single fiber.

Gaining access to the internal composition of a heterogeneous biopolymer object in the
mid-IR spectral region necessitates the restriction of sampled volume either through the use
of an optical coherence tomography technique [320], or by preparing thin cross-sections of
the sample which are then probed by conventional microspectroscopy methods. However,
since individual silk fibers can have thicknesses below 10 µm, highest attainable IR mapping
resolutions are crucial for spatial discrimination between different regions in a fiber, hence,
the latter more invasive sample preparation method was chosen for this work. It involved
embedding pre-aligned single silk strands in a block of epoxy resin jER 828 (Mitsubishi
Chemical Co., Ltd.), which, following its solidification, was cut into 1 µm to 5 µm thickness
slices using a RV-240 microtome (Yamato Khoki Industrial Co., Ltd.). Both lateral as well
as transverse A. pernyi and B. mori epoxy-embedded silk fiber cross-section slices were
prepared, and their cross-polarized optical microscopy images are shown in the leftmost panel
of Figure 2.21.

Spectral mapping was performed at the Australian Synchrotron Infrared Microspec-
troscopy Beamline using a Hyperion 2000 infrared microscope coupled to a Vertex V80v
Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer (Bruker Corp.), equipped with a liquid nitrogen-
cooled narrow-band mercury cadmium telluride detector. Two types of collection methods
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Figure 2.21: Mid-IR absorbance mapping of microtomed silk fiber cross-sections [284].
Leftmost panels show a sketch of naming conventions as well as cross-polarized optical mi-
croscopy images of transverse and longitudinal slices of silk fibers embedded in epoxy. Middle
panel depicts IR transmittance maps of transverse A. pernyi silk fiber slices at wavenumbers
associated with α-coil and β -sheet spectral signatures. Rightmost panel shows IR attenuated
total reflectance maps of longitudinal B. mori silk fiber slices in wavelength regions related to
different amide bands. Microtomed silk fiber cross-section samples were prepared at Tokyo
Institute of Technology by the research group under supervision of Prof. Junko Morikawa.
Mid-IR absorbance mapping experiments were performed at the Australian Synchrotron
Infrared Microspectroscopy Beamline.
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were used for acquiring spatially resolved spectra – by way of far-field transmittance using
a NA = 0.5 36× magnification Cassegrainian objective lens, and through a n = 4 refractive
index 100 µm diameter facet germanium attenuated total reflectance element coupled to a
NA = 2.6 solid immersion lens. The far-field transmittance method can ensure a 6.25 µm
resolution, which, as shown in the middle panel of Figure 2.21, is sufficient to spectrally map
50 µm thickness A. pernyi fibers. However, it proved to be wholly inadequate for investigating
much finer B. mori silks, which necessitated the approximately 1.9 µm spatial resolution in the
amide band region that a full contact Ge solid immersion lens is capable of achieving [321],
as demonstrated in the rightmost panel of Figure 2.21.

Transverse spectral maps of an A. pernyi silk fiber, representing the 1652 cm−1 α-helix
and β -sheet 1608 cm−1 fibroin conformations, show that both of these crystalline phases
are are preferentially located towards the middle of the filament, forming its robust core.
Similar distribution of β -sheet associated spectral signatures in the amide I and amide II
bands at 1623 cm−1 and 1512 cm−1 respective wavenumbers are observed in longitudinal
cross-sections of B. mori fibers as well. Conversely, the generic secondary structure insensitive
amide A 3288 cm−1 band spectral plots are distributed more broadly across the fiber, showing
that hydrogen bonding is prevalent throughout the macromolecular network. This internal
structure likely is a result of the shear stress and dehydration during pulling out of the fiber
from its initially liquid crystalline state [180], which also gives rise to preferential alignment
of β -sheets parallel to the fiber axis [284, 308].

Mid-infrared spectroscopy is eminently useful in characterizing the composition and
conformation states of biopolymers in general and, by extension, fibroin-based silks and
their complex hierarchical secondary structures. The vast body of work reported in the litera-
ture [311, 322] likewise helps to contextualize and verify the present broadband absorbance
study of natural silk fibers. Furthermore, infrared radiation wavelengths at spectroscopically
relevant amide bands are just small enough to allow for probing the spatial variance of peptide
conformations within a single silk fiber. However, spectral signatures of domesticated B. mori
and wild A. pernyi silks with different primary structures of fibroin become strongly divergent
only at the skeletal νCC vibration range. Hence, lower energy collective oscillations of the
macromolecular network can be expected to provide additional insight into the higher order
structure of natural silk and are therefore described next.

2.4.3 Far-infrared and terahertz spectroscopy

The spectral region spanning approximately from around 600 cm−1 to 10 cm−1 in wavenumber
units, which correspond to the λ = 15–1000 µm range that encompasses λ = 0.1–1 mm
terahertz wavelengths, is associated with long-range macromolecular motions strongly affected
by changes in both the primary and secondary structures of polymer chains. An illustrative
example of this type of absorbance is that observed in long alkane chain saturated fatty
acids [323] as well as paraffin [324], whose longitudinal accordion mode vibration frequencies
redshift with chain length l as ν̃ =

√
E
ρ
/(2lc), where ρ is the mass density, E is the Young’s

modulus, and c is the speed of light. Similarly, spectral signatures of first order alkane
crystal solid-solid transitions into rotator phases [325] just below melting point, where despite
the presence of crystalline order low energy molecular rotations become possible, are also
observable in the far-IR [326].

Various ordering configurations and molecular interactions underlying the properties of
more complex and biomedically relevant protein and peptide based materials likewise yield
useful information in the far-infrared wavelength range [327]. For instance, protein fibril
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Figure 2.22: Far-IR absorbance spectra of amorphous B. mori fibroin, degummed B. mori and
A. pernyi silk fibers, as well as that of corresponding sericin-rich cocoon segments, shown
in the inset photograph. Far-IR absorbance spectroscopy experiments were performed at the
Australian Synchrotron THz/Far-IR Beamline.

formation, notably present in the amyloidose class of degenerative diseases with Alzheimer’s
and type-II diabetes counted among them, can be monitored in the terahertz spectral re-
gion [328]. More in line with the present study, the multitude of fibroin protein secondary
structure components that make up the molecular 3D network of natural silk fibers – notably
amorphous random coils, crystalline α-helices and β -sheets, as well as metastable β -turns –
are responsible for their extraordinary properties and provide an informative model system
to further the understanding of complex polypeptide behavior. Conversely, functionality of
biopolymer-based long-wavelength radiation photonic components, such as silk foam tera-
hertz waveguides [264], critically depends on control over long-range vibrations occurring on
supramolecular scales.

Far-infrared characterization of degummed natural B. mori and A. pernyi silk fibers, as
well as of amorphous regenerated fibroin sourced from domesticated silkworm cocoons,
was conducted at the Australian Synchrotron THz/Far-IR Beamline. Measurements were
performed in a transmittance configuration over the 60–600 cm−1 wavenumber region using a
high resolution IFS 125HR Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer (Bruker Corp.), equipped
with a Si bolometer radiation detector. A high signal-to-noise ratio was ensured by averaging
each spectrum over 100 individual acquisitions, and sample heterogeneity related effects
were minimized by using a large 3 mm diameter collimated beam. For low temperature
measurements biopolymer samples were mounted in a liquid nitrogen cryostat and controllably
cooled down to 78 K.

Overview spectra of far-IR synchrotron radiation absorbance in different forms of silk
are shown in Figure 2.22. Each natural B. mori and A. pernyi degummed fiber spectrum
exhibits one signature absorbance band at 243 cm−1 and 229 cm−1 wavenumbers respectively.
Conversely, the amorphous regenerated B. mori silk fibroin has a much broader shoulder at
around 115 cm−1 and is generally more absorptive throughout the probed wavelength range.
For comparison, spectra of B. mori and A. pernyi silkworm cocoon shells, where fibroin based
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Figure 2.23: Temperature dependent variations between far-IR absorbance spectra of B. mori
and A. pernyi silk fibers, as well as that of amorphous B. mori fibroin. Far-IR absorbance spec-
troscopy experiments were performed at the Australian Synchrotron THz/Far-IR Beamline.

strands are glued together by sericin gum, are also plotted and appear as combinations of
crystalline fiber and amorphous protein spectral responses.

The prominent absorbance peaks situated in the 229–250 cm−1 spectral region appear
exclusively for the crystalline and water insoluble fibroin fibers, which suggests them being
associated with the presence of β -sheets. However, peaks located in the vicinity of 240 cm−1

wavenumbers are known to arise due to water-related absorption. More specifically, at room
temperature intermolecular hydrogen bond stretching tends to produce a broad spectral feature
at around 200 cm−1, and librational molecular motions manifest as a peak at 700 cm−1 [329,
330]. As mentioned previously, silk fiber spinning, as well as fibroin regeneration, is performed
from an aqueous chemistry, therefore, the spectral analysis of silk fibroin necessitates the
ruling out of any possible residual water content related contributions.

One way of revealing the presence of water involves lowering the sample temperature
below that of ice formation, upon which a spectrally narrow crystalline H2O associated peak
at around 230 cm−1 is expected to emerge [331, 332]. To this end, the different fibroin
biopolymer samples were cooled down to liquid nitrogen temperatures and their far-IR
absorbances were measured. Figure 2.23 provides the comparison of B. mori and A. pernyi
silk fiber as well as amorphous fibroin spectra acquired at room temperature versus those
obtained from the same samples at 78 K, which in wavenumbers corresponds to a thermal
energy of 53.5 cm−1. However, not a trace of an ice related band could be observed. Indeed,
the spectra acquired at drastically different temperatures exhibit hardly any differences at all,
save for a slight narrowing of absorbance bands, most readily observed in the A. pernyi case.
In light of these results residual water can be ruled out as the underlying cause of the observed
absorbance features, likely intrinsic to structural components of the crystalline silk fibers and
for amorphous fibroin respectively.

Heat exposure offers an alternative way of both verifying the potential effects of water
content and, more importantly, inducing structural changes in amorphous fibroin biopolymer
domains whilst barely affecting the crystalline ones [333]. Here, degummed B. mori and A.
pernyi spun fibers as well as amorphous regenerated B. mori silk fibroin were subjected to
various durations of ambient atmosphere hot-plate annealing at 250 ◦C, which represents the
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Figure 2.24: Annealing duration dependent variations between far-IR absorbance spectra of B.
mori and A. pernyi silk fibers, as well as that of amorphous B. mori fibroin. Dashed red lines
indicate the most notable spectral features. Annealing was performed on a 250 ◦C temperature
hot-plate under ambient atmosphere conditions. Far-IR absorbance spectroscopy experiments
were conducted at the Australian Synchrotron THz/Far-IR Beamline.

onset of thermal degradation [334]. The process resulted in silks exhibiting a notably darker
coloration, consistent with oxidation occurring at high temperatures. The corresponding
far-IR absorbance spectra of fibroin-based materials subjected to different durations of heat-
treatment are provided in Figure 2.24. While the nondescript background absorbance appears
to change substantially with heat exposure, the respective minor peaks as well as the major
spectral signatures at 243±15 cm−1 and 229±15 cm−1 wavenumbers for β -sheet crystalline
secondary structure rich B. mori and A. pernyi silk fibers appear unaffected. Conversely,
spectra of amorphous B. mori fibroin are strongly altered by heat treatment, as it caused
a significant reduction in absorbance throughout most of the shorter wavelength region, a
suppression of the 115± 15 cm−1 band, as well as the appearance of a multitude of low
intensity minor spectral peaks.

The observed spectral response to heat treatment is consistent with β -sheets, integral to
fibers but virtually absent from regenerated fibroin, exhibiting a higher resilience to thermal
decomposition than amorphous random coil secondary structures. Furthermore, elevated
temperatures are known to even induce increases in both number and size of β -sheet sections
at the expense of metastable secondary fibroin structures, which connect crystalline and
amorphous regions [334]. Of further interest is the opposite thermally induced changes in the
absorbance backgrounds of B. mori and A. pernyi silk fibers. Differences in heat treatment
response between these silks are not exclusively spectroscopic either, as A. pernyi fibers
contract at high temperatures much more than their B. mori derived counterparts [333]. This
behavior is explained as arising from the stabilizing and order inducing effects that a higher
β -sheet content in domesticated silks has on the polymer. With the growth of β -sheets
metastable secondary structures adjacent to them extend farther into the biopolymer network
thereby increasing the degree of order it exhibits. On the other hand, A. pernyi fibers are
reported as having a much lower content of ordered metastable phases [333], therefore, thermal
decomposition of the amorphous regions can be conjectured to increase disorder in the protein,
leading to a higher generic far-IR absorbance.
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Assignments of specific far-IR absorbance peaks in natural fibers can be problematic
due to the wide range of conformations their constituent proteins exhibit. However, the
quartet of spectral signatures visible in B. mori fiber spectra at approximately 243 cm−1,
335 cm−1, 427 cm−1, and 546 cm−1 wavenumber values provide a reasonably close mach
to those detected in β -sheet rich B. mori fibroin films at 250 cm−1, 328 cm−1, 427 cm−1,
and 553 cm−1 [335]. A. pernyi silk, on the other hand, exhibits only two notable peaks – at
229 cm−1 and 439 cm−1 – which are very close to 240 cm−1 and 432 cm−1 bands observed
in a stretched β -form of poly-L-alanine [335]. The peak at 546 cm−1 is of particular interest,
as it appears in (Ala-Gly)n copolymer spectra, but not for either poly-alanine or poly-glycine.
The conspicuous absence of an equivalent peak in far-IR spectra of A. pernyi fibers, where
β -sheets are comprised of segregated alanine and glycine rich regions, lends further credence
to the respective assignments. Lastly, amorphous regenerated B. mori silk fibroin spectra
have a shoulder at 115 cm−1 as well as a broad peak at 326 cm−1, consistent with the α-
helix secondary structure of (Ala-Gly)n [335]. Furthermore, the reported far-IR absorbance
of fibroin samples, extracted from silkworm glands that correspond to different stages of
the spinning process, showed a progressive decrease in the intensity of a peak centered
around ∼ 120 cm−1 together with a simultaneous increase of a feature at approximately
∼ 250 cm−1 [336]. This behavior was respectively related to a diminished content of α-helix
and random coil structures and a greater amount of β -sheets formed over the course of silk
creation.

Radiation in the far-end of the submillimeter wavelength region is resonant with collective
motions of entire segments of a protein chain comprised of hundreds of molecular bonds.
While the vast range of possible configurations present in a natural biomaterial rarely yields
specific spectral signatures, the density of delocalized vibrational modes can nevertheless
be uncovered and denotes the conformational flexibility of a given polymer network [337].
Due to its superior signal-to-noise ratio in the 8–80 cm−1 spectral region, time-domain
spectroscopy [338] was used to probe B. mori and A. pernyi silk fibers at the long-wavelength
edge of far-IR.

Intense single-cycle 1 ps terahertz impulses used for time-domain spectroscopy were
generated via optical rectification of amplified femtosecond laser pulses in a 0.6% MgO doped
LiNbO3 crystal [338]. The resultant submillimeter wavelength radiation was focused onto
the fiber mesh samples using an off-axis f = 100 mm focal length parabolic mirror. Two
more identical optical elements were used for collecting the transmitted beam fraction for
detection in a 500 µm thickness ZnTe crystal by means of electro-optical sampling [339].
Temporally resolved optical fields, transmitted through either the silks or an ambient air
reference, were subsequently Fourier-transformed to yield amplitude and phase values in the
frequency domain. The amplitude magnitudes can be used to calculate the absorbance A,
whereas phase, provided sample thickness is known, can be related to the refractive index n.
However, for the stochastic silk fiber mesh samples investigated here, optical path could not
be known, hence, only absorbance was obtained.

Figure 2.25 shows the time-domain spectroscopy derived terahertz absorbance of B. mori
and A. pernyi silk fibers. The error bars are standard deviation values corresponding to an
average of 50 alternating sample and reference signal acquisitions. The intensity of both
spectra increases towards higher wavenumbers, as large-scale motions responsible for low-
frequency modes are much less prevalent than the more energetic fluctuations in smaller
protein chain segments [337]. A. pernyi silk biopolymer structure appears to possess more
conformational freedom and flexibility than the B. mori counterpart, as can be deduced from
higher absorbance values related to a larger overall density of collective vibration states [336].
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Figure 2.25: Terahertz radiation absorbance spectra of B. mori and A. pernyi silk fibers,
acquired by means of the time-domain spectroscopy method [283]. Terahertz spectroscopy
measurements were performed by the research group under supervision of Assoc. Prof. Jeffrey
Davis.

This is, again, consistent with the lower amount of β -sheet secondary structures in A. pernyi
fibers [291], in which the polymeric network is notably less rigid and long-range interactions
are further facilitated by hydrogen bond interlinked segments.

Furthermore, prominent peaks, situated around 20 cm−1 and 67 cm−1 wavenumbers, are
observable in the A. pernyi fiber spectra, with no equivalent signatures present in the B. mori
case. The relatively narrow width of the band at 20 cm−1 would suggest its origins being
collective vibrations of some structure with a high degree of order. The uninterrupted (Ala)n or
(Gly)n rich regions in the β -sheets of A. pernyi silk fibroin are the likely cause, as it is one of
the major differences between the wild and domesticated silks investigated here. Conversely,
the broad A. pernyi spectral feature at 67 cm−1 is most probably related to vibrations of
amorphous biopolymer regions, mediated by O–H· · ·O hydrogen bonds in a similar way to
that observed for water, where a 70 cm−1 band was attributed to a third- or fourth-neighbor
response in the molecular network [340].

Silk, as a result of being a hierarchical composite material, exhibits an equally complex
optical behavior. The strong electronic and vibrational absorbance bands present in, respec-
tively, ultraviolet and near-to-mid-infrared spectral regions are mainly useful for structural
analysis, hence, the applicability of silk biopolymers in those spectral regions is scant. On the
other hand, silk absorbance of far-IR wavelengths is more subdued and manifests as spectral
signatures with low specificity, however, high sensitivity to secondary structures comprising
the protein network. Furthermore, the potential of controlling fibroin optical response in
the far-IR range through alterations to its secondary structures holds promise for realization
of both active and passive devices operating in the submillimeter wavelength range. Lastly,
the transparency of fibroin-related compounds throughout the visible spectral range, when
combined with their mechanical flexibility, biocompatibility and biodegradability, makes
silk an attractive photonic platform for biomedical uses. However, operation of photonic
devices is predicated on relevant wavelength scale functional elements, whose creation, in
turn, necessitates high resolution fabrication methods for fibroin-based material patterning,
some of which are described in the next section.
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2.5 Silk as a platform for microscale fabrication

Creation of biocompatible optical interfaces and devices necessitates the use of fabrication
methods which, in addition to preferably possessing subwavelength scale resolutions, use
materials that do not illicit inflammatory or foreign body responses in vivo and that do not
involve toxic chemicals [237, 238]. Among possible candidates regenerated silk fibroin
biopolymers not only possess the requisite physiological compatibility [282], but can also
be used to prepare planar films with high transparency and low surface roughness [252].
This, in turn, means that silk is available in a state that simultaneously exhibits low optical
absorbance and scattering losses in the visible wavelength region, as well as is compatible
with a wide range of contemporary lithographic approaches, which makes it a practicable
photonic platform with considerable biomedical appeal.

Numerous direct and indirect approaches to patterning of planar biopolymer films have
been mentioned in Section 2.3. Indirect methods involve the use of a pre-fabricated master
which is then transferred into the biomaterial by applying it as a full-contact mold for inverse
opal templating [253], soft [252, 255] as well as nanoimprint [341] lithography. Conversely,
pattern generation can be performed by way of a photolithographic mask transfer process [342],
which, however, typically requires doping the biopolymer with potentially toxic photoinitiator
compounds. Direct writing techniques, on the other hand, while being more costly and slow
due to reliance on serial patterning, do not require templates and are therefore more versatile.
Notable examples include biopolymer processing by means of direct ink writing [251], laser
polymerization [343], focused ion beam milling [344], and electron beam lithography [345].

This section presents work geared towards the development of both positive and nega-
tive tone silk fibroin resist materials for biocompatible laser and electron beam lithography
purposes. First, feasibility of silk film patterning using femtosecond laser irradiation without
photoinitiator doping is tested. Furthermore, regenerated silk fibroin is used as a high reso-
lution electron beam lithography resist. In both of these cases one of the key properties of
silk fibroin, namely its primary and secondary protein structure dependent water solubility, is
exploited to pattern and develop optical-scale biopolymer structures on a planar substrate.

2.5.1 Laser patterning on silk fibroin films

Among all subwavelength resolution serial processing direct write methods, laser micro-
machining is, arguably, the most rapid and readily scalable towards industrial levels of
throughput [346]. Furthermore, it is not restricted to planar geometries and can be used to
print complex 3D objects by means of laser photopolymerization [347, 348]. In particular,
even at optical frequencies, use of tightly focused ultra-short sub-picosecond laser pulses
allows for induction of nonlinear processes that result in modification or ablation of materials
that is confined to volumes notably smaller than the diffraction limit.

Laser fabrication of both 2D and 3D protein based structures has drawn considerable
interest since it was shown to be capable of producing biocompatible functional surfaces [349],
optical elements [350] as well as artificial scaffolds for cells [351]. As silk fibroin stands
out among biomaterials due to its favorable mechanical and optical properties as well as
readily achievable chemical functionalization [252], it has likewise been the subject of 3D pho-
topolymerization experiments, which yielded submicron resolution fibroin structures as well
as noble metal/biopolymer composite patterns [343]. However, in most cases light induced
polymerization of silk was demonstrated to proceed only when doped with photoinitiator
chromophores such as methylene blue, which was revealed to be severely toxic to the human
central nervous system [352].
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In this work, conducted in collaboration with the research group under supervision by
Assoc. Prof. Jingliang Li at Deakin University, methods of silk fibroin film femtosecond pulse
laser processing without the use of photoinitiators were investigated [353]. Printing of silk
residue negative tone patterns from an amorphous fibroin layer were demonstrated at the onset
of underlying glass surface damage. Conversely, β -sheet rich crystallized fibroin films were
laser ablated to create positive tone resist patterns.

The amorphous regenerated fibroin samples used for creating silk thin-films on various
substrates were prepared using the method outlined in Section 2.4.2. Briefly, fibroin was
extracted from degummed B. mori silk fibers by dissolving them in a 65 ◦C temperature
mixture CaCl2, water and ethanol, prepared with a molar ratio of 1:8:2, respectively. Dialysis
of the resultant solution was performed over 4 days against ultra-pure water by using 14 kDa
molecular weight cut-off cellulose tubing (Sigma-Aldrich Inc.). The dialysed solution was
subsequently lyophilized to recover silk fibroin in a foam-like water-soluble state [313].

Sketch in Figure 2.26 gives a general outline of the steps involved in preparing and
processing thin fibroin films using laser irradiation, discussed here, and electron beams,
described further on. Planar substrates, such as Si wafers, glass slides, or CaF2 windows for
IR spectroscopy measurements, were cleaned by way of sonication in acetone and isopropanol
organic solvents. Thin-film application was performed by spin-coating a 10% aqueous silk
fibroin solution on the substrate over a two stage process that involved a 10 s spreading step
at 500 rpm, followed by a 40 s spin cycle at 3000 rpm. The films were then dried on a
90 ◦C temperature hot-plate for 1 min, and the process resulted in an overall silk fibroin film
thickness of 250±20 nm. In their initial state the silk layers are amorphous, hence, water-
soluble, so, would be expected to operate as negative tone resists, where only structurally
modified regions of the film would continue to remain on the substrate surface after aqueous
development. Positive tone resist behavior can be induced by crystallizing the fibroin film into
its water-insoluble form by way of β -sheet creation. This was done by soaking substrates with
amorphous silk films in a 1 : 1 by volume methanol and ethanol mixture for 10 min and then
performing a high humidity anneal on the samples in a convection oven at a 80 ◦C temperature
over a 2 h duration.

Laser processing was performed using a λ = 1030 nm wavelength and 230 fs pulse
duration PHAROS Yb:KGW laser system (Light Conversion, Ltd.) operating at a 100 kHz
frequency. The near-IR wavelength beam, incident on the silk fibroin films, was focused

1. Pre-cleaned 
substrate

2. Spin-coat fibroin 
solution, dry/crystallize

3. Perform beam 
patterning

4. Development and 
washing in H2O

Figure 2.26: Sketch of a generic process for patterning silk fibroin thin-films. A planar
substrate is spin-coated with an ≈ 5% aqueous regenerated silk fibroin solution and then
dried. Initial film operates as a negative tone resist. Positive tone performance is obtained by
rendering the film water-insoluble via dipping in a 1 : 1 ethanol and methanol mixture and
annealing in water vapor. Patterning is done using scanning laser or electron beams. Resist
development is performed in water.
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Figure 2.27: Imaging of a 10 µm period grating, created on a silica cover slip by Ep = 20 nJ
pulse energy laser writing on a 250 nm thickness amorphous silk fibroin film and subsequently
developing in water. Leftmost wide-view image was acquired using optical profilometry [353].
Middle panel shows an electron microscopy image of the lines. Rightmost panel provides a
close-up atomic force microscopy 3D rendering of a line segment. Its bottom section gives a
cross-section plot of the ripple pattern, averaged over the marked region.

using either a NA = 0.26 or NA = 0.5 numerical aperture infinity corrected long working
distance objective (Mitutoyo Corporation). Submicron precision lithographic positioning of
the substrates was ensured by using an air-bearing x-y moving stage (Aerotech Inc.). Laser
writing was performed at a scanning rate of 1 mms−1, or 100 highly overlapping pulses
per 1 µm. Surface damage of an underlying borosilicate glass substrate was identified at
a pulse energy of Eth = 15.7 nJ, which for a NA = 0.26 objective translates into a fluence
of Fth = Eth/(πw2

0) ≈ 86 mJcm−2 and a corresponding irradiance of Ith = Eth/(πw2
0tp) ≈

0.37 TWcm−2, where tp is the duration of a single pulse, and w0 = 0.61λ/NA ≈ 2.4 µm is
the beam waist radius. These values are well below the single pulse surface damage threshold
of borosilicate glass.

Figure 2.27 depicts various images of 10 µm period grating patterns, laser-scribed into
amorphous silk fibroin films coated on a glass substrate and developed in water. Since the
initial state of the biopolymer used here was soluble in aqueous media, it operates as a negative
tone resist, meaning that fibroin is washed away from all areas except for the laser processed
regions. However, these lines start to appear only when single pulse energies Ep > 0.95×Eth,
i.e. at the onset or above surface damage threshold, are used. The optical profilometry image
in the left panel of Figure 2.27, acquired using a ContourGT optical microscope (Bruker
Corp.), shows, that Ep = 20 nJ pulse energy laser exposure results in the development of
approximately 3 µm full-width half-maximum lines, each of which has an estimated height
of 20 nm. Higher magnification scanning electron microscopy imaging, shown in the middle
panel of the same figure, reveals that there indeed is some residual biopolymer material around
the laser irradiated areas, as evidenced via chemical composition contrast afforded by the
back-scattered electron detector. In addition, the lines exhibit a fine structure that is aligned
at almost right angles to the polarization of incident radiation. Further detail can be gleaned
from contact mode atomic force microscopy visualizations obtained using a Dimension
iCon instrument (Bruker Corp.). The isometric rendering of a laser patterned line segment,
depicted in the rightmost panel of Figure 2.27, reveals the presence of self-organized ripple
structures [354, 355], which is indicative of the onset of glass substrate ablation. Furthermore,
patterned lines have heights of around 45 nm, as evidenced by the plot in the bottom part of
the same panel.
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Figure 2.28: (a) Fourier-transform infrared absorbance in the amide spectral region for
fibroin films, from top-to-bottom, crystallized by dipping in an ethanol/methanol mixture
and annealing in water vapors, in a water-soluble as-spin-coated state, after laser beam
exposure, and laser-exposed after development in water. Colors of spectral peak assignment
wavenumbers correspond to specific secondary structures of silk. (b) Irradiation fluence
dependence of the amide I band intensity exhibited by the laser-exposed and water-developed
fibroin films.

Based solely on imaging and topology mapping data the nature of laser inscribed patterns
remains somewhat ambiguous. More direct information on the chemical composition and
conformation states of silk fibroin residue after water development can be obtained by means
of Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy in the amide band region. To this end spectra of
laser patterned and reference films of silk fibroin were acquired in transmittance mode using a
Hyperion 2000 infrared microscope which was coupled to a Vertex70 IR spectrometer (Bruker
Corp.). Sample preparation for spectroscopy work involved spin-coating of silk fibroin films
on IR transparent CaCl2 crystalline windows, and laser exposing 500×500 µm2 area grating
patterns using different irradiation fluence values.

Typical Fourier-transform infrared absorbance spectra of thin silk fibroin films in var-
ious states of processing are given in Figure 2.28 (a). Here the main amide band peaks
generally mirror the vibration mode assignments to protein secondary structures described in
Section 2.4.2 for natural silk fibers. For instance, the methanol/ethanol mixture treated and
water vapor annealed crystalline silk fibroin films exhibit prominent β -sheet related signatures
at around 1625 cm−1, 1508 cm−1 and 1217 cm−1 as well as the β -turn associated shoulder
at 1696 cm−1 [356]. On the other hand, regardless if it was laser exposed or not, the water
soluble amorphous fibroin film in its negative resist state is mainly dominated by random coil
protein conformation related bands at 1647 cm−1, 1547 cm−1 and 1252 cm−1 [311], with an
additional indistinct feature at around 1676 cm−1 typically assigned to the turns and bends of
a chaotic polypeptide chain [356].
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Water development of fibroin films with laser inscribed grating patterns removes all
amorphous silk from unexposed regions, leading to an overall factor of 4 decrease in amide
band absorbance, with increased irradiation fluencies giving rise to higher intensity residual
peaks. Furthermore, notable alterations in spectral response are likewise evident and mostly
involve the reduced prevalence of random coil associated features, whereas α-helix and
β -sheet crystalline conformations are more resilient, hence, more strongly represented in
the spectra, resulting in the broadened appearance of peaks. The features centered around
1660 cm−1 and 1543 cm−1 are at positions typically assigned to α-helices, however, their
uncharacteristically narrow lineshapes prevent definite assignment. Lastly, numerous sharp
spectral signatures appeared throughout the amide band region, and likely are indicative of
laser induced stochastic bond breaking or the presence of water residues from the development
process.

Figure 2.28 (b) shows the irradiation fluence response of the amide I band intensity,
which exhibits a logarithmic scaling behavior. Mid-IR amide absorbance becomes measurable
only at irradiation fluences above the borosilicate glass substrate surface damage threshold
of Fth ≈ 86 mJcm−2. This, in turn, implies that laser induced structural modification of a
substrate is instrumental in rendering amorphous silk fibroin water insoluble. Furthermore,
when these films are laser exposed not in an isolated line grating pattern, but in an overlapping
raster-scan fashion over an area, virtually all biopolymer gets ablated and hardly any amide
band absorbance can be detected spectroscopically. Hence, fibroin sintering on a planar
substrate occurs not exclusively at the incident spot, but around the laser exposed region.
Taken together these findings indicate that amorphous fibroin is rendered water insoluble as
a result of interaction with energetic electrons, ejected as a result of avalanche ionization
effects at the onset of as well as during structural modification of a dielectric material by high
repetition rate sub-band gap λ = 1030 nm wavelength ultrashort pulse laser irradiation. In
further support, similar amorphous fibroin transition from a water soluble to an insoluble state
was reported for electron beam exposed thin-films of silk, where random coil structures were
reported to either fold into α-helices or become intermolecularly crosslinked by way of water
radiolysis [345].

Laser patterning of water soluble regenerated silk fibroin thin-films without photoinitiator
doping appears to be an inherently inefficient and destructive process, as it relies on energetic
particles liberated from the underlying substrate during its breakdown to induce the requisite
chemical changes in random coil secondary structures of the protein. On the other hand, light
induced chemical modification of crystalline fibroin films, used here for positive tone resist
film creation, would involve the selective decomposition of hydrophobic β -sheet regions
which hold the entire biopolymer together and ensure its hydrophobicity. However, β -sheets
are the most resilient secondary structures of silk and during thermal decomposition tend
to undergo carbonization into a graphite-like compound [334]. Furthermore nanosecond
pulse duration direct UV photon absorbance possesses a notable heating component and has
been shown to more likely result in formation of silk foams [357]. Hence, as the thermal
modification route appears unfeasible, positive tone patterns on a crystallized water insoluble
fibroin film can most readily be achieved via its localized removal by near-IR femtosecond
laser ablation.

Figure 2.29 depicts the optical profilometry height maps and corresponding cross-section
plots of 10 µm period gratings, created by laser ablation of a crystallized 250±20 nm thickness
silk fibroin film, before and after washing them in water. Here, again, laser exposure was
performed using a NA = 0.26 objective at a scanning rate which resulted in 100 Ep = 22 nJ
strongly overlapping pulses per 1 µm. The resulting lines exhibited widths of around 3.5 µm,
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Figure 2.29: Optical profilometry images of 10 µm period gratings laser ablated into a
crystallized fibroin film coated on a silica cover slip [353]. Top-down views and lateral
cross-section plots of surface height data immediately after laser processing and after an
additional water washing step are depicted in left and right panels respectively.

i.e. slightly higher than the beam spot size, and had notably vertical ridges. One drawback of
using crystallized fibroin films is that their surfaces tend to exhibit submicron scale roughness
as a result of the water vapor treatment, which is far above the 5 nm root mean square values
observed for amorphous layers. This general unevenness of the surface is, presumably, the due
to β -sheet crystals and is the major reason for defects in laser-inscribed patterns. Nevertheless,
it is clear that femtosecond laser ablation can remove β -sheet rich fibroin sections with high
precision and without notably affecting the surrounding regions of the film. The latter point is
further evidenced by the lack of changes in the pattern geometry following a water washing
step, which only served to remove any fibroin residue from the ablated areas without notably
increasing their overall depth. Lastly, Fourier-transform infrared absorbance spectroscopy
in the amide band region failed to uncover any qualitative spectral differences between as
prepared and laser processed crystalline fibroin films.

Overall, femtosecond pulse duration laser patterning of silk fibroin films without photoini-
tiators is readily realized in their positive tone crystalline state, by causing ablation through
the use of near-infrared radiation, far from direct absorbance in either the biopolymer or the
substrate. On the other hand, writing structures in water soluble amorphous fibroin films
would only become possible during the dielectric breakdown of the substrate at the onset
of its ablation, which also resulted in simultaneous formation of ripple patterns. Hence,
selective direct removal of β -sheet rich films appears to be the most straightforward method
of preparing water insoluble fibroin biopolymer patterns using laser lithography. Of further
interest is that electron irradiation has been demonstrated to induce structural changes in
fibroin that change its solubility, therefore, warrants further investigation.
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2.5.2 Silk-based resists for electron beam lithography

Resolution attainable by serial patterning lithography approaches is ultimately bounded by the
smallest spatial dimensions that mater modification by a given energy delivery method can
be confined to. For techniques directly involving propagating photons such constraints are
related to the diffraction limit, which, for radiation at or around the visible spectral region,
prevents reliable maskless definition of structures below approximately 100 nm, i.e. notably
smaller then the wavelength [358]. On the other hand, mass-endowed particles like electrons
or ions have de Broglie wavelengths in the picometer range, and, furthermore, carry a charge,
which makes them susceptible to manipulation and focusing by tailored electric or magnetic
fields. In this case the major limitation for attainable resolution is the mutual scattering of
such particles, which, nevertheless, allows for focusing to spot-sizes below 10 nm, making
electron or ion beam-based techniques capable of true nanoscale patterning [359, 360].

Electron beam lithography, despite being relatively expensive and slow, remains the
premier fabrication method for the prototyping of nanophotonic and nanoelectronic devices, as
well as for creating template patterns for other parallel processing manufacturing techniques
such as nanoimprint or UV lithography. While the small mass of electrons renders kinetic
energy transfer into the patterned substrate material inefficient for direct writing, it can
create high resolution patterns in certain polymer based resist materials by locally changing
their solubility [361]. However, processing of most synthetic resists involves fairly noxious
chemicals, residues of which can result in devices prepared this way not being suitable for
biointegration. Conversely, all-water processing of biocompatible resist materials not only
avoids cytotoxicity issues but also allows for incorporation and stabilization of functional
biomolecules [362, 363], thereby creating a new class of bioactive nanoscale patterns and
devices [345, 364, 365]. Hence, it comes as no surprise that development of nontoxic water
chemistry based electron beam lithography resists comprised of biocompatible materials
has drawn considerable interest. Notable examples of such realizations include resist films
prepared from synthetic poly(acrylic acid) [366] and trehalose glycopolymer [367] as well as
natural materials, namely, egg white [368] and, of primary interest here, silk fibroin [345].

In this work, conducted in collaboration with the research group headed by by Prof. Junko
Morikawa at Tokyo Institute of Technology as well as researchers overseen by Assoc. Prof.
Jingliang Li at Deakin University, regenerated silk fibroin thin-films were used as both positive
and negative tone electron beam lithography resists [369]. Here the secondary protein structure
dependent water solubility of silk, and is modification by incident energetic electrons, was
integral in defining the requisite patterns through, respectively, either degradation of β -sheets
in crystalline films, or cross-linking the peptide network in amorphous fibroin exposed to high
electron irradiation doses.

Silk-based electron beam lithography resist preparation was performed according to the
process described in the previous Section 2.5.1. In this case, however, a 5% by weight aqueous
solution of regenerated silk fibroin was used, which, when applied via a two stage spin-coating
process consisting of a 10 s spreading step at 500 rpm and a 40 s spin cycle at 4000 rpm,
resulted in a 100±10 nm film thickness. Choice of underlying substrate was motivated by
demands of specific characterization techniques, where gold mirrors and CaF2 windows were
required for mid-IR spectroscopy work in reflectance and transmittance modes respectively,
whereas silicon wafers were sufficient for atomic force microscopy mapping. Again, as-spin-
coated amorphous fibroin layers were used as negative tone resists, whereas positive tone
performance was imparted by crystallizing the films through dipping in a 1 : 1 by volume
methanol/ethanol mixture and subjecting the substrates to water vapor annealing.
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Preliminary spectroscopic investigation of the electron beam induced changes in a β -sheet
rich positive silk resist was done by performing a low resolution De = 3000 µCcm−2 cumula-
tive dose exposure in a pattern generator equipped tabletop scanning electron microscopy tool.
A Ie = 500 pA current electron beam, accelerated to a 20 keV energy, was used to generate
a coarse 100 µm period 0.5 duty cycle grating pattern. This was well within the 6.25 µm
mapping resolution of the infrared microscope that was coupled to a Spectrum Spotlight 300
Fourier transform IR imaging spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer Inc.), employed for acquisition of
spatially resolved absorbance data for specific vibrational modes.

Plot on the right side of Figure 2.30 depicts the amide I, amide II and amide III band
infrared absorbance spectral region of silk fibroin electron beam resist films at three different
stages of processing. As the various silk protein-related band assignments have been discussed
at some length in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.5.1 they will not be reiterated in detail here. Information
most relevant for present purposes is provided by the amide I band, which corresponds to
C=O stretching and additional contributions from the out-of-phase C–N stretch, the C–C–N
deformation and the N-H in-plane bending vibrations – all heavily affected by their hydrogen
bonding state [314]. One evident difference between amorphous and crystalline fibroin films
is the β -sheet band at 1619 cm−1, prominent in the latter case and used for spatial mapping of
electron-exposed positive resist films before and after development, as shown in left panels of
Figure 2.30. Electron irradiation of crystallized films all but wipes out the low-energy end of
the amide I band, related to hydrogen-bonded segments of the peptide network. The resultant
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Figure 2.30: Mid-infrared absorbance spectroscopy and mapping of amorphous, crystallized
and electron beam exposed silk fibroin films [369]. Left panels show absorbance maps at
the 1619 cm−1 β -sheet related spectral signature respectively for an electron beam exposed
and subsequently water-developed 100 µm period grating. Fourier-transform infrared spectra
of amorphous regenerated silk fibroin, β -sheet rich crystallized, and electron beam exposed
crystalline fibroin films are plotted on the left. Mid-IR spectroscopy experiments were
performed at Tokyo Institute of Technology by the research group under supervision of Prof.
Junko Morikawa.
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Figure 2.31: Atomic force microscopy investigation of 2 µm period gratings, patterned on
positive tone silk fibroin-based resist films using electron beam lithography. (a) Plot of electron
dose dependent height decrease of the 100 nm initial thickness crystalline fibroin film. Insets
show cross-section height plots of electron-exposed areas. (b) Atomic force microscopy height
plot of a 1 µm width electron beam exposed line after development in water. Images at the top
show renderings of corresponding surface segments, where electron exposed areas are colored
dark brown.

changes in secondary structure provide sufficient spectroscopic contrast to distinguish electron
beam exposed sample sections from pristine resist covering the surrounding area.

After development in water the electron irradiated regions are washed out down to the
underlying substrate and no significant fibroin mid-IR absorbance can be detected. These
results unambiguously demonstrate that electron beam solubilization of crystalline fibroin
films proceeds by way of β -sheet disruption. The effect of incident electrons likely mimics
the way salt ion containing solvents are used to break down natural silk fibers by screening
and disrupting the hydrogen bonds that hold β -sheets, and by extension the whole biopolymer,
together [312]. On the other hand, a more conventional method of positive tone resist exposure,
in which electrons break bonds of high molecular weight polymers into much smaller, hence,
soluble segments [361], is also expected to be important and act in parallel [345].

More rigorous investigation of electron dose-dependent behavior of crystalline silk fibroin
films was performed by creating finer 2 µm period 0.5 duty cycle grating patterns, each
spanning over a 500× 500 µm2 substrate area. The positive resist was exposed using a
EBPG5000plusES high-resolution electron beam lithography tool (Raith GmbH), operating
at 100 kV acceleration and 20 nA current output, with doses ranging from 600 µCcm−2

to 6000 µCcm−2. Resulting patterns were mapped using a Dimension iCon atomic force
microscope (Bruker Corp.) with a contact mode Si cantilever.

Figure 2.31 (a) illustrates the electron irradiation dose dependent contraction of positive
tone resist silk fibroin films. Here, the change in film thickness is fairly small, on the scale of a
few nanometers, even for the highest 6000 µCcm−2 exposure doses. Atomic force microscopy
likewise reveals the moderate 5 nm scale surface roughness of crystalline silk fibroin films.
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Figure 2.32: Atomic force microscopy of 2 µm period gratings, patterned on negative tone
amorphous silk fibroin-based resist films using electron beam lithography. Top panels show
isometric renderings of gratings after exposure and after development in water. Irradiated
areas appear compressed after exposure, but remain as fibroin patterns on the substrate after
development. Bottom plots depict the electron dose dependencies of the patterned line heights
before and after development. Inset curves are the atomic force microscopy derived height
profiles of corresponding gratings.

Ultimately, the optimal exposure dose for 100 keV electron energy beams was found to be
around 4000 µCcm−2, and a topology visualization as well as a transverse cross-section plot
of a corresponding grating pattern after water development is provided in Figure 2.31 (b).
Full removal of silk material from the exposed areas was readily achieved, giving rise to a
high fidelity 100 nm height fibroin grating pattern. However, the main disadvantage of this
silk biopolymer-based resist is its relatively low sensitivity compared to, say, ZEP or PMMA,
which require 10 and 4 times lower electron doses respectively.

Negative tone electron beam resists, based on amorphous silk fibroin, require even higher
exposure doses, which in this experiment ranged from 8000 µCcm−2 to 38000 µCcm−2, how-
ever, values as high as 75000 µCcm−2 have been reported [345], which is roughly 20 times
above what is required for the already quite insensitive inorganic HSQ [370]. Figure 2.32
depicts isometric renderings and cross-section height plots of focused electron beam irradiated
as well as subsequently developed negative tone silk-based resist films. Decrease in thickness
of the electron exposed random coil dominated amorphous fibroin film approximately contin-
ues the trend observed for positive tone resist in Figure 2.31. However, since electron beam
exposure durations in this case are much longer, so are the observed degrees of contraction,
which in the highest 38000 µCcm−2 dose case amounts to a full 20% of the initially 100 nm
thickness film.
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Development in water leaves behind a bottom fraction of the fibroin film in the electron
beam patterned areas, with the overall thickness of the residual layer being positively correlated
to the exposure dose. Still, even at the largest tested doses, only approximately 30 nm height
grating features are established. So, it appears that silk polymerization occurs not throughout
the fibroin film thickness, but primarily in the immediate vicinity of the substrate. Furthermore,
even the unexposed areas remain covered by a substantial amount of nanoscale silk particles.
Taken together both of these findings indicate that the amorphous fibroin film is rendered
insoluble in water through polypeptide chain covalent cross-linking, induced by electron
radiation-generated free radicals [371]. Substrate proximity is important in this case due to the
abundance of electrons back-scattered from it, which, as a result of having an overall lower
energy than those in the incident beam, are more likely to interact with the biopolymer. Similar
behavior can likewise be observed in polymer-based positive tone resists like PMMA [372]
and ZEP [373] that, when exposed to high electron doses, likewise cross-link to become
resistant to most solvents and etchants, effectively behaving as a negative tone resist for
specific development conditions.

In summary, silk fibroin films can be processed to act as both positive and negative tone
biocompatible water chemistry based resists for laser or electron beam lithography purposes.
Of course, negative tone performance of amorphous silk without cross-linking agents is
somewhat lacking, as it is in large part a result of substrate breakdown during laser processing
or requires impracticably large exposure doses when used for electron beam lithography. On
the other hand, positive tone crystalline fibroin notably versatile and can be readily patterned
either by means of laser ablation, or by using moderate degrees of electron irradiation to
induce β -sheet breakdown. Furthermore, positive tone patterning avoids direct modification of
relevant biopolymer regions, thereby minimizing potential adverse effects to any biofunctional
dopants incorporated into the resist layer. Hence, nanopatterning of silk films, endowed with
favorable optical and mechanical properties as well as high biocompatibility, fills a unique
niche in the field of nanotechnology involving the creation of implantable photonic devices
for in vivo use.





3. Plasmonic sensing surfaces

Optical detection and monitoring of various chemical compounds is of profound importance
in fields as diverse as medical diagnostics, forensics, security, and environmental pollutant
detection, among many others. Regardless of the particular realization, maximizing the effect
an analyte species exerts on a radiation field lies at the core of optical molecular sensing. One
straightforward method of achieving this involves spatial confinement of optical energy at
or around the volume of analytic interest, and to this end enhanced near fields arising from
optically driven subwavelength collective charge density oscillations at metal interfaces, known
as surface plasmon-polaritons, presently remain unmatched. Plasmonic enhancement underlies
many analytical methods such as localized or propagating surface plasmon resonance sensors,
surface-enhanced infrared absorption and metal enhanced fluorescence. However, the genesis
of all these techniques can be traced back to an observation that Raman scattering signals
are significantly enhanced for molecules adsorbed onto roughened silver electrodes [374],
which was later explained [375, 376] and came to be known as surface-enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS). Here nanotexturing is instrumental in facilitating the coupling of optical
energy into plasmonic oscillations, as well as in enabling its localization within nanoscale gaps
and crevices, called hot spots. This enhancement turned out to be such, that the notoriously
weak Raman effect could be used for detecting single molecules [377]. Still, over the 40
years since its discovery, adoption of SERS remains limited in large part due to the difficulties
associated with the creation of effective yet affordable nanostructured plasmonic platforms.

This chapter focuses on noble metal coated nanotextured surfaces suitable for use as
SERS substrates. The first sections lay out the main principles of SERS, which represent
the intersection of plasmonics and Raman scattering. The original research contributions
described here center on fabrication as well as characterization of highly effective SERS
substrates made by means of ever more simple and scalable approaches. All of the methods
involve plasmonic metal deposition onto different nanotextured surface templates, such as
silicon nanopillars made via block copolymer directed self-assembly lithography, chemically
textured copper oxide flakes, and thermally shrunk polystyrene wrinkles (pictured in the
title figure). Since bottom-up nanotexturing methods often give rise to a certain degree of
randomness in the resulting topology, effort is made in quantifying the stochastic SERS
performance on such surfaces.
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3.1 Basics of surface-enhanced Raman scattering

This section provides an overview of the key concepts of Raman scattering and plasmonics
that, acting in unison, give rise to the SERS effect [378]. Particular attention is given to the
mechanisms of Raman signal enhancement and their quantification. Furthermore, the role of
nanostructuring in coupling and concentrating optical energy into subwavelength plasmonic
modes, instrumental in producing the aforementioned enhancement, is likewise discussed.

3.1.1 Enhancement mechanisms in SERS

The Raman effect is a type of inelastic scattering where the vibrational oscillations of the bonds
in a molecule modulate and thereby get imprinted onto an incident higher frequency optical
field [379]. Spectrally this manifests as a set of satellite peaks to either side of the central
carrier frequency, in a way akin to amplitude modulated signal mixing. Therefore, Raman
spectroscopy can probe the structural information inherent in vibration modes, characteristic
of a given molecular species, at optical frequencies instead of the infrared, where photon
energies are on par with vibrational level spacings. The Raman effect is of profound utility for
molecular sensing due to the abundance of both high intensity coherent radiation sources as
well as of sensitive detectors operating at optical frequencies. In addition, Raman spectroscopy
can extract molecular structure information at a high spatial resolution as a result of the
substantially lower diffraction limit at visible wavelengths.

However, Raman scattering is an extraordinarily weak effect, with differential cross sec-
tions at around 10−27 cm2sr−1 for dye molecules with conjugate systems and at an even more
modest 10−30 cm2sr−1 for other more conventional non-resonant compounds [380]. For com-
parison, such values are approximately 13 orders of magnitude below the fluorescence cross
sections of dyes used in single-molecule experiments [381]. In light of this the aforementioned
first observations of a Raman signal from pyridine molecules adsorbed onto a textured silver
electrode [374] seemed extremely disproportionate (i.e. by roughly 105−106 orders of mag-
nitude) to what would be expected due to an increase in probed substrate surface area alone,
hence, gave rise to the term surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). The phenomenon
was soon shown to stem from a general plasmonic enhancement due to optical properties of
the substrate [376, 382], or from a more analyte-specific chemical enhancement as a result of
molecule-substrate interactions [375, 383, 384]. These mechanisms were subsequently deter-
mined to be both fairly independent in their causes and multiplicative in their effects [385].
Further investigations culminated in the demonstration of single-molecule sensitivity Raman
scattering results, which initially relied on statistical analysis of signal intensity fluctuations
and were somewhat ambiguous [386, 387], however, were later confirmed using more rigorous
bianalyte [388] or isotopologue [389] approaches.

A simplified illustration of the processes that give rise to SERS is provided in Figure 3.1.
The three main elements inherent to SERS are: local enhancement of electromagnetic field
intensity available for analyte excitation, Raman transitions which may or may not be altered in
symmetry and magnitude by surface proximity, and electromagnetic enhancement of scattered
radiation which includes the spectrally imprinted Raman signal. Each of these phenomena can
to some degree contribute to SERS, however, most of the enhancement associated with SERS
is electromagnetic. It relies upon evanescent optical energy concentration in the vicinity of
high polarizability material interfaces and structures, especially those with large intrinsic or
transient free carrier concentrations and low damping. Furthermore, emitted Raman scattering
radiation power can also be enhanced via a reciprocal mechanism in which diploar oscillations
of a molecule drive resonant emission from those same structures.
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Figure 3.1: Sketch outlining the main elements of SERS. A high polarizability structure, in
this case a dimer of plasmonic nanoparticles, acts as an antenna which collects the energy of
an incident optical field and confines it into a localized high intensity mode, where certain
surface-adsorbed analyte molecules are situated. The plasmonic antenna also serves to
enhance the Raman scattered radiation. Schematic in the lower left of the figure provides a
simplified representation of (1) anti-Stokes, (2) Stokes, (3) resonant and (4) charge-transfer
surface-enhanced Raman scattering transitions.

Electromagnetic enhancement is general in the sense that it depends mainly on physical
properties of the enhancing surface and its interaction with incident radiation, therefore acts
irrespective of the particular analyte species being probed. Here, for the sake of specificity, a
simple case of molecules adsorbed onto a subwavelength metal nanoparticle dimer, excited
by monochromatic illumination of frequency ω0, is considered. Conceptually, the plasmonic
platform acts as a resonant antenna that collects electromagnetic energy from its extended
spatial vicinity and concentrates it in nanoscale regions called "hot-spots", which in the present
example would be the near field dipolar mode regions and, especially, the inter-particle gap.
Any molecule with a Raman polarizability tensor α̂R(ωR,ω0) situated in a hot-spot site at
position rm is exposed to local electric field strengths ELoc(rm,ω0) several orders of magnitude
above that exhibited by incident radiation E0(rm,ω0). This augmented local field induces a
proportionately enhanced oscillating molecular dipole pR(rm,ωR) = α̂R(ωR,ω0)ELoc(rm,ω0).
Since radiation power emitted by a dipole in free space P0 is proportional to |pR(rm,ωR)|2,
this mechanism can be phenomenologically quantified as the local field intensity enhancement
factor MLoc(rm,ω0) [382, 390]:

MLoc(rm,ω0) =
|ELoc(rm,ω0)|2

|E0(rm,ω0)|2
. (3.1)

However, in SERS the Raman dipole does not emit into free space, and its radiation pattern
dPRad/dΩ as well as power PRad can be drastically altered by the proximity of a polarizable
substrate. In keeping with the previously outlined concept, electromagnetic radiation put
out by the molecule at Raman frequency ωR drives the resonant emission of the plasmonic
antenna, thereby leading to an additional source of electromagnetic enhancement by way of
modified spontaneous emission [391]. An alternative way of describing this phenomenon
states that proximity of the SERS substrate increases the local density of optical states that
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the Raman dipole can radiatively couple to. The SERS signal contribution resulting from
this effect is described by the radiation enhancement factor MRad(rm,ωR), and most often
expressed trough the following approximation [390]:

MRad(rm,ω0) =
PRad

P0
≈ |ELoc(rm,ωR)|2

|E0(rm,ωR)|2
= MLoc(rm,ωR). (3.2)

Here, by applying the optical reciprocity theorem [392], the task of finding the power radiated
by a dipole towards a given direction was substituted by a much simpler problem of determin-
ing the electric field induced at the dipole site under plane wave excitation, incident form the
aforementioned direction. As a result radiation enhancement can be approximately represented
by the local field enhancement factor at the Raman-shifted frequency ωR. However, when
using this simplification care must be taken to consider that radiation enhancement factors
determined thereby are valid only for a small solid angle range ∆Ω in a particular direction.
Since radiation patterns of plasmonic antennas are likely to be at least somewhat anisotropic,
a more rigorous treatment of SERS would involve spatial averaging of the radiation enhance-
ment factors over some specific solid angle range characteristic of the collection optics in a
given Raman spectroscopy setup.

When taken together, the field intensity enhancement factor, related to excitation of an ana-
lyte, and the radiation enhancement factor, associated with emission of Raman signal, act mul-
tiplicatively and give rise to the total electromagnetic enhancement factor EFEM(rm,ω0,ωR):

EFEM(rm,ω0,ωR) = MLoc(rm,ω0)MRad(rm,ωR)≈
|ELoc(rm,ω0)|2

|E0(rm,ω0)|2
· |ELoc(rm,ωR)|2

|E0(rm,ωR)|2

≈ |ELoc(rm,ω0)|4

|E0(rm,ω0)|4
.

(3.3)

Here, the position-specificity of the total electromagnetic enhancement factor is inherited
from constituent field and radiation enhancement contributions. Local field enhancement can
vary dramatically between any two positions due to the evanescent nature and non-uniform
spatial profile of plasmonic modes. As a result only analytes adsorbed in the immediate 10 nm
vicinity of, or covalently bonded to, the SERS substrate at a hot-spot site will experience
exceptional field intensities [393, 394]. In addition, molecular orientation with respect to
the polarization of local electric field can have a marked effect on rates of a given Raman
transition through surface selection rules [395–398]. On the other hand, radiation enhancement
is strongly dependent on emitting dipole orientation relative to the plasmonic surface, with
most intense far field radiation typically produced at orthogonal configurations [399]. Due to
the aforementioned factors a large variability of the spectroscopic signal is fairly typical for
SERS, even between any two sequential acquisitions, due to the stochastic nature of analyte
molecule motion and their interactions with enhancing surfaces.

Similarly, the local field intensities of modes supported by a SERS substrate are frequency
dependent, and, in general, would be expected to differ at spectral positions ω0 and ωR. For
example, a decrease in the SERS signal for strongly Raman-shifted energetic vibrational
modes is commonly observed [385], since electromagnetic enhancement relies on resonance
effects, which have finite bandwidths by definition. However, in most cases Raman shifts are
fairly narrow and plasmon resonance bands are sufficiently broad for the |ELoc|4 approximation
to be justified and to yield SERS electromagnetic enhancement factor estimates generally
within one order of magnitude accuracy. Such a sharp dependence on electric field intensity
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Figure 3.2: Hypothetical example of the spectral dependence of SERS, represented as a rough
approximation of guanine [401] molecules adsorbed on a Au nanoparticle dimer suspended
in water [390]. A metal-analyte complex is presumed to be formed, giving rise to both static
chemical as well as charge-transfer enhancements. Molecular electron systems are resonant at
UV wavelengths. Electromagnetic enhancement contribution is the dominant mechanism in
the visible spectral region.

in spatially confined hot-spot modes has been reported to result in electromagnetic SERS
enhancements from 104 up to the order of 108 [399, 400], which goes most of the way in
pushing SERS towards the single-molecule sensitivity threshold.

Chemical enhancement is, in contrast, highly dependent on local electronic structures of
both the analyte and of the substrate it interacts with as each of their wavefunctions start to
overlap [402–404]. The term represents a class of short range first adsorbant layer effects that
can be phenomenologically accounted for through modifications to the Raman polarizability
tensors α̂R(ωR,ω0) specific to every mode of interest. Research of chemical enhancement in
SERS has been wrought with considerable difficulty, as its influence is comparatively weaker
than, hence easily drowned out by, electromagnetic enhancement contributions. Furthermore,
experimental results are particular to electronic structures of probed analyte molecules, and as
a result do not easily lend themselves to the drawing of general conclusions.

However, while short-range electronic phenomena in SERS seem marginal when compared
with electromagnetic ones in terms of raw enhancement, they can substantially influence the
types and relative intensities of transitions observable in spectra of physisorbed or chemisorbed
analytes [384], for example, through mode-specific molecular resonance effects [405] or
symmetry-derived rules of selection [395, 406, 407]. Therefore, investigation into chemical
enhancement phenomena have been spurred on by the need to understand its implications
on SERS applied as either an analytic technique or as a method to probe molecule-metal
interactions in more fundamental research [408]. Through a combination of new unified theo-
retical models [409–411], time-dependent density functional theory simulations [412, 413],
and rigorous experimental work on structural variants of certain model molecules [414, 415]
significant advances towards a complete SERS framework have been made. The most pertinent
electronic effects in chemical enhancement are understood as an additive combination of
non-resonant changes in the molecular polarizability, enhancements from molecular excitation
resonances, and charge-transfer resonances. A simple hypothetical illustration of the spectral
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behavior as well as relative magnitude of different chemical enhancement mechanisms, along
with the electromagnetic contribution, is given in Figure 3.2.

Non-resonant changes in the molecular polarizability are related to alterations induced
in the electronic structure and in the vibrational modes of an analyte through interactions
with a metal surface. The resultant molecule-metal complex can exhibit increased Raman
cross-sections, particularly for aromatic compounds which readily establish π-backbonding
via sharing or transfer of charge to a metal [416]. As this phenomenon manifests through
modifications of the molecular ground state it is also referred to as the static chemical enhance-
ment, or simply CHEM for short. Non-resonant chemical enhancement is characteristically
independent on excitation wavelength, since the Raman scattering processes itself proceeds
in a conventional fashion via virtual energy levels, as sketched in the lower-left segment of
Figure 3.1. Overall, the effect is generally quite modest and produces Raman signal enhance-
ments between 100 and 102 hence, due to experimental difficulties, its investigation tends to
heavily rely on time-dependent density functional theory simulations.

For example, computational investigation of pyridine weakly bound to Ag20 clusters
uncovered the occurrence of charge transfer form the analyte towards the metal, thereby
inducing a change in static polarizability and resulting in non-resonant Raman enhancement
by a factor anywhere from 4 to 8, depending on adsorption site geometry [416, 417]. Similar
work done on benzenethiol, much more strongly chemisorbed to Ag clusters, indicates higher
enhancements for modes in close proximity to the binding site, as well as a dependence
of relative peak intensity of different modes on molecular orientation and symmetry with
respect to the metal cluster [412]. Subsequent findings using various analytes showed how the
magnitude of non-resonant chemical enhancement scales in proportion to ω4

X/ω4
e , where ωX

represents the the lowest (HOMO-LUMO) excitation energy of the free molecule and ωe is the
lowest charge transfer excitation energy of the metal-molecule complex [415, 416]. Likewise,
experimental results on structural derivatives of a model dye compound found correlations
between the presence of stronger electron donating groups spliced onto a molecule and high
static enhancements [414].

Enhancements from molecular excitation resonances arise when Raman scattering pro-
ceeds via electronic levels of a given analyte instead of the usual virtual states, therefore do
not strictly result from surface interaction effects. This mechanism, called surface-enhanced
resonance Raman scattering (SERRS), is analogous to the resonant Raman scattering observed
for free molecules in that vibrational modes are populated via Franck–Condon activity when
excited electronic states exhibit appreciable potential energy surface shifts with respect to
the ground state [385, 418]. As a result Raman bands associated with molecular vibrations
related to resonant electronic transitions are enhanced preferentially and tend to dominate
the spectra [405, 419]. Of course, laser photon energies used for Raman excitation need to
match said transitions, hence, resonant enhancement is characteristically wavelength depen-
dent [405, 420]. The influence of a plasmonic surface, distinguishing SERRS from its bulk
resonant Raman scattering counterpart, manifests through shifting and broadening of elec-
tronic states, which in turn may aid in matching the incident photon energy with the relevant
transition [419]. More importantly, metal proximity provides non-radiative mechanisms for
quenching fluorescence that otherwise often overwhelms the Raman signal [405]. Also, since
Raman scattering benefits from electromagnetic enhancements to both absorbance and emis-
sion, whereas only the former contribution is operative for fluorescence, SERS related signal
increase tends to outpace concurrent photonic effects [420, 421]. In contrast to other chemical
enhancement mechanisms, SERS signal increases due to resonant molecular excitation can be
substantial, with factors in the range 103 to 106 reported [422, 423].
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Resonant chemical enhancement is particularly straightforward to harness for polarizable
π-electron system-containing analytes, which have electronic transitions coincident with
wavelengths of plasmons supported by gold or silver based SERS substrates. Therefore, it is
unsurprising that a notable majority of early single-molecule SERS experiments have been re-
ported on various chromophores [424], with rhodamine 6G being most prevalent [387]. Raman
reporters or labels used for functionalization in biochemical sensing likewise are often derived
from dyes or even fluorophores to make full use of resonant chemical enhancement [425].
Furthermore, in addition to the sheer increase in signal, SERRS can also provide increased
specificity, as vibrational modes related to chromophore groups become readily apparent in
otherwise broad and indistinct spectra of complex large molecules. Notable examples of such
preferential resonant enhancement include SERRS observations of heme group related modes
in myoglobin [426], as well as other chromophore containing proteins such as cytochrome
c [427, 428]. In general, however, label-free Raman sensing of most organic compounds is
wrought with challenges [429], as it cannot rely on the presence of chromophores absorbing at
visible-to-near-IR wavelengths, typically associated with SERS. In light of this, considerable
effort has been put into devising UV resonant plasmonic SERS platforms, which are most
often based on Al [430–432] although more exotic metals such as rhodium and ruthenium
have also been tried [433]. The reasoning is that UV wavelengths are where many clinically
relevant proteins as well as DNA bases are resonant, hence, are able to exhibit concurrent
electromagnetic and chemical enhancement whilst bypassing fluorescent background related
issues [434].

Charge-transfer enhancement, abbreviated as CT, is conceptually similar to the aforemen-
tioned SERRS mechanism, the main difference being that transitions are not confined to the
electronic system of a given analyte but occur via new excitation states established when a
metal-molecule complex is created [403, 435]. The mechanism derives its name from the
proposed resonant excitation processes, where an electron is promoted from the Fermi level of
the metal EF to a charge transfer level ECT of the metal-molecule complex, or, conversely, from
the HOMO of said complex to EF of the metal [423], sketched by transition 4 in Figure 3.1.
As the Fermi level of most metals is typically situated approximately midway between HOMO
and LUMO states, charge-transfer excitation energies can be expected to be roughly half that
of the UV resonant organic compounds, hence, accessible at visible wavelengths [385]. Most
compelling evidence in favor of this explanation is provided by electrochemical cell SERS
experiments, where EF of the metal, and by extension the CT resonance wavelength condition,
could be varied through application of an electrode potential [436, 437]. The observable
amount of dynamic charge-transfer related Raman scattering cross-section enhancement is
particular to different analyte and metal surface electronic structure combinations and, there-
fore, is difficult to generalize. However, most claims of CT enhancement in SERS fall in the
range between 101 and 103, making it an effect intermediate in magnitude between static and
resonant chemical enhancement contributions [438, 439].

Theoretical work using time-dependent density functional theory simulations [384, 422]
has done much in elucidating processes related to formation of molecule and metal cluster
complexes, such as excitation profiles of CT states [440, 441], conformation and symmetry
effects [412, 442], or influence of binding site type [417], just to name a select few. Illustrative
examples of charge-transfer enhancement in action come as a result of SERS investigation
on DNA bases, where existence of CT bands in adsorbate-metal complexes was shown
both experimentally and numerically. There, influence of CT enhancement in SERS was
subsequently suppressed through atomic-layer deposition of an ultrathin 1 nm Al2O3 insulating
layer, preventing analyte molecules from exchanging charge carriers with the underlying
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Ag substrate [401]. A different approach, which used molecular interparticle junctions,
experimentally revealed charge-transfer enhancement dependence on molecule orientation
with respect to a metal surface as well as its coverage [443]. Furthermore, while chemical
effects are largely secondary to electromagnetic ones on Au or Ag platforms, SERS observed
at visible wavelengths for adsorbants on semiconductors is predominately assigned to charge-
transfer chemical enhancement since plasmonic effects for such substrates would be expected
only in the IR spectral range [439].

Quantification of all such disparate and potentially additive electromagnetic and chemical
enhancement contributions has been a longstanding issue, particularly when performance
comparisons between different SERS substrates have to be made. The aforementioned Raman
polarizability tensor altering chemical mechanisms can be simultaneously active for various
molecule-substrate combinations in ways that are neither known in advance nor can be easily
untangled experimentally. Even the largely analyte independent electromagnetic enhancement
is extremely spatially nonuniform and, furthermore, can introduce its own dependencies on
excitation wavelength or polarization, as well as on the collection geometry used in a given
Raman spectroscopy setup. The complex multivariate nature of SERS makes accounting
for these factors exceedingly difficult or even impossible, therefore, all definitions used for
experimental determination of enhancement factors involve simplifying assumptions that
either make them approximate or limit their applicability only to certain situations. Two of the
most useful among such definitions are the single molecule enhancement factor (EFSM) and
the substrate specific enhancement factor (EFSS) [390, 399].

Single molecule enhancement factor is generally understood as the increase in signal at
certain localized positions on a given SERS substrate relative to the conventional Raman
scattering case. In practice those positions of particular interest correspond to hot-spots
with highest intensity optical fields, therefore, EFSM is typically treated as the maximum
enhancement factor a molecule is likely to experience, and expressed as:

EFSM =
ISM
SERS

〈ISM
RS 〉

=
dσSERS/dΩ

dσRS/dΩ
. (3.4)

Here, ISM
SERS represents the SERS intensity of a single molecule, whereas 〈ISM

RS 〉 is the average
Raman signal intensity in the absence of surface enhancement. Conversely, EFSM can also
be expressed as the ratio of differential scattering cross-sections in SERS (dσSERS/dΩ) and
non-SERS (dσRS/dΩ) cases. This notation is most often in use when single-molecule SERS
experiments are discussed, since only the most active of hot-spots are relevant in producing
the necessary amounts of enhancement.

Substrate specific enhancement factor, on the other hand, incorporates the nonuniformity
of SERS by denoting the average Raman enhancement a molecule adsorbed on a surface is
subjected to. It is usually defined as:

EFSS =
ISERS/NSurf

IRS/NVol
, (3.5)

where ISERS and IRS are the Raman intensities in SERS and non-SERS cases, normalized to
the number of molecules NSurf and NVol adsorbed onto a SERS substrate or located in the
excitation volume, respectively. Here an implicit assumption is that the number of molecules
overlaying the SERS substrate NSurf amount to no more than a single monolayer, as any
additional analyte layers would be subjected to an ever decreasing enhancement due to the
strong distance dependence of SERS as well as increased damping of plasmonic resonances,
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hence, EFSS would appear concentration-dependent. On top of that, high intensity localized
electromagnetic fields cause heating [444] or laser induced analyte decomposition [445],
and can be strongly catalytic for certain chemical reactions, which transform the original
analyte compounds into a different molecular species altogether [446]. So, while the surface
specific enhancement factor is most informative when SERS is used as an analytic technique
or when different substrates are compared, it still appears dependent on numerous extrinsic
measurement condition related factors.

Regardless which metric is chosen to quantify SERS enhancement, the expectation of
linear response in relation to the incident field power is another assumption which, at high laser
intensities, may not be justified due to photobleaching [399, 447, 448] or thermal [449, 450]
effects. Hence, information related to Raman measurements, such as laser power and acquisi-
tion time can be important in characterizing substrate performance. Furthermore, erroneous
estimates of analyte surface coverage or unaccounted-for chemical enhancement contributions
may give rise to substantial errors in SERS substrate enhancement factor calculations. Still,
even when enhancement factor estimations are rigorous, measurement protocols tailored to
maximize the efficacy of SERS can vary dramatically between different substrate and analyte
combinations, therefore, in many situations such comparisons cannot be done based on any
single figure of merit.

The complex interplay of effects underpinning SERS demands input form multiple disci-
plines in order to further the understanding as well as practical applicability of this unique
spectroscopic technique. Major contributions provided by optics and nanotechnology are
related to devising efficient and affordable solutions for concentrating light in nanoscale
hot-spots and thereby maximizing the attainable electromagnetic enhancement. The vast
majority of SERS substrates, and definitely the highest performing among them, are based
on coupling light into sub-diffraction plasmonic modes, which are in large part defined by
nanoscale surface geometry.

3.1.2 Plasmons at planar metal interfaces

The primary function of plasmonic substrates in enabling electromagnetic enhancement crucial
to SERS is related to their subwavelength confinement of optical energy. Of course, other plat-
forms capable of supporting high intensity electromagnetic modes can also be used to increase
Raman scattering yields [451], as has been demonstrated through numerous realizations of
SERS in dielectric cavities [439, 452]. Under suitable laser excitation SERS has been observed
on inorganic semiconductor-based platforms such as TiO2 [453], Si [454], Cu2O [455] and
even organic DFH-4T [456] among others. However, none of the alternatives can match the
nanoscale local field intensities produced in the immediate vicinity of subwavelength metal
objects when sheer magnitude of enhancement at visible wavelengths is required. Therefore,
most of the truly high performing SERS realizations rely on plasmonic coinage metals such as
Ag, Au and, to a lesser extent, Cu.

The optical properties of metals arise due to the large abundance of electrons only weakly
interacting with a bulk metal ion lattice background, and are well approximated by the Drude
model for a free-electron gas [390]. Of course, in real metals electromagnetic energy would
be dissipated through scattering losses, and, furthermore, a portion of said energy would be
consumed through induction of bound electron interband transitions. Like is the case for
all materials, the influence of electric field on a metal is characterized by its frequency ω

dependent complex permittivity ε(ω) = ε ′(ω)+ ı̇ε ′′(ω), which, using the Drude model and
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Figure 3.3: Imaginary (a) and real (b) parts of the complex relative permittivity of Ag, Au, Cu
and Al metals in the UV-to-near-IR spectral range [458, 459]. (c) Approximate quality factor
spectra for each of the metals, calculated using Equation 3.8 and related to optical losses due
to damping. Values in the shaded region above quality factor 2 are indicative of potential
utility to plasmonics.

phenomenologically accounting for interband transitions, can be expressed as [457]:

ε(ω) = ε∞ +∑
Nbe2

m∗bε0
· 1

ω2−ω2
b + ı̇γω

−
ω2

p

ω2 + ı̇γω
. (3.6)

Here the last term represents the Drude contribution, where charge carriers are not subject to
a restoring force. The damping rate is given by γ , whereas ωp =

√
Ne2/m∗ε0 is called the

plasma frequency, represents the innate collective oscillation frequency of free electrons, and
depends on their density N, effective mass m∗ as well as on elementary charge e and vacuum
permittivity ε0 constants. The middle term, on the other hand, takes into consideration the
presence of bound electrons of density Nb and effective mass m∗b, which are described as a
set of Lorentz oscillators with resonant frequencies ωb. Lastly, the first term ε∞ is a constant
offset that includes the combined contributions of all higher energy interband transitions not
explicitly incorporated into the second term.

Panels (a) and (b) in Figure 3.3 respectively depict the experimentally determined wave-
length dependencies of imaginary and real parts of the complex permittivity for silver, gold,
copper and aluminum [458, 459]. The imaginary part of the permittivity is indicative of detri-
mental absorbance related losses, and tends to be lower for shorter wavelength electromagnetic
radiation. However, interband transitions, which substantially increase optical loss, become
accessible at wavelengths below λ ≈ 600 nm for Au as well as Cu, and in the UV spectral
region for Ag, thereby reversing the trend. In contrast, interband transitions in Aluminum
occur in near-IR at around λ ≈ 825 nm wavelengths, and absorbance losses steadily decrease
towards the UV range.

The real part of the complex permittivity, on the other hand, follows a ω−2 dependence
in accordance with the Drude model, thereby becoming negative in sign below ωp and
progressively larger in magnitude as wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation increase. The
negative sign of ε ′ is related to the phase delay in the motion of electrons with respect to
external electric field intensity, which underlies the screening effects preventing penetration
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of electromagnetic radiation into the metal bulk. Similarly, large absolute values of ε ′ are
indicative of nearly total reflectance exhibited by metals, as is evident from the Fresnel
formulas given in Equation 1.1.

If a p-polarized electric field is incident onto a planar interface of two materials, one
of which is characterized by a complex permittivity ε1(ω), whereas the other is a lossless
dielectric with a real ε2(ω), Maxwell’s equations with boundary conditions ensuring field
continuity at the interface yield the following dispersion relations [457]:

k2
x =

ε1 · ε2

ε1 + ε2

ω2

c2 , k2
j,z =

ε j

ε1 + ε2

ω2

c2 , j = 1,2. (3.7)

Wave vector component kx corresponds to in-plane propagation along the interface, whereas
k1,z and k2,z denote out-of-plane waves propagating into each of the ε1 and ε2 permittivity
materials. A particularly interesting situation is observed when ε1(ω)+ ε2(ω) < 0, which
results in imaginary k1,z(ω) and k2,z(ω) wave vectors. This means that an electromagnetic
wave is evanescent in both of the transverse directions, giving rise to modes bound at the
interface. Furthermore, kx remains real if the condition ε1(ω) · ε2(ω)< 0 is fulfilled. Hence,
if one of the media has a negative real permittivity, which is larger in absolute value than that
of the more conventional dielectric, a propagating surface wave can be created. Evidently,
the coinage metals represented in Figure 3.3 (b) can fulfill the aforementioned conditions not
only for interfaces with air but also with most other dielectrics. These surface waves, which in
essence represent electromagnetic fields coupled to collective metal surface charge density
oscillations, are called surface plasmon-polaritons (SPPs).

However, the negative sign and sufficient magnitude of ε ′(ω) is a necessary but not
a sufficient condition for a metal to be viable for plasmonic field intensity enhancement
applications. In the absence of an out-coupling mechanism SPPs are non-radiative, hence,
get dissipated through optical losses in the metal. Therefore, for substantial optical energy
buildup to occur the imaginary part of metal permittivity should be sufficiently small so as
not to introduce overwhelming damping. One way of characterizing the lossiness of metal
nanostructures involves using a quality factor parameter defined as [460]:

Q =
ω ·dε ′(ω)/dω

2(ε ′′(ω))2 . (3.8)

Quality factor dependencies on wavelength for silver, gold, copper and aluminum are plotted
in Figure 3.3 (c). Metals tend to become suitable for plasmonics when Q > 2, and perform
well for wavelengths where Q≥ 10 [390]. Evidently, silver is the superior plasmonic platform
when surface oxidation is not considered, followed by gold with its many additional merits
including chemical inertness, and then by the fairly reactive copper. The falloff in quality
factor at shorter wavelengths is due to the onset of interband transitions. Lastly, aluminum
becomes viable only in the UV spectral region.

Coupling energy from the incident optical field into SPPs is not a trivial process, since
both energy and momentum conservation must be assured, hence, only a circumscribed set of
modes is permissible. Examples of dispersion relations, linking in-plane propagation wave
vectors kx and frequency values ω according to Equation 3.7, are given in Figure 3.4 for planar
interfaces of air (ε2 = 1) with idealized lossless Drude metal in panel (a) as well as with silver
(b) and gold (c).

The fundamental SPP coupling processes are most readily apparent in the Drude metal
case, where three distinct regimes can be distinguished. The states belonging to the highest
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energy branch, starting just above the plasma frequency ωp, are called Brewster’s modes
and correspond to the situation where ε1(ω)> 0. This means that the metal behaves like a
dielectric, all wave vectors kx, k1,z, k2,z are real, and no surface confinement of optical energy
occurs. The next section of the dispersion relation just below ωp corresponds to the case
where 0 < ε1(ω)+ ε2 < ε2, hence k1,z, k2,z are real and kx is imaginary, therefore localized
and highly broadened radiative surface modes are supported. The lower frequency branch
corresponds to the aforementioned case where ε1(ω)+ ε2 < 0, and describes propagating
surface plasmon-polaritons most relevant to optical energy confinement. This curve has an
upper frequency limit ωp

√
1+ ε2, which in an ideal metal no propagating SPP can exceed.

Furthermore, the entire propagating surface plasmon-polariton branch is below the light line
ω = ckx, meaning that radiative coupling is impossible and optical energy is trapped at the
interface.

Dispersion relations of air interfaces with more realistic silver and gold metal surfaces,
which have non-negligible imaginary permittivity values, exhibit marked deviations from
the idealized case. Silver, represented in Figure 3.4 (b), while in principle preserving most
characteristics of a Drude metal, instead of the divergence between non-radiative SPP and
radiative Brewster’s states possesses a continuous transition, called back-bending [461]. This
effect imposes a maximum value on attainable values of kx, that would not be observed in
the absence of losses. In addition, truly localized surface states cease to exist, and instead
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Figure 3.4: (a) Hypothetical dispersion relationship ω(kx) of surface plasmon modes supported
at a lossless Drude metal/air interface. Dispersion relationships for Ag and Au, which include
damping losses, are given in panels (b) and (c) respectively. Figures are adapted from the
literature [390]. Red-shaded areas represent dispersion relationships of photons in air at all
possible angles of incidence. The gray-shaded area corresponds to dispersion relationships of
photons in a higher refractive index nd dielectric, used in Kretschmann or Otto evanescent
SPP coupling schemes, the former of which is depicted in the inset.
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Figure 3.5: Sketches of surface plasmon-polariton excitation methods: (a) evanescent coupling
from attenuated total reflectance in a prism, (b) k-vector matching via a periodic surface
grating, (c) coupling from the near field of an excited defect, (d) scattering from random
surface roughness.

become pseudo-propagating. In the case of gold, shown in Figure 3.4 (b), the propagating
SPP dispersion curve is reminiscent of the ideal metal case only when λ > 600 nm. However,
the presence of interband transitions at higher frequencies completely transforms the coupling
behavior and the prior distinctions between different types of modes loose their meaning. Due
to being strongly damped the higher energy plasmonic modes at a gold/air surface can best be
described as lossy and somewhat localized [390].

In all cases, however, surface plasmon-polaritons at a single planar metal/dielectric
interface possess kx wave vector values above those of photons propagating in the dielectric
even at grazing angles of incidence. Therefore, a photon can neither directly excite nor escape
from a SPP mode in the absence of some coupling mechanism to ensure conservation of
momentum. One way of achieving this involves the use of evanescent coupling from a higher
refractive index medium in a total internal reflectance scheme trough either a wavelength-scale
dielectric gap in the Otto configuration [462] (illustrated in Figure 3.5 (a)), or through the
approximately 50 nm thickness metal film itself in the Kretschmann configuration [463]
(sketched as an inset in Figure 3.4 (a)). Regardless of the particular realization, the light-line
of a higher refractive index dielectric will encompass some portion of the propagating SPP
dispersion curve, as shown in Figure 3.4 (a), so that by tuning the internal reflection angle both
momentum and energy conservation conditions for exciting surface plasmon-polaritons can
be met. The translational invariance of the planar metal surface means that said momentum
conservation requirements are very strict, which in turn manifests as an acute sensitivity to
parameters such as angle of incidence, wavelength as well as ambient refractive index. When
critical coupling is achieved a sharp dip in total internal reflectance of the prism can be readily
observed and exploited in SPP refractive index sensors for the detection of sub-monolayer
molecular adsorbate on a plasmonic metal film [464].

However, attenuated total reflection SPP excitation schemes are bulky and not readily
compatible with most SERS measurement setups, although some specialized realizations
combining the Kretschmann configuration with a microscope to collect Raman scattered radi-
ation have been demonstrated [465, 466]. Still, the electromagnetic enhancement component
introduced by SPPs on planar surfaces, while not particularly large, is highly uniform, repro-
ducible and simple to control, therefore, suitable for the investigation of chemical enhancement
contributions in particular [467].

Alternative ways to bridge the momentum disparity between propagating photons and
SPP modes involve making use of subwavelength-scale surface texturing. The method shown
in Figure 3.5 (b) uses a periodic structure formed in the metal surface and designed in such
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a way that integer multiples of its grating vector G = 2π/d enable coupling light into SPPs
for specific wavelength and incidence angle combinations. If the grating is shallow enough
not to significantly perturb the surface modes, SPP resonance coupling conditions tend to
preserve their sharpness. A different approach, sketched in Figure 3.5 (c), relies on some type
of a subwavelength scale surface discontinuity or defect to act as a secondary localized near
field emitter, which, due to its immediate vicinity to the metal film, possesses an exceptionally
broad angular spectrum that overlaps with SPP states. Lastly, random roughness of plasmonic
metal films can also aid in SPP excitation, and is represented by Figure 3.5 (d). In this case
the surface can be interpreted as a stochastic superposition of all possible grating vectors
G, hence, momentum conservation can be assured at random. However, coupling efficiency
for rough surfaces is low and, due to translational invariance no longer being in effect, does
not exhibit spectrally sharp resonant features. Yet, beneficial effects of plasmonic substrate
roughness have been an important aspect in SERS form its earliest realizations [376], and is
often harnessed to both facilitate plasmon excitation and to host high intensity hot-spots in
various substrate geometries [468, 469].

Electromagnetic enhancement in SERS requires high intensity local fields in the vicinity
of relevant analytes. Suitably, propagating SPP modes are confined in one dimension at the
metal/dielectric interface and decay exponentially with distance from it. For example, when a
silver/air planar interface is excited with λ = 633 nm illumination the intensity falloff occurs
over characteristic lengths of 1/k1,z = 23 nm and 1/k2,z = 421 nm for each of the respective
media [457]. This in turn gives rise to an estimated maximum local field intensity enhancement
MLoc = |ELoc/EInc|2 ≈ 256 [390]. However, for high performing SERS realizations more
substantial local field intensity enhancements in excess of MLoc = 1000, attainable trough
optical field localization in two or three dimensions, is preferred.

3.1.3 Nanoplasmonics for electromagnetic enhancement
When light interacts with a metal object smaller then the wavelength, electric field oscillations
drive collective motion of the entire electron system of the particle and it effectively becomes
a bounded cavity. In such a case surface-plasmon polariton propagation is not possible,
therefore, momentum conservation no longer applies and modes appear as distinct resonant
states characterized by frequency ωR. Due to their fully confined nature such excitations
are called localized surface plasmons (LSP), and a simple example of a LSP is sketched in
Figure 3.6 (a). For spherical objects with radii a� λ the electrostatic approximation can
be used to attain expressions of electric field values inside EIn and outside EOut the metal
sphere with permittivity ε1(ω) surrounded by a uniform dielectric medium ε2, in relation to
the incident electric field strength E0 [470]:

EIn = E0−
ε1(ω)− ε2

ε1(ω)+2ε2
E0, (3.9)

EOut = E0 +
a3

r3
ε1(ω)− ε2

ε1(ω)+2ε2
((E0 · r̂)r̂−E0) . (3.10)

Main result immediately evident from Equation 3.9 is that the electric field EIn inside the
small metal particle is uniform, parallel to, and essentially comprised of the incident electric
field augmented by the polarization induced in the metal. This is not surprising, since, when
using the electrostatic approximation, particle size is implicitly assumed to be lower than the
skin depth of the metal. Electric fields established around the sphere are much more relevant
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Figure 3.6: Examples of localized surface plasmon modes attainable for different particle
arrangements: (a) localized dipolar surface plasmon mode of a single spherical nanoparticle,
(b) gap-plasmon resonances of a nanopsphere dimer, (c) lattice plasmons supported by a
translationally symmetric array of coupled nanoparticles, (d) Inhomogeneous stochastic
localization pattern of plasmons supported in a disordered nanoparticle cluster.

for SERS and other types of LSP sensing, and are approximated by Equation 3.10. Here,
EIn is made up of the incident field and the electrostatic field of a dipole, induced through
displacement of charges bounded by the nanoparticle. As a result, when distance r form the
particle increases, electric field strength drops off rapidly according to r−3, which relates
to substantial optical energy confinement, hence, local field intensity enhancement, crucial
for SERS. Indeed, characteristic length scales of LSP electromagnetic field intensity decay
are estimated to be more than 10 times smaller than that of SPR [471]. Dipolar excitations
are inherently radiative, therefore, the spherical LSP cavity will dissipate its electromagnetic
energy not only via the usual absorbance in the metal, but also by readily scattering it into the
far field, which underlies the radiation enhancement mechanism in SERS.

The recurring factor β = (ε1(ω)− ε2)/(ε1(ω)+2ε2) denotes a non-dimensional expres-
sion of polarizability in the special case of a spherical particle. Electric field strength, given
by Equations 3.9 and 3.10, is maximized when the denominator of said polarizability vanishes
at a resonance frequency ωR, where ε ′1(ωR) = −2ε2. This condition represents the case
when electron oscillations, which are subject to a restoring force at particle boundaries, are
precisely π/2 out of phase with the incident field. Since ε1(ω) is complex its imaginary
component partly accounts for damping and broadening of the resonance, particularly when it
coincides with interband transitions as is often the case for gold nanoparticles. In situations
where nanoscale objects deviate from spherical symmetry, expressions of non-dimensional
polarizability β can be strongly altered as well, since boundary-imposed restoring forces will
manifest differently with respect to frequency or polarization of electromagnetic radiation.
Therefore, resonant optical response of a nanoparticle is as much dependent on its shape
as on the permittivity values ε1(ω) and ε2, and is more precisely described by the full Mie
theory [472].

The dipolar LSPs, described up to this point, are typically the lowest energy state exci-
tations, encountered for small nanoparticles roughly ranging between 10 nm and 100 nm in
diameter. For larger particles (a > 50 nm for Ag), or at relatively lower excitation wavelengths
where electric field oscillates within the object volume, higher order multipolar modes can be
induced, which have lower radiant power than the dipolar plasmons, hence are not as suitable
for providing enhancement of Stokes-shifted emission. Conversely if particles are small
(a < 10 nm for Ag), optical energy will be confined much more strongly giving rise to higher
local field enhancements. However, if the plasmonic cavity becomes substantially narrower
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Figure 3.7: (a) Energy level diagram depicting the plasmonic hybridization of metal
nanospheres when a gap-separated dimer is formed, giving rise to bonding |ω−〉 and anti-
bonding |ω+〉 type new plasmonic states. (b) Optical behavior of the low energy mode |ω−〉
of an Ag dimer, representing in-phase oscillations of the constituent LSPs, contrasting the
field intensity profiles and extinction spectra for excitation electric field polarizations along
and across the dimer axis respectively [474]. Changes in gap width give rise to extinction
peak shifts.

than the mean free path of an electron, absorbance losses due to charge carrier scattering
at interfaces start to dominate, reducing both the quality factor of the resonance as well as
the intensity of re-radiated field. Therefore, an optimal nanoparticle size, which balances
dipolar mode intensity against the dissipation losses, can be set as the most well suited for
particular material combinations and specific SERS uses [473]. Typically, local field intensity
enhancements of the order MAg

Loc ≈ 1000 and MAu
Loc ≈ 50 are estimated for silver and gold

spheres at their respective resonances, the wavelength and magnitude of which is dependent on
the dielectric environment [390]. This would result in moderate SERS performance, especially
for Ag, however, further gains in electromagnetic enhancement can be obtained through
mutual interactions between LSPs.

If two resonant cavities come in close enough proximity, so that the excitation of one begins
to induce oscillations in another, they exhibit an optical response that is, in essence, collective
and can be substantially altered from the initial LSP states. An illustrative way to describe this
process involves the concept of hybridization [475]. The coupled LSP system most prevalent
in SERS applications is the gap-separated nanosphere dimer, sketched in Figure 3.6 (b), which
is the optical frequency equivalent of a dipole antenna [476]. Interference of the individual
nanoparticle plasmonic excitations produces new states, corresponding to in-phase symmetric
and opposite-phase anti-symmetric superpositions of the constituent oscillations [477], as
shown in Figure 3.7 (a).

Typically, highest electromagnetic enhancement in the optimal spectral region is provided
by the most redshifted bonding-type mode, illustrated in Figure 3.7 (b) for two orthogonal
excitation field polarizations. When incident field polarization is perpendicular to the dimer
axis, local field enhancement is effectively the same as for an isolated nanoparticle. On
the other hand, when incident electric field polarization coincides with the dimer axis, and
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the inter-particle spacing becomes smaller than λ/2π , i.e. the phase lag between them is
negligible, a gap mode of extraordinary local field intensity can be established. If the dimer
separation is decreased further, resonant energy tends to redshift and field enhancement starts
to escalate, much more rapidly than would be expected for two interacting dipoles, due to
hybridization with higher multipole states [477]. Estimations of electromagnetic enhancement
factors for a dimer with a 1 nm gap can reach values EFEM ∼ 1011, which are suitable for
routine detection of single molecule SERS [400, 478, 479]. Furthermore, the mode redshift
due to hybridization is serendipitous to gold nanoparticles, as it relocates the resonance state
out of the spectral range where interband transitions result in dissipation losses. This causes
the performance of gold dimers to become comparable to those of silver [390]. However,
quantum tunneling through the gap serves to diminish attainable local field enhancement
values when inter-particle distances are reduced below 0.5 nm [480].

New qualitatively different plasmonic modes can emerge when near field coupling and
hybridization occurs in larger ensembles of LSPs, as illustrated in Figure 3.6 for ordered array
or disordered cluster arrangements in panels (c) and (d) respectively. While the underlying
interactions based on mutual mode interference are, in principle, the same as those giving rise
to energy states of a nanosphere dimer, the variations in arrangement symmetry can yield a
wide range of different behaviors.

Periodic placement of LSP supporting metal structures, in addition to the aforementioned
near field static dipolar coupling, enables coherent and constructive far field radiative dipolar
interparticle interactions. For small particles long range LSP interactions can be estimated
using the coupled dipole approximation [483], however, larger metal objects supporting
multipolar plasmon modes give rise to additional out-of-plane effects which can be described
only by more rigorous approaches [484, 485]. In the simplest dipolar case interference of
light multiply scattered from nearby nanoparticles gives rise to delocalized collective lattice
plasmon modes at wavelengths where the Bragg condition is satisfied [474, 486]. Conversely, a
significant suppression of the radiative portion of LSP damping occurs when said interference
is destructive, leading to particularly sharp resonant lineshapes spectrally situated where
grating modes turn from evanescent to propagating.

Figure 3.8 (a) gives a case in point example of a 2D periodic gold nanodisk LSP array with
diffractive coupling [481]. When the lattice period is selected so that the Bragg wavelength
is redshifted with respect to the LSP two resonant modes appear. The first one, at shorter
wavelengths, resembles a localized surface plasmon resonance of an isolated particle, is
spectrally broad and spatially confined in the vicinity of the disk, hence, more prone to
damping losses. On the other hand, the lower frequency lattice plasmon mode is delocalized
and possesses a Fano-like narrow lineshape. Furthermore, it closely follows the (0,±1)
Rayleigh anomaly, which is indicative of grazing wave propagation.

For SERS in particular this yields electromagnetic enhancement factors above those of
isolated LSPs, since roughly up to one order of magnitude higher buildup of local electric field
intensity can be achieved [487]. Although the narrow-band nature of lattice plasmons makes
simultaneous enhancement of excitation and Stokes-shifted radiation difficult to achieve, they
have been harnessed in IR and Raman spectroscopy as an effective antenna for enhancing
either the former [488] or the latter [489].

Random or aperiodic placement of mutually coupled LSPs produces a situation in sharp
contrast to the aforementioned long-range ordered case, and aims to leverage the principles
underlying the broader field of disordered photonics [490–492]. In an irregular near field
coupled system, akin to the random particle cluster sketched in Figure 3.6 (d), plasmonic
hybridization interactions give rise to a multitude of stochastic eigenstates, each of which
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Figure 3.8: Coupled LSP ensemble structures reported in literature. (a) Gold nanodisk arrays
patterned on a dielectric [481]. A sketch and a scanning electron image of structures, simulated
extinction spectra of a D = 500 nm period array with field intensity profiles for (1) localized
and (2) delocalized grating plasmon modes, and experimental dispersion for p-polarized
light. White lines represent Rayleigh anomalies. (b) Gold nanosponge structure prepared
by dealloying [482]. Top-down and cross-section scanning electron images, simulated and
experimental extinction spectra, and FDTD visualization of wavelength, intensity and temporal
decay of localized modes.

can exhibit highly variable resonant frequencies, intensities, luminosities, spatial positions
and localization lengths [493]. Therefore, instead of putting effort into establishing and
maintaining strictly defined states, the plasmonic excitation is allowed to select the best one
from a wide range of semi-random spatially and spectrally distributed resonators.

A particularly intriguing property of aperiodic LSP structures is the inhomogeneous
localization of plasmons, where even a slight change in excitation frequency or polarization
can yield drastically different field distributions. These come as a result of the deterministically
chaotic scattering and interference interactions between the individual resonators, giving rise to
the plasmon equivalent of a laser speckle pattern, that is, however, unbeholden to conventional
diffraction limits due to being a mater-coupled wave. In self-affine LSP configurations
in particular the resulting modes can be anything between collective radiative oscillations
spanning the entire structure, to extraordinarily intense hot-spots almost totally confined
at the smallest nanoscale features [494–496], or, potentially, even Anderson localized dark
modes that can only be excited from the near field [497, 498]. In the context of SERS of
highest importance is the subset of modes with highest spatial localization, hence, highest
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local field enhancements, which also preferably are somewhat luminous or, at the very least,
are coupled to radiant dipolar excitations [499]. Out of all aperiodic geometries self-affine
and fractal-like textures and structures, due to their scale invariance symmetry, are uniquely
effective at channeling electromagnetic radiation into ever smaller length scales [494].

A notable example illustrating the properties of disordered plasmonic systems is given by
sponge-like nanoporous gold particles, shown in Figure 3.8 (b), prepared by solid-state dewet-
ting and subsequent dealloying [481]. The broad extinction spectrum peak centered at around
λ = 1.3 µm is due to dipolar Mie scattering of the bulk spheroid, whereas several additional
asymmetric Fano-like resonances are usually observed superimposed onto it, however, their
lineshape and spectral position can vary substantially between different nanosponges. FDTD
simulations allow the assignment of these modes to strongly localized stochastic hot-spots
supported by the random porous nanostructure. The spatial positions of confined excitations
occur at different sites when different excitation wavelengths are used, and, furthermore, boast
longer lifetimes, presumably due to partial suppression of radiative damping. Conceptually
the gold nanosponge can be described as a random cluster of nanoscale resonators coupled to
the overall diploar mode of the spheroid which is itself radiatively coupled to the far field.

Extraordinary field enhancements exhibited by inhomogeneously localized plasmon modes
have been observed and made use of for SERS in a multitude of self-affine stochastic geome-
tries, such as rough metal films [500–502] and colloidal nanoparticle clusters [386, 503, 504],
which were counted among the first effective SERS substrates [505]. Important later findings
elucidated the stochastic distribution of SERS hot-spots on a self-affine Ag film coated onto
self-assembled dielectric nanosphere arrays, showing that their enhancement factor distribu-
tions scale according to a power law, where 63 out of 106 molecules, situated at EFEM > 109

sites, account for 24% of the total Raman scattering signal [506]. Furthermore, metal surface
roughness is known to improve the performance of other more deterministically created
nanotextured sensing surfaces [469, 507], since additional high intensity hot-spots are sure to
arise at stochastic spatial and spectral regions which support highest localization eigenstates.

On the other hand, in disordered systems high intensity nanoscale localized hot-spots
with substantial SERS enhancement will amount to only a small fraction of the entire surface
and be at a priori unknown locations both spatially as well as spectrally, hence, lack the
reproducibility crucial for many research applications. However, spatial SERS averaging over
a sufficiently large substrate area can, in large part, ameliorate reproducibility issues whilst
still making use of the broadband behavior of disordered sensing surfaces. Furthermore, such
plasmonic substrates do not require complex imaging or excitation optics, and therefore are
compatible with simple handheld Raman spectrometers. This, in addition to their relative
ease of preparation, makes stochastic nanotextured metal surfaces an affordable platform to
conduct routine SERS experiments in the field.
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3.2 SERS substrates for analytical sensing

Due to its sensitivity, specificity and minimal invasiveness SERS is steadily making headway
towards ever more wide ranging applications in fields of chemical detection [508], medical
diagnostics [509], forensic science [510], cultural heritage preservation [511, 512], food
safety [513] and defense [514]. However, processes giving rise to surface enhancement of
Raman signal, such as analyte adsorption or electromagnetic energy localization in a hot-spot,
are at least partially stochastic and only limited control is attainable due to their nanoscale
nature. Lack of reproducibility has, therefore, been the main problem plaguing SERS and
limiting its widespread adoption.

Among the most prevalent substrates for analytical SERS are silver and gold colloids [515],
with most substantive enhancements exhibited at nanoparticle dimers and aggregates [516].
Rational design approaches, such as DNA-directed self assembly or DNA origami [517],
led to new controlled ways of organizing particle aggregation into said dimers [478, 518]
as well as more complex antenna arrangements [519] with well defined nanometer-sized
gap widths, that can readily ensure single-molecule sensitivity. Erratic analyte-metal interac-
tion or chemical alterations can also cause Raman signal fluctuations, which shell-isolated
nanoparticle-enhanced Raman spectroscopy, abbreviated as SHINERS, was developed to
prevent [520, 521]. It chooses to forgo chemical enhancement and fluorescence quenching
of the metal in favor of increased reproducibility and robustness by isolating the plasmonic
platform from direct contact with the probed materials via atomic layer deposition of approxi-
mately 1 nm thickness dielectric layers. However, despite advances in colloidal metal particle
synthesis [522] their polidispersity and batch variability, in addition to the strong polarization
dependence of plasmonic excitation on nanoparticle assemblies, still presents obstacles for
attaining consistency in SERS performance [510].

Lithographically prepared plasmonic metal patterns, with well defined subwavelength-
scale features as well as particular rotational and translational symmetries, present an alterna-
tive approach to attaining a consistent SERS response. For substantial electromagnetic Raman
signal enhancement to occur d < 10 nm size gaps have to be established, which implies the
necessity of using high resolution electron or ion beam lithography nanofabrication methods.
Indeed, effective SERS substrates, such as multiscale coupled directional emission nanoan-
tennas [523, 524], bowtie structures [525], fractal patterns [526], and nanoparticle [480, 527]
or nanohole [528] arrays, have been demonstrated. Furthermore, significant fundamental
findings, like the interrogation of distance dependencies in SERS enhancement [480], or
determining the influence of pattern randomization [529] were enabled by these techniques.
However, the serial and slow manner of charged particle beam patterning renders such methods
prohibitively expensive and lacking in scalability necessary for any practical application apart
from basic research.

Controllable nanotextured SERS substrates far more affordable for routine analytical
sensing can be prepared using higher throughput parallel patterning techniques based on,
for example, optical, nanoimprint or nanosphere lithography. While the aforementioned
techniques lack the resolution requisite for direct nanoscale control, augmenting them with
other approaches can give rise to high-intensity hot-spots. For instance, combining optical
lithography with atomic layer deposition of conformal thin films and subsequent etching
steps resulted in sub-10 nm size SERS active vertical gaps being formed [530]. Simple injec-
tion molded microtextured polymer substrates, sputtered with an overlaying rough Ag film,
gave rise to reproducible Raman enhancement over large areas [531]. Also, self-assembled
nanosphere lithography, due to its relative simplicity and flexibility, is among the more widely
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used SERS substrate fabrication techniques, and can be tailored to produce either strongly
enhancing 3D metal film-over-nanosphere textures [532–534], or controlled planar periodic
triangle patterns if nanosphere lift-off is performed [535].

In this work, conducted in collaboration with the research group headed by Dr. Sivashankar
Krishnamoorthy at Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology, close-packed periodic
gold nanopillar array substrates for substantial and reproducible Raman enhancement are
investigated [536]. Initial template texture with well defined feature positions and sizes is
prepared using a scalable and cost effective self-assembly based copolymer soft-lithography
method, and a plasmonic metal superstructure is sputtered subsequently. While fabrication
and SERS performance characterization is described in some depth, here particular focus
is given to FDTD simulation derived insights into influence of feature shape and metal film
thickness effects on attainable electromagnetic enhancement.

3.2.1 Fabrication and characterization of gold nanopillar arrays

Discrete and ordered nanoparticle arrays are among the more reproducible SERS substrates, as
they limit the randomness-driven inhomogeneous localization that often arises on continuous
roughened or self-affine metal surfaces. An additional advantage of deterministic textures
is their potential for pattern tunability and predictive rational design by way of controlled
fabrication and numerical simulations, both of which are typically impossible for more
stochastic SERS substrates. However, electromagnetic enhancements sufficient for analytical
SERS applications can be attained when optical fields are confined in metal gap regions below
10 nm in size, which only a few cost-effective patterning techniques can provide.

Notable bottom-up methods of creating nanoparticle arrays for SERS include the afore-
mentioned nanosphere lithography [535], which often faces issues when homogeneous close-
packed structures with resolutions below 100 nm are sought. Anodized alumina template
directed nanoparticle or nanowire growth can routinely produce sub-25 nm gaps [537], how-
ever, collapse and bundling during template removal can negatively affect uniformity. Lastly,
block copolymer lithography [538, 539] represents a broad family of molecular self-assembly
based patterning techniques, which, due to the wealth of adjustable parameters of the underly-
ing chemistry, can yield a diverse range of nanoscale patterns over wafer-sized areas.

In this work sub-50 nm spatial resolution plasmonic nanopillar textures for SERS were
prepared by means of a copolymer lithography variant, which harnesses the self-assembly
of spherical reverse micelles into close-packed 2D dot array soft-mask patterns [536, 540].
This lithography method is inherently simple, produces uniform patterns with a high degree
of local order, can be readily applied at a wafer-scale, and exhibits a fair amount of tunability
over shape, size as well as spacing of constituent features. A schematic outline of the process
used for creating gold nanopillar array SERS substrates is given in Figure 3.9.

Reverse micelles are formed by dissolving the amphiphilic copolymer polystyrene-block-
poly(2-vinylpyridine), abbreviated as PS-b-P2VP (57000-b-57000 gmol−1), in a nonpolar
m-xylene solvent to a concentration of 0.5% by weight. This gives rise to aggregation in which
hydrophilic groups face away from the solvent, whereas hydrophobic ones extend towards it.
Soft polymeric nanoparticles are formed as a result, and their size is limited to approximately
60 nm in diameter by energetically unfavorable electrostatic interactions between tightly-
packed polar hydrophilic copolymer segments. Standard deviation of micelle diameter can
be as low as 5.5%, as has been shown by dynamic light scattering measurements [540]. The
solution was then spin-coated at 5000 rpm and at 45% relative ambient humidity onto a 4" Si
wafer, which was thermally oxidized beforehand to have a 25 nm SiO2 top layer. Micelles
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are thereby deposited as nanoscale hemispheres, arranged in a close-packed quasi-hexagonal
pattern with an approximately 114 nm period. Changes in the concentration of PS-b-P2VP
allows for the control over the periodicity of micelle arrangement, however, excessively dilute
solutions result in patchy coverage, and high concentrations give rise to multilayers, therefore,
tunability range is limited to a roughly 20 nm interval [540].

Lithographic mask transfer was performed over three sequential dry etching steps. First,
the micelle layer was treated with O2 plasma to remove the organic material between individual
polymer nanoparticles. Next, the polymer pattern was transferred through the 25 nm thickness
SiO2 by means of a C4F8/CH4 plasma reactive ion etching, thereby exchanging the fragile soft
lithography layer for an inorganic hard-mask. Finally, silicon etching was conducted using a
Cl2 plasma, resulting in a quasi-periodic array of Si pillars, akin to those shown in the inset of
Figure 3.9. The aforementioned 114 nm micelle periodicity was carried over onto the final
texture, whereas individual pillars had an average height of 120 nm, apex widths ∼ 55 nm,
and a positively tapered profile.

Plasmonic activity was subsequently imparted by magnetron sputtering the 3D Si pillar
array template with gold layers of thicknesses ranging from 10 nm to 120 nm using an Explorer
thin film deposition system (Denton Vacuum LLC). As can be observed in scanning electron
microscopy images of gold covered Si nanopillars displayed in Figure 3.10, sputtering induces
preferential metal deposition on top of the bumps, which brings about the formation of a gold
pillar superstructure up to 280 nm in total height. Furthermore, sidewall coating also increases
in thickness for higher deposited Au volumes, albeit at a significantly lower rate. This results
in a gradual decrease of inter-pillar spacing, which would be expected to give rise to stronger
electromagnetic field confinement in plasmonic gap modes.

2. Spin-coat solution onto 
25 nm SiO2 coated Si wafer

3. RIE pattern transfer into 
a SiO2 hard mask

4. RIE etch of Si in a Cl2
plasma

Si Si

Si

Si

5. Sputter-coat with gold1. PS-b-P2VP reverse micelles

HC CH
n

HC CH
n

N

200 nm

Figure 3.9: Sketch outlining the fabrication process of gold nanopillar arrays used in this
work [536, 540]. Reverse micelles are prepared out of amphiphilic polystyrene-block-poly(2-
vinylpyridine) co-polymer in a nonpolar solvent and spin-coated onto a thermally oxidized Si
wafer. Micelle pattern is transferred down to the SiO2 hard mask using reactive ion etching
in a C4F8/CH4 plasma. Subsequently, etching of Si pillars was performed in a Cl2 plasma.
A scanning electron image of the resulting nanotexture is provided in the inset. To impart
plasmonic activity the surface was sputtered with gold. Substrate fabrication process was
developed and performed at Luxembourg Institute of Science and Technology by the research
group under supervision of Dr. Sivashankar Krishnamoorthy.
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Figure 3.10: SERS performance of gold nanopillar array substrates [536]. Leftmost panel
shows the side-view scanning electron microscopy images of nanopillars prepared by sputter-
ing different amounts of gold. Raman spectra of 1-naphthalene thiol are given for substrates
with different Au layer thicknesses. Top-right panel provides an intensity dependence of the
1372 cm−1 peak on Au thickness. Concentration dependence of the SERS signal is shown
bottom-right. SERS performance characterization was performed at Luxembourg Institute
of Science and Technology by the research group under supervision of Dr. Sivashankar
Krishnamoorthy.

SERS performance of the plasmonic nanopillar array nanotextured surfaces, prepared
with varying thicknesses of overlaying metal, was probed by using 1-naphthalene thiol as
a non-resonant reporter molecule, which forms covalent bonds with gold. Prior to spectral
measurements the substrates were exposed to the analyte in a n-hexane solution for 20 hours,
after which they were rinsed in pure solvent and blow-dried using nitrogen. The spectra,
shown in the middle panel of Figure 3.10, were acquired by means of a LabRAM Raman
microscope (Horiba, Ltd.) equipped with a λ = 785 nm laser, a Peltier cooled CCD detector,
and a NA = 0.55 objective. Acquisition was performed at 6.5 mW laser power over a 10 s
accumulation time interval.

Evidently, Raman signal intensity becomes progressively higher with increasing amounts
of deposited gold. The top-right panel of Figure 3.10 shows the dependence of 1372 cm−1 1-
naphthalene thiol ring stretching mode Raman peak intensity on volume of gold on a substrate.
Signal starts to rapidly increase when Au thickness begins to exceed 40 nm, likely due to
formation of increasingly narrow inter-pillar gaps, which facilitate the formation of localized
hot-spots. On the other hand, SERS performance saturates for gold thicknesses above 100 nm,
presumably since at such thicknesses gaps at the base of the pillar close, therefore, instead
of an isolated pillar array, the structure becomes a pattern of crevices in a metal layer, with a
morphology that does not markedly change with additional conformal deposition of metal. In
all SERS measurements for a given substrate, standard deviations of spectral intensity between
acquisitions at different locations was found not to exceed SD = 10%.

The nanopilar array substrates with the largest volume of deposited gold, amounting to
a 120 nm equivalent planar thickness, were chosen to investigate the Raman signal inten-
sity dependence on analyte concentration. Samples were exposed to 1-naphthalene thiol
concentrations ranging from 1 mM down to 1 nM using the aforementioned incubation pro-
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cedure. The concentration dependence of the 1372 cm−1 Raman peak intensity is shown in
the bottom-right panel of Figure 3.10. This logarithmic dependence yielded an estimated
lowest detection limit value of 0.46 nM, or 74 parts-per-billion, which is below monolayer
surface coverage. Here the lowest detection limit is defined as 3 ·SD/b, where SD = 10% is
the standard deviation mentioned previously, and b is the concentration dependence slope of
Raman signal intensity.

The combined properties of nanoscale resolution and wafer-scale uniformity result in
gold nanopillar arrays simultaneously providing strong SERS enhancement as well as good
spatial uniformity. However, experimental Raman signal intensity measurement results follow
a complex dependence on the thickness of deposited gold, which is explained in a rather
speculative fashion. This aspect of light interaction with the plasmonic surface and the
influence of metal coating topology on hot-spot formation can be further elucidated by means
of finite-difference time-domain simulations.

3.2.2 Numerical investigation of field enhancement at nanopillars

One of the advantages provided by the high degree of order and controlability exhibited by
self-assembled copolymer reverse micelle lithography is that rational design approaches based
on predictive numerical simulations are relatively straightforward. Here, plasmonic nanoscale
light confinement around the gold nanopillar array structures, instrumental to providing elec-
tromagnetic enhancement is SERS, was simulated using a commercially available Maxwell’s
equation solver "FDTD solutions" (Lumerical Solutions Inc).

3D renderings approximating the various gold sputtered Si nanopillar array textures were
defined based on side-view scanning electron microscopy images shown in Figure 3.10.
Corresponding cross-sections along the x-y plane, illustrating the models assumed for different
amounts of deposited gold, are given in the top-row panel of Figure 3.11. The underlying
Si texture is maintained the same for all model iterations, with a 114 nm period hexagonal
lattice arrangement of 120 nm height rounded pillars. On the other hand, the gold thickness
is gradually changed from 0 nm to 140 nm, so that metal buildup would occur preferentially
towards feature tips. Conversely, sidewall coating thickness is increased more slowly, therefore,
the 20 nm Si pillar spacing at base is fully covered by gold only when overlaying metal shell
is 80 nm tall. Simulations were conducted using a uniform 1 nm step size mesh, spanning one
period of the texture. Boundary conditions were periodic in both lateral directions, whereas
perfectly matched layers were used to establish simulation region limits parallel to the surface.
Excitation was simulated by way of a broadband visible-to-near-IR total-field scattered-field
plane wave source, incident at a normal angle to the substrate. Calculations were performed
for two orthogonal light polarizations, the results of which were subsequently averaged to
give an unpolarized response.

Lower panels of Figure 3.11 show the logarithmic scale local field intensity distributions
established around the metallized nanotexture for a λ = 785 nm incident wavelength, which
corresponds to laser excitation used in the experimental Raman spectroscopy work outlined
in Figure 3.10. Initial Si pillar template structures hardly exhibit any local field intensity
enhancement, apart from some minor polarization related optical energy confinement at the
semiconductor interface. Deposition of a gold shell substantially increases the observed
electric field intensities due to optical energy confinement in surface plasmon polariton modes.
While for thin metal shells this enhancement is fairly low, it continues to increase linearly up
to a gold thickness of 60 nm, most likely due to the decreased influence of absorbance losses
in silicon for bulkier coatings.
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Figure 3.11: FDTD simulations of Si nanopillar arrays coated with different amounts of gold.
The top row provides cross-section refractive index plots illustrating the different assumed
metal deposition profiles. Logarithmic scale near field electric field intensity profiles for
λ = 785 nm excitation in the x-z and x-z planes are shown in the two lower rows. Scale bar
corresponds to 100 nm.

As the metal shells of neighboring structures start to encroach on each other, and the
interpillar distance drops below 10 nm, gap modes start to dominate the field profile, as can be
seen in the electric field intensity plots of Figure 3.11 when gold thickness is 80 nm and above.
Further increase in metal thickness results in closing of the gap and hot-spot intensity saturates,
since no other substantial changes in texture topology are produced by conformal coating.
Strongest field localization is observed in the trenches that form at the mid-point between two
neighboring pillars, particularly when incident light polarization is oriented perpendicular to
such features. The anti-wedge site at the very bottom of the trench is host to a charge pileup
that is associated with near-singular behavior [541], where local field intensity enhancements
of up to MLoc = 400 can be observed. However, while FDTD simulations are very informative
for understanding the general behavior of a plasmonic system, this technique cannot be relied
upon to give accurate estimates of enhancement factor values at several nanometer scale
metal gaps. This is in part because maximum observable optical field intensity values tend to
sale with fineness of the digitization mesh, but also, more importantly, due to disregard for
non-local phenomena, which become relevant at such distances from a conductor surface and
tend to limit attainable enhancements [542, 543].

Figure 3.12 (a) shows the complex spectral dependencies of the highest intensity gap
modes for substrates with different gold shell thicknesses. It is evident how, when gold
coatings of neighboring pillars start to overlap, the spectra transform from being reminiscent
of a gap-separated dimer with blueshifted anti-bonding and redshifted bonding modes [474]
and where charge neutrality must be maintained for each individual pillar, into a qualitatively
different situation of touching particles that each can have a net charge, hence, the mode
landscape changes drastically [541]. For example, once electric contact is established for gold
thicknesses above 80 nm, a completely new lowest energy dipolar mode corresponding to
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Figure 3.12: (a) FDTD simulated spectral dependencies of electric field intensity at most
active hot-spot sites for different thickness gold coated nanopillar arrays. The two verticals
at λ = 785 nm and λ = 1027 nm respectively correspond to the laser excitation and Stokes-
shifted 3000 cm−1 C-H stretching mode Raman peak wavelengths. Inset shows the charge
distribution of the relevant mode. (b) Simulated gold thickness dependence of local field
enhancement MLoc at excitation wavelength, radiative enhancement MRad at Stokes-shifted
wavelength, and enhancement factor EF = MLoc ·MRad.

the entire aggregate becomes allowed, however, it is shifted far towards the IR spectral range
and out of the simulated wavelength region. Instead, a complex multitude of higher order
modes, that the lowest energy excitations of the initial dimer transition into, begin to dominate
the visible spectral region and tend to blueshift with increasing shell overlap. The multiple
peaks observed in the 600 nm to 900 nm wavelength range all correspond to the plasmon
excitation shown in the inset of Figure 3.12 (a), but are split due to hybridization as a result of
the hexagonal lattice arrangement.

According to Equation 3.3, attainable field enhancement EF can be approximately es-
timated as the product of local field enhancements at laser excitation and Raman-shifted
emission wavelengths. Figure 3.12 (b) depicts the gold layer thickness dependencies of both
of these parameters, deduced from panel (a). Here the λ = 785 nm excitation laser wavelength
and the C-H stretching Raman mode, Stokes-shifted by 3000 cm−1 to the λ = 1027 nm
spectral position, were chosen as an illustrative example. It is evident, that the estimated
enhancement factor EF closely follows the equivalent experimental SERS intensity data
shown in the top-right panel of Figure 3.10, which gives credence to the numerically simulated
model. Furthermore, FDTD simulations show that better SERS performance at λ = 785 nm
excitation wavelengths could be obtained if texture period was to be increased, since this
would likely result in a redshift of the relevant plasmonic modes.

Overall, this work demonstrates how gold nanopillar array SERS substrates, prepared by
way of reverse micelle soft lithography on Si, provide strong and consistent Raman signal
enhancement, well suited for routine analytic work. Their controlled topology enables the use
of rational design and predictive numerical modeling. However, even self-assembly based
lithographic fabrication procedures are inherently costly and require stringent process control.
Therefore, next sections describe substantially more simple, affordable and, potentially,
disposable SERS substrates for sensitive detection suitable for applications in the field.
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3.3 Towards affordable SERS spectroscopy

Health care providers, law enforcement, and environmental protection agencies represent
only a few of the numerous stakeholders driving analytical sensing methods, SERS being one
of them, from the confines of a laboratory ever closer to being applicable in the field or for
point-of-care testing. The wealth of information provided by vibrational spectra of molecular
compounds gives Raman spectroscopy the specificity that only few single techniques can
match, hence, there has been no shortage of effort in devising portable SERS systems [544]
and a number of such devices are commercially available. For tasks such as pollution
monitoring [545] or enforcement of narcotics restrictions [546] sensing in the field represents
both a simplification and an increase in cost-effectiveness over having to rely on a central
lab model. The immediacy of other concerns, such as detection of explosives [547], nerve
gasses [548] or biological agents [549–551], however, makes on-site detection indispensable.

One of the more pressing issues hampering the broader adoption of SERS is the lack
of effective and reproducible yet still affordable enhancing substrates. The complexity of
instrumentation and processes involved in lithographic definition of exact nanoscale plasmonic
structures makes them prohibitively expensive for routine use. However, much like strict
control over the roughened silver electrode surface topology was not required for first obser-
vations of SERS [374], so was it not necessary for the examples of portable Raman sensing
given in this section, where colloids as well as planar template substrates with metal either
sputtered or chemically deposited on them were used. Indeed, in most cases a disordered
photonics based approach [492] can yield a substantial number of active hot-spots by way of
inhomogeneous localization [493, 495], discussed in Section 3.1.3. Furthermore, provided
that a sufficiently large surface area is sampled and averaging is used, good reproducibility,
suitable for early detection in the field, can be attained.

Planar SERS substrates are particularly convenient in portable applications due to their
ease of handling. While the materials and techniques involved in the fabrication of such
semi-random surfaces can differ greatly, there is, generally, some resemblance between
the final metal topologies of the highest-performing examples. Most notably recurrent is
the usually exaggerated nanoscale metal surface roughness, and its self-affinity with larger
plasmonic wavelength scale surface features. Unsurprisingly, there is a large and rapidly
increasing number of metal-coated nanotextured surface types suitable for SERS enhancement.
Among them metal films over nanospheres [532, 552], mainly abbreviated as AgFON due
to silver being most often used as the metal, are arguably the most popular. The self-affinity
exhibited between the packed nanospheres and the nanoscale roughness of the deposited metal
film ensures effective inhomogeneous coupling between incident light and stochastic high
intensity hot-spots [494]. While originally AgFON fabrication was, in essence, lithographic,
realizations by way of much simpler drop coating were shown to be similarly effective [553].
Furthermore, application of a metal nanoparticle superstructure resulted in an additional two
order of magnitude increase in SERS enhancement [554], thereby demonstrating the important
role stochastic roughness plays in plasmonic energy confinement.

However, similar textures can be readily prepared by much more direct maskless methods.
For example, femtosecond laser patterning of semiconductor wafers gives rise to nanoscale
ripple textures, which, when sputtered with plasmonic metals, provide substantial SERS
enhancement [555] that was harnessed for sensing vapors of explosive materials [556] as
well as for statistically quantified detection of biomarkers associated with early stages of
Alzheimer’s disease [557]. Parallel processing techniques, such as reactive ion etching in the
spontaneous self-masking regime of operation, can likewise produce template structures for
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high performance SERS, as was shown for black silicon [86, 87, 548]. In this case, sputtering
results in preferential metal deposition on the Si tips, thereby creating a rough pattern of
overlapping plasmonic particles. Even less technologically demanding methods for simple
SERS substrate preparation involve the use of oblique angle deposition to create a film of
discontinuous metal islands [558], which can be applied even on tips of optical fibers [559].

Wafer-based methods for generating SERS templates subsume into themselves the cost of
the underlying substrate, which, in cases where silicon [86] or sapphire [555] is used, can be
substantial. Furthermore, physical methods of texturing, such as laser patterning or plasma
etching in a vacuum chamber may have limited scalability, which is likewise negatively related
to cost. On the other hand, chemical synthesis or etching-out of nanotextures is among the most
affordable methods of generating a diverse range of self-assembled templates. Subsequent
plasmonic metal deposition with thicknesses in excess of 100 nm serves to optically isolate
the underlying template, rendering all of its properties apart from the initial subwavelength
topology largely irrelevant to SERS. Provided appropriate nanoscale surface roughness for
stochastic hot-spot localization is induced, such sensing surfaces can exhibit performances
suitable for detecting sub-monolayer quantities of analyte molecules, which when creating
deterministic structures would necessitate the use of elaborate lithography to match.

Notable examples of such self-assembled random templates include hydrothermally pre-
pared leaf-like nanostructures of bohemite, generated by simply boiling a glass slide with
a pre-deposited 20 nm thickness aluminum layer in water [560]. When coated with gold
the substrate becomes SERS active and, despite its random nature, exhibits Raman signal
variations below 11.5%. Furthermore, the nanotextured coating is optically transparent, hence,
back-side Raman excitation can be readily applied. Converesly, physical vapor deposition of
α,ω-diperfluorohexylquaterthiophene (DFH-4T) nanostructured high electron mobility π-
conjugated organic semiconductor layers offers an alternative method of attaining highly active
SERS substrates [456]. These templates innately provide up to a factor of 2× 103 charge-
transfer chemical enhancement, however, when a gold coating is applied electromagnetic
enhancements up to 1010 in magnitude have been reported.

In this work, conducted in collaboration with the research group headed by Prof. Junko
Morikawa at Tokyo Institute of Technology, highly enhancing copper(II) oxide semicon-
ductor nanotextured template based SERS substrates, prepared by affordable and scalable
wet chemical etching of Cu foils and their subsequent magnetron sputtering with gold, are
investigated [561]. First, the facile fabrication and relevant physical properties of the random
flake-like CuO template surface are described as a prelude to the subsequent SERS characteri-
zation of its metal coated plasmonic counterpart. Lastly, insights in quantifying the degree of
randomness in SERS enhancement and the spatial distribution of hot-spot sites by means of
Raman mapping are outlined.

3.3.1 Cupric oxide nanotextured surface templates

Copper(II) oxide, also called cupric oxide and abbreviated as CuO, is a p-type semiconductor
with a multitude of fairly unique properties, in large part determined by its controllable
nanoscale morphology [562]. For example, the high catalytic activity of CuO finds use in
gas sensing [563] and electrochemical water splitting [564]. Furthermore, depending on the
synthesis method, the band gap of cupric oxide can range anywhere from 1.2 eV to 2.1 eV,
making CuO an attractive low-cost material for solar cells [565, 566] and photodetectors [567,
568]. Nanotextured cupric oxide surfaces due to their high surface areas are applicable as
electrodes in lithium ion batteries [569, 570] as well as in supercapacitors [571, 572].
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1. Mechanically 
polished Cu foil

2. Chemical polishing 
in 5% sulfuric acid

3. Chemical oxidation 
NaOH/K2S2O8 bath

4. Rinse in water 
and dry

500 nm 

(a) (b)

Figure 3.13: Fabrication process of a nanotextured CuO surface [573]. (a) Sketch illustrating
the main steps in the procedure that uses mechanically polished copper foil as the substrate.
The metal is chemically cleaned in 5% sulfuric acid and oxidized in an aqueous solution of
NaOH (1.25 M) and K2S2O8 (66 mM) at a 65 ◦C temperature for 5 minutes. Lastly, the foil
is rinsed in water and dried. (b) Scanning electron microscopy image of the resultant CuO
surface.

Here, however, CuO is used as a nanotextured template for creating random plasmonic
surfaces for SERS enhancement, with highly affordable and scalable method of its fabri-
cation being the most important merit. Figure 3.13 (a) outlines the main steps involved in
preparing CuO coated substrates by way of simple chemical oxidation in an alkaline per-
sulfate solution [573]. In this work 0.2 mm thickness copper foil was used as the starting
material, however, this technique can be used on any smooth metallic Cu substrate and even
electrochemically deposited copper films can be similarly processed. For best results vienna
lime powder is used to mechanically polish and degrease the Cu surface before performing
chemical polishing in a 5% by volume aqueous dilution of sulfuric acid for 5 minutes. After a
brief rinse in deionized water, texturation of copper is performed by way of chemical oxidation
in an aqueous solution of NaOH (1.25 M) and K2S2O8 (66 mM) at a 65 ◦C temperature
for 5 minutes. Processed Cu foil is then again rinsed in water and annealed at 250 ◦C in
ambient atmosphere for 1 hour in order to dehydrate the oxide film and to promote its further
crystallization.

A scanning electron microscopy image of the resultant CuO nanotextured surface coating
is presented in Figure 3.13 (b). It is comprised of numerous flat, approximately 30 nm
thickness and up to 1 µm lateral span flakes, which are arranged semi-randomly in a way that
resembles a grass-like pattern. Evidently, the texture exhibits an extraordinarily expansive
surface area, which was previously estimated based on its electrochemical activity to be
anywhere between 200 and 300 times larger than an equivalent planar surface [574]. The
wet chemical process allows for a certain degree of control over the final morphology of the
surface, for example, an increased amount of K2S2O8 oxidant results in a larger number of
bulky dandelion-like CuO flake aggregates [575]. On the other hand, variations in the alkaline
solution concentration and composition have been shown to give rise to radically different
textures altogether [576].

Composition, purity and chemical bonding nature of the nanotextured metal oxide surfaces
was verified by way of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements conducted at
the Australian Synchrotron. A wide-scan XPS plot of a nanotextured CuO surface, acquired
using Al Kα radiation, is shown in Figure 3.14 (a). Observable spectral contributions are
related to the presence of copper, oxygen and carbon. The Auger electron lines OKLL and
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Figure 3.14: X-ray photoelectron spectra of CuO chemically nanotextured layers. (a) Wide-
scan photoelectron binding energy spectrum of CuO. High resolution spectra of main spectral
peaks, marked with red boxes, are plotted in panels (b) for Cu 2p, (c) for O 1s, (d) for C 1s,
and (e) for Cu 3s as well as Cu 3p. Inset shows a scanning electron microscopy image of the
CuO surface. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was performed by Dr. Bruce C. C. Cowie at
the Soft X-ray beamline at the Australian Synchrotron.

CuLMM were identified by the lack of changes in their kinetic energy when incident photon
energy was increased by 100 eV, which for conventional photoelectron peaks gives rise to a
commensurate blueshift.

The high resolution XPS spectrum of the Cu 2p, shown in Figure 3.14 (b), exhibits four
features, which include two main signatures, namely the Cu 2p1/2 attributed line with a
binding energy of 953 eV and the Cu 2p3/2 peak at 933 eV, along with two additional shakeup
satellites at 962 eV and 942 eV respectively. The fact that Cu 2p1/2 and Cu 2p3/2 lines are
separated by a 20 eV gap, and that shakeup satellites are shifted by 9 eV from the main peaks
is strongly indicative of high purity CuO [577]. Figure 3.14 (c) depicts XPS spectra around the
location of the O 1s line, acquired using two different incident X-ray photon energies. Here,
two features are visible — a sharp line at 529.3 eV typically assigned to metal-bound oxygen,
and a broader less distinct band at 531.1 eV. The nature of the latter peak can be elucidated
by lowering the photon energy of the synchrotron source, thereby limiting the kinetic energy
available to photoelectrons, hence, decreasing the CuO sample depth from which they can be
liberated. A lowering of X-ray energy down to 745 eV results in the 531.1 eV line increasing
in relative intensity, therefore, it is most likely due to adventitious oxygen overlaying the
nanotextured surface.

In addition, a weak signature related to C 1s, likely related to either adventitious carbon
or residual polishing materials, was observed and is depicted in Figure 3.14 (d). Lastly,
Figure 3.14 (e) shows a high resolution plot of the Cu 3s and Cu 3p peaks, which are in
positions consistent with cupric oxide. Taken in totality the XPS results point toward the
nanotextured surface being comprised of high purity CuO with no heterogeneity throughout the
sampled depth except for a minor presence of adventitious carbon and oxygen. Furthermore,
no signatures of cuprous oxide Cu2O could be detected, which shows the high degree of
consistency exhibited by the chemical oxidation process.
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Figure 3.15: (a) Visible-to-mid-IR reflectance spectrum of a CuO nanotextured surface. Red
text indicates the atmospheric absorption artifacts related to the presence of H2O and CO2.
Inset depicts a scanning electron microscopy image of the CuO surface. (b) Mid-IR reflectance
map of an extended CuO surface area, performed at a 6.25 µm spatial resolution [561]. Mid-IR
portion of the reflectance experiments was performed at Tokyo Institute of Technology by the
research group under supervision of Prof. Junko Morikawa.

Visually the chemically nanotextured copper based surfaces have a black color and
exhibit a velour-like matte appearance. The broadband CuO specular reflectance spectrum,
encompassing wavelengths ranging from visible to mid-IR, is provided in Figure 3.15 (a).
Measurements up to λ = 2.5 µm wavelengths were conducted using a LAMBDA 1050
spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer Inc.) equipped with a 150 mm integrating sphere attachment,
whereas longer wavelength spectra were acquired using a Spectrum Spotlight 300 Fourier
transform IR imaging spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer Inc.). The flake-like surface coatings exhibit
low reflectance throughout the visible spectral region, despite cupric oxide having a fairly
high refractive index of n = 2.63. This is likely due to the effective refractive index gradient
established by the progressive increase in CuO density towards the bottom of the textured
layer. However, full hemispherical reflectance measurements show that roughly two thirds of
the light impinging on CuO substrates is scattered diffusely, hence, in total approximately 8%
of visible radiation fails to be absorbed in the semiconductor.

At near-IR wavelengths photons begin to fall short of the Eg ≈ 1.45 eV indirect CuO
band gap, which is in part effected by the nanoscale morphology of the layer [578]. As a
result the reflectance begins to increase gradually at first, and much more rapidly throughout
the mid-IR range, where radiation starts to permeate the nanotextured layer and interaction
with, and therefore reflection from, the underlying Cu metal becomes possible. The H2O and
CO2 related lines are due to absorbance in the ambient atmosphere and are not related to the
samples under study.

Microscale surface uniformity was probed by performing 6.25 µm spatial resolution CuO
reflectance mapping over an extended surface area at the onset of mid-IR, the results of
which are plotted in Figure 3.15 (b). Appreciable variance in reflectance of R = 26±6% was
observed and is most likely the result of a confluence of two factors, namely the roughness of
the initial copper substrate surface, and the occasional presence of dandelion-like CuO flake
aggregates. Greater uniformity can be attained by preparing CuO nanotextured coatings on
copper layers electroplated onto planar substrates, instead of using the much less topologically
stringent flexible metal foils.
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Figure 3.16: Hydrophobicity measurements conducted on CuO-on-Cu layers treated with
1h,1h,2h,2h-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (PFTS). (a) Close-up photograph of a water droplet
on PFTS treated CuO. (b) Measurement results showing an average contact angle of 160◦ with
5◦ hysteresis. (c) Sketch illustrating pinning of a water droplet by flakes of the nanotextured
CuO. Hydrophobization treatment and contact angle measurements were performed at RMIT
university by Dr. Florian Lapierre.

An important property shared between many different nanotextured surfaces is that they
tend to readily exhibit superhydrophobicity, meaning that water contact angle with the surface
is in excess of 150◦. Indeed, nanoscale or microscale roughness is one of the two prerequisites
— in addition to low adhesion forces between the liquid and the substrate materials — necessary
to produce fluid repellent and self-cleaning surfaces of broad utility to a diverse range of
fields [579]. Even in chemical sensing via SERS, hydrophobic interactions can be used to
localize analyte molecules from large drops of highly dilute solutions down to micron sized
regions as the weakly surface-pinned liquid recedes during evaporation of the solvent [580].

In order to determine the wettability properties of nanotextured CuO layers, measurements
of water contact angle, illustrative of the equilibrium state, and its hysteresis, which quantifies
by how much the contact angle can be changed without the drop moving, were performed.
The as-prepared cupric oxide coating does not exhibit any intrinsic hydrophobic properties,
possessing a contact angle of only 3◦ with an extremely large hysteresis, likely due to strong
water adhesion to CuO. However, surface tension at the water-substrate interface can be altered
through chemical functionalization without markedly influencing the nanoscale morphology
of the texture. Here this was done by exposing the CuO covered copper substrates to vapors of
Teflon-like fluoropolymer 1h,1h,2h,2h-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (PFTS) in a desiccator in
order to create a self-assembled monolayer of the innately hydrophobic material [581]. As can
be seen in the photograph provided in Figure 3.16 (a), after the PFTS treatment nanotextured
CuO layers became superhydrophobic with an average water contact angle of 160◦±2◦.

On the other hand, when the droplet was perturbed substantive contact angle hysteresis,
amounting to 5◦±1◦, could be observed, as plotted in Figure 3.16 (b). This shows that the
droplet is at least partially pinned on the sharp flake-like CuO surface features, meaning that
the surface is not fully in the Cassie-Baxter state, where a fluid is suspended by surface tension
on the tips of the texture [207], but approaches the Wenzel situation, where full interfacial
contact between liquid and the substrate is maintained [582], as sketched in Figure 3.16 (c).
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In general, hydrophobized CuO surfaces, onto which metalization is applied selectively
to create microscale SERS active plasmonic regions, can offer enhanced sensitivity through
the localization of a dilute analyte from an evaporating drop of solvent [580]. However, in
essence nanotextured cupric oxide is merely a cost-effective stochastic template with useful
self-affine morphological properties onto which SERS active noble metals are deposited. Only
then CuO becomes a plasmonic sensing surface that enables substantial enhancement of the
Raman signal.

3.3.2 Gold sputtered CuO as a SERS substrate
The as-prepared semiconducting CuO nanotextured coatings were converted into stochastic
plasmonic surfaces via magnetron sputtering of overlaying gold shells using a AXXIS physical
vapor deposition system (Kurt J. Lesker). The degree of metalization was varied by changing
the sputtering duration so that Au layers ranging from 25 nm to 250 nm in thicknesses would
be produced on an equivalent flat surface.

Figure 3.17 depicts the scanning electron microscopy images of CuO nanotextured sub-
strates coated by varying amounts of gold. It is readily apparent that metal forms a conformal
shell around the template features, thereby giving rise to a complex random metallic scaffold.
Furthermore, as a result of the high surface area of the CuO texture, the actual thickness
of the Au coating is substantially lower than what would be deposited on a flat film. For
instance, deposition of a 150 nm gold overlayer increases the thickness of CuO flakes from
an initial d ≈ 30 nm to approximately d ≈ 65 nm. When metal thicknesses are below 50 nm
surface features remain smooth, but at higher Au volumes nanoscale roughness in the form
of metal bumps starts to develop, and at 150 nm and above gold crystalites with noticeable
facets become apparent. Here gold was chosen due to its chemical inertness and respectable
plasmonic performance second only to silver, however, similar conformal coatings have been
obtained for aluminum as well as palladium, showing the versatility of the template sputtering
approach.

Au coated CuOPure CuO

1 µm 

100 nm 150 nm 250 nm 

25 nm 50 nm 75 nm 

Figure 3.17: Scanning electron microscopy images of chemically nanotextured CuO on copper
foil surfaces before and after conformal magnetron sputtering with gold, taken at a 45◦ tilt.
Length values given in the different panels correspond to gold thicknesses that would be
obtained if the surface was flat.
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Figure 3.18: Dark-field optical microscopy imaging of nanotextured CuO surfaces coated with
a 150 nm thickness gold layer. Scattered light speckle pattern at substrate surface is given in
the top-left panel, with decomposited RGB color channel images of this micrograph given in
panels at the bottom. Normalized color channel histograms comparing relative red, green and
blue component intensities are given in the top-right plot.

Upon visual inspection the gold coated CuO template nanotextures appear in a matte
brown color, becoming progressively more yellow as the metal thickness is increased. As an
example, top-left panel of Figure 3.18 shows the dark-field micrograph image of cupric oxide
coated by 150 nm of nominal gold thickness. Strong scattering behavior is readily apparent,
with complex random speckle patterns spread somewhat uniformly over the entire surface
area. Separated color channels of the image are depicted in the bottom row of Figure 3.18 and
indicate that scattering is primarily dominant in the red part of the visible spectrum, followed
in prevalence by green and blue contributions in that order. Quantification of white light
scattering expressed through normalized intensity histograms show that the vast majority
of pixels registering a high intensity are red, therefore, strongest plasmonic activity, hence
biggest SERS enhancement, can be expected at wavelengths above λ ∼ 630 nm.

More rigorous spectral information can be deduced from UV-to-near-IR hemispherical
reflectance spectra of gold coated CuO substrates, provided in Figure 3.19 (a) where they are
contrasted to that of unmetallized semiconductor surfaces. It is evident that at wavelengths λ <
500 nm, exceeding the CuO band gap, substrates retain most of their anti-reflectance despite
deposition of a substantial amount of Au. This is likely to result due to interband transition
related absorbance in gold, further aided by light trapping in the complex nanotextured metal
network. Au sputtered substrate reflectance starts to gradually increase towards the red portion
of the visible spectrum, which can be attributed to stochastic plasmonic modes, in addition
to not being strongly absorbed in gold, no longer being able to induce interband transitions
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Figure 3.19: (a) Total hemispherical reflectance spectra of CuO nanotextured surfaces sputtered
with 150 nm and 250 nm thickness Au layers, as well as of uncoated CuO for reference. (b)
Gold coated CuO plasmonic surface reflectance spectra normalized to the reflectance of plain
cupric oxide.

in the underlying CuO, hence overall experiencing less damping. Lastly, at near-IR, metal
coated surface reflectance saturates at approximately R∼ 25%, less than the RCuO ≈ 45% for
nanotextured cupric oxide, and far below the RAu ≈ 95% expected for a flat gold film, pointing
to efficient coupling into various plasmonic modes at least part of which are non-radiative.

Figure 3.19 (b) shows each of the total reflectance spectra of 150 nm and 250 nm gold
sputtered cupric oxide surfaces normalized to that of pure nanotextured CuO. The most evident
observation is that plasmonic activity tends to redshift with increasing amounts of sputtered
Au, which can be explained by increases in the size of particles comprising the rough metal
superstructure overlaying CuO flakes as a shell. Furthermore, more deposited metal results in
higher observed reflectance, likely related to relatively higher radiative scattering contribution
to extinction exhibited by larger nanoscale metal features. Therefore, dark-field imaging
as well as optical spectroscopy findings indicate that random plasmonic sensing surfaces
comprised of CuO with thick gold shells can be expected to provide best SERS performance,
particularly at λ > 600 nm wavelengths.

Investigation of surface enhancement of Raman signal was conducted using an inVia
Raman microscope (Renishaw plc.), equipped with 633 nm and 785 nm continuous wave
excitation lasers. Initial characterization was performed using the λ = 785 nm laser with
an incident power of P = 690 µW, focused by an 50× magnification NA = 0.75 objective
down to a 20×2 µm2 line to obtain spatial averaging over an extended area of the random
substrate. Benzenethiol was chosen as the reporter analyte, as it is non-resonant at excitation
wavelengths under consideration, and readily forms covalent bonds with gold surfaces thereby
creating monolayer molecular films. Nanotextured CuO surfaces, prepared on thin sheets
of copper and sputtered with different amounts of Au, were immersed in a 10 mM ethanol
solution of benzenethiol for 30 min, after which the substrates were rinsed in pure ethanol to
remove residual non-chemisorbed molecules and blow-dried using N2 gas.

SERS spectra of benzenethiol acquired on CuO-based sensing surfaces, prepared by
sputtering different amounts of gold, are depicted in Figure 3.20 (a). In general, cupric
oxide produces a notable fluorescent background during Raman scattering measurements,
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Figure 3.20: SERS performance of gold sputtered nanotextured cupric oxide. (a) Raman
spectra of benzenethiol measured on CuO with various gold coating thicknesses. Excitation
laser wavelength was λ = 785 nm, and spectra are offset for clarity. Curves in the background
show the fluorescent background of CuO with Au coating in yellow, and without in gray. (b)
Intensity dependence of the 1001 cm−1 benzenethiol peak, marked by the arrow in panel (a),
on thickness of sputtered gold. Sketch in inset illustrates the conformal gold coating of CuO
flakes.

here plotted by the gray curve, however, the quenching effect of metallization reduces it
by approximately a factor of eight, as plotted in yellow. Beneznetiol spectra shown in all
figures are displayed with their fluorescent backgrounds subtracted according to an automated
adaptive-weight penalized least squares fitting method [583].

The most prominent gold-chemisorbed benzenethiol spectral peaks are the in-plane ben-
zene ring-breathing mode at 1000 cm−1, the in-plane C–H bend at 1026 cm−1, and the coupled
in-plane ring-breathing and C–S bond stretching modes at 1075 cm−1 [584]. Other strong
signatures are the coupled C–S stretching and ring in-plane deformation modes at 422 cm−1,
benzene ring in-plane deformations at 618 cm−1 and 697 cm−1, as well as the C–C symmetric
stretching vibration at 1576 cm−1 [585]. The broad peak at approximately 2150 cm−1 is not
assignable to any known vibration of metal-bound benzenethiol, and is likely due to residual
contamination by adventitious carbon. Notably absent in the spectra is the usually very strong
S–H stretching band expected at 2567 cm−1, which is due to the dissociative adsorption of
benzenethiol on gold [586], indicating that the analyte is bonded as a monolayer overlaying
the substrate.

Figure 3.20 (b) follows the changes in SERS intensity of the most pronounced 1000 cm−1

in-plane benzene ring-breathing mode measured on CuO nanotextured surfaces sputtered with
different nominal gold thicknesses. Evidently, the intensity enhancement of this peak, as that of
all the other modes not shown in the plot, increases linearly with larger amounts of overlaying
gold. Similar linear scaling has been observed on other metal sputtered random template-based
substrates, such as black silicon [86] or laser-inscribed ripple surfaces [555, 556]. Substrate
specific enhancement factor values were estimated, assuming single monolayer benzenethiol
coverage [587] over the electrochemically estimated large accessible surface area [574], to
range likewise linearly from EFSS = 7×105 for 25 nm nominal gold thickness, to EFSS =
7× 106 when 150 nm of Au was deposited. Furthermore, despite their stochastic makeup,
Au coated CuO nanotextures produce highly reproducible Raman signal enhancements with
standard deviations SD = 10%, on par with that of much more rigorous and costly plasmonic
substrates, when line scan averaging is employed.
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The SERS signal augmentation, observed as the thickness of Au shell overlaying the CuO
texture is increased, follows a simple linear trend, however, the reasons underlying it can
potentially be assigned to any of the numerous variances between the different plasmonic
substrates. One important factor is the decrease in absorbance losses as metal thickness grows
beyond the mean free path of an electron in gold. In addition, as can be observed in the
up-close scanning electron microscopy images of CuO flakes coated with different amounts of
gold shown in the top row of Figure 3.21, another important change is the escalation of metal
roughness as a result of prolonged sputtering. When nominal gold deposition thicknesses
start to exceed 100 nm, surfaces begin to appear as a tightly-packed array of overlapping
nanoparticles, with many of them exhibiting distinct crystal-like facets.

Groves and crevices that separate the nanoscale metal surface roughness features can
be host to high intensity anti-wedge type plasmonic modes [541], previously mentioned in
Section 3.2.2 as underlying SERS enhancement of gold nanopillar arrays. FDTD simulations
depicted in the bottom row of Figure 3.21 provide a qualitative illustration of how an increase
in curvature radii of gold roughness features can result in augmented local field intensity
enhancements under λ = 785 nm excitation. Furthermore, in much more realistic and complex
self-affine metal surfaces, as those of gold coated CuO flakes, stochastic inhmogenious
mode localization can give rise to chaotic collective plasmonic eigenstates, with SERS
enhancements that at certain specific positions can far exceed the EF ∼ 106 predicted by the
simple visualizations of Figure 3.21.

In essence gold sputtered nanotextured cupric oxide template surfaces provide a com-
plex metallic network, with at least three identifiable hierarchical factors contributing to
their efficacy in coupling optical energy into plasmonic hot-spots. First of all, the random
distribution of slanted flake-like features give rise to anti-reflectance of the metal surface
through geometrical light trapping within the texture, which multiplies the probability for
air-propagating modes to couple into plasmonic ones. Next, individual flakes can be host to
radiative dipolar excitations, therefore acting like large antennas for concentrating light from
an extended spatial region into plasmons, or for coupling it out into the far field for detection.
Lastly, the nanoscale roughness enables extreme optical energy localization in various gap
and anti-wedge hot-spot sites, where most of the SERS presumably occurs. In particular,
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Figure 3.21: Changes in cupric oxide nanotextured surface roughness with increasing thickness
of sputtered gold. Top row panels show close-up scanning electron microscopy images of
Au coated CuO flakes, which illustrate how size of spontaneously formed particles scales
with the volume of deposited metal. Bottom row panels depict qualitative FDTD simulations
on how intensity of hot-spots changes with increasing curvature radii of surface-bound gold
nanoparticles.
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the interplay between the two last factors make gold sputtered CuO disordered plasmonic
textures at least conceptually similar to the sponge-like nanoporous gold particles described in
Figure 3.8 (b) of Section 3.1.3.

The nanoscale plasmonic confinement, which occurs at various random rough surface
feature sites, appears to play a particularly critical role in enabling SERS on various stochastic
metal textures. However, too often differences in metal surface roughness between substrates
are overlooked, whereas excessive attention is paid to the morphology of the template itself.
Therefore, further understanding of the mechanisms underlying random plasmonic sensing
surface performance can be gained by altering the way metal coating proceeds through control
over the surface chemistry of the template.

3.3.3 Effect of metal roughness on Raman signal enhancement

From the earliest days following the discovery of SERS, metal surface roughness was found
to be an important component in its facilitation [588]. Early controversies were related to
what type of roughness – whether atomic scale manifesting via chemical effects [589, 590] or
plasmonic scale through electromagnetic interactions [591] – was required to attain Raman
signal enhancement. Ultimately, 20 nm to 100 nm scale features were determined to be the
dominant ones due to their enablement of plasmonic mode coupling [376] and inhomogeneous
hot-spot localization [496]. However, reported observations of single-atom picocavities at low
temperature SERS have rekindled interest in mesoscopic scale electromagnetic enhancement
effects [592].

Changes in surface roughness of a sputtered or thermally evaporated metal film can be
induced through control over process parameters, such as deposition rate [593] or the tem-
perature of the substrate [594]. Homologous temperature Th, defined as the ratio between the
temperature of the substrate T and the melting temperature of the metal Tm, is an instructive
empirical parameter for identifying the thermally activated processes dominant during deposi-
tion. For instance, at high Th adatom mobility is high, hence, bulk diffusion is dominant, and
coating is relatively insensitive to most other parameters as a result of ergodicity. At interme-
diate substrate temperatures surface diffusion becomes the limiting factor, and at even lower
Th ∼ 0.3, which is approximately the deposition regime used in this work that corresponds to
room temperature, diffusion becomes suppressed to a sufficient degree that shadowing effects
due to surface morphology and process chamber geometry become important. In the latter
two regimes in particular, metal coating of dissimilar materials tends to produce films with
divergent morphologies as a result of the disparate activation energies for adatom surface
diffusion on substrates of different structural composition [595].

However, in this work metalization had to be performed on delicate nanoscale CuO
template textures, which most substrate temperature control reliant methods of affecting Au
layer growth behavior were expected to alter in unpredictable ways. In this work, therefore,
surface chemistry modification was the method of choice for modifying gold deposition
conditions, and thereby the resultant metal layer morphology. Here, for example, CuO template
changes which result in a decrease of the surface mobility of adatoms would be equivalent to a
commensurate decrease in the temperature of an unmodified substrate. To the aforementioned
ends, nanotextured CuO surfaces were conformally coated with a 2 nm thick layer of Al2O3
by way of the plasma-assisted atomic layer deposition (ALD) technique [596]. The procedure
was performed at a minimally elevated temperature of 120◦ with trimethylaluminum Al(CH3)3
and oxygen O2 precursor plasmas using the Fiji F200 ALD system (Veeco Instruments Inc.)
at the Melbourne Centre for Nanofabrication.
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Figure 3.22: Morphological and optical differences between Au films deposited on pure and
Al2O3 atomic layer deposition coated CuO flakes. Left panels provide scanning electron
microscopy image comparisons between gold layers with 150 nm and 250 nm nominal
thicknesses, whereas plots on the right show corresponding plasmonic surface reflectance
spectra normalized to that of corresponding pure and Al2O3 pre-coated CuO.

Both ALD treated and unmodified CuO nanotextured templates were then concurrently
magnetron sputtered with 150 nm and 250 nm nominal thickness gold layers by using a
AXXIS physical vapor deposition system (Kurt J. Lesker). Scanning electron microscopy
images of the resultant nano-rough Au coated cupric oxide flakes are given in the left part of
Figure 3.22. The most evident disparity between metal films deposited on the two different
surface chemistry textures is that Al2O3 coating gives rise to much more pronounced roughness,
with a vast number of randomly arranged fine bump-like surface features. Pure CuO, on the
other hand, gets coated with larger faceted gold nanocrystallites packed in a more planar
fashion. Such differences are likely due to small metal nanoparticles being readily stabilized on
numerous defects in the 2 nm Al(CH3)3 layer, induced by frustration due to lattice mismatch
with the underlying CuO. Such behavior was observed for 2.2 nm diameter catalytic Au
nanoparticles on nanotextured alumina, which resisted aggregation even after annealing at a
900 ◦C temperature [597].

Morphological variations in nanoscale metal roughness have a noticeable effect on Au
coated CuO substrate visual appearance. For instance, gold coated CuO substrates with
Al2O3 ALD films appear in a much brighter yellow color than samples prepared without a
dielectric spacer. The right panel of Figure 3.22 compares the total hemispherical reflectance
spectra of 150 nm and 250 nm gold sputtered cupric oxide textures with different surface
chemistries, normalized to that of unmetallized samples. The rougher textures with alumina
underlayers exhibit consistently higher scattering than equivalent metal thickness coated pure
CuO throughout the visible and near-IR spectral ranges. It can be expected that the larger
number of dipolar mode supporting nanoparticles would result in a more substantive fraction
of radiative plasmon dissipation.

Changes in plasmonic behavior are related to differences in Raman signal enhancement,
as can be seen from benzenethiol SERS spectra acquired on gold coated cupric oxide nanotex-
tured surfaces with and without an Al2O3 spacer, respectively shown in panels (a) and (b) of
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Figure 3.23: SERS spectra of benzenethiol, acquired on (a) pure CuO and (b) Al2O3 pre-coated
CuO nanotextured films, overlaid with 150 nm and 250 nm Au thicknesses. Representative
scanning electron microscopy images are shown as corresponding insets. Top-middle panel
summarizes the benzenethiol main peak intensity values obtained by measuring at different
locations of the various substrates.

Figure 3.23. Furthermore, a sampling of the three main analyte peak intensities at different
positions of the various substrates is provided in the central panel. Based on these results it is
clear that stronger plasmonic scattering activity does not necessitate superior SERS perfor-
mance, as the rougher alumina overlaying gold nanotexture consistently produces roughly 60%
weaker signals, especially when 250 nm nominal gold thicknesses are considered. Indeed,
the coarse crystalline texture overlaying pure CuO flakes likely more preferentially localizes
high intensity hot-spot modes in the narrower inter-grain crevices, rather than dissipating
optical energy radiatively into free space. Here, λ = 633 nm wavelength single diffraction
limited spot excitation was used, therefore peak intensity variance for different acquisitions is
appreciably larger than in the spatially averaged case previously displayed in Figure 3.20 (b).

Another intriguing observation is that on gold coated pure CuO the in-plane benzene
ring-breathing modes at 1000 cm−1 have a higher intensity in relation to the other two
vibration peaks — namely the in-plane C–H bend at 1026 cm−1, and the coupled in-plane
ring-breathing/C–S bond stretching modes at 1075 cm−1 — however, on alumina pre-coated
substrates this peculiarity is absent. Typically, such changes in spectra of chemisorbed
benzenethiol are related to differences in average orientation of the benzene ring with respect
to the metal surface [598]. Accordingly, the relative intensities of the three main analyte peaks
observed on pure CuO metallized templates are consistent with benzene rings being tilted
slightly more towards the gold surface, hence the preferential electromagnetic enhancement
of their in-plane modes. On the other hand, benzenethiol Raman spectra on rough substrates
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Figure 3.24: SERS intensity dependencies of the 1001 cm−1 benzenethiol peak, summarizing
measurements conducted on substrates with different gold layer morphologies and thicknesses,
acquired using λ = 633 nm as well as λ = 785 nm wavelength excitation lasers.

with alumina spacers are consistent with more vertical molecular alignment of the analyte
monolayer. Therefore, differences in metal morphology, and specifically the degree of
crystallinity on substrates without surface chemistry modifying spacer layers can be expected
to modify the spectral signature of benzenethiol [599].

The gold shell thickness dependent 1000 cm−1 benzenethiol peak SERS intensity results
on substrates prepared by magnetron over-sputtering of CuO nanotextured templates are
summarized in Figure 3.24. Upon normalization of incident optical excitation energy flux
a remarkable continuity between measurement results obtained using 785 nm and 633 nm
wavelength excitation lasers was obtained, which is indicative of the inherently broadband
nature of this type of disordered plasmonic surface. Furthermore, linear intensity scaling
persists even for highest 250 nm Au thicknesses without an appreciable onset of saturation.
Lastly, SERS enhancement is highest when overlaying metal roughness is managed so that the
constituent particle size is large enough not to induce detrimental dissipation via absorbance,
and so that the arrangement of said particles favors creation of localized plasmonic hot-spots
over radiative far field scattering.

Overall, gold coated nanotextured CuO template surfaces are high-performing and cost ef-
fective SERS substrates with a self-affine morphology for effective optical energy localization
and a favorable surface composition for Au nanoparticle generation. However, their inherent
randomness can give rise to substantial signal variance, which, unless spatially averaged
Raman signal acquisition is employed, is detrimental to analytic reproducibility. Therefore,
uncovering the reasons behind SERS variance on CuO based substrates is a prerequisite for
further optimization of their features.

3.3.4 Spatial probing of stochastic SERS performance

Variance in the attainable Raman signal has been a longstanding issue hampering the broad
acceptance of SERS as an analytic technique for routine quantitative sensing. Reasons
behind such stochastic output are related to the complex chain of events required for surface
enhancement to proceed. In the simplest case, incident light has to be coupled and confined in a
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nanoscale localized hot-spot site, which, by definition, will result in a spatially inhomogeneous
optical energy distribution. Then, a molecule has to find its way within a few nanometers of
said region, where its probability of excitation is highly dependent on position, orientation as
well as its mode of adsorption. Lastly, the Stokes-shifted radiation has to posses a coupling
channel out of the molecular near field into the numerical aperture of the collection optics.
In light of this it is unsurprising that Raman enhancement factors tend to follow a long-tail
probability distribution [600], where a basis point fraction of highest intensity hot-spots can
dominate the overall SERS signal, whereas 61% of analytes towards the bottom of the intensity
curve can cumulatively be responsible for only 4% of it [506].

Substantial effort has been put into limiting possible sources of SERS signal variance
through rigorous lithographic definition of plasmonic patterns, geared towards constraining
the randomness of the enhancing substrate performance [601]. However, despite all these
efforts, mechanisms such as plasmons inhomogeneously localized due to metal surface
roughness, subtle photo-thermally induced changes in structure topology, or stochastic analyte
diffusion give rise to a 10% standard deviation of the SERS signal [601]. Furthermore, such
deterministic setups by laboriously and at great cost striving for consistency tend to seek the
exclusion of all extremities in Raman enhancement, stochastic high intensity hot-spots being
among the unwanted effects.

The self-affine gold coated CuO nanotextured template-based substrates considered in this
work, however, provide a completely contrary approach towards robust SERS performance.
Here, the fine nanotextured topology results in near-effortless creation of a huge density of
potential hot-spot sites. Consistency, then, can be achieved through area averaging, as was
demonstrated in Figure 3.20 (b) of Section 3.3.2, where by simultaneous sampling of a 20×
2 µm2 line a 10% standard deviation in the signal was likewise achieved. Such SERS substrates,
in addition to low fabrication costs and not being reliant on precise microscopic positioning to
a specific measurement site, are set up to benefit from rare stochastic high intensity hot-spot
sites and the general asymmetry of the long-tail enhancement factor distribution [506]. Still, it
is not readily evident what amount of randomness can be practically averaged out, or which
among the vast number of stochastic surface morphologies are best suited for both strong and
consistent enhancement.

The first step in in understanding the Raman enhancement behavior of gold coated CuO
substrates involved visualizing the surface distribution of hot-spot sites by means of Raman
mapping. An inVia Raman microscope (Renishaw plc.) equipped with a high speed encoded
stage capable of down to 100 nm step size movement was again used for performing spectral
measurements. Excitation was conducted using continuous wave 633 nm laser excitation,
which is the lowest wavelength where gold still has sufficiently low plasmon damping, focused
close to the diffraction limit in air through a NA = 0.85 objective. Nanotextured 250 nm
nominal gold thickness coated CuO, chosen as the test substrate due to its high enhancement,
prior to measurements was functionalized via immersion in a 10 mM ethanolic benzenethiol
solution. Mapping was done by way of raster-scanning the substrate during sequential spot-by-
spot acquisitions with a 0.2 s dwell duration. The spectra of each individual pixel were then
subjected to fluorescence background subtraction, and Lorenzian peak fitting in accordance
with typical benzenethiol signatures was performed.

Figure 3.25 outlines the results of initial SERS mapping tests, all done on the same
20×20 µm2 substrate area segment, however, measured using different stage step sizes ∆x.
The scanning electron microscopy image on the top-left illustrates the general scale of the
Au/CuO texture in relation to the mapping region. A representative benzenethiol Raman
spectrum from a strongly enhancing pixel is given in the top-right plot, and all of the SERS
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Figure 3.25: SERS mapping experiments on a Au coated CuO nanotextured surface. Top-left
panel shows a scanning electron microscopy image of a representative surface segment of
CuO coated with a 250 nm nominal thickness of gold. A representative single-shot acquisition
spectrum of benzenethiol is given top-right. SERS maps of the 1001 cm−1 peak intensity,
acquired using different microscope stage step sizes, are given in the four bottom panels.

maps were obtained using the fitted intensity of the most prominent 1001 cm−1 in-plane
ring-breathing vibrational mode. The leftmost spectral map was conducted using a fairly
large ∆x = 1 µm step, which means that laser spots have almost no overlap. This type of
mapping is suitable for performing statistical analysis of enhancement due to the individual
measurements being independent, however, it hardly provides sufficient resolution to relate
SERS with nanotexture topology. Finer ∆x = 500 nm steps start to exhibit some overlap, but
the resultant mapping plot yields substantially more spatial detail. Lastly, the SERS imaging
spatial resolution saturates at ∆x = 250 nm, whereas the highly over-sampled ∆x = 100 nm
case does not uncover much additional detail but increases image quality by boosting the
attainable signal to noise ratio.

It is important to note that progressive laser exposures of the mapping area result in
a diminishing SERS signal intensity, most likely due to photoinduced decomposition of
the analyte. These very same processes occur during over-sampled mapping acquisitions,
leading to a decrease in the average spectral output. Photodecomposition during spectroscopic
mapping can be recognized when the first line of pixels exhibits a much larger intensity than
all the subsequent ones. So, while in this work over-sampled images are used to visualize the
hot-spot distribution, care must be taken not to rely on such data to make quantitative substrate
performance estimates, as highest intensity enhancement sites are eliminated from the sample
through photobeaching. On the other hand, this information can subsequently be recovered by
simultaneously monitoring Raman bands related to resultant photoproducts [506].

The mostly stochastic nature of SERS enhancement is readily visible in the highest
resolution Raman mapping images of Figure 3.25. This behavior is likely a result of chaotic
inhomogeneous localization of plasmon modes, and is also observed in SERS maps of
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random silver island films [602] as well as more deterministic nanosphere lithography-based
substrates [603]. Furthermore, the spatial variance of SERS possesses lengthscales close to the
spacings between individual CuO flakes. Also of note is that, despite evident photobleaching
and signal decrease, the overall distribution of hot spot sites is preserved over sequential
mapping exposures. In light of this, experiments for attaining direct comparisons between the
morphology of nanotextured plasmonic surfaces and SERS output were conducted.

Figure 3.26 outlines the approach used for accurately defining a substrate region for
subsequent scanning electron as well as Raman microscopy imaging. A set of 100×100 µm2

size marking frames were created at arbitrary locations on the gold coated surfaces via laser
ablation using a PHAROS femtosecond laser (Light Conversion, Ltd.). Submicron positional
accuracy was ensured by the high precision air-bearing x-y positioning stage (Aerotech Inc.).
While only the central 20× 20 µm2 area was of experimental interest, the marking frame
was kept much larger to prevent ablation debris from reaching and contaminating the central
region. The markers were then used for alignment using scanning electron microscope and
Raman microscope stages, and the respective images of a representative segment of an Au
coated CuO substrate are shown in middle and rightmost panels of Figure 3.26.

Two somewhat disparate substrate surface segments can be identified by comparing
the secondary electron and Raman scanning images, where their approximate boundary is
indicated by a yellow-dashed curve. It is evident that the right side of the surface region
exhibits a finer texture, which gives rise to abundant hot-spot sites. The left side, on the other
hand, is comprised of larger Au coated CuO flakes and appears far less efficient. However,
in addition to differences in plasmonic behavior, such spatial SERS disparities can arise due
to height variations of the substrate, supported on a coarse Cu foil, which would result in
the texture moving out of the high-NA lens shallow depth of focus. Hence, these results
point towards finer textures exhibiting more consistent enhancements, but not definitively,
as larger focal spots used in more realistic sensing setups might not be susceptible to such
issues. Therefore, while it might not be necessary for adequate SERS substrate performance,
high resolution Raman mapping investigations would benefit from minimization of surface

SERS mapSEM imageLaser marking

10 μm 2 μm2 μm

Figure 3.26: Illustration of the marking scheme used to investigate the relationship between
nanotextured plasmonic surface morphology and SERS signal intensity. Leftmost panel shows
the 100×100 µm2 marking frame created by means of laser ablation. These markers were
used for alignment to acquire the scanning electron image displayed in the middle panel,
and the coincident 1001 cm−1 benzenethiol peak SERS intensity mapping plot on the right.
Yellow curve separates two surface regions with different morphology.
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Figure 3.27: Comparison of stochastic distribution of SERS active hot-spots on different
areas of CuO template-based nanotextured surfaces coated with 250 nm of Au. Left panels
show scanning electron microscopy images and their corresponding benzenethiol 1001 cm−1

in-plane ring-breathing Raman peak intensity mapping plots. Plot on the right depicts the
overlapping histograms corresponding to each of the spectroscopic maps.

unevenness, for example, by creating the nanotextured surfaces from Cu films electroplated
onto planar wafers.

Despite the variances observed within the hot-spot distribution of a single 20×20 µm2

substrate region, distinct 250 nm nominal thickness gold coated CuO surface segments can
exhibit similar performance when taken as a whole. This is illustrated in Figure 3.27, where
scanning electron microscopy and Raman mapping images are provided for two completely
different SERS substrate areas. While the bottom row of images represent a noticeably coarser
nanotexture and its SERS enhancement appears to be less consistent, Raman signal intensity
histograms, plotted on the right side of Figure 3.27, show remarkable overlap, with deviations
mainly becoming pronounced in the long-tail region of the distribution. This is a strong
indication that spatial averaging can mitigate many of the irreproducibility issues related
to stochastic SERS substrates, provided the hot-spot density is sufficiently high. Still more
conclusive results could be obtained by performing similar mapping with a larger step size to
avoid laser spot overlap and excessive photobleaching.

In summary, this work shows how noble metal coated CuO nanotextured surfaces can be
used as cost effective and high-performing SERS substrates for molecular sensing applications
in the field. Furthermore, when area averaging is performed over a sufficiently large number
of hot-spot sites such surfaces can match the Raman signal reproducibility exhibited by
much more elaborate and costly deterministic plasmonic platforms. In contrast to strictly
defined lithographic patterns, self-affine stochastic textures can leverage the asymmetric
distribution of hot-spot intensities, and are readily compatible for use in portable Raman
spectroscopy setups without any precise positioning capabilities. While less technologically
demanding fabrication methods help in broadening the possible range of SERS applications
without marked deterioration of attainable performance, the question of how much further
simplification is feasible arises. The next section, therefore, addresses one of easiest the ways
of preparing platforms for SERS.
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3.4 Facile Raman enhancement platforms

An important indicator of the maturity of a given technology is its accommodation for simple
on-demand preparation of requisite components. In the context of SERS substrate fabrication
this would mean that platforms with high Raman enhancement can be attained without either
resorting to costly and complex machinery or using hazardous chemicals. Indeed, the common
features shared between the different approaches for creating stochastic SERS substrates,
namely an abundance of nanoscale hot-spots for optical field confinement and self-affine
features for coupling efficacy, are not inherently prescriptive of any particular method of
implementation. Therefore, with the gradually broadening overall adoption of SERS there
has been a considerable number of attempts to apply said principles by means of extremely
low cost methods, which, in tandem with advances in smartphone technology, could spread
molecular sensing from specialized applications into the ubiquity of everyday use.

Among the most exhaustively investigated and popular facile SERS platforms are paper-
based substrates, prepared by growing or depositing noble metal nanoparticles onto a hier-
archical cellulose fiber mesh scaffold [604–606]. It uses abundant, readily disposable and
biodegradable porous filter sheets or even plain office paper [607], which is then metallized
by, among other methods, soaking [608], in-situ growth [609], inkjet printing [610], and
even just by writing with a pen [611]. In addition to its low cost and simplicity, paper is
flexible hence can be used for swabbing surfaces [605] and exhibits capillary force induced
wicking, applicable for analyte pre-concentration [546] as well as for compatibility with
affordable paper-based microfluidic platforms [612, 613]. However, issues related to residual
unquenched paper fluorescence and notable signal variability between acquisitions are counted
among the disadvantages of paper-based SERS platforms [614]. Furthermore, in contrast to
planar substrates, the porous 3D scaffold can absorb a substantial fraction of analyte in its
inner volume, where no metal nanoparticles are located, hence no plasmonic enhancement
can proceed, thereby detrimentally increasing attainable detection thresholds.

Plastic or polymeric materials represent a different yet similarly cost-effective platform for
producing plasmonic substrates [615]. The electrospinning method, for instance, can produce
submicron width-scale polymer fiber meshes, which, much like cellulose scaffolds, can
subsequently be impregnated with noble metal nanoparticles [616, 617]. Planar realizations
include flexible polydimethylsiloxane based SERS substrates where plasmonic enhancement
is introduced by coating the surface using oblique angle physical vapor deposition [618] as
well as via chemical or electrostatic [619] nanoparticle attachment. Furthermore, a wide
range of plastics such as polyethylene sheets can be used as substrates for screen printing
nanoparticle-containing inks [620]. Much like for other template-based SERS substrates,
metal coatings mostly quench or outright block any polymer-related background effects, as
well as prevent texture degradation due to laser heating [621].

In this work, conducted in collaboration with with the research group headed by Prof.
Junko Morikawa at Tokyo Institute of Technology as well as with the team supervised by
Prof. Elena Ivanova at Swinburne University of Technology, extraordinarily facile wrinkled
nanotextures of metal-coated consumer-grade polystyrene are probed for their notable surface
properties [622] as well as their SERS performance [623]. First, after a brief overview of the
chemical makeup of polystyrene, the creation of wrinkled surface patterns due to buckling
of a mismatched skin layer under compressive strain during thermally induced shrinkage
is described. Optical properties of wrinkled gold films at both visible and infrared spectral
regions are outlined next, and, lastly, Raman enhancement measurement results are presented
and most relevant mechanisms of plasmonic enhancement are discussed.
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3.4.1 Thermal rescaling of polystyrene sheets
Induction of instabilities on soft matter surfaces is among the most readily affordable routes
to the attainment of complex nanotextured interfaces. It is unsurprising then, that wrinkling is
one of the most general and pervasive realizations of such phenomena in nature [624, 625],
where it generally results from the buckling of a stiff surface layer during contraction of
a more complaint underlying substrate. However, only with the advent of nanotechnology
has it drawn substantial interest for applications related to surface patterning [626–628],
stretchable electronics [629], microfluidics [630], texturing of 2D materials [631] and thin-
film metrology [632].

Artificial realizations of self-organized wrinkle-textured surfaces tend to rely on polymeric
substrates, such as polystyrene, polydimethylsiloxane or polyolefins among others, in large
part due to relative ease of inducing strain in such materials as well as due to their ubiquity
and low cost. In this work a particularly cost-effective type of pre-stretched polymer, in
the form of commercially available 0.4 mm thickness flat 36.4×25.7 cm2 area "PLA Plate"
sheets (Tamiya Inc.), was used. Figure 3.29 (a) shows the high-resolution X-ray photoelectron
spectrum of such a plastic in the vicinity of the carbon C 1s signature, acquired using a
Thermo Scientific K-alpha spectrometer with a 1486.6 eV monochromatic X-ray source.
The prominent peaks associated with C–C and π – π∗ bonding are strongly indicative of
polystyrene. However, notably intense contributions from C–O and C=O chemical states
were observed and could be due to contamination by adventitious carbon or the presence of
plastifier compounds.

Similarly, a mid-IR absorbance spectrum of the polymer sheet is shown as the red curve in
Figure 3.28 (b), measured using an attenuated total reflection Fourier transform spectrometer
ALPHA (Bruker Corp.), equipped with a diamond internal reflection element. The spectrum is
fully consistent with that of polystyrene [633], where the peaks at 3082 cm−1, 3059 cm−1 and
3025 cm−1 are attributable to various aromatic C–H bond stretch vibrations. Similarly, the
2921 cm−1 and 2849 cm−1 bands are related to, correspondingly, asymmetric and symmetric

(a) (b)

Figure 3.28: Structural characterization of polystyrene, used for subsequent nanotexturing. (a)
X-ray photoelectron spectrum of polystyrene sheets in the carbon C 1s range [622]. Shaded
curves are fit components to various probable bonding states of carbon. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy was performed by the research group under supervision of Prof. Elena Ivanova.
(b) Mid-infrared absorbance spectrum of polystyrene, along with that of various solvents
commonly used for SERS analysis [623]. Mid-IR spectroscopy experiments were performed
at Tokyo Institute of Technology by the research group under supervision of Prof. Junko
Morikawa.
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methylene –CH2 group stretching modes. Other prominent spectral signatures, situated at
1601 cm−1 and 1583 cm−1, as well as the tandem at 1492 cm−1 and 1451 cm−1 are due to
C–C stretches as a result of in-plane aromatic ring breathing. The notably intense 1068 cm−1

and 1028 cm−1 bands are attributed to benzene ring C–H bond bending. Lastly, the two most
pronounced peaks at 750 cm−1 as well as 694 cm−1 are assigned to out-of-plane C–H bond
bending vibration modes. Therefore, any carbonyl or ether related groups, observed using
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, are attributable solely to surface contamination.

As mentioned previously, the polystyrene sheets are fabricated in a bi-axially pre-stressed
metastable state, and tend to laterally shrink when heated above the glass transition temperature
of approximately 110 ◦C. Over the course of thermal rescaling the in-plane dimensions of the
plastic substrates decrease to 50% of their initial value, whereas transverse thickness swells
by 400% in accordance to volume conservation. However, if a thin interfacial layer of such a
sheet is modified, so that it does not undergo thermal contraction along with the underlying
bulk material, it will tend to maintain the original surface area. Furthermore, the compressive
strain induced in the surface layer by the shrinking substrate is relieved through hierarchical
buckling and wrinkle creation.

A schematic illustration of the exceptionally facile thermal nanotexturing process used in
this work is provided in Figure 3.30 (a). The commercially available polystyrene sheets can
be used as received, and any further cleaning steps in iso-2-propyl alcohol are purely optional.
Surface modification to increase its stiffness can be performed in a number of different ways,
including metal deposition [623], laser irradiation [634] as well as plasma treatment [635].

Au 10 nmAr+ plasma

PS

1. Consumer grade pre-
stretched polystyrene 
sheets

2. Modify surface by 
metal deposition or 
plasma treatment

3. Perform thermal 
rescaling at 150 ˚C

(a)

PS
PS

Cr 10 nm

(b) (c) (d)

2 µm 

Figure 3.29: Process for polystyrene surface nanotexturing via thermal shrinkage. (a) Sketch
illustrating the main steps in the procedure that uses pre-stretched polystyrene sheets. The
nanoscale surface layer stiffness is modified either through metal deposition or chemical
treatment. The plastic is then heated above the glass transition temperature, during which it
biaxially shrinks to span half of its initial lateral dimensions. Compressive strain causes the
wrinkling of the treated surface. Lower panels show scanning electron images of textures
obtained through various surface modification methods, such as hardening through Ar+ plasma
treatment (b), as well as deposition of either ductile Au (c) or brittle Cr (d).
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Figure 3.30: Scanning electron microscopy images of thermally rescaled polystyrene surfaces.
Surface topology obtained without any modification is compared to texturing arising due to
compression strain acting upon gold layers deposited with thicknesses ranging from 10 nm to
290 nm. All metal-coated substrate images use the same 2 µm scale bar.

Lastly, thermal shrinkage is allowed to proceed in a convection oven at 150 ◦C until an
equilibrium state is reached, which produces the desired wrinkled surface. Interestingly, as
can be inferred from the scanning electron microscopy images in Figures 3.29 (b) and (c),
regardless if polystyrene surface modification is performed by means of Ar+ plasma exposure
in a reactive ion etching tool, which results in cross-linking of polymer chains in the top
layer of the substrate, or by depositing a film of gold or other reasonably malleable metal,
the resulting wrinkle patterns tend to appear quite similar. Conversely, when the surface film
is brittle, as is the case for 10 nm thickness thermally evaporated chromium, the resultant
nanotexture will be comprised of randomly aligned metal flakes, depicted in Figure 3.29 (d).

Among the most intriguing properties of mechanical instability-induced texturation is that
the characteristic surface wrinkle wavelengths λs are deterministic, and depend linearly on the
skin layer thickness h, as well as non-linearly on the ratio of Young’s modulli Es and Eb of
surface and bulk materials respectively, as [624]:

λs = 2πh 3
√

Es/Eb. (3.11)

To illustrate, Figure 3.30 shows the wrinkle patterns produced when pre-stretched polystyrene
sheets are thermally rescaled with different thicknesses of overlaying gold. Here metallization
was performed by means of magnetron sputtering using an AXXIS physical vapor deposition
system (Kurt J. Lesker). When no surface modification is performed prior to shrinkage
the resultant rescaled surface remains mostly flat apart for some indistinct nanoscale ripple
patterns, depicted in the close-up scanning electron microscopy image on the top-left of
Figure 3.30.
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The stiffer metal layer, however, is compressed by the shrinking substrate, which causes
partial delamination and the dissipation of strain through plastic deformation of the initially
planar film into complex topologies, comprised of folds and creases. In addition, said
topologies possess a degree of self-affinity, were a cascading hierarchy of buckled features is
formed [627]. This arises naturally out of the wrinkling mechanics, where lowest wavelength
buckles, set by the stiffness of the metal layer, are formed first and proceed to grow in
amplitude, thereby creating a new effective skin layer. As shrinkage of the underlying
substrate continues to run its course, compressive stress required for further growth of initial
wrinkle amplitude starts to exceed that of creating a new generation of buckles of the deformed
effective metal skin. This process can be repeated over successive generations until the
substrate bulk reaches equilibrium. Lastly, while the deposited thickness of Au profoundly
affects the average wavelength attributable to surface features, all of the textures exhibit a
strong scale invariance, where higher metal film thickness surfaces tend to resemble magnified
versions of finer thin metal wrinkle patterns.

Such complex hierarchical surface topologies can exhibit many of the behaviors typically
associated with other micro/nano-textured interfaces, such as hydrophilicity or hydropho-
bicity [636], as well as reduced biofouling through suppressed bacterial attachment [622].
Topologically controllable thermal diffusivity α , however, is a property fairly unique to wrin-
kled metal film textures, interesting from both a fundamental and an application oriented
perspective. This parameter is defined as α = k/(ρcp), where k is the thermal conductivity, ρ

stands for mass density, and cp represents the specific heat capacity at constant pressure. Ther-
mal diffusivity characterizes the temporal spread rate of heat, described by the temperature T ,
according to the diffusion equation ∂T/∂ t = α∇2T .
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Figure 3.31: Non-contact measurements of thermal diffusivity of wrinkled gold surfaces [623].
Sketch on the left illustrates the measurement setup, wherein 1 Hz modulated λ = 630 nm
laser illumination is focused onto the sample either from the top-side or from the bottom,
respectively through ports No 1 or No 2. A bolometer camera is used to image the laser heating
spot, and the spreading thermal wave is visualized by performing a fast Fourier transform.
Thermal diffusivity dependence on wrinkled gold surface thickness is plotted on the right.
Insets show the fast Fourier phase images of thermal waves spreading over corresponding
textured surfaces. Measurements of thermal diffusivity were performed at Tokyo Institute of
Technology by the research group under supervision of Prof. Junko Morikawa.
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Here, thermal diffusivity of rescaled Au coated polystyrene was measured using the non-
contact temperature wave method [623], previously described in Section 2.2.1 and schemati-
cally outlined in the left panel of Figure 3.31, which combines continuous wave λ = 630 nm
laser spot heating with micro-bolometric imaging over the 7 to 14 µm spectral range. Laser
illumination is focused onto a diffraction-limited interface region, and its intensity is modu-
lated at a ω = 1 Hz frequency, which provides the carrier signal for subsequent fast Fourier
transform bolometric image analysis. The amplitude of resultant spatial harmonic plots is
related to surface radiant exitance, whereas the fast Fourier transform phase images, depicted
as insets on the right panel of Figure 3.31, illustrate the thermal wave spread. This process
is directly related to thermal conductivity exhibited by the surface, and the slope of the
phase plots is inversely dependent on thermal diffusivity α as ∆θ(x)/∆x =

√
ω/2α +c [230],

where c is a measurement setup contingent constant. Either oblique front-side or perpendicular
back-side texture illumination modes can be used, with the latter method providing a superior
signal-to-noise ratio. However, strong scattering in the polystyrene substrate bulk prevents
diffraction-limited laser focusing onto, and localized heating of, the wrinkled metal texture
rear-side. To mitigate this effect the shrunken plastic substrates were partially embedded in a
protective epoxy resin and mechanically polished down to a 100 µm total thickness, which
eliminated most of the detrimental scattering.

The planar counterparts of materials constituting the wrinkled metallic nanotextures pos-
sess severely disparate thermal diffusivities, with polystyrene being the most insulating at
αPS = 1.06×10−7 m2s−1 [637], followed by air αAir ∼ 1.9×10−5 m2s−1, and, lastly, gold
αAu ∼ 1.27× 10−4 m2s−1 providing the fastest thermal pathway. However, as is readily
observed in the right plot of Figure 3.31, wrinkled gold layers of various thicknesses exhibit
up to two order of magnitude reduced thermal diffusivities compared to those of their initial
flat state. While thermal diffusivities of the thinnest 10 nm metal coatings are barely above
that of polystyrene, for every additional 10 nm of Au the parameter increases linearly by ap-
proximately 4%. Such a change manifests as an ever more rapid thermal spread, visualized by
larger fringe spacings in micro-bolometer image fast Fourier transform phase plots, illustrated
by the aforementioned insets in the right panel of Figure 3.31.

This scaling behavior with increasing metal thickness can be understood by considering
that in a textured material heat can be transported not only through thermal conductance in
gold and, to a much lesser extent, polystyrene, but also via convective flow in air pockets
trapped between morphological features. In order for thermal energy transfer through air
to become viable, however, gaps between wrinkle ridges have to be at least αAu/αAir ' 6.7
times smaller than the conductivity path through the hierarchically buckled surface of a given
thickness metal. This condition can be readily achieved by way of the diminished thermal
conductivity of thinner gold layers on one end, and through the coincident decrease in average
wrinkle wavelength, hence, expected air gap width. Therefore, thermal diffusivity can be
tuned from the value of either the underlying substrate or air, depending on which is higher, to
that of flat Au.

Controllable heat diffusion enables the management and investigation of locally induced
thermal gradients underlying thermophoresis, also known as the Soret effect [450], which
represents a long-standing issue affecting SERS, among other spectroscopic analytical mea-
surement techniques performed in solution. Ultimately, the self-affine hierarchical surface
topologies of wrinkled metal films are conceptually similar to previously described self-affine
nanotextured SERS substrates, however, accurate performance estimates of these facile plat-
forms can be obtained only through experimental measurements of their optical and Raman
enhancement behavior.
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3.4.2 SERS on thermally shrunk Au coated plastic
Changes in the optical properties of a metal surface, induced by self-organized wrinkling
processes of a pre-stretched thermoplastic, have been shown to enhance fluorescence emission
of adsorbed molecules [638], as well as to drastically improve the SERS performance of
nanoporous gold films prepared by dealloying [639]. Conversely, applying a silver layer onto a
pre-wrinkled spin-coated polystyrene thin-film provided an eightfold increase in Raman signal
over that acquired on an equivalent thickness of planar Ag [640]. In all cases the augmentation
of surface-enhanced processes has been attributed to stochastic plasmon confinement in
nanoscale gaps between the multitude of folds and crevices in the wrinkled metal film. In
this work, however, altering the amount of deposited gold enabled tuning the characteristic
lengthscale of the wrinkled metal textures, which in turn allows to estimate the effect of their
morphology on SERS signal.

As is evident from the dark-field optical microscopy images of different Au thickness
coated rescaled polystyrene substrate surfaces given in Figure 3.32, the first readily appreciable
change induced by wrinkling is the increase in the prevalence of light scattering as a result
of the disordered texture. Indeed, the initially mirror-like gold films are turned matte by the
thermal shrinkage of the underlying plastic. This is attributable to diffuse reflectance as a result
of the quasi-random surface topology being imprinted onto the wavefront of incident light
during reflection at the metal interface. Hemispherical reflectance measurements, performed
using a LAMBDA 1050 spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer Inc.) equipped with a 150 mm
diameter integrating sphere, likewise showed that, for Au thicknesses of 50 nm and above,
texturing does not noticeably change the absolute amount of reflected light, but merely turns
the reflectance diffuse. Furthermore, the 50 nm and 100 nm thickness rough gold films exhibit
numerous random speckle patterns, which tend to cluster in the vicinity of the wrinkle crests.
This behavior becomes less prominent on the 290 nm thickness film, which has buckles
marginally distinguishable with the naked eye, hence, are not in the size-range optimal for
induction of random interference of scattered light.

The 10 nm gold thickness texture with smallest characteristic wrinkle wavelengths exhibits
a notably different behavior due to its subwavelength morphological feature size and partial
transparency of the metal coating. Here, scattering is considerably weaker and mostly relegated
to the red portion of the visible wavelength region, likely due to the anti-reflectance exhibited
by the nanotexture. Much of the incident radiation is either coupled into the substrate or
outright absorbed by the gold film as a result, leading to a dark brown appearance of the
substrate.

290 nm100 nm10 nm 50 nm

Figure 3.32: Dark-field optical microscopy images of wrinkled Au films on thermally shrunk
polystyrene, prepared using different gold deposition thicknesses. Speckle patterns on 50 nm
and 100 nm thickness films are indicative of strong plasmonic scattering activity.
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Figure 3.33: Mid-infrared specular reflectance spectra of different thickness gold layers
deposited on pre-stretched polystyrene (a) before and (b) after thermal shrinkage [623]. Inset
in panel (b) shows respective photographs of 5× 5 mm2 sized substrate pieces. Note the
different scales used on ordinate axes for the two plots. Mid-IR spectroscopy experiments
were performed at Tokyo Institute of Technology by the research group under supervision of
Prof. Junko Morikawa.

Figures 3.33 (a) and (b) show the mid-infrared specular reflectance spectra of gold films
magnetron-sputtered on polystyrene sheets respectively prior to thermal rescaling and after the
process has run its course. Here, measurements were conducted using a Spectrum Spotlight
300 Fourier transform IR imaging spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer Inc.), equipped with a limited
acceptance angle NA = 0.5 Cassegrain-type magnifying mirror system. Marked spectral
regions correspond to atmospheric absorbance bands due to the presence of H2O and CO2.
The as-deposited flat gold films exhibit the high degree of specular reflectance typical for
most bulk metals, with 290 nm thickness layers being the most mirror-like. On the other
hand, in the 10 nm Au case reflectivity falls off towards the near-IR range due the onset of
transmittance as the skin-depth starts to exceed the metal thickness.

Wrinkled gold layers on thermally rescaled polystyrene sheets demonstrate a contrasting
behavior, where, according to Figure 3.33 (b), specular reflectance drops well below 10% for
Au film thicknesses at or above 50 nm. This is attributable to diffuse scattering from the quasi-
random surface texture, in line with what was observed at the visible spectral range. However,
the lowest 10 nm thickness wrinkled gold layer again shows notably distinct behavior, where
strong specular reflectance is reconstituted towards the far-IR, likely due to all hierarchically
self-similar generations of the texture becoming subwavelength in this spectral region. Hints
as to the onset of such a regime are discernible also at the lowest wavenumber portion of
the 50 nm gold thickness substrate. As described in the previous section, other randomly
nanotextured plasmonic surfaces used for SERS likewise tend to exhibit substantial broadband
scattering of electromagnetic radiation. Hence, such reflectance behavior is a strong, albeit
not definite, indication of a high potential for attaining substantial Raman signal intensity
enhancement.
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Figure 3.34: SERS performance of wrinkled gold films prepared on thermally rescaled
polystyrene sheets. (a) Raman spectra of benzenethiol measured on wrinkled Au with various
layer thicknesses. Excitation laser wavelength was λ = 785 nm, and spectra are offset for
clarity. (b) Intensity dependence of the 1001 cm−1 benzenethiol peak, marked by the arrow in
panel (a), on thickness of the initial gold film. Gray error bars represent the standard deviation
between different measurement positions. Sketch in the inset illustrates the textured metal
surface.

SERS performance of thermally shrunk Au coated plastic substrates was, again, probed
using benzenethiol as a reporter molecule, applied by way of the protocol previously described
in Section 3.3.2. Spectral acquisitions were performed with an inVia Raman microscope
(Renishaw plc.) using 785 nm continuous wave laser excitation and a NA = 0.75 objective
in 20×2 µm2 line-focus mode. Representative SERS spectra of benzenethiol measured on
different thickness buckled Au films, which according to Figure 3.30 exhibit disparate average
surface wrinkle wavelengths, are shown in Figure 3.34 (a). Here, as is commonly observed on
other stochastic noble metal sputtered template SERS substrates, Raman scattering peaks tend
to initially scale linearly in intensity with increasing amounts of gold overlaying the textured
substrate.

Figure 3.34 (b) outlines these changes in both average SERS signal as well as its point-to-
point standard deviations for the most prominent 1001 cm−1 in-plane benzene ring breathing
vibrational mode. Despite possessing a fine subwavelength nanotexture, 10 nm thickness gold
wrinkles appear to be insufficient to establish notable Raman enhancement. This is likely in
part due to strong plasmonic damping, as a result of dissipative electron scattering at layer
interfaces, as well as due to optical energy loss by way of transmittance through the thin Au
film. The optically opaque 50 nm thickness wrinkled gold substrate performs much better,
however, is unmistakably surpassed by the sample with 100 nm of deposited Au.

All of the aforementioned substrates notably exhibited a similar ∼ 30% signal variability
between different acquisitions, which, while sub-optimal for analytic applications, could
be mitigated by spatial averaging schemes. Much of this point-to-point variance can be
attributed to the microscale topological unevenness of the hierarchically wrinkled surface,
which complicates the consistency of both excitation as well as scattered radiation collection.
Indeed, the 290 nm wrinkled Au layer represents an extreme case, where even the smallest
wrinkle generations comprising the texture are so far beyond the submicron lengthscales
associated with optical and plasmonic processes, that they become hardly distinguishable
from planar gold, hence the low SERS efficacy.
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Figure 3.35: Wide-field as well as close-up scanning electron microscopy images, respectively
acquired using secondary and backscattered electron detectors, of wrinkled 10 nm and 100 nm
thickness gold films on polystyrene. Both morphological surface roughness as well as
numerous nanoscale gaps in the strained thick metal film can host high intensity SERS
hot-spots.

However, while on average the SERS enhancement demonstrated by the large scale 290 nm
Au wrinkles only marginally exceeded that of the lowest thickness gold film, it exhibited a
huge variance in signal output. Some rare outlier points near the crests of the microscale
wrinkle pattern provided enhancements far above what was observable on any of the less
metal-loaded substrates. This behavior, in turn, raises questions as to what is actually required
to facilitate hot-spot formation. Purely from the morphology point of view surface topologies
with smallest wrinkles packed in the densest fashion, akin to those on 10 nm thick Au films,
maximize the number of possible nanoscale gaps per unit surface area, and, therefore, would
be expected to yield the best SERS performance. Conversely, thick gold layers have large
wrinkles tens of microns in size and mostly produce gaps that are on length scales far beyond
those relevant for near-field plasmonic proceses.

On the other hand, from a structural point of view more bulky gold layers, at least 40 nm
in thickness, would be preferable, since only then does the effective medium approach, which
plasmonics is based on, become valid and dissipation losses due to electron scattering at metal
interfaces are sufficiently low. Furthermore, thicker gold coatings have larger Au grain sizes,
as can be seen for the 100 nm substrate in Figure 3.35, whereas 10 nm layers are just above the
percolation threshold and appear fairly smooth. Metal surface roughness has been shown to
enable stochastic inhomogeneous localization of extraordinarily intense plasmon modes [501],
and can be invoked here to describe the rare occurrences of high Raman enhancement on
otherwise unremarkable thick metal wrinkles.
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In the case of thermally rescaled gold-coated surfaces it appears both aspects – sufficient
Au grain size and nanoscale roughness, as well as small and densely packed wrinkles for field
enhancing gap formation – are necessary for adequate SERS substrate performance. Hence,
only 50 nm and 100 nm Au thickness wrinkles offer both significant as well as reasonably
consistent Raman enhancement as a result of both morphological and structural factors being
able to contribute towards hot-spot formation. The substrate specific enhancement factor
for the highest performing 100 nm gold thickness case was estimated at around EFSS =
3×106, which, despite its simplicity, is not far behind many considerably more complex and
technologically demanding quasi-random SERS platforms. On the other hand, surface thermal
diffusivity is smaller for more finely wrinkled films with lower metal thicknesses. Hence, the
limited nanotextured surface parameter region optimal for SERS is somewhat limiting to the
range of thermal conductance values attainable by tuning the wrinkled surface morphology.
However, it might nevertheless be possible to extend the range in which both parameter sets
can be controlled independently by further conformal sputtering of additional metal onto
pre-wrinkled substrates, which would help to both increase plasmonic propagation efficiency
as well as thermal conductivity.

To summarize, thermally rescaled gold coated polystyrene represents an extraordinarily
facile and highly effective SERS platform, with its main disadvantage being a considerable
point-to-point variability of the signal. Plasmonic enhancement exhibited by buckled metal
films, like for most other stochastic Raman enhancement substrates, relies on hierarchical
transfer of optical energy from free space into ever more confined plasmonic modes, and vice
versa. Here, micron and submicron scale wrinkles and creases can provide discontinuities
required for the coupling of surface plasmon-polaritons, which can then be inhomogeneously
localized in random anti-wedge and gap modes at nanoscale metal roughness sites. The
primary application of such a plasmonic sensing surface would be in enabling cost-effective
molecular detection by way of enhanced fluorescence emission or Raman scattering. However,
wrinkled metal films possesses numerous unique properties such as the ability to deterministi-
cally and drastically change the scale of surface topology, control their thermal diffusivity, as
well as to accurately determine the surface area, which make this platform relevant even for
fundamental investigations related to plasmon-enhanced spectroscopy.
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This work is centered around development of methods and techniques for the creation of
effective and cost-efficient nanotextured surfaces exhibiting a range of optical functionalities
related to control over the interaction between radiation and matter, and in particular for
luminous energy harvesting as well as optical sensing. Its three main prongs are: tailored
anti-reflectance realized on a black silicon platform, understanding the optically relevant
nanoscale composition of silk fibroin biopolymers and honing of techniques for their top-
down patterning, and creating ever more affordable disordered plasmonic substrates for
surface-enhanced Raman sensing. The major findings of this project are summarized as
follows.

• Black silicon is a high-performance anti-reflective nanotextured surface comprised of
a densely-packed quasi-random arrangement of tapered subwavelength spikes. Fur-
thermore, it is created using a cost-effective mask-free reactive ion etching process.
Similar textures are employed by certain natural organisms to reduce reflectance or
increase light collection efficiency, as exemplified by moth eye and cicada wing surfaces.
Anti-reflectance of black silicon is primarily predicated on it operating as a gradient
effective refractive index layer, however, can be further augmented and extended to-
wards the infrared spectral region by altering the constituent arrangement of spikes or by
using hierarchical texturation approaches. When infrared wavelength anti-reflectance is
combined with methods to induce additional absorbance in this spectral range, black
silicon becomes an effective absorber for thermoelectric power generation approaches.

1. Total hemispherical reflectance of black silicon with different scale nanotextures,
comprised of spikes with heights ranging from 200 nm to 800 nm, exhibits values
below 1 % throughout the Si absorbance spectral region. While the gradient
effective refractive index layer, established by silicon spikes, represents its main
anti-reflectance mechanism, the presence of local minima in the specular re-
flectance spectra that scale with the sizes of structural components are indicative
of an additional trapping mechanism due to quasi-deterministic forward-scattering
of light into substrate-guided modes as the spatial frequency spectrum of the
texture gets imprinted into the incident optical field [137].
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2. A notable majority of the optical properties exhibited by black silicon are mirrored
by the anti-reflective nanotextures of cicada wings. Similarities include the overall
subwavelength surface topology, gradient effective refractive index layer-based
anti-reflectance, principal spatial frequency components that cause light trapping
via diffraction into the total internal reflection angle range of the substrate, and near
field intensity distribution of the incident optical field. Cicada wing reflectance
suppression is highly omnidirectional, as verified by FDTD calculations. Wing
surface texturation diminishes the amount of reflected light throughout most of
the visible spectral region by factors ranging from 10 at normal illumination, to 4
at a large oblique 75◦ angle of incidence [220].

3. Black silicon represents a new method for enhancing optical trapping through
local field enhancement at the point-of-contact between its texture and a dielectric
particle, as was deduced based on FDTD simulations. When using a λ = 808 nm
wavelength laser, submicron polystyrene beads were trapped at irradiation powers
ranging from 30 kWcm−2 to 740 kWcm−2, limited by the maximum output of the
light source. This trapping regime is complimentary to plasmonic approaches, and,
while it exhibits weaker optical field gradients than metal structures, black silicon
is inherently broadband, performs tighter trapping due to absence of detrimental
thermal gradients, and binding potentials scale up to high incident intensities
thereby allowing switching between 2D and 1D trapping modes [113].

4. Hierarchical superimposition of different scale surface textures results in a cu-
mulative optical behavior. When anti-reflective black silicon is applied onto a
statistical ray trapping micro-pyramid texture the originally diffuse reflectance at
the Si absorbance range is almost completely suppressed. Experimental results
bolstered by numerical simulations showed that hierarchical surface texturing can
reduce broadband specular reflectance by up to two orders of magnitude well into
the mid-infrared region whilst completely altering the method of light trapping
within the substrate from slab-guided to statistical [146].

5. Black silicon can be applied to uses in Seebeck element-based photothermoelectric
power conversion as an affordable high efficiency luminous energy absorber.
FDTD simulations revealed that roughly 80% of visible wavelength photons are
absorbed in the spiky nanotexture. Gold nanoparticles were deposited onto black
silicon to further enhance solar-to-thermal energy conversion yield by an additional
50%. In the plasmonically augmented case metallic nanoparticles exhibit an up to
two orders of magnitude higher absorbance per unit volume than that of silicon.
Efficiency of the prototype device was around 2%, mainly due to limitations
related to low thermoelectric conversion yield in the Seebeck element [167].

6. A prototype hybrid solar energy harvesting device, comprised of a photovoltaic
top section made up of a black silicon wafer, and an electrically insulated thermo-
electric bottom section comprised of a GeSn alloy infrared absorber film and a
Seebeck element, is proposed. The prototype device had a modest photovoltaic
conversion efficiency of 2.4%, which was increased by a further 8% by the ther-
moelectric section, utilizing waste heat and infrared radiation not absorbed in Si.
The total optical-to-electrical power conversion efficiency of this not optimized
first realization was 2.6% [173].
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• Natural silk fibers derive their remarkable toughness and chemical resilience from the
elaborate hierarchical network of different protein secondary structures, mainly random
coils, α-helices, and β -sheets. Such a complex composition of covalent and hydrogen
bonds inevitably results in a wealth of interactions with electromagnetic radiation over
a wide spectral range, which presents both difficulties as well as opportunities for both
their spectroscopic investigation, as well as utilization for creating various photonic
devices on a silk fibroin platform. Similarly, applications of silk in nanofabrication for
the most part harness the inherent natural properties of this protein, and, in particular,
how β -sheets stabilize the biopolymer and render it water insoluble. Hence, in order
to create nanoscale functional components using silk it is of prime importance to find
methods to accurately recognize as well as to exert precise local modification of such
secondary structures of fibroin.

7. Probing of the electromagnetic radiation absorbance properties of natural silk
fibers over an extraordinarily broad spectral range, from ultraviolet all the way to
the terahertz region, allowed for comprehensive characterization of fibroin behav-
ior at all levels of its hierarchical composition. In particular, terahertz frequency
radiation absorbance spectroscopy identified long-range collective vibrational
motion-related spectral peaks at around 20 cm−1 and 240 cm−1 wavenumbers,
which were sensitive to subtle primary and secondary protein structure variations
between fibers spun by different Bombyx mori and Antheraea pernyi silkworm
species [283].

8. Femtosecond laser patterning of silk fibroin films without photoinitiators is pos-
sible by ablation of their positive tone water insoluble β -sheet rich state, using
infrared radiation that is not directly absorbed in either the substrate or silk. Laser
polymerization of water soluble amorphous fibroin films only becomes observable
at the onset of substrate ablation, and likely proceeds as a result of irradiation by
energetic electrons liberated during avalanche breakdown of the dielectric [353].

9. Regenerated silk fibroin films can be processed to act as both positive as well
as negative tone biocompatible water chemistry based high resolution electron
beam lithography resists. The optimal exposure dose for crystallized fibroin-
based positive resists using 100 keV electron energy beams was approximately
4000 µCcm−2, as it was found to be sufficient to induce β -sheet breakdown. Ex-
posure doses required for negative tone amorphous fibroin layers are impractically
large however, and at 38000 µCcm−2 managed to cross-link only the bottom 20%
of the initially 100 nm thickness film. This shows that substrate back-scattered
electrons are instrumental in inducing polymerization of silk [369].

• Plasmonic noble metal coated nanotextures can be used as highly effective yet affordable
sensing substrates for surface-enhanced Raman scattering. Such disordered plasmonic
systems make use of inhomogeneous localization of optical energy at certain high
intensity hot-spot sites, behaving as a matter-coupled wave equivalent of a laser speckle
pattern. This stochastic behavior is inherently broadband, however, exhibits a somewhat
lower degree of signal reproducibility that can be mitigated by way of area averaging.
Three different realizations of SERS substrates, each with varying degrees of inherent
disorder and ever lower fabrication complexity, are proposed.
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10. Reproducible Raman signal enhancement, showing a SD= 10% standard deviation
variance without area averaging, has been realized using ordered gold nanopillar
array SERS substrates, prepared on a silicon wafer by means of reverse micelle
soft-lithography and gold sputtering. The detection limit value for 1-naphthalene
thiol was 0.46 nM, or 74 parts-per-billion, which is below monolayer surface
coverage. FDTD simulations allowed to relate the metal layer thickness-dependent
nanotexture surface topology to SERS enhancement, and showed that highest
intensity surface plasmon-polariton modes are localized in the trenches between
gold pillars [536]

11. Nanotextured copper(II) oxide semiconductor template-based gold sputtered SERS
substrates represent an effective, scalable and affordable stochastic plasmonic
platform for SERS detection. Signal enhancement factors for benzenethiol were
shown to scale approximately linearly with increasing amounts of deposited
gold, and reached EFSS = 1.1×107 for 250 nm gold thicknesses. Furthermore,
while these stochastic metal nanotextures exhibit considerable spatial variability in
SERS intensity, line-scan area averaging schemes can ensure a SD= 10% standard
deviation, on par with that of much more elaborate and costly lithographically
defined plasmonic geometries [561].

12. Thermally rescaled gold coated polystyrene is an exceptionally simple, yet no-
tably effective self-affine SERS platform, which has demonstrated benzenethiol
spectroscopic signal enhancement factors of approximately EFSS = 3× 106 in
the optimal case when surface wrinkles are comprised of 100 nm thickness gold.
Its main disadvantage, however, is a considerable point-to-point variability in
performance that can amount to SD = 30% standard deviations of the signal. An
additional beneficial feature of the wrinkled metal texture surface is the ability
to estimate and predictably control its thermal diffusivity by changing the layer
thickness [623].

These conclusion statements are validated and further elaborated on in the correspondingly
cited peer-reviewed papers published as part of this PhD project, all of which are summarized
in the Appendix "Publications during this PhD project".
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